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This is a study of the vocabulary of poverty in early medieval English. It is a 
diachronic study in that the focus is the change in the vocabulary from Old English 
into early Middle English. However texts from different times within this span, 
different genres and geographical areas are presented as a series of slices so that the 
vocabularies of the particular texts can be compared. The starting point for the 
identification of the vocabulary of poverty in Old English is that of the Thesaurus of 
Old English category 15.01.06 Poverty. These words are present in all the data 
through the study, even in texts in which they have moved away from the meaning 
6 poverty' so that their change over time, place and genre can be traced. Additional 
words are added, which carry the meaning 'poverty', as they appear in the texts. 
The identification of the particular words which carry the meaning 'poverty' in a 
text is established through criteria which derive from the assumption that words define 
their meaning by their context and their relationship to other words. Glossaries and 
dictionary definitions are used, but in addition context, collocation, synonym or partial 
synonym and antonym are the criteria for the inclusion of words in the poverty 
vocabulary for individual texts or groups of texts. Associative and connotative 
meanings are considered to be an important part of the meaning of a word, as are other 
senses that the words express, so that there is a sense of the other meanings which the 
words bring to the context. 
The assumption is made that linguistic factors cannot be divorced from 
extralinguistic factors in the process of language change, and that the connotative and 
associative elements of the individual words in their context carry cultural and social 
information which is an important part of the frame of the word in the text and of 
language choice and change. 
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1. Introduction 
The focus of this thesis is the change that occurs to the Old English 'poverty' category, 
as identified in the TOE, during the first centuries after the Norman Conquest. The 
questions asked are whether there is a comparatively high level of lexical remodelling, 
what the process and factors are in this process and what, if anything, can be learned 
from these changes about the contemporary views of the concept 'poverty'. 
I have used evidence from dictionaries and thesauri which provide an overview of 
the changes in lexis through the Old English to early Middle English period with 
reference to some of the texts which highlight issues which arise through the changing 
nature of the vocabulary. The thesaurus evidence also allows an examination of the 
relationships between the words in the poverty category within other categories. I 
have examined some of the lexis replacement in k1fric's work in early Middle 
English with a more detailed examination of three versions of The Twelve Abuses 
because the content of this text is particularly rich in discussion of both voluntary and 
involuntary poverty. I have then concentrated on individual texts and groups of texts 
to explore more specific, text based vocabularies of poverty with a focus on the lexical 
relationships in context. The texts I have chosen to examine in more detail were 
chosen because they were composed in the early Middle English period and were not 
reworkings of earlier texts. These are the Interpolations and Continuations in The 
Peterborough Chronicle, The Ormulum, La3amon's Brut and the group of texts 
known as the AB texts. 
Why poverty? 
This study began as an exploration of the items in the Thesaurus of Old English (TOE) 
category 15.01.06 Poverty, indigence (Roberts and Kay 2000: 645). It became 
apparent that while work has been done on the poor and the idea of poverty for this 
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period, there has not been a similar focus on the associated vocabulary. This 
vocabulary undergoes considerable change during the period from Old English to 
early NEddle English. Existing English words move in or out of the category and new 
words from other languages, Old Norse and Old French, enter. 
This study considers the changing category and concept of 'poverty' from Old 
English into early middle English. The framework will be a diachronic study of the 
vocabulary, but presented through a series of synchromc slices. The items in the 
vocabulary of the Thesaurus of Old English category 15.01.06 Poverty, indigence 
(see Appendix 1) form a core vocabulary and I track their change over time, adding to 
this group the items that join the poverty vocabulary in each text or textual group that 
is studied. Specific vocabularies of poverty emerge, which are influenced by changing 
time and region; for example in early Middle English the vocabulary that emerges 
from the AB texts is different in detail from the vocabulary that emerges from 
La3arnon's Brut which is roughly contemporary in terms both of time and place. I aim 
to identify the separate vocabularies which express the concept 'poverty' for each text, 
or textual group, that is studied as well as to identify an overall vocabulary of poverty 
for the texts as a corpus. The separate vocabularies will be able to be seen in relation 
to each other, as well as in relation to the overall vocabulary for the Old English to 
early Middle English period, as presented through my study and the materials in the 
Historical Thesaurus of English currently being undertaken at Glasgow by Christian 
Kay and others. 
An examination of 15.01.06 Poverty, indigence in the TOE shows how extensive 
the lexical remodelling of this category has been between the Old English period and 
now. In the TOE category 15.01.06 Poverty, indigence there are eighteen OE items 
in the head category Poverty, indigence, none of which are in current use and many 
of which were no longer in the category by the late thirteenth century. 'Need' is the 
only current English word from the PDE category headings which also appears in the 
Old English category, as nied. Nacod, although still in use as naked, does not appear 
it 
in the headings although one of its definitions 'without clothing' does. Neither Wed 
nor nacod appear to play a large part in the Old English category as each appears only 
once. Nied appears in the phrase Wed habban but, as shown later, nied shifts its sense 
in the early Middle English period and moves further into the field. Nacod appears 
under .. Lacking clothing, poor, needy and while 
it does not itself appear in the 
category headings in PDE it does still retain an associative connection with the 
category. ' Apart from these instances this Old English category with its total of sixty 
seven items is wholly replaced. 2 
The item which came to dominate the category by the early thirteenth century and 
which still dominates in PDE is 'poor'. This appears in its earliest recorded use in the 
early Middle English period as poure in the MED as al225(? a? 1200) Trinity Homilies 
(Trin-C B. 14.52) 47: Hie.. brohte Pat child mid hire in to Pe temple and offredde loc 
for him-gif hie was riche wiMman, a lomb.. gif hie was poure, two duue briddes. Poure 
seems relatively quickly to become a central item in the field. The Old English 
category was dominated by two central words - Pearf and wcedle and their forms. In 
Pr and ten items the Old English category there are seventeen items connected to ea f3 
4 connected to wcedle. The transition of the central area from Peaýf and wcedle to poure 
and its forms was not, however, direct. There was a period from late Old English to 
early Middle English in which another OE word, wrecche and its forms, moved in 
from outside the TOE 'poverty' category to become a central word, used in texts to 
OED sense 3a 'Destitute of clothing (implying poverty and wretchedness) has its 
latest citation from Dryden 1697, and the citation from Shakespeare's King Lear 
iii iv 28 contains three of the eME poverty words in collocation: Poore naked 
wretches ... 
That bide the pelting of this pittilesse storm. The most recent citation 
in the OED of sense 3. b. 'Bare or destitute of means' is 1893 Stevenson Catriona 
v. I am held naked in my prison 
2 This total of sixty seven counts every entry so that the same word appearing in two 
senses in separate subcategories counts as two, as do two forms of the same word 
appearing as two sense entries. If different forms from the same lexical root are 
counted together as one, there are eight lexical roots which each appear in various 
forms - for example w6edl, wcedla, wcedlian, and there are seventeen words that 
appear once only. There are twenty-five different lexical roots in total. 
3 Eighteen if Purfan is counted. 
4 Eleven if wepelnes is counted 
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replace both bearf and wcedle. The question arises - what were the pressures that led to 
the disuse of wa-dle and the restriction, and subsequent disuse, of bear-f and the 
movement into the centre of wrecche? Did a gap develop which wrecche filled or did 
wrecche extend its space, so was this a push chain or a pull chain process as described 
by Samuels (1972)? Were there circumstances which put pressure on the existing 
vocabulary which led to the shift into the category of wrecche, even though this shift 
did not fully satisfy the need for change so that wrecche proved a relatively short lived 
solution? The subsequent adjustment which resulted in the dominance of poure from 
Old French also raises questions. If, as Smith suggests (1996: 125), a precondition of 
borrowing is that a role must be seen for the alien form in the receiving language, 
what is the role that is seen for poure when OE words already existed to express the 
concept, one of which had relatively recently moved in to supplant the existing ones? 
What is the gap that wrecche filled and what was it that made it relatively short lived, 
to be replaced by a loan word? While it may never be possible to provide definitive 
answers to these kinds of questions, this study will shed some light on the process in 
practice and may go some way towards identifying some of the factors in the process. 
These are great changes from the Old English 'poverty' category to the early 
Nhddle English category. However, many categories undergo change during this 
period, when words from Norse and French appear in greater numbers in the English 
written record (Seýeantson 1961: 63/104). In descriptions of the historical 
development of English various factors are identified that influence lexical borrowing 
such as the need to express a concept or item that has not previously existed, and, at 
this time, the emergence of new register distinctions (Smith 1996: 140). In some ways 
a category that describes a material state such as 'poverty' might be expected to 
remain relatively settled culturally even though the nature of poverty might change 
over time as economic conditions evolved. That the words used to describe it are 
subject to such change leads to various questions, particularly if, as Geeraerts 
suggests, language is a way of organising knowledge that reflects the needs, interests 
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and experiences of individuals and cultures (1997: 8). So some of these questions are 
concerned with the linguistic process but some are concerned with the relationship 
between the words and the concepts they express and the shape the concept takes in 
the minds of speakers. 
Theoretical framework 
My focus is both onomasiological in that I am trying to identify the lexical items 
which express the concept 'poverty' in different texts and times, and also 
semasiological in that I am looking at the polysemy and range of senses that those 
words inhabit in addition to their senses concerning poverty. I consider these 
questions within a cognitive-linguistic framework in which the relationship between 
language and cognition is seen as central. Language structure and cognition are 
interdependent, and linguistic organisation is conditioned by our experience - of 
ourselves, the world around us and our experience of and relationship to that world. 
Our experience is affected by a range of factors which encompass, for example, our 
physical, social and cultural lives. Given this interdependence of language and 
cognition, the maintenance of clear boundaries in linguistic categories is no longer 
tenable. Not only do the boundaries of linguistic categories themselves become fuzzy 
and overlapping, but it becomes impossible to maintain a division between linguistic 
and extralinguistic knowledge (Rudzka-Ostyn 1993: 1-2). As Sweetser suggests, 
word meaning cannot be fully analysed into features as our understanding of meaning 
involves analysis of both the frames and the lexical senses that depend on them and 
the meaning and the frame are inseparable from one another (1990: 17). 
Within each category there are members which need not exhibit all, or sometimes 
even most, of the category's features. There are members which appear more central, 
or more typical, than others in that they show a higher number of features and these 
may be seen as core or prototypical members. There are also members, however, 
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whose prototypicality does not show a high number of typical features but shows 
closeness to an ideal attribute, for example in a category whose focus is 'things to eat 
on a diet' a member's proximity to 'no calories' may make it a prototype (B arsalou 
1992: 47). 
An important aspect of this approach, particularly with reference to language 
change over time, is the concept of 'frame'. The frame is not the meaning of a word, 
but is crucial to our understanding of it (Lee 2001: 8) and it consists of more than 
purely linguistic knowledge. For example the word mother can be defined in much the 
same terms for a Victorian as for a twenty-first century text, mothers have many 
common elements that are stable over time. However twenty-first century 
technological changes have led to additional elements in the frame that the word 
inhabits which would not be present for the Victorian. These may be expressed 
through collocation, for example surrogate mother who may or may not be the 
biological mother but who gives birth to the child. When this collocation is explicit in 
the text we can gain a sense of the meaning, even though we may be approaching the 
text with another perspective in the foreground. However, when this collocation is not 
present, or when the word is used without this sense being intended, the concept of a 
surrogate mother is still present for PDE language speakers in their frame of the word 
mother, even though it may not be in the foreground in that instance. In this case the 
knowledge the speaker has which concerns surrogacy in this sense is not intra- 
linguistic but is part of their extra-linguistic, or encyclopaedic, knowledge about the 
world they inhabit. The word mother has various attributes in its frame with, among 
others, biological, genetic and social elements. In this example the changes are 
technological, but changes may also occur through more subtle forces such as cultural 
and social shifts in which elements in a word's meaning which were in a minor role, 
may move to the foreground or elements may enter which were not previously 
present, either not present for some time or not previously present at all. 
A co-occurring set of attributes constitutes the core of the frame (Barsalou 1992: 
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30). Barsalou describes an attribute as a concept that describes an aspect of at least 
some of the category members, for example colour may describe some aspect of birds. 
It may be that in the 'poverty' category social status may describe some of the 
category members. Attributes have 'values' which contain information about the 
attribute which is not contained in it and is more specific, so in the 'poverty' category 
the attribute 'social status' may have the value of being 'low. ' If it is possible to gain a 
sense of what the attributes and values are for the members of the 'poverty' category 
for the texts then that will be a glimpse into the nature of the frame that the word 
inhabits for the speakers, although of necessity a sketchy and imperfect glimpse. 
George Lakoff's book Women, Fire and Dangerous Things (1987) has the subtitle 
What Categoi4es Reveal about the Mind. My study is concerned with what a specific 
category, that of poverty, and its frames may reveal about the minds of the language 
users; with whether, and how, a particular category, its members, and their change 
over time, can be revealing about the nature of the concept in the minds of the 
language users. This is an enquiry into language choice and change and their 
relationship with social and cultural attitudes. The assumption is made that they are 
interdependent and influence each other and that the extralinguistic circumstances are 
an integral part of the changes in the lexis. The assumption is, following Smith (1996: 
116), that vocabulary, here used of poverty and the poor, carries meaning that is made 
by context, words being defined by their relationship to other words, and that 
associative or connotative meanings which are to do with the associations a word 
carries are an important part of the meaning of that word. There is, therefore, feedback 
between the associations and the words which affect each other. These connotations 
are present in the mind of the author, readers and listeners but may be difficult to 
access by readers from a different time, culture or language and are a product of many 
things including social and cultural conditions. 
There has been much discussion among linguists about 'unique beginners', items 
high enough in a hierarchy of lexical items that they are the ultimate hypemym and 
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cannot be further described. This seems to equate with Wierzbicka's ideas about 
semantic primitives' which lead her to assert that 'meanings can be rigorously 
described and compared if they are recognised for what they are: unique and culture- 
specific configurations of universal semantic primitives' (1992: 226). However, frame 
theofists such as Barsalou describe frames as being like fractals, built recursively, 
occurring at lower and lower levels reflecting the higher. He suggests that people are 
highly creative in their construction of attributes, creating new ones relevant to 
specific circumstances although he considers that the capacity of working memory 
might limit the number of core attributes in a frame to around five (1992: 44). He 
suggests that some attributes may be necessary conceptually, such that it is impossible 
to understand the concept without them, for example buy requires buyer, seller, 
merchandise and payment. In addition he describes structural invariants which are 
correlational relations between core attributes which reflect conceptual information as 
well and which generally hold across most exemplars of a concept, he gives the 
example of the operates relation between driver and engine in a car (1992: 35). It has 
been suggested that these relations are the 'primitives' but Chaffin finds, as with the 
recursive nature of frames, these relations also exhibit a typicality structure with some 
being more typical than others (1992: 285). One of the interesting elements in the 
examination of the concept 'poverty' and its category is whether what seems to be a 
core attribute such as 'material poverty' is a necessary concept or whether it too shows 
a recursive nature. 
The nature of the evidence 
When all that is available is written language the question arises of how it is possible 
to access the connotations and the knowledge that might be present in the mind of a 
long dead language speaker. Clearly the spoken language is not accessible but some 
part of the written language is available and permits the examination of semantic 
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relationships such as collocation and antonymy. Polysemy in individual words can 
also be a window into the associations as the additional senses a word inhabits hover 
in the background when the word is used and, I suggest, may reveal cultural and social 
attitudes. Geeraerts suggests that, roughly speaking, polysemy is the synchronic 
reflection of diachronic semantic change (1997: 6) and many of the words that are 
members of the 'poverty' category seem to have accumulated polysemous 
characteristics along their path. This polysemy indicates contemporary issues and is a 
factor in diachronic semantic change as the cognitive structure that underlies 
polysemy patterns in lexical meaning also underlies historical patterns in meaning 
change (Sweetser 1990: 22). 
Collocation can throw light onto the shades in meaning if, as Romaine suggests, 
6 collocations transmit cultural meanings and stereotypes which have built up over 
time' (2000: 109). My aim is to collect the category members from a text and to put 
them together to form the 'poverty' category for that text, or group of texts. 5 The 
method is to identify the vocabulary used about the poor or poverty in context, with 
dictionary materials as part of the criteria. The detailed identification is primarily 
made through contextual meaning and other criteria such as synonym, antonym and 
collocation. The method is discussed more fully below. The nature of the resulting 
categories, their changes over time, their relationship to the extralinguistic 
circumstances and how these inform each other are the subject of this study. 
The use of a word as an antonym to another illuminates aspects of both. The 
antonymic relationship a word has with a word from another category which carries a 
core or central sense suggests that both words may be seen in similar relationships to 
their own categories. 
Texts are considered as a group where they can be seen as connected in a language 
context, for example the AB texts, or are a mutually contemporary collection in a 
manuscript, for example the Trinity Homilies. 
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Method 
I have decided to assume 'material condition' is a core attribute with its value being 
4materially poor'. For the majority of the lexical items that I identify as part of the 
ýpoverty' category in my texts, their various dictionary definitions contain this sense. 
This is a value which is difficult to describe except in terms of itself. It falls into what 
Fillmore and Atkins describe as a 'when' definition (1992: 101). Such a definition 
here may be stated as "'materially poor' is when you have not got enough money or 
wealth to be able to support yourself. " It might also be relative as well as subjective, 
so the definition could become "'materially poor' is when you do not have as much 
money or wealth as someone else who, you feel, is otherwise comparable to you". 
Fillmore and Atkins go on to say that these kind of definitions were traditionally 
rejected because they were not able to take the place of the defined word in its 
grammatical characteristics, but they argue that once we see the relevance of the frame 
notion for understanding the meanings of words the naturalness of the so-called 
'when' definitions is apparent. My identification of the senses of the various lexical 
items in their context is close to these 'when' definitions. 
In my discussion of the words I have not distinguished them by grammatical 
function, unlike traditional dictionaries. Like Fabiszak in her analysis of joy, bliss, 
delight and blithe I am persuaded by Langacker's statement that the semantic content 
of nouns and denominal verbs or deverbal. nouns and their verbal counterparts are the 
same, the difference lies in the language user's profiling of the situation (Fabiszak 
2000: 304). 
My identification of items in the category can be seen as an infon-nal type of 
componential analysis and is based on psychological salience which Kay identifies as 
an underpinning process in her discussion on the apparently untheorised activities of 
dictionary compilers and users (2000: 56-7). 1 identify contextual senses in context 
which are all intuitive, informal and text based. My category is composed of items that 
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are central and typical and have mutual semantic relations. The category is composed 
through these mutual semantic relations and not through necessary conditions. As Kay 
comments of core meanings in polysemous categories, I suggest that my prototypical 
core, 'material poverty', can be recognised as prototypical in this category in the same 
way that speakers recognise the prototypical cups or birds (Kay 2000: 59). 
There are fuzzy edges surrounding the identification of the words that form part of 
this category. There are times in context where it is impossible to say whether a word 
carries the sense 'poverty' or whether the sense of a neighbouring field, such as more 
general 'misery' is sufficient. Sometimes in context both, or more than two, senses 
can be present and it is difficult to say which should be foregrounded. I suggest that 
there may be some ambiguity, with one sense in the foreground and one further back, 
rather than it being necessary to include one sense and exclude another. The 
neighbouring senses that bleed into the category of poverty are often those concerned 
with 'lack' and 'want' and, more generally and more difficult to distinguish clearly, 
'misery', 'hardship', 'distress' and senses to do with low status. Kay and Samuels 
suggest that 'a probable interpretation of sense variation would be to view lexical 
items as a series of - as it were - 'rallying posts' for clusters of components which are 
selected and placed in order of prominence by the clusters of neighbouring items' 
(Kay and Samuels 1975: 79). 
1 study some texts closely as the necessary links to background frames are not 
present in dictionaries (Fillmore and Atkins 1992: 76). Although my decision about 
which sense is central is informal, some words are included because they form part of 
the TOE 'poverty' category, and some are captured through semantic relationship with 
items already identified. 
This study provides information about the changing category, and about the 
category in individual texts or groups of texts, enabling them to be compared with 
each other and with the overall category. The primary focus is text based and practical 
rather than theoretical. It is accepted in my approach that changes in word meaning 
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are likely to be influenced by, and reflected in, changes in frames, in background 
assumptions as argued by Taylor (1999) and that in semantic change encyclopaedic 
information is potentially as important as semantic senses, if the two can be seen as 
distinct at all (Geeraerts 1999). 1 have therefore structured the study into sections 
based on texts, or groups of texts, and the discussion of each text is then divided into 
two sections. The first is broadly semasiological in that I identify and consider the 
lexemes which express the concept 'poverty' although I include some exploration of 
polysemy. The method by which I identify the items is outlined below. The second 
section is largely onomasiological in that I examine the lexemes from the first section 
in context and group them into the contextual senses they carry in the text; this may 
include some senses which are on the periphery of the category, or even which appear 
to be outside it. My aim in including polysemous senses which may not appear to 
express 'poverty' is to explore the fuzzy edges of the category and the frames of 
individual members of the category. 
It is sometimes striking how items share similar polysemous senses with each 
other, or with items that were in the category at earlier times but which are no longer 
present, or which have shifted their sense considerably. While these peripheral senses 
may be hard to include as part of the concept or category 'poverty', their presence in 
the meanings of individual items illuminates the concepts that surround the category, 
the frames which individual words inhabit. Some of these senses may not be included 
in the PDE definitions for a thesaurus category of poverty, such as the sense wrecche 
carries of 'an evil person'. It is interesting that this dimension of 'evil' is also present 
in the Czech 'poverty' vocabulary (Buck 1949). The definition of the category is a 
core issue, and I hope that the intertwined and changing shape of the category and the 
concept will throw light upon the nature of each other, and on what their prototypical 
cores might be. 
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Identification of the category members 
The definition of the category 
To begin I have taken as a given the words in the category as it exists in the TOE. I 
have done this because the changes made over time to this Old English category are 
part of my focus. I have, however, added words to those in the TOE category through 
the contextual meanings in the eNE texts I have studied. Because of the fuzziness on 
the boundaries of the category, in particular between this category and that of 'lack' 
and 'want' and the very subtle area of 'misery', 'hardship' and 'distress' it may not be 
clear from the context whether a word contains the component of poverty. To some 
extent this is a circular problem in that in order to map the category, words have to be 
chosen which contain a component of poverty and yet the shape of the category and 
its boundaries is affected by the words chosen and cannot be seen as a whole until the 
words are assembled. 
To begin I have concentrated on the sense 'material poverty' as my prototypical 
sense and have moved out from there in the expectation that there will be radial 
connections between words with family resemblances. This central sense 'material 
poverty' can sometimes be comparatively simple to identify in context and the net that 
I hope to create with my range of criteria for additional word choice should catch 
words and instances which cluster around this literal sense. The family resniblance 
connections however will mean that I identify some words which do not appear to be 
firmly within the category; some of these add components to the frame. 
The criteria for word choice 
There are six criteria that are used to qualify a word for inclusion in the study. The 
categories produced for individual texts or groups of texts are not exactly the same. 
There may be differences through the effects of genre, dialect, time or scribal choice 
but it is possible to make comparisons between the different categories obtained. 
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1. All words in the texts that are present in the TOE category of poverty are included, 
even where they do not carry the sense of poverty in their specific context, in order to 
track their change over time. This will enable the items to be tracked across eME 
texts. For example, although bearf appears to exist in AB texts, and other eME texts, 
purely in its OE verb form of 'to need to', there are some eME texts in which it still 
carries the sense 'poverty'. 6 
2. Words are included which are not in the TOE category of poverty if they are found 
in this sense in the texts and this is clear from the context, for example westi in a rare 
instance and, more frequently, wrecche which is not in the TOE poverty category but 
carries the component of poverty in subsequent use. It is interesting that although 
wrecche is not a central item in the AB texts, it is central in other early Mddle English 
texts in the word field of poverty. 7 This is established through work on other eMIE 
texts and through dictionaries with citations from the eME period. 
3. Words are included when they are given the component of poverty in a dictionary, 
illustrated with citations from the texts, or in a glossary which is derived from the 
texts which are being studied because this means that they are part of the texts' 
contemporary 'poverty' vocabulary. 
4. Words are included when they appear in context to be serving as an antonym to 
words that contain the component of wealth or riches which I take to be an antonymic 
category. 
6 For example Bodley 343 second half of the 12th century, BL Stowe 34 Vices and 
Virtues first quarter of 13th century (so possibly contemporary with the AB texts). 
7 Widely used, for example as early as The Peterborough Chronicle, Bodley 343, 
the Trinity and Lambeth Homilies and later in Jesus 29 in the last quarter of the 
13th century. 
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5. Words are included when they appear in collocation or are serving as synonyms or 
partial synonyms for words that themselves contain the element of poverty based on 
the criteria for inclusion or when they are used to translate a word from another 
language which has the sense 'poverty' such as Latin pauper. 
6. Words are included when they contain the component, or contribute to the context 
of, poverty in comments in footnotes or secondary literature about the texts. 
These critera sometimes lead to the inclusion of words that are on the periphery of 
the poverty category and whose appearance in the poverty category may be at some 
distance from the prototypical sense of the word, for example, in the AB texts the 
items ec)elich, lah or wac. Their connection to the category in this case is a function of 
prototype theory which accepts that the edges of the category may be blurred, and the 
connection between members may show a family resemblance structure with a cluster 
of more central items (Lakoff 1987, Geeraerts 1997 et al. ). These items highlight the 
blurred edges of the category. I identify the more central and the more peripheral 
items and map the connections between them to gain a sense of the nature of the 
category. My additional aim in including words that may be peripheral is to include 
their polysemy as part of the wider context of the category so that the nature of the 
polysemy brought by association with different words may be highlighted to 
illuminate the connotations the category includes in context. These frames include 
factors that are not solely linguistic. 
Other factors 
There are other factors in word choice than semantic ones, although clearly choices 
are made within semantic constraints. 
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Style 
Sometimes stylistic considerations affect word choice where alliteration or assonance, 
for example, may be a factor. The choice of the alliterating pair wone and westi in 
Wohunge, and, in other eME texts, of riche and wrecche may be illustrations of this. It 
is possible that the use of a word for stylistic reasons may influence its shift into a 
closely associated, or opposing, category particularly in a context in which word pairs, 
formed from either synonyms or antonyms, are an important stylistic device as they 
are in early Middle English in general and the AB texts in particular. In the case of 
westi were it not for its one instance in Wohunge where it is a synonym for wrecche 
and both words amplify poure it would not be included at all, as none of its other 
extant instances are connected with material poverty even with the wide criteria I have 
set. It is important to include such words and their other senses as, while a factor in 
their choice may have been stylistic such as alliteration or assonance, their extension 
into this category and the senses they bring with them help to map the shape of the 
category in the mental lexicon of the writer. 8 This is an example of the phenomenon 
which in a reoccurrance is named by Geeraerts 'semantic polygenesis' in which a 
word is used more than once, but separated in time, in a sense which is extremely 
peripheral and marginal and disappears as quickly as it occurred. He sees this as one 
of the characteristics of semasiological change (1997: 62). However this use of westi 
could be called simply 'semantic genesis' as it does not survive as recorded in this 
marginal sense at any other time. 
Cultural and religious 
The poverty content in these eME religious texts is complex, sometimes involving 
material poverty but the context of the contemporary Christian preoccupation with 
issues conceming worldly, or involuntary, poverty as opposed to spiritual, or 
By 'writer' I mean the person who makes the word choice; it may be either the 
author or subsequent scribes. 
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voluntary, poverty, where 'poor' can contain both positive and negative elements is an 
important factor. There is an increase in the preoccupation with Christ's poverty on 
earth and its implications for Christians through voluntary religious poverty during the 
tenth and eleventh centuries, which means that poverty is a large element in the 
content of eME religious texts. Moore suggests that the spiritual ideal which drove the 
great religious reforms of the eleventh century was that of paupertas, not poverty as 
we conventionally translate it, but 'powerlessness' (1998: 103). In this context the 
sense in which the lexical terms for poverty are being used in eME religious texts may 
not coincide with PDE use, even when the words poure or pouerte are used and are 
commonly glossed in PDE as 'poof or 'poverty' and I explore this in the corpus. At 
the same time the involuntary poor are also present in the texts and I hope to gain a 
sense of the nature of attitudes to them and their condition. This involves the 
examination of textual evidence and of secondary literature which may not be 
primarily linguistic in focus, to include these factors which Samuels, among others, 
calls extralinguistic but which is also known as 'encyclopedic knowledge'. I have 
tried to separate the linguistic from the contextual analysis as far as possible for this 
study but this is often difficult, which is not surprising if in cognitive-linguistic 
research it can be impossible to separate linguistic from extra-linguistic knowledge 
(Rudzka-Ostyn 1993: 2 and for a discussion on the complex relationships between 
lexical and encyclopaedic knowledge see Allan 1992: 355-373). 
Problems 
A fundamental issue is that of the nature of the concept 'poverty' and how this 
changes through the period and from text to text. In some ways it is a chicken and egg 
problem in that the nature of the concept exists through the words used to express it, 
but inevitably the words used to express it are identified by modem readers within 
contemporary frames, the contemporary framework of assumptions about, and 
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contexts of, the nature of the concept. One of the features of the changes from the 
Anglo Saxon period to the early Middle English Period is that economic changes in 
the increasing use of cash transactions and a move towards urbanisation affected the 
referent and concept of involuntary poverty, while complications were added as 
voluntary poverty became an increasingly central preoccupation in the Christian 
church, and then in the political life of the time, through the mendicant movements 
and their appeal to the people. These issues appear in the texts to a greater or lesser 
extent depending on their content, and the separate, text-based, vocabularies reflect 
content as well as change across dialects and through time. It is my assumption that, 
even where a text does not contain subject matter directly related to these changes, the 
vocabulary and frames that the author has to draw on, and the author's concept of 
poverty, will have been affected by them. 
As with all diachronic research into language and meaning it is impossible to 
recreate fully the impact of words upon their contemporary audience. As has often 
been observed, one of the difficulfies in diachronic semantics is that it is not possible 
to question the language users so the shape the concept takes in their minds is lost to 
us. However, as Geeraerts says synonym dictionaries can show the intuitive 
judgements of speakers in identifying core meanings and I have broadened this into a 
focus on collocation and antonym as well as contextual senses (1997: 171 ff). By 
including the polysemous meanings of the words in the category I offer a sense of the 
range of concepts that were associated with the poverty category in the language of 
the time but with the caveat that the only evidence is the written evidence that 
survives. It is impossible to ascertain whether the surviving material is a balanced 
representation of contemporary word associations. "Me majority of texts that have 
survived are religious and the results reflect this bias. 
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Problems concerning the nature of the data 
There are problems once the data is collected which make it unwise to be dogmatic 
about the results. It is impossible to know how far surviving texts are representative of 
the texts of their time. This applies to both the pre and post Conquest material but is 
probably more acute for writing in OE after the Conquest. Bately warns that the 
smallness of the number of Old English texts that have survived make it difficult to 
assess the significance of distribution patterns of either apparently rare or apparently 
common words (1985: 5 1). Similarly when considering texts from the early Middle 
English period, there are many factors which make it wise to hedge any judgements. 
There is a relative scarcity of texts from the century and a half following the Norman 
Conquest written in English. Those that have survived are difficult to date in any way 
that enables a diachronic analysis of the language to be confidently made, and this is 
further complicated by the issue of dialect through the proliferation of local variations 
in written English following the Conquest. 
There are issues about the validity of comparisons between manuscripts when 
some appear to be written as original compositions post Conquest, and others appear 
to consist in part or in whole of texts originally written in Old English and recopied, 
and possibly therefore updated, in the period after the Conquest. There may also be 
the complication of why the decision was made to write in English post Conquest or 
of the conscious archaisms which formulx may represent (Smith citing Mitchell and 
Dancev 1996: 155). In addition to this is the issue of textual type and its influence on 
the scribal choices. In a verse form lexical modification is a much more complex issue 
than in prose. If the exemplar is of a more recent or an older text, this may influence 
how free the scribe is able to be with lexical choice. Lexical choice may be more 
constrained in a religious than in a secular text. Indeed, when an examination is made 
of the twelfth century versions of the gospels, it seems that lexical replacement is 
present but is not common (Liuzza 2000: 196-202). 
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In the world of the handwritten copying of texts, the relationship between the 
textual content and its physical expression, through orthography and lexical choice, is 
complex. Even where it is possible to follow the textual transmission of work by a 
known author, such as AElfric, there is seldom a way of identifying a fixed 
'authoritative' original, as k1fric himself adapted his two series of CatholiC Homilies 
for reissue. This is compounded by the overlying complexity of later adaptation, 
textual transmission and recopying by different scribes (Swan 2000: 64; Clemoes 
1997: 64 ff. for a full discussion; Godden 1979: xx-xclV). 
McIntosh emphasised the importance of the individual scribes and their 
manuscripts, so that while there may be several copies of a particular text scribal 
practice such as translating the text into their own dialect is more important in locating 
the geography of the words than the content ([1973] 1989: 92). This factor may be less 
important with early rather than later Middle English texts as it appears that the 
majority of early Middle English scribes tend to be more consistent copiers (Laing 
2000: 100). From the point of view of tracing lexical change, however, this is 
important as the behaviour of the individual scribe is a factor not just from manuscript 
to manuscript but within manuscripts where there are changes of hand and while the 
text cannot be taken as representative of local spoken language the influence of the 
dialect of the scribe, as well as previous scribes, is a factor. Sometimes, however, any 
lexical replacement in a text could be the result of a variety of factors. In her 
discussion of Poema Morale Hill traces some one word substitutions and variants 
which may be based on a variety of circumstance, such as prior readings, mis-division 
of words, misreading of the exemplar or revisions (1976: 104-106). 
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2. The TOE category 
Introduction 
In this chapter I shall examine the items in the TOE category 15.01.06 Poverty, 
indigence to establish the nature of the items in the category. I shall look at the 
relationships between the items both in the poverty category and in in addition at any 
relationships between them in categories outside the poverty category in which they 
also appear. 
The category 15.01.06 is to be found in category 15 Property, which is arranged as: 
15 Property, possessions, wealth 
15.01 Property 
15.02 Worth, value 
15.03 Exaction of tax / tribute 
15.04 A debt, due 
15.05 Trade, traffic, commerce 
15.01 contains the headings: 
15.01 Property 
15.01.01 Landed property 
15.01.01.01.01 Holding of land 
15.01.01.01.01.01 Hiring, letting out of property / land 
15.01.02 Gift, transfer of property 
15.02.01 Inherited property 
15.01.03 Treasure, riches, wealth 
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15.01.04 Coinage, money 
15.01.05 Possession of wealth 
15.01.06 Poverty, indigence 
15.01.06 contains two sections: 
15.01.06 Poverty, indigence 
15.01.06.01 Begging 
15.01.06.01 Begging contains seven words, four begin wcedl- , and the remaining 
three are the verbs bedecian, giernan and abedecian. 
15.01.06 Poverty, indigence 
The system of dots represent degrees of internal subordination (TOE: xxxiii). 
The flags indicate whether the word is: 
o- found once only in Old English 
p- found only in Old English poetry 
g- probably restricted to glossed texts and glossaries 
q-a word whose putative existence is gravely to be doubted 
of which there is a full discussion in the TOE (pp. xxii - xxxi). All the flags are 
represented in the group under discussion. 
15.01.06 Poverty, indigence: fe-asceaftnesg, hafenlýast, hiienb(o), iermb, nTft, 
Pearfednes, pearflicnes, unspýdg, wit-delnes, w, ýWl, wWlung, wan, 7k h tOP, 
wanhaf(e)nesg, wanhafolnesg, wanspdd, wanspýdignes0g, wýaýearfO wýýelnesg 
Mant of money: feohlýasneSq, nearones 
. Great need, penury: eodorgongoP, oferDearf 
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A poor person: niedw53, dleP, bearfa, bearf(ig)end, undgeP, unmaga, wtdla, 
w 'T wdling, wanhafa, weorbbearfao, woruldbearfaPP 
.. Person in great need: oferbearfa 
Aeggar, person supported by alms: x1mesmann, loddere, teeteca 
. Poor, needy, indigent: bebearfende, bebearfod, eann, fM6gOP, fe-asceaftP, 
fe-asceaffigOP, hýan, medsp6digoP, nxftigg, bearfende, bearfendlic, bearflic, 
unfice, wtdla, wýcdlig, w, 7e-dllgend, wanhafol, wanspMlg, woruldbearfendeOP, 
.. Poor, without means: feohlýas, hafenldas, h6ansp6digOP, unsp6dig 
.. Depending on alms: x1meslic 
.. Lacking clothing, poor, needy: nacod 
. Miserably: ýearfendffce 
. To be poor, be in want: nied habban, Dearfan, ýurfan, wxdhan 
. To make poor, pauperize: gelennan 
The information presented in the TOE 
The Flags 
There are 67 words (I am treating nied habban, as a single unit) contained in 15.01.06. 
The flags occur on the following words, the same word may be in two columns 
because it carries both flags: 
subcatei! ory flag flag flag flag 
0p9q 
Poverty, indigence - ten not flagged/eight flagged: 
fe-asceaftnes - 
unspW 




wanspedignes - wanspMignes - 
w6aýearf wýabearf 
wýDelnes 
Mant of money - one not flagged/one flagged: 
feohlýasnes 
. Great need, penury - one not 
flagged/one flagged: 
eodorgong eodorgong -- 
A poor person - six not flagged/four flagged: 
niedw, tdIa niedw, Wla -- 
undga undga -- 
weorbbearfa -- 
woruldbearfa woruldýearfa -- 
.. Person in great need - one not 
flagged/none flagged: 
Aeggar, person supported by alms - three not flagged/none flagged: 




fe-asceaftig fe-asceaftig - 




.. Poor, without means - three not flagged/one nagged: 
hýanspMig h6ansp6dig 
.. Depending on alms - one not flagged/none flagged: 
.. Lacking clothing, poor, needy - one not flagged/none flagged: 
. Miserably - one not flagged/none Ragged 
. To be poor, be in want - four not flagged/none nagged: 
Jo make poor, pauperize - one not flagged/none flagged: 
I will not discuss the only word flagged q, feohleasnes, which occurs in 15.0106 
Mant of money. The sole citations for this word in the entry in J. Bosworth and T. 
N. Toller, ed., An Anglo-Saxon Dictionary consist of entries in dictionaries by Somner 
(1659), Benson (1701) and Lye (1772) and in view of its status I shall not include it in 
further analysis, although it is worth noting thatfeohleas appears, unflagged, in this 
group, under.. Poor, without means. I shall also restrict comments on the words 
flagged g as a group, in the light of the observations in the TOE (xxix - xxx) 
concerning the difficulties involved in counting g forms as well as the need for greater 
differentiation among glossed texts. It is interesting, however, that 5 of the 6 words 
flagged g occur in the head category Poverty, indigence. Of all 6 words, only 
wanspedignes is flagged as appearing only once. 
The distribution of the flagged words among the subcategories 
The most striking feature of the distribution of all the flagged words in this category is 
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their absence in any of the subcategories containing adverbs and verbs and the 
question is whether this is unusual either for the TOE as a whole or for the other 
groups in 15. In the TOE (xAv-xxv1) examples are given of groups which are heavily 
studded with p and op flags and one of these is 15.01.03 Treasure, riches, wealth. 
This is interesting for a comparison with 15.01.06 Poverty, indigence as it is close to 
it in the overall categorization. although on the other hand it may be likely to be more 
heavily drawn on for words in poetry because of the nature of its referents. 
Unfortunately 15.01.03 Treasure, riches, wealth does not contain any adverbs or 
verbs, so no direct comparison can be made. In category 15 Property as a whole there 
are some verbs and adverbs that are flagged, but they seem to be o and g flags. My 
impression is, however, that much of the vocabulary in 15 as a whole is of a practical 
rather than a poetic nature. Among other parts of speech there are some p flags, 
notably in the subcategories 15.01.02.01 Inherited property, where there are no 
verbs or adverbs flagged; 15.01.03 Treasure, riches, wealth, which has no verbs or 
adverbs; 15.01.05 Possession of wealth which has one verb and one adverb flagged 
og. 
Some other sections are identified as particularly rich in p and op flagged words 
(TOE: xxvi-ii). Of these I looked at 08.01.01.03 Good feeling, joy, happiness, which 
has flagged words in every section bar two which contain one word each, gýfea and 
oferblibe. The section containing adverbs holds nine items, of which only one is 
flagged, unmurnliceP, and that is light for this subcategory. I also looked at 08.01.03 
Bad feeling, sadness in which five groups contain no flags. One of these groups 
contains only sinsorgna gedrceg and the remaining four are those containing adverbs 
and verbs. 
While this is much too small a survey on which to base conclusions, it is possible 
that the absence of flags in the groups containing verbs and adverbs in 15.01.06 
Poverty, indigence could reflect a general tendency rather than being a particular 
feature of this subcategory. 
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Two adjectival subcategories in 15.01.06 Poverty, indigence .. Depending on 
alms and .. Lacking clothing, poor, needy 
have no flags but contain only one item 
each. There are three other sections which contain no flagged words: Mant of 
money: (feohleasneSq which is not included in the analysis), nearones; .. Person in 
great need: oferýearfa; Aeggar, person supported by alms: x1mesmann, loddere, 
txtteca. 
Words flagged p or op 
Comparison of the ratio of unflagged to flagged items in 15. Property 
Category 15 Property: total number of items/number flagged p or op 
15.01 Property - 45/6 
15.01.01 Landed property - 54/2 
15.01.01.01. Holding of land - 43/1 
15.01.01.01.01 Hiring, letting out of property/land - 1510 
15.01.02 Gift, transfer of property - 33/0 
15.01.02.01 Inherited property - 50/8 
15.01.03 Treasure, riches, wealth - 87/44 
15.01.04 Coinage, money - 67/0 
15.01.05 Possession of wealth - 36/5 
15.01.06 Poverty, indigence - 66/t2 
15.01.06.01 Begging - 7/0 
Items including alternatives eg. tipa beon1weorpan are counted as one item and 
phrases are counted as one item. 
15 Property contains eleven subcategories, ranging in size from the smallest, 
15.01.06.01 Begging, with seven items, none flagged p or op, to the largest, 15.01.03 
Treasure, riches, wealth with 87 items, containing 44 p or op flagged items, the 
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highest proportion in 15 Property, and a subcategory particularly dense with p flags 
for the TOE as a whole (TOE: xxvi). 
As a whole, category 15 Property contains four subcategories with no words 
flagged p or op at all. Some of these are large subcategories, such as 15.01.04 
Coinage, money with 67 items and 1.5.01.02 Gift, transfer of property with thirty 
three items. 15.01.01.01 Holding of land has one flagged item out of forty three and 
15.01.01 Landed property has only two flagged items out of fifty four. However 
these contain practical or legal vocabulary with little emotional content and are 
unlikely to contain much poetic content. It is interesting that 15.01.06.01 Begging has 
no flagged items, although it is the smallest subcategory with only seven items in 
total. 
The highest proportion of p or op flagged items is in 15.01.03 Treasure, riches, 
wealth, which is one of the most flagged categories in the TOE and has almost half of 
its items flagged p or op with eighty seven items of which forty four are flagged. The 
next highest proportion is 1.5.01.06 Poverty, indigence - with just over a fifth of the 
items flagged p or op with sixty six items of which twelve are flagged. The 
subcategories in 15 Property with the next highest proportions of poetic items are 
15.01 Property with 45 items of which six are flagged p or op; 15.01.02.01 Inherited 
property with 50 items of which 8 are flagged p or op; 15.01.05 Possession of 
wealth with 36 items of which 5 are flagged p or op; 15.01.06 Poverty, indigence 
with 66 items of which twelve are flagged p or op. 
Flags in 15.01.06 Poverty, indigence 
Within 15.01.06 Poverty, indigence there is one word flagged p which is Poor, 
needy, indigent: fe-asceaftP. There are eleven words are flagged op - 
Poverty, indigence: wanýe-ht, wýaýearf 
. Great need, penury: eodorgong 
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A poor person: niedwiMa, undga, woruldýearfa 
Toor, needy, indigent: fýal6g, fýasceaftig, medspMig, woruldýearfende 
.. Poor, without means: h&anspedig 
This seems a high proportion of poetic words to be found only once, eleven out of 
twelve, and in comparison 15.01.02.01 Inherited property shows two of the eight 
poetic words used once; 15.01.03 Treasure, riches, wealth shows twenty nine of the 
forty four poetic words used once, while 15.01.05 Possession of wealth shows four of 
the five poetic words used once. 
However, in considering aspects such as the poetic or rare nature of the words in 
such a subcategory, it is important to keep in mind both the very small size of the 
sample, and Bately's warning that the smallness of the number of Old English texts 
that have come down to us makes it difficult to assess the impact on an Anglo-Saxon 
audience, not only of these seemingly rare words, but also of a number of more 
common ones. We must indeed treat with caution distribution patterns that seem to 
indicate that certain words were poetic, or early, or late, or dialectal, or even an 
indicator of authorship. (Bately 1985: 5 1) 
Summary 
None of the adverbs or verbs are flagged, which could be a general tendency across 
the categories rather than a feature of this category in particular. 
The total of words flagged p or op is twelve which is just over one fifth of the 
total number of items. This is a higher proportion than other categories nearby which 
are often more concrete in nature, such as 15.01.02 Gift, transfer of property which 
has a total of thirty three items of which none are flagged p. On the other hand, also 
nearby is the category which has one of the highest incidences of p flags, 15.01.03 
Treasure, riches, wealth in which there is a total of eighty seven items of which forty 
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four are flagged p or op. It seems likely that the nature of the content is an important 
factor here as treasure and riches probably occur more often in poetry than poverty, 
but it is striking that Treasure, riches, wealth is an almost antonymic category. 
Of the twelve words flagged as found in poetic use, eleven are also flagged as 
found once only. This is a high proportion, compared to 15.01.03 Treasure, riches, 
wealth where, of the forty four words flagged p twenty nine are also flagged as found 
once only, which is just over half. 
Individual Items 
Many of the items can be grouped. These are: 
Connected to bearf 
There are seventeen items: 
Pearfednes Pearflicnes wjapeaýfP oferpeaýf Pearfa 
Pearf(ig)end weorppearfao woruldpearfaoP oferbearfa bepearfende bepearfod 
Pearfende Pearfendlic Pearflic woruldpeadýndeoP Peaýfendlice 
Pearfan 
The p or op flagged words in this group are the compounds - wJqpeaýfP - 
weorppearfao - woruldpearfaoP -woruldbearfendeOP. ' 
The addition be- in bepearfende and bepearfod is a prefix which could act with an 
intransitive verb to make it transitive or privative or does not alter the sense according 
to Clark Hall, and ofer is an intensifier as in oferblioe -'too light hearted', oferceald - 
'excessively cold', (Clark Hall 1960). 
One word is in an intemally subordinate category: A poor person .. Person in 




Connected to waedl- 
There are fourteen items, w&dlung appears twice and w&dla four times, plus once in 
niedw&dla, and w&dlian appears twice 
wCedelnes wCudl w&dlung niedwCedlaoP wCedla 
wCedla wcedlig wxdligend w&dlian w&dlung 
wCedla w&, dlian 
The op flagged word in this group is the only compound - niedwcedla 
None of the words are in internally subordinate categories. 
Containing sped- 
There are seven items: 




The op flagged words in this group are compounds: medspidigIP and hianspidigOP 
Two words are in an internally subordinate category to Yoor, needy, indigent - 
.. Poor, without means: hCwnspWigOP and unspidig, un- is a negative prefix and wan- 
can express privation or negation (Clark Hall 1960) however there is a fuller 
discussion of wan- below. 
Containing hafen/hafol 
There are six items: 
hafen1jast wanhaf(e)nesg wanhafolnesg wanhafa wanhafol hafen1jas 
There are no words flagged p or op in this group. One word is in an intemally 
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subordinate category to Poor, needy, indigent -.. Poor, without means; hafen1jas. 
It is interesting to compare the lack of flagging in this group with the use of 
hafenleast in ref. 218 of the Twelve Abuses where it is used to differentiate between 
involuntary and voluntary poverty. 
Containing reasceaft 
There are three items: 
fe-asceaftnesg fe-asceaftP fe-asceaftigoP 
All the words in this small group are flagged, fie-asceaft is the only word in the 
category flagged with just p, andje-asceqftig is flagged op. None of the words are in 
an intemally subordinate category. 
noeft/n2eftig 
There are two items: 
nceft nceftigg 
Neither of the words are flagged o or op. Neither of the words are in an internally 
subordinate category 
feohliFasnes/feohliias 
There are two items: 
feohljasneSq feohlias 
Neither of the words is flagged p or op and feohlýasneSq is of doubtful status. 
One word is in an intemally subordinate category to Poor, needy, indigent -.. Poor, 
without means: feohleas 
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Containing aelmes 
There are two items: 
celmesmann celmeslic 
Neither of the words are flagged. Both are in internally subordinate categories and 
may have a more specific meaning than the other words. Subordinate to A poor 
person is .. Person supported by alms: x1mesmann, and subordinate to Poor, needy, 
indigent is .. Depending on alms: x1meslic. However some words, such as earm and 
Pearf are used in laws and charters as though they have specific reference to the poor 
and needy requiring 'official' relief according to their entries in the Bosworth Toller 
Anglo-Saxon Dictionary. 
The remaining items seem to be singletons 
There are sixteen items 
hienp(o) iermp wan&htoP nearones eodorgongoP undgaOP unmaga 
loddere 
tcetteca earm f e-al5goP hean unrice nacod nied habban 
geierman 
Words flagged op are: wanCvhtOP, eodorgong'P, undgaOP andfe-al5gOP 
Three words are in internally subordinate categories: to A poor person -.. Beggar, 
person supported by alms: loddere, ta-tteca, and to. Poor, needy, indigent - 
.. Lacking clothing, poor, needy: nacod 
Within this word group there seem to be two main strands, which are the words 
connected to beaýfa, and those connected to w&dla. They comprise thirty one of the 
total of 73 words. None of them appear in internally subordinate categories, apart 
from oferbeatfa which I suggest may be seen as an intensified form of bearfa in the 
sense of 'more of the same'rather than a compound in which an additional component 
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is added, such as in woruldpeaýýOP 
Summary 
There are sixty seven items in the category, of which seventeen are formed on &aýf- 
and fourteen are formed on w&dl-. These seem to be the items which are at the 
prototypical centre of this category as they appear in the head category, Poverty, 
indigence, in the noun forms under A poor person, in the adjectival group Poor, 
needy, indigent and in the verb group Jo be poor, be in want. There is one 
adverbial item in the category as a whole which is Pearfendlice in Miserably. There 
are seven items formed with sped- as a component and they are all negative 
formations. There are sixteen words which appear once only in any form. 
Additional categories 
The relationships of the items in 15.01.06 with their additional TOE categories 
As the TOE collects together word meanings which are arranged conceptually, the 
index provides access to information about other meanings of the words and the other 
concept areas they inhabit, enabling a map to be put together of the varying additional 
categories that items in the poverty category also inhabit. These may be closely 
bordering or overlapping concepts. They sometimes are concepts which seem some 
distance from the poverty area and reflect the polysemy of some of the items. This 
highlights words and concepts which may provide sizeable parts of a particular 
category, but play only a minimal part in other areas, and vice versa. I shall keep the 
words in the grouping they fon-ned in the previous section. 
Words connected to Pearfednes 
Contained in 15.01.06 only 
Pearfednes - Pearflicnes - wjapeaýýP - oferpearf - weorbpearfao - woruldpearfaOP - 
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oferpearfa - bepearfende - bepearfod - Pearfende - woruldpearfendeoP - 
Pearfan 
Contained in additional categories 
Pearfa 06.02.04.01.01. Need, distress, straits, difficulty 
Pearftig)end 08.01.03.06 Adversity 
Peadýndlic 03.03.04.05 Insufficiency, lack, want 
Pearflic 06.02.04 Necessity, inevitability 
Pearfendlice 08.01.03.06.01 Afliction, misfortune, calamity 
Purfan 
Contained in additional categories 
05.04 Fate, lot, fortune, destiny 
06.02.04 Necessity, inevitability 
06.02.04.01 Want, need 
15.04 A debt, due 
Words connected to w. -Ml- 
Contained in 15.01.06 only 
w&delnes - wcCdlung(2x) - niedmCedlalP - wCedling - wefdlig - wCedligend 
Contained in additional categories 
wCvdl 02.01.03.02 Barrenness, sterility 
w&dla 03.03.04.05 Insufficiency, lack, want 
wCedhan 03.03.04.05 Insufficiency, lack, want 
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Words containing sp& 
Contained in 15.01.06 only 
unspid - wanspid - wanspidigneslg - medspedig - wanspedig - 
heanspidigOP 
Contained in additional categories 
unspedig 02.01.03.02 Barrenness, sterility 
Words containing hafenlhafol 
Contained in 15.01.06 only 
hafenliast - wanhqf(e)nesg - wanhafolnesg - wanhafa - wanhafol - 
hafenlias 
Contained in additional categories 
None 
Words containingfe-asceaft 
Contained in 15.01.06 only 
fe-asceaftnesg -fe-asceaftP -fe-asceaftigoP 
Contained in additional categories 
None 
NceftInwfUg 
Contained in 15.01.06 only 
nceft - nceffigg 




Contained in 15.01.06 only 
feohlJasnesg 
Contained in additional categories 
feohleas 14.03.03.09.02 Atonement 
Words containing celmes 
Contained in 15.01.06 only 
6elmesmann 
Contained in additional categories 
celmeslic 16.02.04.09 Almsgiving, charitableness 
Singleton words 
Contained in 15.06.01 only 
wancehtOP -eodorgongOP -undgaoP -loddere - teetteca -fe-al5gOP - geierman 
Contained in additional categories 
hien, b(o) 02.02.04.04.03 Putting to death 
02.08.04 Hurt, injury, damage 
07.09 Shame, disgrace 
iermp 08.01.03.06 Adversity, affliction 
12.08.06 Moral evil, depravity 
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nearones 02.08.03 Pain, bodily discomfort 
05.10.02 Narrowness, scantiness of space 
08.01.03.03 Anxiety 
11.11.01 A physical difficulty, strait 
unmaga 12.01.01.07 A follower 
earm 01.01.02.01.01.03.02 Inlet in a river/sea 
02.04.03.04.01 Arm 
02.06.01.04 Leg 
08.01.03.06 Adversity, aMiction 
10.02 Want, lack 
16.02.05.11 The Cross (as Christian symbol) 
hian 07.09.02 Disgrace, shaming, humiliation 
07.09.03 Infamy, ignominy, shame 
08.01.03.01 Despondency 
08.01.03.06.01 AMiction, misfortune, calamity 
11.03.02 Advancement, progress 
11.08.04 Vanity, idleness, frivolity 
12.01.01.11 The common people 
16.02.04 Worship, honour, praise 
unrice 12.01.01.11 The common people 
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nacod 04.02.05.06.05.03.04 Saddle 
04.04.07.02.01 Nakedness 
05.10.05.04.13 A removal of that which obscures or conceals 
09.03.04.03 Plain, simple 
11.08.03 Needless, useless, unprofitable 
13.02.08.04.03.02 Armed with a sword 
nied habban 06.02.04 Necessity, inevitability 
06.02.04.01 Want, need 
To reduce some of the complexity I shall not include all the word meanings which 
are so far removed from the concepts of poverty that the words seem to be homynyms, 
or where the metaphoric extension has produced a literal sense which is not connected 
with people. The meanings I shall remove are: 
earm - Inlet in river/sea 
Arm 
Leg 
The Cross as a Christian image 
nacod - Saddle 
An-ned with a sword 









Words that appear in additional categories 
The words that appear in additional categories to 15.01.06 Poverty, indigence have 
been listed, and put into the following chart, so that it is possible to see which of the 
other 16 main categories in the TOE are represented, by how many words, and what 
the span is for individual words. 
The profile of the categories, in order of the totals, is 
Category Number of words 
08 Emotion 7 
06 Mental faculties 6 
12 Social interaction 5 
02 Life and death 4 
11 Action and utility 4 
03 Matter and measurement 3 
05 Existence 3 
07 Opinion 3 
16 Religion 2 
04 Material needs 1 
09 Language and communication 1 
10 Possession 1 
14 Law and Order 1 
15 Property I 
01 Physical World 0 
13 Peace and War 0 
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The additional categories 
In this section I shall detail the categories that appear in the chart above in order of the 
number of entries they contain: 
08 Emotion 
hean 08.01.03.01 Despondency: Depressed, sad, troubled: 
nearones 08.01.03.03 Anxiety 
earm 08.01.03.06 Adversity, affliction: Calamitous 
iermp 08.01.03.06 Adversity, affliction 
Pearftig)end 08.01.03.06 Adversity, affliction: Wretched man 
hian 08.01.03.06. OIAMiction, misfortune, calamity: Unfortunate, 
suffering misfortune 
kearfendlice 08.01.03.06.01AMiction, misfortune, calamity: Unhappily, 
miserably 
This is the group with the largest number of items. Unsurprisingly it expresses the 
unhappy feelings that would associate with this field. The items are clustered closely 
together within the categories. 
06 Mental faculties 
nied habban 06.02.04 Necessity, inevitability: Ao be under necessity (to do) 
Pearflic 06.02.04 Necessity, inevitability: Aecessary, needful 
Purfan 06.02.04 Necessity, inevitability: Jo be obliged, compelled by 
destiny 
nied habban 06.02.04.01 Want, need: Jo need, have need, require 
Puýýn 06.02.04.01 Want, need: Jo need (to do) 
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Pearfa 06.02.04.0i. OlNeed, distress, straits, difficulty: Needing, 
unprovided, lacking 
The range here reflects the complex nature of nied where there appear to be two 
strands, the 'compulsion' component and the 'lack' component. These are present also 
in Purfaln. The other item containing Wed in this field is the compound niedwcedla 
where in compounds the Wed element usually implies force. 
12 Social interaction 
unmaga 12.01.01.07 A follower: .. A dependent, orphan 
hean 12.01.01.11 The common people: Common, not noble 
.. Of lowly rank 
unrice 12.01.01.11 The common people: .. Of lowly rank 
iermp 12.08.06 Moral evil, depravity 
The connotations in this group are of dependent, subordinate status and the items 
are close together. The exception is iermp which is the only headword in its category, 
which is a small category of fifteen words with a strong negative sense of moral defect 
and impurity. 
02 Life and death 
unspidig 02.01.03.02 Barrenness, sterility: Barren, unproductive 
w&dl 02.01.03.02 Barrenness, sterility 
nearones 02.08.03 Pain, bodily discomfort 
hienbo 02.08.04 Hurt, injury, damage 
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The meanings here fall into two strands with two words each, of which the words 
nearones and hienbo are not close together in the category. The presence of ", &dl in 
the category Barrenness, sterility provides one of only two additional categories 
outside the category concerning poverty, that wcedl- appears in, the other being 
03.03.04.05 Insufficiency, lack, want. 
11 Action and utility 
kearflic 11.07.03 Use, advantage, profit: Advantageous, profitable, 
beneficial 
nacod 11.08.03 Needless, useless, unprofitable: (of words) empty, 
not backed by deeds 
hean 11.08.04 Vanity, idleness, frivolity: . 
Of little worth/importance 
nearones 11.11.01 A physical difficulty, strait: Physical inconvenience, 
difficulty 
This is an interesting group. At first sight it seems to contain opposing meanings 
ffic and nacod. Pearflic reflects the strand of 'to need to do something' as in in Pear i 
Purfan whereas nacod is here as a metaphoric extension. The search of the TOE to 
find hian in this subcategory led me to the entry, in the same subcategory, of lodrung 
entered in 11.08.04 in the category A nonsense, triviality. The word is connected to 
loddere which is also in 15.01.06. Poverty, indigence in the category .. Beggar, 
person supported by alms. It is interesting that both hean and loddere have this 
connection with each other in both these apparently diverse lexical categories. 
03 Matter and measurement 
Pearfendlic 03.03.04.05 Insufficiency, lack, want: . (of things) scanty, scarce, 
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meagre 
w&dla 03.03.04.05 Insufficiency, lack, want: Deficient in, poor in, 
wanting 
w&dlian 03.03.04.05 Insufficiency, lack, want: Jo be in want of, lack 
This is the only category in the TOE in which w&dl- appears, apart from the 
categories concerned with poverty and begging (15.01.06.01). It is striking that a word 
which appears to dominate one category has little polysemy outside it. The polysemy 
it does have, is closely connected to its main category, 
05 Existence 
Purfan 05.04 Fate, lot, fortune, destiny: To be compelled by 
destiny 
nearones 05.10.02 Narrowness, scantiness of space 
nacod 05.10.05.04.13 A removal of that which obscures or conceals. Not 
covered, without covering 
fian has arisen before, though here with the added component of This aspect of Pur 





07.09 Shame, disgrace 
07.09.02 Disgrace, shaming, humiliation: Humbled, shamed, 
broughtlow 
07.09.03 Infamy, ignominy, shame: .. Of deeds, feelings etc. 
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This group echoes the emotional content of the first, in that the emotion is 
associated with the state of poverty. All the items here, as in the first group, are 
clustered together. 
16 Religious 
celmeslic 16.02.04.09 Ahnsgiving, charitableness: Charitable 
This instance of Ameslic has the reciprocal meaning to that of celmeslic in the 
category Poverty, indigence, in that here the act of charity is the focus, whereas in 
Poverty, indigence it is the recipient who is the focus. 
04 Material needs 
nacod 04.04.07.02.01 Nakedness: Bare 
This is the literal dimension of nacod as would be expected. 
09 Language and Communication 
nacod 09.03.04.03 Plain, simple 
This is nacod in a metaphoric function. 
10 Possession 
earm 10.02 Want, lack: Destitute of, without 
I was surprised not to find more items in this category, and it appears that there is 
a qualitatiVe difference in the sense 'lack' of this category in which there is a lack of 
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something and the state of 'lacking' which is poverty. It may represent the sense 'lack' 
which can be applied to anything, concrete such as 'horses' or abstract such as 'good 
sense' in which case the context will show whether the sense refers to poverty in 
material things or some more neutral things. It is interesting that in this subcategory 
which is Destitute of, without: is found, beside earm, d&lleas which does not appear 
in the poverty category. This is surprising because the presence of PDE 'destitute' in 
the category headings brings with it images of poverty, because of the frame 
'destitute' occupies in PDE. 
14 Law and Order 
feohleas 14.03.03.09.02 Atonement: Not atonable by money 
I was uncertain whether to include this meaning as it appears to have the sense 'the 
inadequacy of money'rather than'the lack of money'in that it is not possible to atone 
for the act with money. 
15 Property 
Pu rfa n 15.04 A debt, due: Jo owe (money etc) 
This is the strand of burfan that has appeared before, with overtones of necessity 
and compulsion but here in a financial context. 
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Venn diagram of the words in the TOE poverty and begging categories, in the 















02. Life and Death 
03. Matter and Measurement 
04. Material Needs 
05. Existence 
06. Mental Faculties 
07. Opinion 
08. Emotion 







11. Action and Utility 
12. Social Interaction 
13. Peace and War - none 
14. Law and Order 
15. Property 
16. Religion 
17. Work - none 
18. Leisure - none 
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Summary 
This section has concentrated on meanings that are outside the poverty category. First 
I shall look at the groups of individual words, and then at the nature of the additional 
categories that they inhabit. 
Individual words 
There are items which I have grouped together as they are different forms of the same 
root. Of these forms which are based on, or which contain: 
hearf appear in five additional categories 
burfan appear in four additional categories 
w,; U-dl- appear in two additional categories 
spid appear in one additional category 
feoh appear in one additional category 
x1mes appear in one additional category - but this denotes a giver of alms 
hafen1hafol, feasceaft and ni-ýftlnaftig do not appear in any additional categories. 
The items which appear in the poverty category only once each, and with no other 
associated forms, are interesting in that some of them have membership of many more 
additional categories than the items above, which appear more frequently in the 
category. 
hian appears in eight additional categories 
nacod appears in six additional categones, although two of those are r 
discounted (see above) 
nearones appears in four additional categories 
hienp(o) appears in three additional categories, although one of these is 
discounted (see above) 
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earm appears in four additional categories, although two of those are 
discounted (see above) 
II ermb appears in two additional categories 
Wed habban appears in two additional categories 
unrice and unmaga appear in one additional category each. 
The nature of the additional categories 
I shall consider the categories under the eighteen major categories which form the 
primary arrangement of the TOE, which goes on to subdivide those. They are arranged 
broadly in a form which begins with The External World, then The Mental World and 
then Society (Kay, Sylvester and Wotherspoon 2001: 174-5). They are considered 
here in the order of those with the most items from the category 15.01.06 Poverty, 
indigence through to those with the fewest. Any with no items are omitted. The 
categories are described in terms of their senses but using the language the TOE uses 
to describe them. They are not given their strict category headings. 
08. Emotion 
This has seven items. The items are clustered closely in subjective emotional areas 
concerned with 'despondency and anxiety', and 'adversity and affliction. ' 
06. Mental Facilities 
T-here are. six items- All these are accounted for by the additional senses of ýearf- 
Purfan and nied habban in terms of 'necessity' and 'to need to do' something. There is 
one instance of &arfa however which is in the category to do with 'needing, lacking. ' 
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12. Social Interaction 
There are five items. The items are clustered closely together in areas concerned with 
dependent status and the common people although iermp is alone in a small category 
concerned with 'moral evil' and 'depravity' where it is the head item. 
02. Life and Death 
There are four items. The entries here divide into two distinct strands. W&dI and 
unspedig are both in a category concerned with'barrenness and stenlity'but nearones 
and hi enp(o) are close to each other in areas of 'pain, bodily discomfort' and 'hurt, 
injury. ' 
11. Action and Utility 
There are four items. This is an interesting group. At first sight it seems that there are 
two opposing categories as Pearflic appears in a category headed with 'advantageous, 
profitable' while nacod carries the heading 'useless, unprofitable' but on examination it 
appears that Pearflic reflects the sense 'to need to do' something and nacod is acting as 
a metaphor for'words not backed by deeds. 'Nearones is here as a metaphor for 
I physical difficulty. 'Hian makes an interesting appearance in'vanity, idleness, 
frivolity' where it is with lodrung which does not appear in the poverty category but 
whose form loddere does. 
03 Matter and Measurement 
There are three items. Pearf- and wCedl- are in the same category to do with 
'insufficiency, lack and want' which is not surprising. 
05 Existence 
Purfan is present in an extension of its sense of 'to have to' in 'compelled by destiny', 
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and nearones and nacod are present in their concrete senses of 'scantness of space' and 
I not covered' respectively. 
07 Opinion 
There are three items which cluster around the concepts of 'shame and disgrace' 
although the concept of 'to be humbled' is also present. 
04 Material Needs 
There is one item. This is nacod in its literal sense. 
09 Language and Communication 
There is one item. This is a metaphorical use of nacod with the sense of 'plain, simple' 
and it is interesting that this sense comes up again in the eME category in Orm with 
unnome. 
10 Possession 
There is one item. This is the sense of earm as 'want, lack, destitute of which in some 
ways might be expected to have a greater number of items. 
14 Law and Order 
There is one item. This is forfeohlias but has the sense 'not atoneable by money. ' 
15 Property 
There is one item. This again is a reflection of the sense 'to have to' that Purfan carries 
as it is to do with 'a debt. ' 
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16 Religion 
There is one item. Although 6elmes is present as x1meslic this refers to the donor of 
alms as opposed to the recipient of alms. 
It is not surprising to find clusters of items from the poverty category in other 
categories such as the emotional and personal opinion categories. It is striking how 
some areas surface through the polysemy of individual items in different periods but 
in similar ways, for example negative morality which is still in the category later 
through the polysemy of wrecche and the senses of 'plain and simple' that nacod 
brings here and unnorne brings later in the twelfth century in the Ormulum. 
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3. The Peterborough Chronicle. 
Introduction 
The Peterborough Chronicle, known as the E text of the Anglo Saxon Chronicles, and 
referred to as E here, is in Oxford, Bodleian Library, MS. Laud Misc. 636 and 
contains annals for 60BC to AD 1154. It extends over seventy years longer than any 
other version of the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle and is the only extant version which 
continues into the twelfth century9 as it is the only one that continues after 1080.10 Its 
content is one of the main reasons for assigning it to Peterborough, as it contains both 
in its Interpolations and in its Continuations material which deals with events which 
centre on the monastery there. The evidence of its handwriting supports this as the 
hand of the second scribe closely resembles the hand found in two other Peterborough 
manuscripts, which are the correcting hand in Cambridge, Corpus Christi College, 
MS. 134 and the hand in Society of Antiquaries, MS. 60 known as the Black Book of 
Peterborough, folios 6-7 1. It is surprising that it is not mentioned in the medieval 
Peterborough catalogues as it appears to have remained in Peterborough after its 
composition. It is thought likely that this copy of the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle was 
made at Peterborough in about 1121 possibly to replace a book lost in the library fire 
there in 1116. 
The E text appears to be written by two scribes. The first wrote from folio 1 to 
folio 88v line 9 which is the end of the annal for 1131. These entries seem to have 
been written more or less continuously except for the annals for 1122 to 1131 which 
appear to be less consistent. The current consensus is that having brought the 
9 Except for a fragment of a vernacular Chronicle, London, British Library MS 
Cotton Domitian IX, folio 9 which is known as H and has annals for 1113-14 the 
content of which is not shared by E. 
10 For a full discussion of the history, sources and textual relationships of the 
Peterborough Chronicle see Irvine 2004 on which this introduction draws heavily. 
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Chronicle up to date at 1122 the scribe then added material at different times over the 
next ten or so years. These annals, Irvine (2004) suggests, were written in six blocks: 
(i. ) 1122; (ii. ) 1123; (iii. ) 1124; (iv. ) 1125 to 1126 lande (at folio 85r7); (v. ) 1126 On 
bes 11ces geares (at folio 85r7) to 1127; (vi. ) 1128 to 113 1. These annals from 1122 to 
1131, are known as the First Continuation. The second scribe wrote the annals from 
1132 to 1154 (folios 88rlO to 91v) and the uniform appearance of these entries has 
lead to the conclusion that they were probably written in one block. These are the 
annals known as the Second Continuation. The First Continuation and the Second 
Continuation are unique to E. Also unique to E are the Peterborough Interpolations 
which are twenty insertions throughout the text until 1122 and these focus on events 
that occur at or affect the abbey at Peterborough. 
The textual relationships between the E text and the other six extant manuscripts 
of the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle are extremely complicated and are detailed in Irvine 
(2004 p xxxii ff. ). The Interpolations and Continuations made at Peterborough do not 
appear in any of the other versions and I have made them my main focus in this 
section as it seems likely that these portions of the text were composed or, in the case 
of the Interpolations translated (often from Latin sources), contemporaneously with 
their entry. This means they are probably representative of very early Nfiddle English 
or late Old English writing. With regard to the remaining body of the text, the 
difficulties arise that are often present with writing in Old English soon after the 
Conquest. Although the text is fairly securely dated for this complex period, the main 
body of the text is copied from earlier Old English exemplars. Laing (1993 p 4) 
observes that twelfth and thirteenth century copyists of Old English usually attempt 
straight transcription rather than modifying the language to be more in line with that 
which they would spontaneously write themselves. It is not likely, then, that the 
evidence of lexical choice in the annals up to 1122, other than in the Interpolations, is 
going to provide reliable evidence for the nature of the contemporary content of the 
language used for 'poverty. ' For the annals after 1122 there is always the caveat, 
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however, that even where it seems likely that a text is a contemporary, and maybe 
even an original composition, there are constraints such as genre and register and that 
this cannot be assumed to be a reflection of the current state of spoken English or even 
of written English in other circumstances. 
In the following, references for citations are to the annal, given by its date and 
folio, followed by the page number from Irvine's edition (2004) which I have used as 
my base text. I have omitted editorial marks. 
I have chosen this text for more detailed study because the Interpolations were 
likely to have been composed and translated as they were being written and the 
Continuations are likely to have been composed in the same way. 
There are six criteria that are used to qualify a word for inclusion in the 
study. 
1. All words in the texts that are present in the TOE category of poverty are included, 
even where they do not carry the sense of poverty in their specific context, in order to 
track their change over time. 
2. Words are included which are not in the TOE category of poverty if they are found 
in this sense in the texts and this is clear from the context. 
3. Words are included when they are given the component of poverty in a dictionary, 
illustrated with citations from the texts, or in a glossary which is derived from the 
texts which are being studied. 
4. Words are included when they appear in context to be serving as an antonym to 
words that contain the component of wealth or riches. 
5. Words are included when they appear in collocation or are serving as synonyms or 
partial synonyms for words that themselves contain the element of poverty based on 
the criteria for inclusion or when they are used to translate a word from another 
language which has the sense 'poverty' such as Latin pauper. 
6. Words are included when they contain the component, or contribute to the context 
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of, poverty in comments in footnotes or secondary literature about the texts. 
Annals up to 1121 
There is a complex textual relationship between E and the other extant versions of the 
Anglo-Saxon Chronicle. Irvine in her edition of E gives a detailed analysis (2004 pp 
xxxii - xc) and I do not propose to undertake a full discussion. Irvine finds a close 
relationship between E and C' 1 and D. 12 For the period up to 1022 every annal is 
shared at least in part by all three manuscripts. It seems that C and E share a source for 
the annals up to 1022 and for 1042-3b (Irvine p. lxxv). For 1023-43b however there 
are no full annals in common and the parts of annals shared by all three manuscripts 
are sparse. Irvine suggests this may indicate a dissatisfaction with the annals 
concerning Cnut and his sons and this makes it likely that this interpolation in E can 
be attributed to a version of the Chronicle made at St Augustine's in Canterbury which 
the annals in E from 1043b to 1063 also use as a source, where it is relatively 
independent of C and D. The annals from 1064 to 1080 appear to share a source with 
D and both D and E include additional northern material, not always shared, which 
may originally, though much altered, have come from a set of northern annals. Irvine 
adds that correspondences between E and twelfth century Latin chronicles suggest that 
a copy close to E but without the Peterborough material was available when the 
compiler of E was working around 1121 (IxxxiV). The annals from 1081 to 1121 are 
southern rather than northern and when or where these annals were combined with the 
earlier annals now in E is not known but the Waverly annals" for 1000 to 1121 are a 
close translation of an Anglo-Saxon Chronicle close to E. This is a much simplified 
account of the intertextual connections between E and other versions of the Chronicle 
and there are connections with additional texts such as Bede's Ecclesiastical History 
11 Cis London, British Library MS. Cotton Tiberius B. I 
12 D is London, British Library MS. Cotton Tiberius B. IV 
13 Luard Annales Monasterii cted in Irvine (2004 p lxxxiV n) 
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so that what is presented in the E text annals up to 1121 can be seen to be the product 
of a considerable history of layers of sources, composition and copying which has 
corresponding influence on lexis. 
In light of this assessment I will not analyse the 'poverty' content of the annals up 
to 1121 in great detail but there are some interesting contrasts in the lexical choices 
made in the Interpolations and in, and between, the two Peterborough Continuations 
so that some comments on the annals up to 1121 would be of interest. 
Words from the TOE 'poverty' category 
The poor themselves do not figure largely in the Peterborough Chronicle although 
people reduced to poverty and misery by war, famine, pestilence and the Viking raids 
do and it is interesting to see what words are used of their state. 
Although there are some instances of unlpearfe and neode they are not used in the 
sense 'poverty' or in any sense connected with it but are used in the sense 'need/ 
necessity' and I do not propose to examine these. 
w1messan 
There are three instances, close together in the annals for 887,888 and 890, in which 
the names are given, in almost identical sentences, of those who take alms to Rome: 
, Eoelhelm ealdon-nan lxdde Weastseaxna x1messan 
7 AElfredes cyninges to Rome. 
887 34r/53 
Her lxdde Beocca ealdorman Westseaxna x1messan 
7 AElfredes cyninges to Rome, 7 AEoelswO cwxn seo 
wxs)Elfredes swustor cyninges 
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888 34r/53 
Her lxdde Beornhelm abbot Westseaxna x1messan 
to Rome 7 2EIfredes cyninges 
890 34r/53 
This is not to do with the recipients of alms and it is not clear from the context 
why this appears at this juncture and is repeated for three years that are almost 
consecutive. Swanton notes (1996 p 81 n) that this is possibly the origin of the tribute 
later known as Peter's Pence. The entry for the intervening year, 889, simply says that 
in that year no one travelled to Rome except two runners whom King Alfred sent with 
letters. 
earme 
This occurs as the most common description of people or nations who are suffering, 
and reowlic 'pitiable' to describe the times is also common. I have found nineteen 
instances of earme and its forms. 14 It IS used with a wide range of senses, usually in 
the generalised sense of 'miserable' or 'wretched'. 
Material poy= 
There is an instance in which the 'material poverty' sense is clear from the context. 
After William the Conqueror's death money was distributed to the poor for his soul: 
7 into Tlcere scire man seond hundred punda foes 
to dwlanne earme mannan for his saule 
1086 66r/99 
14 Annals: 684-1; 793-2; 999-1; 1011-3; 1014-1; 1086-7; 1091-1; 1096-1; 1104-2. 
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Strong disgpproval 
In the TOE the only entry under the head word of the category 12.08.06 Moral evil, 
depravity is iermp. There are two instances in which earmlice seems to be used in 
this strong sense. Although the closest entry in the TOE for earmlice is 08.01.03.07.04 
Severity, harshness Grievously, fiercely: earmlice, the sense in context appears 
closer to 'moral evil, depravity' where, in the annal for 684 churches in Ireland are 
burnt: 
Her on bissum geare sende Ecgfero here on Scottas 7 Briht 
his ealdorman mid, 7 earmlice hi Godes cyrican hyndan 7 bxmdon. 
Here in this year Ecgfrith sent a raiding-army among the Irish and 
his Ealdorman Bnht with it and they grievously abused and burnt 
God's churches. 
684 l9v/33 
The burning of God's churches would be a serious matter to a monk and indeed the 
same word is used to describe the sacking of Lindisfarne by the heathen in 793: 
earmlice hebenra manna hergung adiligode Godes cyncan in 
Lindisfarenaee Ourh reaflac 7 mansleht 
the raiding of heathen men grievously devastated God's church in 




Earme is used of a wide range of suffering and misery, from that emotional suffering 
caused by fear of the terrible portents that frighten the people in 793, to the physical 
and material suffering caused by the Danes, such as in 10 11 when the people are 
described as earmefolc as is the Archbishop of Canterbury, who is captured and 
subsequently martyred, and who is in earm& and the town of Canterbury itself which 
is described as cerman. Twice sailors are in conditions that are described this way, 
once caused by the delay of an attack in 999 and once in 1091 when William's'ship 
ariny' is destroyed. Those who were lured by Urban to fight the heathen and suffered 
in Hungary in 1096 were described this way too as were the people who counted on 
Cnuf s help in 10 14 but who were betrayed when he took ship and left them. 
Earme is used in conjunction with wrcecce in two annals, 1086 and 1104 which are 
discussed below. 
heane 
I have found only two instances of heane and one of those is in the negative. In the 
annal for the year 755 is the passage about the feud between Cynewulf and Cyneheard 
in which Cynewulf, the king, was surrounded when he was with a group of women: 
7 he on ba duru eode 7 ýa unheanlice hine werode 
and he went to the door and then defended himself not shamefully 
755 22v/38 
This appears to be connected to the sense the TOE has as a head word in 07.09 
Shamefully, ignominiously. The other instance could also have this sense but occurs 
when the discussion is about the death of William the Conqueror in the annal for 
1086: 
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Se scearpa. deaO ýe ne forlet ne nce men ne heane 
seo hine genam. 
The sharp death which spares neither the rich/powerful nor 
the poor/lowly seized him. 
1086 64r/96 
and here I think this is to do with 'poor'. It is not possible though to distinguish among 
the antonyms 'nch'fpowerful'or'poor'flowly. 'Usually in the Peterborough Chronicle 
rice seems to have the foremost meaning 'powerful' in that it is often used of religious 
as well as secular figures, but clearly they also were wealthy although if they were 
churchmen they were not so much wealthy in their own right as through the church. 
Words from OE but not in the TOE 'poverty' category 
wrecche 
The first instance I have found of wrecche is in the annal for 1083. This is in the 
section from 1081 to 1121 which is southern rather than northern and whose source is 
unknown. I have not found any instances of wrecche in any earlier annals. The usual 
word in earlier annals in contexts where wrecche and its forms might have been used 
is earme and its forms. 
The instance in 1083 occurs in a reference to the dispute between the monks at 
Glastonbury and their abbot Thurstan. The chronicler appears to be on the side of the 
monks, who are misgoverned by the abbot but speak to him lovingly about it. His 
response is to bring armed men into the chapter and even those monks who run into 
the church are attacked: 
ýa wreccan munecas lagon onbuton ýam weofode, 
7 sume crupon under 
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the wretched monks lay around the altar, and some 
crept under 
083 62r/93 
There is an element of pity here, as the chronicle has already made its support for the 
monks clear. This is not connected with 'material poverty'. 
Annals in which earme and wrcecce appear together. 
There are two annals in which wrcecce appears with earme and these are the annals for 
1086 and for 1104. In each annal wrcecce appears only once while earme appears 
more than once. 15 The annal for 1086 is the annal for the year in which William the 
Conqueror died. 
swyoe mycel hungor ofer eall Engleland, ýet manig hundred manna 
earmlice deaoe swulton ýurh ýone hungor. Eala hu earmlice 7 hu 
reowlic tid wxs 6a, 6a oa wrxccT men Ixgen fordrifene fullneah 
to deaoe, 7 syMan corn se scearpa hungor 7 adyde hi mid ealle. 
Hwam ne mxg earmian swylcere tide? 
a very great hunger all over England, so that many hundreds of 
people died miserable deaths because of the hunger. Oh how 
miserable and how pitiful a time it was. Then the wretched people 
lay driven full near death, and after came a sharp hunger and 
finished them off. Who could not pity such a time? 
1086 63v/95 
An instance of earme is discussed above in which it is clearly a reference to 
'material poverty'. 
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Apart from adding lexical variety it is not evident that the addition of wra-cctv 
adds any sense that we can perceive that would not have been conveyed equally 
through the additional use of earme in this passage, even though it is the case that 
wrceccix is applied directly to the people while earme is applied to the death and to the 
time. 16 
Through the remainder of the annal earme is used to signify oppressed people. 
The context here is how the king allowed things to go to the highest bidder regardless 
of how they had been acquired: 
7 se cyng hit let Dam men to handa De him eallra meast bead 7 ne 
rohte na hu swibe synlice ba gerefan hit begeatan of earme 
annon ne hu manige unlaga hi dydon. 
and the king let it go into the hands of the man who bid the most of 
and did not count how sinfully the reeves got it from wretched men 
nor how many unlawful things they did. 
1086 63v/95 
There is a possible reference to forced labour on castles that is referred to later in 
the time of Stephen: 
Castelas he let wyrcean 7 earme men swioe swencean 
had castles built and wretched men grievously oppressed 
1086 65r/97 
and William the Conqueror's hunting policy pleased neither rich nor poor, with the 
16 Clark (1952-3 p 72) notes that there is a rare construction of earmian here in 
which it is used in an impersonal construction, which she suggests may be a 
calque on Latin constructions using miseret and paenitet. 
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sense 'everyone': 
his lice men hit mxndon 7 ýa earme men hit beceorodan. 
his rich men lamented it and the poor men complained of it 
1086 65r/97 
Although the antonym here for earme is rice the sense would be equally well 
served if the forgrounded elements in each word were to do with power and 
powerlessness rather than material wealth and poverty, though all could be present. 
Nis ea6e to aseegenne ýises landes earmba ýe hit to ýysan timan 
dreogende wxs ýurh mistlice 7 mxnigfealdlice unriht 7 gyld 
bx nxfre ne geswican ne ne ateorodon; 7 xfre ealswa se cyng 
for, full hergung ýurh his hired uppon his wrxecea folc wxs 
7 ýxronmang foroft bxrneta 7 manslihtas: 
eall ýis wxs God mid to gremienne 
7 ýas arme leode mid to tregienne 
It is not easy to describe the misery that this land suffered at this 
time through various and many injustices and taxes which never 
stopped or lessened; and always wherever the king went there was 
full. raiding because of his retinue upon his poor people and among 
that very often burning and the slaughter of men: 
All this was to anger God 
and to harass this wretched people 
1104 75v/1 13 
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Again here wrceccea and earme seem near synonyms. It is interesting that in the 
section of verse earme becomes arme and this is the only instance I could find of this 
spelling in the Peterborough Chronicle. This may be a fragment of something quoted 
there as these two lines in OE form a rhyming couplet. 
Summary 
Items from the TOE 'poverty' category are earme, and heane. Elmessan appears as 
tribute taken to Rome but there is no other mention of celmes. 
Earme is found throughout the earlier annals and usually means 'miserable' or 
'wretched'. There is one instance where it does mean 'material poverty' which is when 
it is applied to the men who receive money after William the Conqueror's death for the 
good of his soul. It is used with an element of disapproval when it is used of the 
burning of churches in Ireland and the sacking of Lindisfarne. 
There are two instances of heane and it may contain an element of poverty when it 
is used as one of the antonymic pair with rice to express 'everyone'. It is used of 
Cynewulf defending himself as unheanlice with the sense'not shaniefully. ' 
From OE but not included in the TOE 'poverty' category is wrecche. This is not 
used through the earlier annals, where in the places that wrecche might be used, earme 
appears. It is used in annals 1083 and 1104, in which earme also appears. The first is 
applied to the monks at Glastonbury as they are being attacked in the church, and the 
chronicler has already made his support for the monks clear. The second, in the annal 
for 1104, describes the people who suffer under the demands of the king's court. It 
seems to be a near synonym for earme which appears in a rhyming couplet which 
ends the passage. 
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The Interpolations 
These twenty Interpolations, all of which relate to Peterborough, were inserted by the 
first scribe when he was copying the annals up to 1121. Irvine (2004: xci) says that he 
inserted some passages while he was copying, but some were added later, sometimes 
spilling over into the margins. They contain more errors than the rest of the text and 
Irvine suggests that the scribe may have been having greater difficulty reading the 
exemplars from which these interpolations were made. Some of the sources relate to 
documents that survive from Peterborough, largely Latin charters and transcripts. 
There are some links with a Latin chronicle of Peterborough Abbey by Hugh 
Candidus which is mid-twelfth century. The relationship between Hugh Candidus' 
chronicle and E is complex but Irvine suggests that Hugh Candidus has sometimes 
drawn on E and sometimes may have independently used the same sources. 
There are five interpolations which contain material with poverty vocabulary. 
Words from the TOE poverty category 
Cerm 
Material poyM 
There is an element of material poverty in this instance. Affgifu and her brother were 
overseas with the Abbot of Peterborough, Elfsige, who went to the Bonneval 
monastery and: 
Fand ýxr xrm stede, xrm 
abbot 7 xrme muneces, forýan ýe hi forhergode wxron. 
Found there a poor foundation, a poor abbot and poor moriks 
because they had been pillaged. 
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1013 46v/70-1 
AElfsIge bought the remains of Saint Florentine from them, except the head, for five 
hundred pounds. 
Collocation 





This interpolation is based on a Latin document comprising a Bull of Pope Agatho 
granting privileges to the abbey. " Here it says that any man who has made a vow to 
travel to Rome but is prevented by 'poverty' can gain equal virtue from travelling to 
Peterborough: 
hwilc man swa haue6 behaten to faren to Rome 
and he ne muge hit foroian, ouber for untrumnisse ... ouber for 
haueleste ou6er for hwilces cinnes ooer neod he ne muge 
bxr cumon 
67531/24 
This is a clear instance of 'material poverty'. It is the only instance of haueleste and is 
a Latin translation. 
11 This document is considered to be a forgery. 
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Collocation 




In the passage cited above the use of neod in connection with the lord is presumably 
when the necessity of providing service to the lord overrides the desire of the 
individual to travel to Rome and the 'other kinds of need' are a reference to the 
constraints of general circumstances. These do not seem to be needs connected to 
'material poverty. ' 
hwilc man swa haueo behaten to faren to Rome 
and he ne muge hit forbian ... ouoer for lauerdes 
neode ... ouber for hwilces cinnes ooer neod 







This is a reference to the spiritual needs of the soul, not needs connected to 'material 
poverty'. 
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Words from OE but not in the TOE poverty category 
wrecche 
Material povegy 
As with many of the instances of words such as wrecce there is probably a component 
of general misery but there is a connection to material wealth and the subsequent lack 
of it also. This is a reference to the death of Abbot Leofric who more than any man 
before him or since, it is said, enriched Peterborough with gold and silver, vestments 
and land. After his death, the implication is, 'golden' became 'wrecce': 
Pa wearb 





1066 Gildene ... Wrecche 
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Miscellaneous 
There is one passage which contains an antonym to rice but which is a phrase rather 
than a word, in the interpolation in the annal for 870. This concerns the Danes who 
came to Peterborough and destroyed it: 
On Pa ilcan tima Pa comon hi to Medeshamstede, beomdon 7 
brxcon, slogon abbot 7 munecas, 7 ealle Pet hi Pxr fundon, 
macedon hit Pa Pet xr wxs ful rice, Pa hit wearb to nan Ping. 
At that same time they came to the monastery at Medeshamstede 
and burned and demolished it, and slew the abbot and monks and all 
that they found there, reduced it so that what had been very rich was 
as if it were nothing. 
870 30v/48 
The contrast here between rice and nan ýing is not limited to 'material wealth' and 
rice contains senses of power and presence which are retained in PDE but not so much 




870 rice ... nan ýing 
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Summary 
Items from the TOE 'poverty' category are cerm, haueleste, neode and Puýf "Erm is 
used of the monastery of Bonneval after it has been pillaged and probably contains an 
element of 'material poverty. ' Haueleste is specifically 'materially poor' and is in a list 
of reasons for not being able to go to Rome. Neode and Purf are expressing a general 
need. 
OE but not in the TOE 'poverty' category is wrecche. There is one instance that 
describes the condition of the monastery at Peterborough after the death of Abbot 
Leoffic who enriched it as no other had, so probably contains an element of 'material 
poverty' as well as other emotional elements. 
The Continuations 
Parkes (1983: 127) considers that the scribes of the continuations of the Peterborough 
Chronicle provide one of the closest parallels to the scribal practices of the Ormulum 
among surviving manuscripts of English texts. 
The First Continuation 
These are the annals from 1122 to 1131 which were written by the same scribe as the 
Interpolations. 
Words from the TOE poverty category 
tenne 
Material poveM 
In many of these instances there are elements such as 'misery' but there seems also to 
be a context of material deprivation. This is not suffering caused by, for example, 
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pestilence but by material depredation: 
he seoo pet man Ixt Pet xrme folc mid ealle unrihte: wrost man hem 
berwfoo her eahte and sibon man hem ofslxo. Ful heui gxr wxs hit: 
se man ýe xni god heafde, him me hit berxfode mid strange geoldes 
7 mid strange motes; Pe nan ne heafde stxrf of hungor. 
he (God) sees that the poor/miserable people are oppressed with 
every injustice: first they are robbed of their goods and then they are 
killed. A very heavy year this was. The man who had any goods was 
robbed of it by severe taxes and by severe courts; he that had none 
died of hunger. 
1124 84r/126 
DeVicably 
This instance refers to the king's act of granting the Abbey of Peterborough to the 
pluralist Henry of Poitu. 
Pus earmliCe wxs ýone abbotrice gifen betwix Cristesmesse 7 
Candelmesseat Lundene. 
Thus despicably was the abbacy giVen between Christmas and 
Candlemass in London. 
1127 86029 
This is an event that leads to great theft and impovenshment for Peterborough but 
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here refers to the nature of the act, not to any material deprivation that follows it. 
The following instance contains the same sense of the effect of a despicable act on 
others. This is of Hugh of the Temple18 who collected treasure and called people to 
Jerusalem where he said a great battle would ensue between the Christians and the 
heathen. When the people arrived it was'nothing but lies'leesunge and they were 
'despicably' earmlice afflicted swengt. 
He seide bet fulle feoht was sett betwenen oa Cristene 7 ba he8ene: 
ba hi bider comen, 6a ne was hit nolit buton lxsunge. Pus earmlice 
weard eall bet folc swengt. 
He said that a great fight was set between the Christians and the 
heathens, but when they came there it was nothing but lies. So 
they were despicably afflicted. 
1128 86v/130 
Collocation 
1124 wrme ... uniihte 
Antonym 
None. 
Words from OE but not in the TOE poverty category 
wrecche 
None of the instances of wrecche have the specific sense 'material poverty' but two 
18 Hugh de Payns, founder of the Knights Templar. 
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instances appear in that context in the First Continuation. 
Material poyýM 
There are two instances which refer to the state of Peterborough Abbey under the rule 
of the pluralist Henry of Poitu. He was involved in robbing the Abbey and sending its 
treasure abroad and the reference here is to the state of the monks and the foundation 
under his depredations. The impoverishment of the Abbey is an important focus in the 
account, and the consequent unhappy state of the foundation: 
God xlmihtig haue his milce ofer Det wrecche stede! 
God almighty have mercy on the wretched place. 
1128 86v/130 
There is another instance which refers to the same events and comes after the 
account of how Henry had promised the Abbot of Cluny that he would get the Abbacy 
of Peterborough and install his own sacristan, treasurer and wardrobe-keeper so he 
could send to Cluny all that was inside or outside the Abbey: 
Crist rTde for ba wrecce muneces of Burch 7 for bet wrecce stede 
May Christ provide for the wretched monks of Peterborough 
and for that unhappy foundation! 
"I 1131 88v, 11.31. 
There are more strands of sense here than that of 'material poverty', but the 
plundering of the Abbey and the material impoverishment of the community and their 
foundation is an important element. 
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Spiritual iMpoverishment 
This instance does not have any 'material poverty' context and is a reference to the 
spiritual poverty of the people at the time when two Popes were chosen after the death 
of Pope Honorius H: 
Nu wxro swa mycel dwyld on Cristendom swa it nxfre xr ne wxs. 
Crist sette red for his wrecce, folc! 
Now more heresies were rife in Christendom than ever before. 





The item from the TOE 'poverty' category Is cerme which has connotations of 'material 
poverty' but also, as in the early annals, strong disapproval when it is applied to the act 
of giving the abbacy of Peterborough to the pluralist, Henry of Poitu, and to the plight 
of the people led to a disastrous crusade by Henry of the Temple. 
From OE but not in the TOE'poverty' category is wrecche. There is no sense 
material poverty'b it IS used in that context as it applies to Peterborough after the -Ut I- 
death of Abbot Leofric who had enriched the abbey more than any other. It is also 
used of spiritual impoverishment. 
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The Second Continuation 
These are the annals written by the second scribe and are for the years 1132 to 1154. 
They appear to have been written in one block. 
Words from the TOE poverty category 
admes 
Material poyeM 
The antonym here is rice men and this seems to be an example of erstwhile rich men 
reduced to poor men in a reference to 'material poverty': 
Sume leden on xlmes Pe waren 
sum wile rice men 
Some lived on alms that were once rich men. 
1137 90r/135 
It is interesting that there is a reference to carited'alms' in the same annal, for 
1137, where it was said that Martin, who was Abbot of Peterborough during Stephen's 
reign: 
heold mycel canted in the hus 
was liberal in alms-giving 
1137 90r/24 
but Swanton (1996) notes that caritas had the further sense 'monastic allowance or 
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measure of food and drink' as well as 'commemoration feast' at the anniversaries of 




1137 x1mes ... rice 
Words from OE but not in the TOE poverty category 
wrecce 
In the Second Continuation wrecce or uurecce are consistent spellings. 
Material poyM 
There is a passage in the annal dated 113719 in which an account is given of the 
conditions in the country during the lawlessness of the reign of Stephen. As often with 
words such as wrecce there are elements within the context of 'material poverty'but 
also of oppression, misery and suffering and the translation 'wretched'makes sense in 
context while maintaining the range of senses that the word contains. Here, however, 
material deprivation is the foreground in this context and there are certainly instances 
in which it seems to be the main one of a range of senses. 
I ne can ne I ne mai tellen alle ýe wunder ne alle ýe pines bat hi 
diden 
wrecce men on ýIs land; 7 bat lastede ýa. xix. wintre wile Stephne 
19 But written after Stephen's death in 1154 from the comment 7C)at lastedepa. xix. 
wintre wile Stepline was king 
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was king, 7 xure it was uuerse 7 uuerse. 
I do not know nor am I able to tell all the horrors nor all the cruelties 
that they did to the wretched people in this land. It lasted nineteen 
years while Stephen was king and it always got worse and worse. 
1137 89v/134-5 
This comes after a section which describes the cruel tortures that were used and 
the thousands that were killed through hunger. The use of wrecce here is probably 
referring back primarily to that physical suffering, but in the subsequent section 
attention turns to the robbery and depredations which were committed both through 
taxes and levies and through robbery: 
Hi. Ixiden gxildes on the tunes xure um wile 7 clepeden it tenserie. 
Pa ýe uurecce men ne hadden nammore to gyuen, ýa rxueden hi 7 
brendon alle the tunes, Oat wel ýu myhtes faren al a dxis fare, sculdest 
thu neure finden man in tune sittende ne land tiled. Pa was corn dxre 
7 flee 7 cxse 7 butere, for nan ne wxs o ýe land. 
They levied a tax, known as 'tenserie'20 upon the villages time and again. 
When the poor people had no more to give, they robbed them and burned 
all the villages, so that you could easily go a day's journey without ever 
finding a village inhabited or land cultivated. Then was com dear and 
, lesh and cheese and butter, for 'there was none in 'the land. 
I suggest that here the focus of the context is 'material impoverishment' and that in 
this instance the use of uurecce, while still containing the elements of misery and 
20 i. e. 'protection money' Old French tenser 'to protect' (Swanton 1996 p 264n). 
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suffering, has in the foreground the element of being driven into 'material poverty'. It 
is interesting that if, as above, uurecce is translated as 'poor' other elements enter the 
frame such as those denoting pity, and it is difficult to know whether this would have 
been present in the word uurecce or whether the senses of misery and suffering would 
have taken its place. 
This continues: 
Wrecce men sturuen of hungxr. Sume ieden on eelmes ýe waren 
sum wile rice men, sume flugen ut of lande. 
Poor men starved through hunger. Some depended on alms who 
had once been rich men, some fled the land. 
It is difficult to pin this passage down, and there are other translations that make 
equal sense in context but are more general. It is interesting here that the senses of the 
two antonyMS21 wrecce and rice are both in a state of shift. Godden (1990) traces the 
shift in sense of rice from OE where the primary sense was that of 'power' through to 
the ME sense in which the primary sense was that of 'wealthy' and it is possible to 
read its use in this context in either sense, or indeed in both. Before the wide adoption 
of poure, wrecce can be seen occupying the sense 'poor' in manuscripts written about 
fifty years after this annal even to the extent of providing a gloss for pauperem. 22 
The final instance in this passage is a more general reference to the hardship and 
21 1 am taking wrecce and rice here as antonyms but it could be argued that this is 
more in the nature of a list with three items, rather than the first two being an 
opposing pair. 
22 In MS Lambeth 487 f. 42b X De Octo Uiciis & De Duodecim Abusiuis Hulus 
Seculip: QuI suscitat de puluere egenum. & de stercore erigit pauperem. Pet is. 
God aheýf qf mexe Pene mon Pe he wule Pau he were er wreche and macao hine to 
lauerde That is, God raises from the mire whom he will, though he were erstwhile 
poor. 
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misery the country has endured: 
Wes neure gxt mare wreccehed on land ne nxure hethen men 
werse ne diden ýan hi diden 
Never did a country endure greater wretchedness, and never did 
the heathen act more vilely than they did. 
Clark (1952-3 p 78) notes that this is the first noted example of the new suffix -hed in 
wreccehed. 
Oppression 
While there is an element in the context that people were impoverished during the 
reign of Stephen, because of the constant warfare and lawlessness, the main element 
in this instance is that of the forced labour in castle building: 
Hi suencten suy6e ýe uurecce men of ýe land mid 
castelweorces; 
They sorely burdened the unhappy people of the country 




23 Swanton (1996 p 264n) notes this is a type of forced labour condemned by Pope 




1137 wrecce ... rice 
Summary 
From the TOE category of poverty is &-Imes with the sense of 'material poverty' and 
with the antonym rice. 
From OE but not included in the TOE 'poverty' category is wrecce which is used 
with the element of material poverty and is also used of those who are oppressed. 
General summary 
There appear to be no words in the 'poverty' category from either a French or a 
Scandinavian derivation. This is surprising, but with regard to Scandinavian agrees 
with Kniez4s assessment that the frequency of Scandinavian words in all layers of 
the Peterborough Chronicle is sparse (Kniezsa 1994 p 237). 
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4. Some Lexical Replacement 
In AElfric 
Introduction 
Aýlfric 's work continued to be copied well into the twelfth century. Indeed, some of 
his homilies now exist only in a twelfth century copy. Of those edited by Irvine from 
MS Bodley 343 (homilies 1,11,111 and IV in Irvine 1993), only Homily III Tile 
Healing of the Blind Man has content which contains poverty vocabulary, and this 
vocabulary confirms Irvine's observation that the scribe is remarkably conservative 
linguistically for the third quarter of the twelfth century (1993: Iv). There seem to be 
none of the equivalent replacement poverty items that are found in contemporary 
manuscripts and all the items which are used about poverty are those found in the 
firn of Lazarus and weedfiende of the blind TOE poverty category, for example Pear 
man sitting begging (Irvine 1993: 70/255 and 62/24 respectively). No comparison 
with earlier copies is possible as these homilies are unique to this manuscript, but it 
seems likely that little variation in lexical choice might be found if it were. 
It is puzzling, therefore, to look at the entries for MS Bodley 343 in Clemoes' 
edition of the First Series of AElfric's Catholic Homilies. In Appendix C he details 
variant readings from late manuscripts which are excluded from the main apparatus 
because he considers they reflect only the late date of their manuscripts (1997: 543- 
562). These mainly affect lexis, word order and prefixes (Clemoes 1997: 543). It 
should be stressed that the data I have collected from this Appendix includes variants 
only from the poverty category and so may reflect the amount of content which 
includes poverty, rather than indicate the overall level of variants in a manuscript. 
Nonetheless it is puzzling, in the light of the lack of apparent lexical replacement in 
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the poverty category Of Irvine's unique AElfric homilies, to find that in some of the 
other AElfric homilies from Series One in MS Bodley 343 there is replacement which 
is much more in line with twelfth-century practice. 
For homily XVIII In Letania Maiore Clemoes lists the following variants in MS 
Bodley 343 (1997: 546-7): 
hne 
169 todxlde ýearfum] delde wrecces 
174 bearfal wrecca 
178 bearfan] wrecce 
bearfan] wrxcce 
179 bearfan]wrecces 
190 earm] poure 
193 ýearfan] wreccen 
204 earman] wrecce 
205 bearfal poure 
206 bearfan] poure 
bearfal poure 
208 earma] wrecce 
209 bearfal wrecce 
210 ýearfal wrecce 
211 Dearfan] wrecce 
The section of the homily that is concerned with the poor begins at line 165 and 
continues to the end of the homily at line 213. Within these forty eight lines there are 
twenty three items from the poverty category, of which fifteen are replaced and eight 
are left to stand, so the level of replacement is about two thirds. There is an additional 
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instance of neode which I have not included because it is in the phrase bidda() ure 
neode about making known our need to God and so is not in context poverty related. 
The poverty items are composed of fifteen instances of Pearf- of which twelve are 
replaced and only three stand; six instances of earm- of which three are replaced and 
three stand; one instance of wcedlan which stands, and one instance of loddere which 
also stands, although it occurs in the phrase Nis se loddere mid his teettecon min gelica 
which has the feel of a formulaic phrase which may make its replacement less likely. 
The instances of Pearf- and earm- which are changed are all replaced with 
wrecche- except for four instances, one of earm and three of Peatfa, which are 
replaced with poure. I cannot see any factors in the content or the style which would 
be an element in which items are replaced and what they are replaced with. 
The replacement of earm with poure in line 190 is in the context that if a ri ch 
woman and a poor woman give birth together, it is not possible to tell which is the 
rich woman's child and which the poor woman's if the women are not present. The 
use of poure here brings to mind the earliest MED instance of poure which is in The 
Trinity Homilies in Homily VIII, which is not by AElfric, In Purificatione S. Marie 
where it is used of the rich and poor women's sacrifices in the temple after having 
given birth. This instance in MS Bodley 343 does not seem to be in the OED or the 
MED. 
The three replacements by poure in fines 205 and 206 are in a section which 
discusses how the rich and the poor are necessary to each other. In both these lines an 
instance of welegaln is also replaced, each time by rice. 
1- In honilily XXXITII Dominica H Post Pentecosten there are also some 
replacements, though less numerous and all use wrecche where wcedl- or Pearf- had 
been. 
The question of lexical change in later copies of 2EIfric would be a worthwhile 
study. Unfortunately there is not space here to examine this more fully, but it is worth 
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noting that high levels of reworking of AElfric's material after the Conquest does not 
necessarily parallel high levels of linguistic reworking, for example a manuscript 
which shows a high level of remodelling, even to the extent of splitting homilies and 
interleaving another between the two parts, is MS British Library Cotton Vespasian D. 
xiV (Handley 1973; Richards 1979; Swan 2000). An examination of the poverty 
language in this manuscript however, shows a poverty category which is that in the 
TOE. 
A work by f-lfric which contains material about both involuntary and voluntary 
poverty and which exists in several copies from pre Conquest to the twelfth, or 
possibly beginning of the thirteeth century, is The Btelve Abuses. I have chosen to 
look at this in more detail because the content is relevant to this study, particularly as 
it contains both voluntary and involuntary poverty and exists in several versions which 
enables a comparison to be made. 
The 12 Abuses 
A copy of zElfric's text The Twelve Abuses exists in six manuscripts. The sigla, are 
those from Late OEElfric MSS from Clemoes' EtFric's Catholic Homilies The First 
Series. 
C: Cambridge, Corpus Christi College 303 Ker 57 
Probably two main hands of the first half of the twelfth century or the middle of the 
twelfth century and probably written at Rochester (Trehame 2000). About five sixths 
of the material is from AElfric with some notes and glosses of 13th to 14th century. 
G: London, British Library, Cotton Vespaslan D. xiv Ker 209 
This is dated to the middle of the twelfth century by both Clemoes and Laing and 
contains some south-eastern forms. It is likely to have been written in the Canterbury 
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or Rochester area. 
P: Oxford Bodleian Library, Hatton 115 (formerly Junius 23) and Kansas, University 
Library Y 104 (one leaf). 
This is in one hand of the second half of the eleventh century. 




Unit c is a group of homiletic and instructive items not assigned to any particular 
occasion, four are Old Testament subjects, all are by AElfric and they include De XfI 
Abusivis. 
R: Cambridge, Corpus Christi College 178 (formerly S. 6) and 162 (formerly S. 5) 
Two hands of the first half of the eleventh century and consists of twenty four 
homilitic pieces arranged in two series of twelve each, together with some short items. 
The first series are pieces on general themes and the second is homilies for specific 
occasions among which is De XU Abusivis. This text was glossed by the Worcester 
'tremulous' hand in the thirteenth century. 
S: Oxford, Bodleian Library, Hatton 116 Ker 333 
One hand of first half of the twelfth century of a type often found in twelfth century 
manuscripts from West of England monastic houses. It was glossed by the Worcester 
'tremulous' hand in the thirteenth century. 
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Xi: London, Lambeth Palace 487 
This was printed as Morris i-ix and is written in one hand of the end of the twelfth 
century or beginning of the thirteenth. Sisam (195 1) distinguishes two main groups on 
the basis of orthographical differences in the exemplars which are probably both 
twelfth century-, i-v and x and ix-xiii. subdivided into i-v; ix and xi-xiii with a second 
group consisting of the rest. She suggests the second group is unlikely to go back to 
pre-Conquest originals. The first contains De XII Abusivis. 
Treharne (2000) groups together five manuscripts which are linked by date and by 
content. Three of these contain De XII Abusivis, MS Oxford, Bodleian Library Hatton 
116, MS Cambridge Corpus Christi College 303 and MS London, British Library 
Cotton Vespasian D. xiV. Among these five she finds codicological and thematic 
connections that suggest that they may have been produced for a common purpose. 
She suggests that they are small, portable and, while well produced, non-elaborate in 
format (Treharne 2000 p. 39). 
This item is a version of what is called in MS Cotton Vespasian D. xiv the De XU 
abusiuis secundum disputationem Sancti Cipriani martyris and is by )Elfric although 
not ascribed to his first or second series of homilies or the SaintsLives series. The 
text is concerned with the eight vices: greed; fornication; covetousness; anger; love of 
the world; sloth; idle boasting; pride. There are eight virtues which can overcome 
these sins: moderation; chastity; generosity; patience; spiritual bliss; good works; 
chanty; humility. It then goes on to discuss the twelve abuses that are dangerous in the 
world: the wise without good works; the old without piety; the young without 
obedience; the rich without chanty; women without purity: rulers without strength, the 
Christian who is quarrelsome; the poor who are proud; the king who is unrighteous; 
the bishop who is negligent; the people who are without instruction; the people who 
are lawless. In MS Cambridge, Corpus Christi College 178 and 303, Oxford, Bodleian 
Library Hatton 116 and London, Lambeth Palace 487 the piece is copied as one. In 
Oxford, Bodleian Library Hatton 115 only the XII Abusiuis is copied and in London, 
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British Library Cotton Vespasian D. xiv. the order of the Abuses and the Vices and 
Virtues is reversed (Handley 1973). Although the section about the eight vices and 
their corresponding eight virtues talks about the need for charity, it is in the section on 
the twelve abuses that there is much more detailed discussion about poverty, humility 
and riches. There is also an explanation of the difference between voluntary and 
involuntary poverty, and how it could be possible for a rich man to be one of 'God's 
poor' where a poor man might not be. I shall concentrate the analysis on this section. 
A comparison between three texts 
The text of XII AbusiulS used by the corpus of The Dictionary of Old English in 
Toronto is the text of MS Cambridge Corpus Christi College 178, dated to the first 
half of the eleventh century (Clemoes 1997 p. 37). 24 1 shall compare this with the text 
in MS London, British Library Cotton Vespasian D. xiv, 25 which is dated by Laing 
1993) to the mid twelfth century, and placed in the South East, either Rochester or 
Christ Church, Canterbury; and with the text in London, Lambeth 487,26 which is 
dated by Clemoes to the end of the twelfth or beginning of the thirteenth century and 
for which Laing, citing Samuels, places the language on the border of North Hereford 
and Salop. 27 These manuscripts therefore cover a spread of possibly a hundred and 
fifty years. It should be borne in mind that the two post conquest manuscripts are 
written in different parts of the country - Lambeth 487 probably in the West Midlands 
and Vespasian D. xiV probably in the South East - and this brings the inevitable 
difficulty of the many influences on scribes and their texts, here that of differing 
dialect influences as well as time, which make direct comparisons between texts 
complex. The focus for comparison is on the passages that have lexical content that is 
to do with 'poverty'. 
2A Printed in EETS reprint (1998) of Morris's edition in EETS os 29,34 pp 296-304 
25 From Warner (1917) EETS os 152 
26 From Morris's edition in EETS os 29,34 pp 101-119 
27 Referred to as CCCC 178, V D. xiv and L 487. 
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There are six criteria that are used to qualify a word for inclusion in the 
study. 
1. All words in the texts that are present in the TOE category of poverty are included, 
even where they do not carry the sense of poverty in their specific context, in order to 
track their change over time. 
2. Words are included which are not in the TOE category of poverty if they are found 
in this sense in the texts and this is clear from the context. 
3. Words are included when they are given the component of poverty in a dictionary, 
illustrated with citations from the texts, or in a glossary which is derived from the 
texts which are being studied. 
4. Words are included when they appear in context to be serving as an antonym to 
words that contain the component of wealth or riches. 
5. Words are included when they appear in collocation or are serving as synonyms or 
partial synonyms for words that themselves contain the element of poverty based on 
the criteria for inclusion or when they are used to translate a word from another 
language which has the sense 'poverty' such as Latin pauper. 
6. Words are included when they contain the component, or contribute to the context 
of, poverty in comments in footnotes or secondary literature about the texts. 
I shall use the reference numbers given through the text in the corpus of the 
Dictionary of Old English at Toronto as the three textual variants follow so closely 
that all the texts can be broken down into the same sections. 
When lines are directly compared, the first line is from CCCC178 and is in plain 
type; the second line is from Vespasian D. xiv and is in italic; the third line is from 
Lambeth 487 and is in plain type prefixed with *. I have placed the reference numbers 
to the left so that the three lines can be easily compared. 
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Words for 'the poor' 
The texts are so similar that individual words can be directly compared. 
ref. CCCC 178 V. D. xiv L. 487 
106 ýearfa ýearfe wrecche 
158 hafenleasan hafeleasen hauelese 
192 wTdla wTdle wreche 
211 Oearfa ýearefe wrecche 
212 earm earm erm 
yrm( )e ermbe ermo 
215 bearfum Oearfen wreccan 
ýearfan ýearfen wrecchan 
bearfan bearfen wrecchen 
218 bearfan ýearfe wrecchan 
hafenleast hafonleaste haueleste 
221 Dearfum ýearfen wrecchan 
wxdla wwdle ýarua 
Dearfa Dearfe wrecche 
225 ýearfa Pearfe wreccha 
ýearfa Pearefe wreeche 
235 earmne earmne ermne 
241 Dearfan ýearfe wrecchan 
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Latin translations 
There are Latin phrases and sentences throughout the texts that are then explained in 
English. Some of these include 'poverty' words and the translation choices are as 
follows: 
ref. 192: 
here L 487 inserts Latin which is not present in the other two texts, although the OE is 
present, and translates it as follows: 
Qui suscitat de puluere egenum. & de stercore erigit pauperum. Pet is 
God ahef of mexe bene mon be he wule bau he were er wreche 
that is, God raises from the mire whom he will though he were poor before 
and makes him a lord 
here both egenum and pauperum are covered by wreche. 
ref. 215: 
all three texts have the same Latin which in L 487 translates as follows: 
B eati pauperes spiritu quoniam ipsorum est regnum celorum 
bet is eadi3e beoo ba wrecchan be on gaste beoo wrecchan. 
heore is heouennche murhbe 
Blessed are the poor who are poor in spirit for theirs is the joy of the 
kingdom of heaven 
here pauperes is translated as wrecchan where the other two texts use Pearfan. 
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ref. 22 1: 
this is an interesting section which is discussed more fully below. There is a section in 
Latin which is King David's description of himself translated as follows: 
CCCC 178 Ego uero egenus et pauper sum 
Ic eom wxdla & bearfa 
V D. x1v Ego uero egenus et pauper sum 
Ic eam wxdle 7 bearfe 
L 487 Ego egenus & pauper sum 
Ic em barua and wrecche 
This is a section in which L 487, which elsewhere translates both wcedla and 
Pearfa into wrecche, has to find two words for'poor'for the same sentence because 
the Latin sentence uses two different words. This is the only instance in this section in 
which two different Latin words for'poor' need to be represented in OE in two 
placeS. 28 In OE the two words wxdla and Pearfa were a common pair, but no 
equivalent pair seems to emerge in eME. This is the latest citation in the MED sense 
for'tharf adj. '(a) In need, indigent, poor; also, meek, humble; - on goSt. ' 29Had the 
variant been based on wcedla there would have been a w- and w- pair, and forms based 
on wcedla are used in the west Nfidlands just after this period by La3amon and in the 
east by Orm. On the other hand the choice of Parua maintains the w andb pair of the 
other two texts. If this were a factor in the choice, however, it is interesting that the 
28 In the gloss for ref. 192 above L 487 conflates the two Latin words into one OE 
phrase. 
29 For sense (b) as noun: 'one who is needy, a poor person; coll. the poor, the needy; 
also, one who is meek, a humble person; coll. the humble' the latest citations are 
dated as 1225 (as L 487 is also in the MED) and are from Vices and Virtues (Stw 
34) and Wor. Elfric Gloss (Wor F. ] 74) 
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pair appear in a different order. 
Consistently through the rest of the text L 487 replaces both Pearfa and wcedla 
with wrecche. The only occasions overall on which L 487 uses a word except wrecche 
are twice when all three texts use hafenleas-; once when all three texts use earmne; 
and once when L 487 uses Parua (above). I will look at these exceptions in more 
detail below. It seems surprising that at a time when it is commonly supposed that 
Late West Saxon has loosened much of its hold, that a text such as L 487 has moved 
in this section to a smaller lexical range than had been the case in earlier copies of the 
same text. 10 
hafenleas- 
There are two instances of hafenleas-, one in ref. 158 and one in ref. 218. The first 
instance is: 
ref. 158 Ne liege on ýInum horde bTt bam hafenleasan mxge fremian to 
bigwiste forýam 
Ne licge on Pine horde, P. Pan hafeleasen mceig. freomigen to 
bigwisten, forpan 
*Ne ligge neffe on bine heorde. bet hauelese monnam meie fremian. 
ýe bu ne brycst ana binra welena beah bu wolice healde 
Pe Pu ne brucst ane Pinre welena Peh Pu heo wolice healde. 
*for ýu ane ne brukest naut Pinra welena. Pah Pu hi deraliche halde. 
This is, however, a very small sample and it would be interesting to compare more 
widely. 
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Do not lay up in hoard what may be of help to the destitute, for you 
do not enjoy your wealth that you hoard secretly. 
This seems a straightforward instance of purely material deprivation and it is not clear 
whether wcedle or wrecche would have changed the sense at all. These are the only 
two instances of hafeleasen in this section for all three texts, so were a distinct choice, 
which has been followed by these later scribes. In the following instance, however, the 
use of hafenleast seems more specific. This is in the context of a discussion about the 
relative natures of voluntary and involuntary poverty: 
ref. 218 ýa beo6 ýearfan on gaste ýa ýe for Godes lufan beoo eadmode 
forýam ýe ýxs 
Pa byl) Pearfe on gaste. Pa Pafor Godes lufe byt) eadmode, for Pan 
Pe Pces 
*Da beoo wrecchan on gaste ýe for godes luue beoo milde and 
admode. for bon be bes 
They are poor in spirit who for God's love are humble for 
modes eadmodnyss mxg begitan Godes rice hro( )or bonne seo 
hafenleast 
modes eadmodnysse maig begyten Godes rice, rat)er pone se 
hafonleaste 
*modes edmodnesse mei bi3etan godes riche re6er Pen Pe haueleste 
humbleness of mind may obtain God's kingdom sooner than the 
poverty 
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Pe of hynpum becymo 
Pe qf henc)e becumý- 
*pe of henoe cume6. 
that comes from misfortune. 
Here hafenleast carries the explicit sense of earthly poverty and has no spiritual 
connotations and gains no spiritual reward. It is in contrast with the state of being 
Pearfan1wrecche on gaste. It seems to be a narrow reference to being 'without goods' 
and this is made clearer by the lexical choice. 
In the TOE category the words connected to hafenlhafol do not carry any p flags 
and this restricion to a concrete sense may have been of long standing. There is a 
parallel use in the Interpolation in the Peterborough Chronicle for 675 in which the 
word is used of those who are too poor to be able to travel on pilgrimage to Rome. 
This is a translation from Latin of a Bull of Pope Agatho which may have influenced 
its lexical choice, but here too the word has the clear sense 'material poverty'. 
earinne 
There are two instances of earm- and one of yrmc)e. 
In ref. 235 there is a discussion of the attributes of a righteous king. As often 
occurs in such discussion, the virtue of provision made by the king for the whole 
range of his subjects, rather than just the powerful or rich, is mentioned: 
ref. 235 ýzet is cyninges nhtwisnyss ýxt he mid riccetere ne ofsitte ne 
earmne ne eadigne 
b. is cynges rihmisnysse P. he mid riccetre ne ofsitte, ne earmne ne 
eadigne 
*Det is kinges rihtwisnesse ýet he mid woh3e ne of-sitte ne ermne 
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ne eadne. 
That is the king's righteousness that he oppress not wrongfully the 
poor nor rich. " 
This has a wider possible range than simply 'rich' and 'poor', since eadi- has the 
sense 'rich', but also 'prosperous' and 'happy, 32 which it carries through into ME and as 
a balance against this positive end of the continuum there are corresponding negative 
nf do not senses in erm which also has wider connotationS. 33 In OE wcedle ad Pear 
34 carry this range of overtones. There is also a balance here between the initial sound 
ea- in both words so there may be an additional stylistic reason for following the 
lexical choice. 
Earlier, in ref. 212, there is another use of earme which is also followed by the 
later texts: 
ref. 212 Menig mann nxf? 5 xhta & hxfO modignysse swa beah & is earm for worulde 
Maniz mann ncefe, ) cehte, 7 hqfM modignysse swa Peh, 7 is earmfor wurlde 
*Moni mon naM ehta. and ýeh haue6 modinesse and is erm for worlde. 
Many a man has no possessions and yet has pride and is poor before the 
world 
& ungesxlig for Gode bonne he arxr6 his mode mid modignysse ongean God 
7 ungescelig-for God, Ponne he araw) his mod mid modignysse ongean Gode, 
*and unsell for gode. ýenne he arereo his mod mid modinesse, on3ein god. 
31 Translation from Morris EETS os 29,34 p. 114 
32 Clark Hall (1960). 
33 Clark Hall (1960) 'poor, wretched, miserable, destitute'. 
34 Clark Hall (1960) wcedle: 'poor, destitute'. Peaýft 'destitute, poor, needy. ' 
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and wicked35 before God, when he raises his spirit with pride against God 
& nele on his yrmbe eadmodnysse healdan 
7 nele on his ermG)e eadmodnysse healden 
* and nule on his ertn6e edmodnesse halden 
and will not hold humility in his poverty 
Here it is explicit that the man nzefec) cehte and so is in 'material poverty' but as 
discussed, earm carries other senses of 'wretched' and 'miserable' which hafenleas- did 
not in its use above and there is a negative emotional colour here which was not 
present in ref. 158, when the'poof were those who needed help, or even in ref. 218 
where the state of involuntary poverty brought no spiritual virtue but was described by 
the neutral use of hafenleas- and where no negative overtones of modignysse were 
applied. The distinction here is that he is not in the spiritual state of 'poverty'which 
embraces humility but is in addition modig. The world sees him as earm and before 
God he is ungescelig. In The Twelve Abuses both Pearfa and wadla, and in L 487 
wrecche, are used of the poverty that has a spiritual dimension and as with the use of 
hafenleast which emphasised the earthly nature of poverty, it may be that the choice 
of earm and yrm6e here removes any possible ambiguity. 
ref. 215 - 225 
This passage is in full in the Appendix. 
The first section ref. 215 is an exposition of the First Beatitude (Matthew 5: 3) 
about those who are poor in spirit. In this CCCC 178 and Vespasian D. xiv use Pearf- 
and L 487 uses wrecche, this translates pauper and the English in L 487 is: 
35 TOE 12.08.06.02.03: (Of persons) wicked, evil-doing: unsthg 
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bet is eadi3e beo6 ba wrecchan be on gaste 
beoo wrecchan. heore is heouenriche murhbe. 
blessed are the poor in spirit for theirs is the joy of heaven 
Here wrecche is used in the sense 'voluntary poverty' in addition to its use 
otherwise in 'material poverty' as Pearf- was. In the next section, ref. 218, the 
difference between voluntary and involuntary poverty is discussed - and in L 487 the 
voluntary poverty, wrecche, is contrasted with involuntary poverty that reaps no 
spiritual benefit and that comes from misfortune, which is purely worldly poverty and 
which in all three texts is named as hafenleast. 36 
Section ref. 221 describes how the rich who live in righteousness may be counted 
as among God's poor if they show humility, as King David did when he said of 
himself Ego uero egenus 7 pauper sum 37 and again CCCC 178 and Vespasian D. xiv 
use the familiar pair wcedla and bearfa whereas L 487 uses barua and wrecche. 
The last section in this passage, ref. 225 considers the opposing states, in which 
the materially poor are counted as among the rich if they are proud, and the materially 
rich are counted as among the poor if they are humble. The opposites are Pearfalrican 
and ricalpearfa in CCCC 178; Pearfelficen and ricelpearefe in Vespasian D. xiv; 
wrecehalrichan and riche1wrecche in L 487. 
Although it is possible that rica could contain elements of 'powerful' and its 
poverty antonyms contain elements of 'powerless', the foreground in this passage is 
about worldly goods, as is clear from the use of ncup cehta in ref. 212 and hafenleas- 
in ref. 15 8 and ref. 218. It seems that wrecche is well established as a central item ; in 
the 'poverty' vocabulary of L 487 translating w6edla, Pearfia and from Latin pauper 
and egenus. 
36 Vespasian D. xiv has hafonleaste and L 487 haueleste 
37 L 487 misses out uero 
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The Poema Morale 
Introduction 
The Poema Morale exists in seven versions which, with their sigla, are: 
1. T- Cambridge, Trinity College MS 335 (B. 14.5 2) ff. 2r-9v 
2. L- London, Lambeth Palace Library MS 487 ff. 59v-65r 
3. e- London, British Library MS Egerton 613 ff. 64r-70v 
4. E- London, British Library MS Egerton 613 ff. 7r- 12v (in another hand to e and 
written about 1250) 
5. D- Oxford, Bodleian Library MS Digby 4, ff. 97r- 11 Ov. 
6. J- Oxford, Jesus College MS 29 ff. 169r- 174v. 
7. M- Cambridge, Fitzwilliam Museum MS McClean 123 fff. 115r-120r. 
The author opens by lamenting his years and his mis-spent life and the poem 
exhorts the reader to to live a good life. The title does not exist in any of the six 
manuscripts, and Hill puts forward the alternative title Conduct of Life (1976). A 
source for the Poema Morale has not been identified although Hill draws parallels in 
the subject matter and its treatment with other literature of the time, both in English 
and in Anglo Norman texts. There is a long history of scholarship to unravel the 
relationships between the extant copies which is detailed in Hill (1976 p. 99-100). She 
states that the important point is that it is agreed that the two Egerton versions, which 
are in the same manuscript, but one of which is later than the other, are closely related 
and derive from an exemplar whi . ch they do not share. with any other copy (Hill 1976 
P. 100). 
I have chosen to study these texts in more detail because they have content about 
poverty and they are sufficiently similar to enable a close comparison between their 
poverty vocabulary to be made. 
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A comparison between three texts 
Each version in MS Trinity MS 335 (B. 14-52) (T) , MS Lambeth 
487 (L) and MS 
Jesus 29 (J) is in one hand throughout. T. (with E. ) is the longest of the versions with 
398 lines. J. has 388 lines and particularly adds single lines. L. is written as prose but 
when reconstructed has 267 lines. Hill (1976 p. 115) considers T. the earliest example 
of a South-East Midland rhymed text composed during the Middle English period and 
the first English verse text that can be assigned to the London area. 
The earliest of these manuscripts is T dated by Laing to the second half of the 
twelfth century. L is dated to the end of the twelfth century or beginning of the 
thirteenth and J. to the last quarter of the thirteenth century. 
The vocabulary of poverty 
Manuscript citations are in chronological order. I have identified the poverty words in 
accordance with six criteria that are used to qualify a word for inclusion in the study. 
1. All words in the texts that are present in the TOE category of poverty are included, 
even where they do not carry the sense of poverty in their specific context, in order to 
track their change over time. 
2. Words are included which are not in the TOE category of poverty if they are found 
in this sense in the texts and this is clear from the context. 
3. Words are included when they are given the component of poverty in a dictionary, 
illustrated with citations from the texts, or in a glossary which is derived from the 
texts which are being studied. 
4. Words are included when they appear in context to be serving as an antonym to 
words that contain the component of wealth or riches. 
5. Words are included when they appear in collocation or are serving as synonyms or 
partial synonyms for words that themselves contain the element of poverty based on 
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die criteria for inclusion or when they are used to translate a word from another 
language which has the sense 'poverty' such as Latin pauper. 
6. Words are included when they contain the component, or contribute to the context 
of, poverty in comments in footnotes or secondary literature about the texts. 
Where parallel citations are made between all three texts I have kept the reference 
to the left for ease of comparison. 
erm 
There is one instance of this, present in all three manuscripts. It is expressing the base 
nature of earthly authority compared to God's and this echoes the use of earm to 
describe the body and the mortal life as opposed to the spiritual life of heaven. 
With the sense 'earthlylbodily' 
T. 323 3ief we serueden god half ýat we doj5 for erminges 
L. 319 if we serueden god. so we doo eminges 
J. 317 Yef we seruede god. so we dob earmynges. 
We mihte habbe more of heouene. Dan eorles oDer kynges. 
If we served God as we do wretches (ie. earthly rulers) we might 
have more of heaven than earls or kings 
ertr , 'I 
Hall points up the se se of the earthly, inges'miserable mortals'(nnte 319 in . 9M up the sen I- --l- I.. - -, - 0, 
wane/wone 
This occurs towards the end of the poem in the context of the nature of paradise. 
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Wantflack 
As is found elsewhere, including in OE, for example in the prose Phoenix, paradise is 
characterised by its lack of earthly distresses, here there is no'want'wane in T. and L. 
wone in J. and those who dwell about God lack nothing that is good, 'lack' also as 
wane in T. and L. wone in J. 
poure 
J. is the only version of these three that uses poure. This is interesting as, except in 
surnames, it is the manuscript that contains T. which has the earliest extant record of 
poure, where it is used in Homily VIII In Purificatione S. Marie (Morris 1873 repr. 
t 998 47/18) in MED sense 1. (a) 'Lacking money or material possessions, destitute; 
needy, indigent; also, less wealthy in comparison with somebody else' where it 
contrasts the rich and the poor women's sacrifices in the temple. However, the T. 
version of Poema Morale is in Ker's Hand A whereas T's Homily VIII is in Ker's 
Hand B (Laing 1993 p. 38) so having different scribes may be a factor. 
J. uses poure in three instances, two of which are in additions so the text is not 
present in the other two manuscripts. 
Material povegy 
The first addition changes the sense of the other two versions in which T. and L. say 
that he who has more and he who has less may both alike purchase the kingdom of 
heaven. In J. this becones: 
J. 60/66 Pe riche and ýe poure boýe. A nouht alle ilyche. 
Pe poure myd his penye. Pe riche myd his punde. 
The rich and the poor both are not all alike 
III 
the poor with his penny, the rich with his pound. 
The other instance in which J. uses poure in an addition is in the context of those 
who go to hell, including those who would not give of their own wealth when they 
saw it was needed. T. and L. then go on to those who would not hear God's message, 
but J. first adds a line about the failure to help poure kinsmen: 
J 67/257 Peo ýat almes nolde yeue bere he iseyh be neode 
Ne his poure kunesmen. at him ne myhte nouht spede 
Presumably this was not in the exemplar and so poure might have been used as a 
freer lexical choice. In both these instances poure is used with a primary component 
of material poverty. The last instance is not in an addition but is a substitution of 
poure for wrecche in the context still of those who are in hell. Here material poverty 
could be an element but in the versions which use wrecche overtones of lowliness and 
misery are also present. 
T. 227/254 [P] ar inne beb ýe was to lef wreche men to swenche. 
L. 175/250 Per inne boo Da De was to lof wreche men to swenchen 
J 66/246 Par-inne beoý ýeo. Dat her wes leof. poure men to swenche. 
Therein shall be those who delighted to persecute poor men 
This is an interesting emendation by the J. scribe. That poure is used by this 
scribe is not surprising as the whole Nfiddle English section of the J. manuscript is in 
this one hand, and this scribe uses poure in other texts within the manuscript. It is, 
however, not clear why wrecche men should have been amended here when in all the 
other instances of wrecche the J. scribe follows the exemplar. It is the case that 
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wrecche is used of the damned in hell, and here it is also used of those whom they 
have wronged to get there, which could lead to ambiguity, but this occurs in other 
places in the same text where it is not amended by the J. scribe. 
The other interesting thing about J. 's substitution here is that it occurs in a version 
that is, despite additions and updating Of orthography, close to T. and L. Presumably 
the scribe here felt that poure was a good near synonym for the use of wrecche in this 
instance, which strengthens the argument that wrecche was used for'materially poor' 
even though it carries polysemous meanings to do with misery and baseness as well, 
which poure does not seem to at this period, as defined in the MED and OED. 
wrecche 
In addition to the instance of wrecche amended by the J. scribe above, there are four 
occurrences that are common to all three manuscripts plus one which is found only in 
L. 
With the sense 'Upressed' 
The first instance is similar to that above in which J. substituted poure. In the context 
of those who are suffering in hell, again hell is for those who treat wrecche men 
cruelly: 
L. 170 Pa De uuele holden wreche men 
T. 171 Po ýe euel hielden wreche men 
J 171 Peo ýat vuele heolde wrecche men. 
With the sense 'earthly/bodily' 
There is the use of wrecche to signify things of the earth as opposed to the spiritual 
things of heaven: 
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L. 179/334 wid ýes wrecched worldes luue. ýat he ne mawe us derien 
T. 230/338 [W]i! 5 besses wreches woreldes luue bat hit ne mu3e us derien 
J 69/331 Wiý Deos wrecche worldes luue. De heo vs ne derye 
(let us shield ourselves) against this wretched world's love, 
that it may not hurt us 
With the sense 'the damned' 
Wrecche is used of the people who are cruelly used on earth, and whose treatment 
merits damnation in hell for their oppressors. It is also used of the souls damned in 
hell, the oppressors. This is a situation in which the polysemy of wrecche giVes rise to 
a situation in which it is used of two opposing groups. Those who have sinned through 
sight are condemned to see hell's monsters: 
L. 177/282 bos sculle ýa wrecchen i-son. be sunege burb sihte 
T. 228/286 Po sulle be wreche sowle isien be sinegeden burh sihte. 
J 68/280 Per schule Pe wrecche soulen iseon. Pat sunegeden bi sihtes 
These shall the wretched see that sinned through sight 
These uses, of the oppressed and the oppressors in hell, fit senses 2. and 3. from 
the OED definitions: 
I One WILLO is sunk in deep distress, sorrow, misfortune, or poverty; a miseralble, 
unhappy, or unfortunate person; a poor or hapless being. 
The earliest citation is about 1000 in The Metres of Boethius. 
Of an adjective: 3. Despicable, vile, reprehensible. 
The earliest citation is about 1200 in Vices and Virtues and, of the equivalent sense for 
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the noun, the OED notes that this sense is in very frequent use from about 1300 
onwards. 
With the sense'miser' 
L. 259 ýe wreche mon binom his elite. and leide his on horde. 
T. 263 Pe wreche men binornen here aihte and leide his on horde. 
J. 255 Peo bat wrecche men bynmeb. his eyhte. and hit leyb an horde 
who took his property from the wretched man and laid it in 
his hoard 
This corresponds to the OED sense 4. A niggardly or parsimonious person; a miser, 
though the first citation is 1303 Brunne's Handlyng Synne. I wonder whether the sense 
in J. may be subtly different, where it might be 'those who took away the wealth from 
poor men and laid it up in hoard'. 
In L. alone: 
In the section about the people in hell, L. has: 
L. 173/231 Per is waning and wow. efter eche streche 
he fareb from hete to hete. and hech to frure be wreche 
I here is whining and woe after each stretch (torment' ) T 
They go from heat to cold and nearly freeze the wretches 
(Morris' translation. ) 
where both T. and J. both have simply 'from heat to cold and from cold to heat' (T. 
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236; J. 228) as they end their previous line with strate and strete respectively and so 
the rhyme with 'heat' is intact. 
To sijznify 'everyone' 
There are two instances in which the range of people is described. The first is: 
T. 164 heie and 103e 
L. 162 riche and la3e 
J. 168 riche and lowe 
and the second: 
T. 231 eadi men and arme 
L. 226 edi men and anne 
J. 223 edye men and arme 
Both are a common phrase for 'everyone' and Hall notes of the second that this 
pair occurs in the Proverbs of Alfred, and occurs in the same MS (Hall 1920: 343 n 
227). 
Summary 
There is no close collocation in the poverty vocabulary in the Poema Morale possibly 
because the rhyming metre does not encourage elaboration through the use of close 
synonyms. There is antonym twice when the pair heie and lo3e and the pair riche and 
la3ellowe are used to denote 'everyone'. The pairs eadiledileadi and arme are used in 
the same sense. 
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Erm is used as erminges where it has the context of 'earthly' and is applied to 
serving earthly as opposed to heavenly authority. 
Wrecche is also used with the sense of 'earthly' in wrecche world. The other 
instances of wrecche denote the oppressed as well as those who are in hell because 
they have oppressed others, and'miser. 
Poure is used only in J., once in an expansion that alters the sense, once in an 
addition that extends the lack of almsgiVing to those in need so that it includes poor 
kinsmen as well, and once as a substitute where T. and L. have wrecche where it is 
used of the oppressed. 
Wanelwone is used to express that there is no 'wanf in Paradise, and'lack'in that 
that those who dwell with God lack for nothing good. 
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6. The Ormulum 
Introduction 
I have chosen to examine the Ormulum because it is not a reworking of earlier texts 
and is considered to be the manuscript of the author which means the complication of 
scribal input are lessened. However the choice of words still has constraints such as 
verse and style, and source texts. 
The Ormulum is contained in Oxford Bodleian Library MS Junius 1. This is the 
sole surviving copy and has generally been considered to be the author's holograph, 
and perhaps the product of his various drafts and revisions and the subject of a long 
period of work rather than a copy done over a relatively short period of time. The 
edition I have used is White's edition of The Ormulum (1878). The references contain 
the volume, page number and line number. When I refer to the 'glossary definition' of 
a word then I am refening to the glossary compiled by White for this edition. This is 
the only complete modem edition currently available. 38 
The work is a collection of homilies written in the East Midlands, and Parkes 
considers a likely origin to be in the Arroasian Abbey at Boume in Lincolnshire, and 
the date to be early in the last quarter of the twelfth century (Parkes 1983: 126). In the 
MED the date is given as ? 1200.39 The author refers to himself as Orm, and identifies 
himself as an Augustine canon. He says the work was instigated by his brother, 
Walter. Holf s edition is over twenty thousand lines long but the manuscript is 
38 Although Nils-Lennart Johannesson, Professor in the department of English at 
Stockholm University, is heading The Ormulum Project (at www. english. su. se/nlj/ 
ormpro/ormulum. htm) which aims to produce a machine readable edition and to 
investigate the language 
39 For a discussion of the history and factors in the dating of the Ormulum see Parkes 
(Parkes in Stanley and Gray 1983 115-127) 
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incomplete and the index in the manuscript suggests a much longer work. 40 
The homilies are based on Gospel pencopes from the Missal arranged in an order 
based on the life of Christ. They are written in a metrical form with a strong stress 
rhythm and they appear to have been intended to be read aloud to a general lay 
congregation. It may be that the careful spelling system and the stressed metre was to 
aid the reading by clerics who were less secure with reading aloud than they might 
have been. If the manuscript is the author's holograph then there is no complication 
with later scribal changes by others, through either intention or mistake 41 and if the 
content is intended to be understood by a general lay audience then it is tempting to 
assume that the language could reflect the lexis familiar in the local spoken language. 
Parkes considers that the Ormulum provides one of the closest parallels to the 
scribal practices of the continuations of the Peterborough Chronicle among surviving 
manuscripts of English texts (Parkes 1983: 127). Orin is particularly interesting in the 
study of early Middle English because of his individual spelling system, for example 
he doubles the consonant after a short vowel such as in afterr or Purrh, and the 
manuscript shows the first surviving written evidence of the borrowing of the 
Scandinavian third-person plural pronoun (Milroy 1992: 176). 
While the majority of items below are from OE, the Scandinavian influence in the 
lexis appears in the 'poverty' category and Burnley (in Blake 1992 p. 419) suggests 
that even though the Ormulum was written in an area of heavy Scandinavian 
influence, it may contain no more than 120 Scandinavian loans in 20,000 lines of text, 
Townend (22,0002-1) however suggest-, there are over two hundred Norse loan words, 
some of which are unique in showing late Norse sound changes, such as usell (see the 
section on individual words). There are no items in that category from Old French and 
Bennett and Gray (1986 p. 33) call ita homely language, free from French 
I Bennett and Gray (1986) suggest only about a fifth survives. 
41 for example as in La3amon's Brut where the scribe of MS Otho appears to have 
misunderstood weaMen and put wel-donde instead at line 2929. 
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influences'. 
The 'poverty' category 
There are eighteen items, identified by my criteria, in the category 'poverty' in the 
Ormulum, six are from the TOE 'poverty' category; eight are from OE but are not in 
the TOE 'poverty' category; four are from Old Norse. There are none from Old French. 
There are six criteria that are used to qualify a word for inclusion in the study. 
1. All words in the texts that are present in the TOE category of poverty are included, 
even where they do not carry the sense of poverty in their specific context, in order to 
track their change over time. 
2. Words are included which are not in the TOE category of poverty if they are found 
in this sense in the texts and this is clear from the context. 
3. Words are included when they are given the component of poverty in a dictionary, 
illustrated with citations from the texts, or in a glossary which is derived from the 
texts which are being studied. 
4. Words are included when they appear in context to be serving as an antonym to 
words that contain the component of wealth or riches. 
5. Words are included when they appear in collocation or are serving as synonyms or 
partial synonyms for words that themselves contain the element of poverty based on 
the criteria for inclusion or when they are used to translate a word from another 
language which has the sense 'poverty' such as Latin pauper. 
6. Words are included when they contain the component, or contribute to the context 
of, poverty in comments in footnotes or secondary literature about the texts. 
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narrwe (3) ned (149) 
The high total for ned reflects its frequent use in phrases, only four instances are 
concerned with poverty. 
Words from OE but not in the TOE category 
litell (50) nipprenn (14) unnorne (13) 
unntrummnesse (6) unnwurrp (1) wake (8) 
wannsenn (8) wrecche(20) 
The high total for litell is a reflection of its literal use in addition to its figurative use. 
Words from ON 
lah (30) meoc (55) usell (8) wanntsumm (1) 
The high total for lah is a reflection of its literal use in addition to its figurative use. 
The high total for meoc is because it is a frequent adjective for holy figures and a 
frequent element in the passages concerned with the ideal Christian life. 
Words from OFr 
None. 
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Words from the TOE category 
allmess 
The glossary definition is 'alms' with 'charitable' for allmessfull. There are six 
instances of allmess plus one instance of allmessfull (1.346/993 1). These do not refer 
to the poor, the recipients of the alms but to the act itself. All the instances are in the 
context of material poverty. Four are in the phrase allmess dedes (i. 255/7372; i. 347/ 
9968; i. 353/10123; ii. 235/16931), one allmess werkes (i. 353/10118. ) and one stands 
alone (i. 255/7369). 
Material 12oygqy 
From extra-linguistic knowledge it is clear that as allmess refers to the charitable act 
of giving to the poor all six instances are in the context of the relief of material 
poverty, but it is the act of giving and not the people who receive it that is the focus 
here. The relief of material poverty is an act which gains the giver spiritual credit and 
mitigates sin. Only one reference includes the recipients: 
Pin allmess dede onn alle Pa 
Patt hafenn ned of hellpe 
1.255/7372 
but this is a general reference and the focus in context remains not the recipient of the 
act but the ability of the act to save the giver. 
Collocation 
1.255/7365 allmess dede 
1.255/7372 allmess dede ... hafenn ned of hellpe 
1.347/9968 alliness dede 
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1.353/10118 allmess werkes 
i. 353/10123 allmess dedes 




The glossary definition is 'naked'. There is only one instance of nakedd in the 
Onnulum. 
Material poveM 
This one instance is in the context of alms: 
te birrp clapenn nakedd mann 
i. 213/61647 
Clothing the poor is one of the acts of chanty that bring spiritual salvation. Here 
feeding the hungry, giving drink to the thirsty, clothing the naked, helping the sick, 
housing those who are homeless, and freeing the imprisoned are listed in addition to 
clothing the naked. 
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Collocation 
i. 213/6162-8 hunngri3 ... Prissti ... nakedd ... sec 
It is interesting that in other texts, for example La3amon's Brut, the adjective 
applied to imprisonment, listed in this passage, often comes from the Old English 






The glossary definition is'narrow'. There are three instances of narrwe. 
Material poygýrt 
There is a reference to the crib that Christ is laid in at the Nativity but which is spelt 
naru in this instance. 
Patt illke child, tatt txr wass le33d 
Inn an full naru cribbe, 
Forr batt he wollde 3ifenn uss 
All heoffness rume iichei. 
127/3686 
I have included this in the context of material poverty because of the widespread 
emphasis on the poverty of Christ at his birth during this period. This image of the 
naru cribbe is widely used as a reference to Christ's homelessness, echoing his 
embodiment in the homeless in need of alms, as we'll asin a contrast to the heoffines-, 
rume riche which is Christ's true dwelling place. The image of Christ confined on 
earth is much used in AW where the anchoresses' confinement is a mirror of Christ's. 
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Metahoric or figurative_use of the literal sense 
Two instances are used figuratively to describe as narrow the path that leads to God (1. 
215/6208; i. 321/9202). 
Collocation 
i. 127/3687/9 naru cribbe 
1.215/6208 narrwe stih 
i. 321/9202 narrwe sti3hess 
Antonym 
i. 127/3687/9 naru .... rume 
ned 
The glossary definition is 'need, necessity, occasion, infirmity'. I found one hundred 
and forty nine instances of this and its cognates. This number of instances is partly 
because it is a word used for 'need' in general as well as 'necessity' so that the context 
is given by the thing that is needed, which may be spiritual help for example and so 
not in the context of poverty. There are also many instances because it occurs very 
frequently in formulaic phrases such as 'for our soul's need' or 'for mankind's need' 
when referring to the elements in the story of Christ's made man and his life and 
crucifixion. 
Need, necesLsý 
The uses of ned in the Ormulum are of a generalised nature, such as 'need, necessity, 
occasion' as in White's glossary. The sense 'necessity' does not seem to be a PDE 
sense and reflects the use of nede with a component of constraint as in 'it is necessary 
to'. There arerepeated phrases using forr urelbine nede; forr allefolke nede; forr all 
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mankinne nede which refer to elements of the Christian story such as Christ made 
man, Christ crucified which were for man's benefit: 
Pxr CTist wass uppo rodetreo 
Na331edd forr ure nede 
i. 45/1369 
There is also the phrase off urel3ure sawle nede used in a parallel sense. There are, 
however, some instances which are used in the context of material poverty and the 
poor. 
Material poverty 
There are four instances which refer to the needs of the poor who receive alms. There 
are no instances of any cognate of nedle being used of 'the poor' as a noun. All four 
instances use the sense 'to need help': 
Patt nedenn to Pin hellpe 
i. 213/6161 
followed by a list of feeding the hungry, giving drink to the thirsty, clothing the naked, 
aiding the sick, housing the homeless, freeing the prisoner. Alms deeds are: 
Pin allmess dede onn alle ýa 
Patt hafenn ned of hellpe 
1.255/7372 
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When the Publicans ask St John what they can do to make amends for their sins 
they are told: 
7 hellpenn a be wake leod 
Att alle kinne nede 
1.354/10161 
It is through using material wealth for those in need that heavenly bliss can be 
won: 
To nittenn itt att nede 
Onn alle Pa Patt haffdenn ned 
7 barrfe to Pin hellpe, 
Pa mihhtesst tu swa Purrh Pin hord 
Pe winnenn heoffness blisse. 
ii. 71/12245 
Collocation 
1.213/6161 nedenn ... hellpe 
i. 255n372-3 allmess ... ned ... hellpe 
i. 354/10161 helipenn ... wakeleod ... nede 





The glossary definition is 'need, occasion' which reflects the component of constraint 
that was present in in its senses of it being 'necessary to' which it shared with nede. 
There are eight instances of Parrf and its cognates in the Orinulum. 
Material 12oy= 
There are two instances that are in the context of the materially poor, those who 
receive alms. The poor are described as: 
alle Pa Pat haffdenn ned 
7 barrfe to ýin hellpe 
ii. 71/12246-7 
where the poor are in need and need help. Those who are giving alms should not give 
beyond what they require for their own needs lest they themselves become in need Ne 
mihht te sellf nohht barmenn (i. 35 3/10142). 
The poverty of Christ on earth is a frequent focus in the Ormulum and much of the 
poverty vocabulary is used of Christ. Associated with his poverty is his humble 
earthly status and in the passage about Christ's cleansing of the temple, when he had 
not yet declared himself the son of God, he is described as: 
7 Crist wass bxr all unncub 3et 
7 unnwu#o, 7 unnome 
Swa batt nan mann ne ýurifte off himm, 
Ne nimenn gom, ne rekkenn 
ii. 208/16162 
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here Christ's poor and humble status means that no one takes any heed or reckoning of 
him 
To lack, nee 
There is one instance of 'to need or lack' and the need or lack is not necessarily of 
material things, but can be of those spiritual things that we need to keep on the 
righteous path Patt ure nan ne burýfe Ut offbe rihhte we33e gan (i. 269/7765). 
To be needful, necessqU 
There are two instances, one which has the sense of 'needful things' in which the Jews 
are provided with Bishops, priests, lawbooks and so on Off all Patt hemm wass Purrfe 
(1.335/9625). In the other the use is as an auxiliary verb where John the Baptist tells 
his followers they no longer need to follow him when Christ is collecting his own 
followers Ne Parrf3uw nohht nufoll3henn me (ii. 94/12886). 
Unleavened bread 
This is a special use which appears to derive from the sense of 'lacking' and which is 
found in Tharrf-cake as unleavened, although White in his notes prefers the sense that 
unleavened is a symbol for purity of heart here (187 8 p. 997). There are two instances 
of this use, both of offerings, Allbeorrf wibbutenn berrme (i. 32/997) and Wibb 
Perrflinng brced (i. 53/1588). 
Collocation 
ii. 71/12246-7 ned ... ýarrfe ... hellpe 





The glossary definition is 'poor, needy'. There are five instances of wcedle. 
Material 12oveLty 
Four are about the nature of the sacrifices offered by women where the poor woman 
gives a smaller sacrifice than the rich: 
Pe laffd'3 lac wass litell lac 
Forrýl ýatt 3ho wass wxdle 
i. 269/7769 
also i. 268/7733; i. 274/7889; i. 275/7933). 43 
Volunij! a poveM 
One instance is about making the choice to embrace voluntary poverty on earth in 
order to attain heavenly bliss: 
Pe firrste seollbe iss batt tu beo, 
All wibb bin a3henn wille, 
All wrecche 7 wwdle 7 usell mann, 
Forr lufe off eche blisse. 
It is worth noting that one of the earliest attestations of poure is in the same 
context of the offerings at the Purification, in The Trinity Homilies MS (335) B. 




1.195/5638 wrecche ... wxdle ... usell 
1.268/7732 usell ... wwdle. 
i. 269/7769/70 litell .... wxdle 
Antonym 
1.268/7732/3 wxdle ... riche 
Summary 
There are five items from the TOE category which are in the 'poverty' category of the 
Ormulum. Allmess is still in the 'poverty' category but the focus in each instance 
except one is the alms giver and not the recipient. Of the remainder wcedle retains its 
position as a central item with the sense 'materially poor' and it has riche as an 
antonym. The other central item in the TOE category, Parrf has one instance which 
could be seen to be in the context of material poverty and one in the context of Christ's 
life of poverty and humility on earth, but neither of these have the sense 'material 
poverty'. This item has moved into its sense of 'need' where the thing needed gives the 
context. It does appear however in its sense 'to lack' and an interesting development of 
this sense is its use of 'unleavened bread. The sense 'need' is shared with ned which 
was not a central item in the TOE category. This item appears many times in the 
Ormulum because of its general sense but also because of the often repeated phrases 
such as 'for our soul's need' or'for mankind's need' which are used of Christ's 
incarnation and life and death on earth. There are, however, four instances which are 
in the context of material poverty and three of these refer to the poor who are in need 
of help and alms. There is not however a development of this item into a word for the 
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poor such as 'ned-foP or PDE 'needy' which is found elsewhere later. 
The last two items are narrwe and nakedd both of which appear in the context of 
the poor. Narnve is used figuratively of the pathway to God but also of the crib in 
which Christ is laid at birth, a reference which is in the context of the emphasIs on the 
material poverty of Christ when he was born. Nakedd is used as a direct reference to 
the 'naked poor', those who qualify for alms because they too poor to be properly 
clothed. This is a continuation of its sense in the TOE category. 
Words from OE but not in the TOE category 
litell 
The glossary definitions are 1. 'Little in quantity or space' 2. 'Little, young' 3. 'Little, 
meanly. ' This is used in a range of senses in the Ormulum. It is not used of material 
poverty but is used in that context and it is included because it collocates closely with 
items that are used with the sense 'material poverty' where it often contributes to the 
context of the Christian's voluntary poverty and humility on earth. It is used as a 
comparative lasse and a superlative Iceste. I have found fifty instances in total. 
Material povert 
There is one instance which is in the context of material poverty and this describes the 
sacnfice at the temple given by the poor woman and the context includes wcedle: 
Pe laffd'3 lac wass litell lac 
FoffDl Datt 3ho wass wxdle 
i. 269/7769 
where the sense is that of small in quantity and possibly quality. 
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VolunýM poveM 
There are six instances which occur in the context of voluntary poverty. These are to 
do with how the Christian should live on earth. These include wanting little food and 
drink, little clothing and, in one instance, reference is made to how little room Christ 
had to be housed (i. 295/8489) - all of which are part of the criteria for which alms are 
to be given to the poor. 
There is the general admonition that Christians should not be tempted to hoard 
earthly wealth but to nittenn swiýe littell (ii. 72/12279). More specifically the example 
of Christ as a poor man on earth is to teach Christians to want little: 
Puss Godess Sune, Allmahhti3 Godd, 
Wass wrecche mann onn eorýe 
Forr swa to brinngenn mannkinn onn 
TO 3eornenn affterr litell 
i. 127/3700 
Holy men takennfode 7 clap Unnorne 7 litell babe (i. 272/7853) and the ph-rase 
unnorne 7 litell is used twice more of food (i. 261n540; ii. 47/11548). 
Humility 
There are two instances which are concerned with humility. Christ's experiences in his 
earthly form are a model for Christian humility and unnorneU3 is used as an adiective 
in addition to litell in both these instances. Christ: 
Purrh soý meocnesse la3henn, 
7 Ixtenn sw*e unnornel'3 
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7 litell off ýe sellfenn. 
1.129/3749 
and following Christ's example of humility and judging oneself lowly, but thinking 
well of others, is the pathway to Paradise: 
Uss birrý Ixtenn unnomeli3 
7 litell off uss sellfenn, 
7 Ixtenn wel off opre menn 
1.260/7525 
There are two instances in which Christ made man is described as lasse Pann anl 
hiss enngell (i. 128/3739; i. 129/3745). 
Range of pMle 
There is one instance which is 7forrpi let he cwelleenn Pa Pe miccle 7 ec Pe littell (I. 
278/8001) but this is not quite the formulaic sense that 'the poor and the rich'carries in 
some other texts such as La3amon as here it is connected with the context. 
Youna 
There are five instances in which litell carries the sense 'young'. Of these one refers to 
t I- the childrenkilled on Herod's orders as litellbarmess (i. 22-79/8040). T"nree instances 
concern John the Baptist, twice as Fra Patt he wassfull litell (i. 109/3205; i. 319/ 
9146; ) and once Whann he wass 3etfull litell (i. 110/3216). One instance is used with 
child: A. 3.3 whil Patt I wass litell child (i. 279/8053). 
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Small of things or space 
The remaining instances describe the smallness of things or space and are a literal 
sense.. Sometimes these are material things such as water (i. 300/8634), sometimes 
they are intangible such as wit (i. 178/5158). There is an interesting parallel here with 
the sense of physical constraint that narrwe carries. 
Collocation 
i. 127/3700 wreeche ... litell 
i. 129/3749-51 meocnesse la3henn ... unnomeli3 ... litell 
i. 260/7525-6 unnOmeli3 ... litell 
i. 261/7540 Unnome... litell 
i. 269/7769 litell ... wxdl. e 
i. 272/7853-4 Unnome ... litell 
ii. 47/11548 Unnome ... litell. 
Antonym 
i. 102/2986 litell 
... mikell 
i. 128/3716 litell ... mikell 
i. 277/8001 miccle ... litell 
i. 278/8001 miccle ... litell 
i. 295/8489 litell ... miccle 
nipprenn 
The glossary definition is 'to bring low, to humble'. There are fourteen instances. 
Nippren collocates with lah. 3henn and with wansenn which is the reason for its 
inclusion. None of the instances are in the context of material poverty except that they 
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are used of Christ's experience on earth, and once refer to how men should emulate 
Christ's experience. In that sense then there can be said to be an element of voluntary 
poverty and humility. 
Of Christ on earth 
There are five instances that refer to Christ being brought down, figuratively and 
literally, by being made flesh on earth. This is a lessening of Christ: 
Nibýredd 7 wannsedd wunnderrl'3 
7 la3hedd inn himm sellfenn 
1.128/3730 
Ibree of these instances refer to the lowering of Christ in this way simply by the 
act of being made flesh (ii. 131/13965; ii. 316/19214; ii. 316/19219) and one instance 
refers to the Pharisees who wish to bring Christ down: 
Forrbi ýe33 wolldenn nibbrenn Crist 
7 la3henn himm ýe mare 
ii. 282/18256 
Of man on earth 
The vagaries of men's fortunes on earth lead some to be up and some to be down, A33 
upp, 7 nibbrenn obre (Ii. 121/1368 1), but again it is in making the choice to follow 
Christ in his lowness on earth that leads to reward in heaven: 
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Patt uss birrp alle 1a3henn uss 
7 niýbrenn uss onn erýe 
ii. 131/13970 
It is the aim of the devil to bring men on earth down in sin, which is a very 
different thing to bringing oneself down through humility and voluntary poverty in 
imitation of Christ: 
Pe lape gast 
A33 niýýreýb Godess genge, 
7 cwellepp hemm 7 wannsepp hemm 
i. 279/8031 
Here Herod is a token of the way the devil behaves to men. Again nippren and 
wansenn collocate. The devil's aim is To werrsenn 7 to nipprenn uss (ii. 57/11845) 
through tempting us to sin. 
With the sense 'to defeat' 
There is an element of wishing to bring down in defeat in the last instance concerning 
Christ and the Pharisees as well as in the instances in which the devil wishes to bring 
man down through sin, and this sense is present in two other instances. Herod fears 
that the Wi se Men wi sh to bring him d and Wake hi ss kingai o. M. from. him.. - 
For ýatt he wennde ýatt tatt folle 
Upponn himm cumenn wwre 
Wiýb strenncbe, forr to nibbrenn himm, 
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To wannsenn himm hiss 6che. 
1.248/7154 
and here the word wannsenn is a close collocative partner again. The object to be 
brought down need not be human, as woh'error, wrong, wickedness'can also be 
brought down, To nibbrenn woh wibb all hiss mahht (ii. 208/16140). 
Literal 
There are three instances in which the bringing down is a physical act upon the 
physical world, although with metaphoric overtones, in which high hills are levelled, 
in conjunction with low land being raised (i. 321/9206; i. 335/9604; 1.336/9636). 
Collocation 
i. 128/3730-1 Niýýredd ... wannsedd la3hedd 
i. 248/7156-7 niýýrenn ... wannsenn 
i. 279/8032-3 niýbrebb ... ewellebb ... wannsebb 
1.321/9206 nibbredd ... la3hedd; 
1.335/9604 nibbredd ... la3hedd; 
1.336/9636 la3hedd . .. nibýredd. 
fi. 57/11845 werrsenn ... nibbrenn 
ii. 131/13965-6 la3henn . .. niýbrenn 
ii. 131/13970-1 la3henn . .. nibDrenn 
ii. 282/18256-7 nibbrenn ... la3henn 
ii. 316/19214 nibbrenn ... la3henn 
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Antonym 
ii. 121/13682 upp ... nibbrenn 
ii. 316/19219-20 wurrýenn ... niýýrenn 
unnorne 
The glossary definition is'Plain, simple, rude'. There are nine instances of unnorne 
and four instances of unnornelij. There is close collocation with items from the 
poverty category in the Ormulum, most notably wrecche and usell, which is why it is 
included. 
Material poveM 
There are two instances that are of Christ on earth. This instance describes Christ in 
the poverty of his birth: 
Unnome 7 wrecche 7 usell child 
Inn ure mennisscnesse 
Forr batt he wollde inn heoffness xrd 
Uss alle makenn riche. 
1.126/3668 
where the three collocative words in the first line have riche as their antonym in the 
last. An important element is the humanness of Christ on earth and his incarnation in 
the body of a man is contrasted with his spiritual nature: 
Forr Godess Sune Allmahhti3 Godd, 
Patt all be weorelld wrohhte, 
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Warrb an unnome 7 wrecche mann 
1.168/4882 
and it is the imitation of this physical poverty through voluntary poverty that gains the 
Christian the riches of heaven. 
VolunjM poyM 
It is not only Christ as a man that is described as unnorne, as this word is also 
frequently used of the nature of food and clothing for those following Christ's example 
in the wilderness, as voluntary poverty. There are five instances of this. The food, 
drink and clothes that Holy Men use are described as unnorne: 
7 himm birrý takenn fode 7 clab 
Unnome 7 litell baýe 
i. 272/7853 
and this is coupled here with litell. Unnome here is not a description of quantity but 
rather of quality. In two further instances unnorne is coupled with litell (1.261/7540; 
ii. 47/11548) and in two instances it stands aloine: 
Forr himm birrb beon full clene marm, 
7 all wihhutenn Ahte., 
Buttan batt mann himm finderm shall 
Unnome mete 7 wxde. 
i. 219/6334 
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and also as a reference to the food of Christ and his disciples (i. 261/7546). 
The sense here is of unnorne as 'plain' and 'simple' as in the MED definition" in 
this context of being able to choose earthly pleasure but forgoing it for spiritual 
reward, even in the quality of the necessities of life. 
Humilijy 
There is the additional use of unnorne in the context of how Christians should view or 
value themselves. Christians should follow Christ unnornelij (i. 168/4886) and the 
instruction is explicit that people should think of themselves as lowly but think well of 
others: 
Uss birrb Ixtenn unnomeli3 
7 litell off uss sellfenn, 
7 Ixtenn wel off oýre menn 
i. 260/7525 
This is linked to true meekness sop meocnesse (i. 129/3749). 
The emphasis on the lowliness of Christians on earth is allied to the example of 
Christ on earth, as for instance Christ at the Cleansing of the Temple when he had not 
yet declared himself the son of God and was unknown, and not held in respect: 
7 Crist wass ýxr all unncub 3et 
7 unnwurrý, 7 unnome 
208/16162 
44 (a) Plain, simple, unelaborated; also, without physical appeal, unattractive; of food 
or drink: not dainty, not choice; 
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Living unnorneU3 can be imposed by others and does not carry the virtue it has if it is 
self imposed as an act of humility. Herod's son, Arrchelauss, who ruled after him was 
driven out by Augustus to a land called Vienne where he died living in obscurity, 
presumably without heavenly reward: 
i. 286/8251 7 txre he wass unnornel'3 
7 txre he toc hiss ende. 
Plain and simple 
There is one example of unnorne describing faith in Christ: 
7 swa to lefenn uppo Crist 
Wass rihht unnome Ixfe 
ii. 231/16808 
Collocation 
i. 126/3668 Unnome ... wreeche ... usell 
1.129/3749-51 meocnesse l a3henn ... unnOmel'3 ... litell 
i. 168/4884 unnome ... wrecche 
i. 260/7525-6 unnomel13 . .. litell 
i. 261/7540 Unnome ... litell, 
i. 272F/853-4 Unnome ... lite!! 
ii. 47/11548 Unnome ... litell. 
ii. 208/16163-4 unnwuný .. . unnome ... burrfte 
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Antonym 
126/3668-71 Unnome 7 wrecche 7 usell ... riche. 
1.260/7525-7 unnorne]13 ... litell ... wel 
unntrummnesse 
The glossary has 'infirmity' as the definition. There are six instances, one of which 
collocates with wake. 
Illness 
There is one instance that refers to the sick that come to hear Christ so that they may 
be healed (1.186/5379). 
Of the fleshly/earthly life 
There are three instances that use a recurring phrase that refers to the nature of man on 
earth, the life of the flesh: flceshess unntrummnesse (1.72; i. 139/4047; ii. 60/11938). 
John the Baptist refers to himself twice in this way: 7 icc amm an erplike mann 
Inn unntrummnesse strenedd (ii. 285/18322) and where there is collocation with wac: 
Forr icc amm i me sellfenn wac 
7 full off unntrummnesse 
185/18328 
Collocation 
1.72 flxshess unntrummnesse 
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1.139/4047 flxshess unntrummnesse 
ii. 60/11938 flxshess unntrummnesse 




The glossary has 'mean, of no repute'. There is one instance that collocates with 
unnorne which is why it is included. 45 
Of no repute - powerless? 
The instance described Christ at the cleansing of the temple when he had not yet tn 
declared himself the Son of God and was unknown - unncup: 
7 Cnst wass ý, Tr A unncO 3et 
7 unnwurrý, 7 unnorne 
ii. 208/16162 
Collocation 
i. 208/16163-4 unnwuriý ... unnome 
Antonym 
None. 
45 There is one instance of the verb unnwurrpepp 'to dishonour' which is used of 
John the Baptist who is accused of baptising people that should be baptised by 
Christ and so dishonouring him. This does not collocate with any 'poverty'words 
and is not in the context of poverty. 
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wake 
The glossary definition is 'Weak, vile, poor'. There are eight instances, one of which is 
used as a verb (ii. 50/11653). It does not collocate with any of the other items in the 
poverty vocabulary of the Ormulum except unn. trummnesse but there are two 
instances in which it is used of the materially poor and in White's glossary (1878) the 
definition is given as'weak, vile, poor. Neither the OED nor the NED includes the 
definition 'poor'. 
Material poy= 
Making amends for sin through helping the poor is a theme through the Ormulum. 
Managing your possessions so that you can give to the poor brings salvation: 
7 hellpenn a be wake leod 
Att alle kinne nede, 
i. 354/ 10161 
The nature of the wake leod is more clearly spelt out in the following passage 
where they are in need of food and clothing. 
To takenn wibb be wake leod, 
To fedenn hemm 7 clapenn 
Q) /)'70Q 
Providing food and clothing for the poor was a traditional form of alms and it 
seems clear here that the wake leod are the materially poor. 
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Of the flesh/human condition 
The way in which people view themselves is an important element in their spirituality. 
As seen above, to view oneself as unnorne and to view others well is a sign of 
spirituality, however God sees into men and it is a sign of modi3nesse to see oneself as 
good and other men as weak: 
7 haldenn hemm forr gode menn 
7 oýre menn forr wake 
ii. 121/13670 
There are two instances in which wake is used for the nature of man on earth. The 
earthly nature of man is that of weakness: 
ForT icc amm i me sellferm wac 
ii. 285/18328 
and this is the state that Christ helps man with. Sin increases this weak nature of man: 
Forr glutermesse waccneýD all. 
ii. 50/11653 
Of women 
Women in particular are seen as wake and there is a discussion of the relative natures 
of male and female children. The male child has good strength and deeds, but the 
female is equivalently weak: 
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7 ma33dennchild bitacneýý uss 
Wac mihht 1 gode dedess 
i. 274/7897 
In a discussion about wives and husbands it is acknowledged that either may be 
the one who is in need of help, however the wife may be WittIces, 7 wac, 7 wicke (i. 
214/6185). 
MetahoricALiteral 
There is one instance of wake being applied to faith: 
Forr ýeWe wake trowwýe 
ii. 221/16533 
Collocation 
i. 214. /6185 Wittlxs ... wac ... wicke 
i. 354/ 10161-2 wake ... nede 
ii. 185/18328-9 wac ... unntrummnesse 
Antonym 
ii. 121/13670-1 gode ... wake 
wannsenn 
The glossary defines this as 'to lessen, take away'. It is included because it collocates 




Christ becoming flesh involved a lessening of himself: 
Niýýredd 7 wannsedd wunnderrli3 
7 la3hedd inn himm sellfenn 
i. 128/3730 
In the context of 'defeat' 
Christ rose up to lessen or defeat death 7 Crist ras upp off dcepess slap, Forr dcepess 
nahht to wannsenn (i. 64/1903). Herod was suspicious of the Wise Men, of whom he 
thought they were coming to defeat him and take his kingdom: Wipp strenncpe, forr to 
nipprenn himm, To wannsenn himm hiss riche. (i. 248/7154). Herod himself was a 
sign of how the devil wanted to lessen and defeat God's people: 
Forr all swa summ Pe lape gast 
A33 nibprepp Godess genge, 
7 ewellepp hemm 7 wannsepp hemm 
1.279/8031 
Using the pair wannsenn and waxenn 
As a comparison between parallel waxing and waning, there is a literal use about the 
shortening nights and lengthening days in March: 7Marrchess nahhtes wannsenn a3.3 
7Marrchess days waxen (1.64/1901). In a less literal sense John the Baptist twice 
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compares his fortunes to those of Christ, each time in the same words: 
Ned iss, 7 itt bihofeýý wel 
Patt he nu forrDwarrd waxe, 
7 ec iss ned 7 god off me 
Patt I nu forrpward wannse. 
ii. 272/17966 
also at ii. 290/18480. 
To lessen 
There is one instance of a literal use as 'to lessen' which is in the context of ahns 
giving but does not have in itself any context of poverty. This is an admonition against 
those who do not want to lessen their own wealth for any other man's need: 
31ff Patt tu nillt nohht wannsenn itt 
Forr naness manness nede 
ii 71/1222 
Collocation 
1.128/3730-1 nlýýredd ... wannsedd ... la3hedd 
i. 228/7156-7 nibbrenn ... wannsenn 
1.279/8032-3 niýbrebb ... cwellebb ... wannsebp 
Antonym 
i. 64/1901-2 wannsenn ... waxenn 
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11.272/17967-9 waxe ... wannse 
ii. 290/18481-3 waxe ... wannse 
wrecche 
The glossary definition is I. 'A wretch'. 2. 'Wretched'. 3. 'Wretchedly, miserably'. 
There are twenty instances in various forms. It carries the sense 'material poverty' 
although this sense is not given in the glossary. 
Material poveM 
There are eleven instances of wrecche which are in the context of material poverty. Of 
these, one refers to the poor in which Christians with two cloaks are told to give one to 
the poor: 
Patt te bir* forr ýe lufe off Godd 
Wiýý usell wrecche dxlenn 
i. 353/10139 
The remainder of the instances are concerned with Christ, of these four are about 
Christ's birth. Three of these instances refer to Christ's swaddling at his birth: 
He wolide wunderin buen ivo--ti uss 
I wrecche winndeclutes 
i. 126/3674 
and the same phrase at 1.114/3326. He is described as wundenn Pcer swa wreccheli3 (1. 
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114/3326) in the manger. His birth is into poverty but also into humanity 
mennisscnesse: 
Unnome 7 wrecche 7 usell child 
Inn ure mennisscnesse 
Forr ýatt he wollde inn heoffness xrd 
Uss alle makenn riche. 
i, 126/3668 
The remaining five instances are of Christ's life. In the paradox of he who made 
the world becoming man: 
Forr Godess Sune Allmahhti3 Godd, 
Patt all Pe weorelld wrohhte, 
Warrp an unnome 7 wrecche mann 
i. 168/4882 
It is difficult, as so often with the 'poverty' vocabulary, to separate the strands of 
meaning and while the context of Christ's life on earth is that of poverty there is also 
an element of his powerlessness, particularly here, and his human weakness in the use 
of wrecche. In the passage concerning Christ's temptation in the wilderness there is a 
complexity in the argument about Christ's earthly nature in that he cannot be a sinnfull 
mann and wrecche as he is sinless, but had he come to earth and been skabelces 
f unharmed' that would have been the sin of modi3nesse (ii. 64/12049). Play is made of 
the paradox, too that Christ was born and lived wrecche to make mankind riche: 
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Patt Godd Allmahhti3 wurrbenn wass 
3ung child inn ure kinde, 
7 wrecche child off wrecche kinn, 
Patt dob uss tunnderrstanndenn 
Patt uss birrb mikell Itiferin Crist, 
7 leofenn himm 7 wur*enn, 
Off batt he wollde, himm sellfenn swa 
Forr ure Itife la3henn, 
134 7 off ýatt he warreý wrecche mann 
Forr us to makenn riche, 
i. 133/3876-85 
This pattern of riche and wrecche is found in other texts of this period. Here God 
Almighty is transformed into a young child of our kind, a wretched child of a 
wretched kin, to make us understand how much we should love and worship Christ 
who chose to lower himself for love of us and because he made himself a poor man to 
enrich us. 
Volun! @Ty poveM 
That we should emulate Christ's poverty on earth is explicit: 
TI. 1--A 
. Puss Godess Sune A 
llm. -hl-, -; - r-1.111 Cu LIL.. 3' 
Wass wrecche mann onn eorýe 
Forr swa to brinngenn mannkinn onn 
TO 3eomenn affterr litell 
Forr Patt he lufepp alle Oa 
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Patt hise la3hess haldenn 
7 lufenn, forr ýe lufe off himm, 
To libbenn her onn eorýe 
Full wrecchelike inn uselldom 
off metess 7 of clabess. 
i. 127/3700 
God's son was made a poor man on earth so that we might long for little, and he 
loves all those that hold his laws and who love, for love of him, to live here on earth 
destitute in poverty of food and clothes. It is difficult to translate the words 
wrecchelike inn uselldom partly because wrecchelike has overtones of the connection 
with the fleshly life and of low status as well as poverty. It is more difficult when, in 
the context of voluntary poverty again, another word is added: 
All wibb bin a3henn wille, 
All wrecche 7 wxdle 7 usell mann, 
ForT lufe off eche blisse. 
i. 195/5637 
The human condition 
Emphasis is placed above on Christ's birth into our kinde which is as a wrecche child 
(i. 134/3877-8) and our wrecche kinde (i. 20/663) is our fleshly state on earth. In the 
section on the turning of the water into wine at Canna, the people who are affected by 
drunkenness are referred to as wrecche lede (ii. 180/15375), wrecchefollc (ii. 181/ 
15390) and as wrecchess (ii. 181/15439). 
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Of the soul 
Although wrecche is used of our fleshly life it is also, as in other early Nfiddle English 
teXtS46, used of the soul. Circumcision is a way of clipping away Peffieshess. fule wille 
from the ivrecche sawle G. 146/4248), and the soul is described as M'recche when in 
danger through our bad behaviour (1.179/5191; ii. 204/16022). 
Collocation 
i. 126/3668 Unnome 7 wreeche 7 usell 
i. 127/3708 wrecchelike ... uselldom 
i. 133-4/3883-4 la3henn ... wreeche 
i. 168/4884 unnome 7 wrecche 
i. 195/5638 wrecche 7 wxdle 7 usell 
1.353/10140 usell wrecche 
il. 64/12049 sinnfull ... wrecche 
Antonym 
i. 133/3884-5 wrecche ... riche 
Summary 
There are eight OE words which have entered the category but which were not in the 
TOE category. Some of these have peripheral senses which are present through family 
resemblance but there are some which occupy a central space. 100ne oof the cpn -r---i T" j I. - entral ite ... s 
is wrecche which is used of the materially poor themselves, as well as of Christ in his 
poverty on earth, and has riche as an antonym. It is also used of voluntary poverty. It 
collocates closely with unnorne which is used in the context of Christ's material 
poverty on earth, and of the clothing, food and drink of the holy ones who follow him 
46 
such as the AB group. 
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in voluntary poverty. This extends to the sense of 'humility' in which self regard is of 
vital importance. To see oneself as unnorne is to be humble, whereas to be defeated 
and live out one's days as unnorne does not carry the same virtue. There is one 
instance of unnwurrp which collocates with unnorne and this describes Christ before 
he was made known as the son of God, when he was seen simply as a man. 
Interestingly wrecche is one of the words used of the fleshly, earthly life but it is 
also used of the soul. Another item used of the fleshly nature of man is 
unntrummnesse which has no material poverty sense but has the sense 'Illness'. This 
collocates with wake, hence its inclusion, and wake too is used of man's earthly flesh. 
It is also used specifically of women. It is interesting though that while wake is given 
no sense 'poverty' or 'poor' in either the MED or the OED, in White's glossary it is and 
in the instance in which it is used in this sense, the sense 'materially poor' is clear. 
There are instances of litell in its literal sense and it a] so mean s 'young' but it is 
used in the context of material poverty when the sacrifice made by the poor woman in 
the temple is 'little'. In the context of voluntary poverty wanting little food and 
clothing is important and reference is made to the little room that Christ had, when he 
was poorly housed on earth. There are echoes here of the similar use of narrwe in AW. 
Humility is expressed by thinking little of oneself and this echoes Christ's experience 
on earth when the act of taking on flesh brought him down. This is expressed by 
nipprenn which does not have the sense 'material poverty' although it is used of the 
changing fortunes of men on earth where some are raised up and some are brought 
down. This collocates with wannsenn which has no sense of material poverty but has 
the sense 'to leqsen'- 
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Words from ON 
lah 
The glossary definition is'low', with the comparative being'lower, inferior'and the 
verb being 'to lower, depress'. There are thirty instances of lah and its forms. None of 
the instances have the sense 'material poverty'. It collocates with wrecche and 
wansenn. 
Literal 
There are six instances in which lah is used in a literal sense. Three of these are 
straightforward, in that they describe the physical arrangement of the benches at the 
wedding feast at Cana (ii. 175/15232; ii. 176/15246 and 7). Three describe hills being 
brought down while valleys are raised up and are a literal description that acts as a 
symbolic illustration (i. 321/9206; 1.334/9604; i. 336/9636). 
Infenor 
There are six instances with connotations of inferiority. This particularly refers to the 
relationship between Mary and Elizabeth in which Elizabeth is inferior to Mary: 
Pohh wass 3ho miccle lahre 
Pann ure laffdi3 Mar3e wass 
no /2 -"CA 7 //-UU"t 
and also of Mary and Elizabeth at 1.91/2678; i. 93/2744; 1.94/2770. This is also used 
to refer to the relationship of the young to the old Patt lah3hre wass bitwenenn menn 7 
3unngre mann onn elde (ii. 107/ 13270) and in a general sense (1.94/2756). 
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Of Christ 
Seven instances refer to Christ. One is when the Phansees wish to humble Christ (ii. 
282/18257). The remaining siX refer to Christ being lowered when he took the form 
of a man on earth. Christ has the nature of God, which is described as 'high' and the 
nature of man, which is described as 'low' hiss Iq3he kinde (ii. 128/1390 1). The act of 
becoming flesh in itself lessened and lowered Christ, ii. 131/13965 and: 
Niýýredd 7 wannsedd wunnderrli3, 
7 la3hedd inn himm sellfenn, 
Forr o ýatt hallf ýatt he wass mann 
1.128/3730 
but in addition he became a wrecche mann: 
Forr ure lufe la3henn, 
7 off batt he warreb wrecche mann 
Forr us to makenn riche, 
i. 133-4/3883-5 
and at ii. 19/10760; ii. 316/19214. 
Humilijy 
Humility is an important element for Christ's followers on earth and Christ's example 
of lowering himself when he became human is in itself a model for Christians to 
follow by being low and meek on earth, seeing themselves as beneath their inferiors as 
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Christ did when he was humble before men: 
Forr niss nan mann ýatt xfre ma33 
Meocnesse mare shxwenn 
Pann he doý, whase la3hebb himm 
Binebenn hise lahhre 
ii. 18/10736 
Mary is a prime example of humility, particularly for those whom God has exalted 
on earth, as she has the special quality of having been exalted by God on earth and 
yet still seeing herself as humble which makes her an apt model for those whom God 
has raised in earthly fortune: 
Forr ýatt 3ho wollde 3ifenn uss 
God bisne in hire sellfenn, 
Off batt tatt uss birrb la3henn uss 
31ff Godd uss he3heýý here 
1.89/2637 
The association of being'low'with the quality of Christian humility is frequently 
made (i. 129/3746 and 3749; ii. 18/10727; ii. 18/10747; ii. 58/11864; ii. 131/13970). 
.1.. A\ Although it is possible to be over humble (ii. 177/107/ 14). 
Collocation 
i. 90/2644 meocnesse ... la3henn 
1.128/3730-1 Nlýýredd 7 wannsedd ... 7 la3hedd 
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i. 129/3749-50 meocnesse la3henn. .. unnomeli3 7 litell 
i. 133-4/3883-4 la3henn ... wrecche 
i. 321/9206 nibýredd ... la3hedd 
i. 335/9604 niýbredd ... la3hedd 
i. 336/9636 7 la3hedd all 7 niboredd. 
ii. 17/10714-6 meoc ... la3henn 
ii. 17/10737-8 Meocnesse ... la3hebý 
ii. 58/11864 meokenn ... 7 la3henn 
ii. 131/13965-6 la3henn ... niýbrenn 
ii. 131/13970-1 la3henn ... niýbrenn 
ii. 282/18256-7 nibýrenn .. .7 la3henn 
ii. 316/19214 nlbýrenn .. .7 la3henn 
Antonym 
i. 89/2639-40 la3henn ... he3hebp 
i. 321/9204-6 he3hedd ... la3hedd 
i. 334/9602-4 he3hedd ... la3hedd 
ii. 176/15246-7 heh. .. lah ... la3hesst 
meoc 
The glossary has 'meek'. There are fifty five instances in varying forms. It collocates 
with la3henn. 
Of Christ 
There are eight instances which relate to Christ. Adl of them are in the context of 
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Christ's life as an example to us of meekness. Of these two refer to the circumstances 
of Christ's birth (1.257/7423,1.257f7427), one to his shaming (1.171/4969; i. 17 1/ 
497 1), two in the passage about his acceptance of baptism from John the Baptist (ii. 
24/10915; ii. 24/10917) and two of his more general example. 
Of Mga 
There are six instances which concern Mary. Three describe her (i. 90/2647; i. 86/ 
2535; i. 89/2636; ) and another makes the comparison that those men raised on earth 
by God should show meekness like Mary's: 
Purrh soý meocnesse la3henn 
i. 90/2644 
There is another instance that refers to how meek Mary and Joseph were with each 
other (i. 85/2501) and one in which Joseph is told to be meek with Mary when he 
knows about her pregnancy (i. 84/2487). 
Of other holy figures 
There are eight examples of angels and holy men showing meekness: God's angel (i. 
20/667); David in three instances (ii. 164/14913; ii. 164/14921; ii. 165/14944); Simon 
(ii. 108/13314); St. John (i. 327/9385); John the Baptist when he did not want to 
baptise Christ (ii. 23/10895). The apostles are not described themselves as meek but 
they teach us to be meek because they are unlearned men and yet we follow them (ii. 
130/13950). 
Of how Christians should be 
There are thirty-three instances which are concerned with how Christians should 
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behave, and how they should view themselves . 
47 The majority of all the references to 
meekness are in the context of the necessity for true Christians to be meek and in 
discussions about how the nature of meekness is concerned with lowering the self and 
not thinking oneself above others. Obedience herrsummnesse and meekness 
meocnesse are vital to each other. The antithesis of meekness is pride modi3nessess. 
As can be seen in the collocations below, the concept of lowering the self is an 
important element in meekness, even to the extent of lowering ourself beneath those 
who are beneath us: 
Forr niss nan mann batt xfre ma33 
Meocnesse mare shxwenn 
Pann he doý whase la3hebp himm 
Bineýenn hise lah3lire 
ii. 17/10736 
although of course the sin of pride occurs if the meekness is overdone. 
Collocation 
i. 20/667-8 meoc 7 milde 7 softe 7 blipe 
i. 41/1252 milde 7 meoc 
1.84.2487 milde 7 mec 
i. 9Q/22644 meocnesse ... la3henn 
1.124/3606 acddmode 7 meoke 7 milde 
47 38/1170; 1.39/1189; 1.41/1252; i. 51/1546; 1.88/2605; 124/3606; i. 129/3749; 
171/4969,4971; 1.217/6276; 1.260/7523,7525; 1.278/8009; ii. 17/10695,10697, 
10699,10708,10711,10715,10716,10720,10721,10733,10737; ii. 18/10720; ii. 












meocnesse ... 1a3henn ... unnonie113 ... 
litell 
milde 7 meoc 
milde 7 meoc 
rneoc 7 herrsumm 
meoc ... 1a3henn 
meocnesse ... laAepp 
meokenn ... 1a3henn 
xdmod 7 mee 7 milde 
7 softe 7 mec 7 milde 
Antonym 
i. 51/1,544-46 modi3le33e. meocle33e 
1.217/6276-7 meocle33e ... modi3nesse 
ii. 288/18433-5 mecnesse ... modi3nessess 
usell 
The glossary definition is'Wretched, miserable, mean in condition'. In the MED the 
only citations for this word and its forms are from the Ormulum. There are eight 
instances of this item in the Ormulum, of which one is the form uselldom. A case can 
be made for a sense being 'material poverty'. 
Material poyM 
As with other items in the 'poverty' category sometimes the sense 'miserable' or'mean' 
could fit the context equally well, but usell is so often bound up through close 
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collocation with other central items in the category that the sense 'material poverty' 
could be argued to be present in its use. 
i. Of the poor 
The clearest context of straightforward material poverty comes In two instances in 
which the referent is the poor themselves. One is in the context of the sacrifice made 
by new mothers in the temple: 
Patt wass ýatt lac ýatt ta wass sett, 
Amang Judisskenn ýeode, 
Purrh Drihhtin sellfenn to ýat wif 
Patt usell wass 7 wxdle. 
To riche wif Godd haffde sett. 
An lamb 7 ec an cullfre 
i. 268/7729 
God requires more from a rich woman, but a woman who was usell ... 7 wcedle 
gave IeSS. 41 Here usell collocates with one of the central items from the TOE poverty 
category and in the next passage it collocates with what I suggest is one of the central 
items from the early Middle English period: 
Patt te birr-b forr be lufe off Godd 
Wiýp usell wrecche dwlenn 
1.353/10139 
48 This is the context in which the first surviving recorded use of poure occurs in 
al225(? al2OO)Trin. Hom. (Trin-CB. 14.52) 47: Hie.. brohte Pat child mid hire in 
to Pe temple and offredde locfor him-gif hie was riche wimman, a lomb-gif hie 
was poure, two duue briddes. (MED) 
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Here the context is that of sharing and giving a cloak to a poor man, a usell 
wrecche who is then the recipient of charitable giving. While both these instances of 
usell could be translated as 'wretched' I suggest that the element of material poverty is 
present here too. 
ii. Mean and poor food and clothing 
Holy men are presented, particularly when in the wilderness, as living lives that are 
poor in the sense of food and clothing. John the Baptist and Christ are described in 
this way: 
Forr baýe leddenn usell lif 
I metess 71 claýess 
i. 28/891 
Here usell has no collocative partners and carries the sense of deprivation, in terms 
of food and clothing. It is used in the same sense in the following passage about 
Christ: 
Puss Godess Sune, Allmahhti3 Godd, 
Wass wrecche mann onn eorýe 
Full wrecchelike inn uselldom 
Off metess 7 of clabess. 
i. 127/3700-9 
although here it collocates with wrecchelike. 
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iii. Of Christ at his birth 
Poverty is a key element in the context of the birth of Christ, and he is laid in the crib 
as an Unnorne 7 wrecche 7 usell child (i. 126/3668). 
Volunipa poveM 
In order to gain eternal bliss Christians on earth should of their own will follow 
Christ's example: 
Pe firrste seollpe iss Patt tu beo, 
All w1bb bin a3henn. wille, 
All wrecche 7 wwdle 7 usell mann, 
Forr lufe off eche blisse 
i. 195/5636 
Here the close collocation is with two words of which wcedle was a central item in 
the TOE category and wrecche was a central item in the early Nhddle English 
category. 
Powerlessness 
It is interesting that usell appears three times without close collocation and in one of 
those times the main sense may have more to do with powerlessness than material 
deprivation. This instance concerns the devil tempting Christ in the wilderness: 
Forr batt he sahh himm usell wihht 
Inn ure mennisscnesse 
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it. 48/t 1591 
Here the important element is that the devil saw Christ as potentially vulnerable to 
temptation because of his mennisscnesse - humanness. His material poverty is less 
important in this possible vulnerability than his change of state from one of purely 
Godlike power to one of part human frailty. 
Another instance in which usell stands alone is the statement that Christ was made 
usell for our need: 
Off batt he wass an usell mann 
Forr ure nede wurrýenn 
ii. 131/13978 
where it is not possible from the context to tease out a sense of the various elements 
that may be present except in so far as the focus is the transformation of Christ into 
humanity. 
Collocation 
i. 126/3668 Unnome 7 wrecche 7 usell 
i. 127/3708 wrecchelike ... uselldom 
i. 195/5638 All wrecche 7 wxdle 7 usell 
J. 268,177-12 u-, ell ... 7 wxdle. 
1.353/10140 useH wrecche 
Antonym 
i. 268/7729 usell ... riche 
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wanntsumm 
The glossary defines this as 'indigent, poor. ' There is one instance. 19 
Material poveM 
The context is that of charitable giving to whoever is seen to be in need: 
To gengenn att te nede 
Whammse ýu sest tatt wanntsumm iss 







There are four Scandinavian loan words which appear in the 'poverty' category. Two 
of these, lah and meoc, go on to become widespread in PDE and two do not, 
wantsumm and usell, the latter of which is only attested at all- -in these instances 11rom... 
the Ormulum. 
Meoc is included because it collocates with lah but it does not have the sense 
49 There is an instance of wannt ii. 146/14398 Acc hemm wass wannt gastlic innsihht 
and one of wanntepp ii. 110/133380 7 all Patt wanatepp Cristess hald All sinkepp 
inntill helle, but they are not in the context of poverty, nor do they collocate with 
items from the 'poverty' category. 
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tmaterial poverty' and it is used in its PDE sense 'meek'. One item, wantsumm, does 
not collocate with any of the other items in the category and is only used once but in 
that instance it has the sense 'materially poor. 
Usell is in close collocation with other, central, items such as wcedle and wrecche 
and although it does not carry the central sense in the dictionaries, its relationship to 
items that do is very close. It is used of the poor wife in the temple who is required to 
make only a small sacrifice, as well as of the poor man with whom the Christian 
should share his cloak. It is used in the context of the holy men who live in poverty in 
the wilderness, and in the context of the voluntary poverty that the Christian should 
espouse who is following Christ's example. It is therefore present in a central sense 
and closely connected to other items that are central. 
Lah is used in its literal sense, and figuratively meaning 'young'. It has close 
connection to the context of inferiority and humility and is used often of Mary's 
humility in her position as the mother of Christ. It also expresses the contrast between 
Chrisf s earthly life and his life in heaven. 




There is collocation with items from outside and inside the 'poverty' category as 
follows, where the numbers count the different items for example ned collocates with 
three items from inside the category and one item outside it: 
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Item: inside the catep-orv outside the categM 
allmess t 2 
nakedd 0 5 
narrwe 0 
ned 3 
Panf 1 0 
wwdle 3 0 
litell 6 0 
nipprenn 2 2 
unnome 6 0 
unntrumm I I 
unnwurrp 1 0 
wac 2 2 
wannsenn 2 
wrecche 5 
lah 6 0 
meoc 3 5 
usell 3 0 
wanntsumm 0 0 
Clearly this must be read with some caveats. Some of these items appear only a 
few times, such as wanntsumm, which occurs only once, and so it is not surprising 
there are no collocations. Others appear regularly in a ph-rase with several near 
synonyms, such as meoc, or appear in a list, such as nakedd which appears in a list of 
the other conditions that constitute the need for alms and this one instance accounts 
for all the five collocations for nakedd in column two. 
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Collocative relationships with items outside the 'poverty' category 
There are eight items that do not collocate outside the category: 
lah; litell; Darrf, unnome; unnwurrD; usell; wwdle; wanntsumm. 
Ten items have collocative relationships with words that are outside the 'poverty' 
category of which only two share a collocative partner, nipbrenn and wannsenn which 
are in a phrase together with cwellepp. Other than this there are no external shared 
relationships: 
allmess: dede; werkes. 
meoc: xddmode-, bliýe-, herrsumm; milde; softe. 
nakedd: bandes; herrberr3helaes; hunngri3; sec; Prissti. 
narrwe: stih; cribbe. 
ned: hellpe. 
nipbrenn: cwellepb; werrsenn. 
unntrummnesse: flxshes. 
wac: wicke; wittlxs. 
wannsenn: cwellebb. 
wrecche: sinnfull. 
Of these four have collocations that relate to poverty in context, allmess, nakedd, 
namve and ned. 
Allmess collocates with dede and werkes which provides the noun for the adjective 
allmess in the context of charitable giving. 
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Nakedd collocates with items that name the range of conditions that alms should 
relieve in addition to nakedness: imprisonment, homelessness, hunger, sickness and 
thirst. 
Nartwe desciibes the pathway to God, which is not part of the 'poverty' category, 
but also the crib in which Christ was laid at birth which formed part of the poverty of 
his circumstances. 
Ned collocates with 'help' which makes the phrase 'those in need of help' to stand 
for 'the poor' in this context. 10 
Wannsenn and nipprenn collocate with mellepp in their senses of being brought 
low and lessened. 
Wac collocates with wicke and wittIces in a passage about the evil and stupidity of 
people, husbands or wives. 
Meoc collocates with ceddmode, blipe, herrsumm, milde and softe. which are 
atuibutes of those who are examples of the quality of 'meekness'. While these are not 
attributes of the poor they could be argued to be attributes of those who have chosen 
voluntary poverty for Christ's sake. 
The final two items, unntrummnesse, which collocates with 'flesh' and wrecche 
which collocates with 'sinfull' echo connotations which appear in other textual 
contexts, such as the AB texts, where items such as wrecche have connections with 
the fleshly frailty and wickedness of man. 
Collocative relationships with items inside the 'poverty' category 
There are fifteen items that collocate with other items within the 'poverty' category. 
I have not included hellpe as part of the 'poverty' category for the same reason that 
I have not included the instances of ned or Parrfe which is that their sense is 
defined by the object and so in themselves they do not carry the context of 
poverty. 
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The collocative relationships fall into two distinct groups. The central items, 
wrecche, wcedle and possibly usell and unnorne are together. Litell and lah are 
important in the web having five and six connections respectively. 
It is surprising that there is not a closer connection between wrecche and 
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unntrummnesse and wake as these three items share the contextual sense 'of the flesh'. 
Antonym 
Riche is the only antonym that is shared by more than one item from the 'poverty' 
category: 
wreeche 
w. aedWT---4, riche )I usell 
unnorne 
This could indicate that these four items, unnorne, usell, wcedle and wrecche are 
likely to be central to the 'poverty' category in their use in this text as riche appears to 
be a central item in the 'wealthy' category. 
The remaining antonyms are: 
narrwe - rume 
lah - heh 
litell - mikell/mare 
meoc - modi3 
nibýrenn - upp; wurrýen 
wake - gode 
wannsenn - waxenn 
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Material poverty seems to be a prototypical centre in this category, with another 
central sense of voluntary poverty. Wadle is restricted to the central areas and does 
not carry any presence in the associated areas of humility and low status. Parrf, the 
other central item in the OE category, has no presence in the areas of voluntary 
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poverty and humility but is in the areas of 'necessity' and 'lack' and is being used in the 
restricted sense of 'unleavened bread'. 
The association of words from the 'poverty f category with the nature of 'the flesh' 
is present. " 
51 A connection Farmer (2002) notes in her work on the poor in Paris. 
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6. La3amon's Brut 
Introduction 
La3amon's Brut survives in two manuscripts, both in the British Library, Cotton 
Caligula A. ix. and Cotton Otho C. xiii. hereafter referred to as MS C and MS 0. They 
are both considered to be derived from a common version which is now lost. MS 0 
was badly damaged in the fire at Ashbumham House in 1731 which has resulted in 
missing sections. MS 0 was already considerably briefer than MS C before the fire 
and was a shortened equivalent to MS C with about three thousand lines omitted. This 
is achieved through the omission of poetic description and by paraphrase, presenting a 
plainer and more strictly plot-focused text. MS 0 is also less archaic in vocabulary, 
sometimes replacing OE-derived words with French-derived ones and omitting 
rhetorical and stylistic flourishes. Because of this it was thought that MS C was 
probably about fifty years earlier than MS 0 but palaeographical evidence ascribes 
both to the last half of the thirteenth century. 52 The language is described by Laing 
(1993) as West Somerset for MS 0 and North West Worcestershire for MS C. 
La3anion himself tells us that he was at Areley Kings, a parish about ten miles from 
Worcester. 
The content is the history of Britain from its foundation by Brutus after his escape 
from Troy. La3amon based his work on Wace's Roman de Brut with some added 
material, but work on his sources has suggested that La3amon was a creative writer 
using a wide range of other sources from Welsh, French, English and Latin in addition 
to Wace . 
53 it is interesting that although La3amon was using as a major source Wace's 
work in French, he appears to use very few French loans. It has been estimated that 
not more than a hundred French loans appear in both manuscripts (Blake 1992 p. 5 10). 
52 Indeed Laing places MS 0 as the third quarter of the thirteenth century (1993:. 79) 
and MS C later as the last quarter of the thirteenth century (1993: 69). 
53 For a full discussion see the introduction in Allen (1992). 
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There is a greater number of Scandinavian loan words, Dance suggests that in MS C Z: ý 
alone of roughly three thousand two hundred different words, one hundred and forty 
have a Scandinavian origin (Dance 2002 p. 192-3). 
La3amon's Brut is written in an alliterative long line falling into two half line 
groups which are linked by alliteration or by rhyme or assonance and was intended to 
be read aloud. 54 It contains many formulaic phrases. 
Individual Words 
While in my description I refer to NIS 0 as 'following' the NIS C text this is because 
MS C gives a more lengthy version which appears as if edited and shortened in the 
MS 0 text. I am not implying that MS 0 is a reworking of the MS C text or directly 
descends from it. 
There is no dedicated glossary for La3amon's Brut and the information in the 
OED and MED has been supplanted by various translations" and my own reading of 
the texts. Within the poverty material translation can vary considerably and there can 
be a wide range of possible senses for many of the words in this category, all of which 
make sense in context. This is particularly true of words such as wrecche, wans0e and 
cerm which may have the general sense of 'misery' with or without an element of 
material deprivation. 
Where I have glVen citations from both manuscripts of the same lines I have 
placed the line numbers to the side of the text for ease of comparison. 
There are twelve items in the category 'poverty'in La3amon's Brut, as identified 
by my criteria, in the MS C and MS 0 versions combined, where * indicates a 
possible instance. 
54 For a full assessment of La3amon's verse form see Allen 2002. 
55 Allen 1993 and Barron and Weinberg 1995. 
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There are six criteria that are used to qualify a word for inclusion in the study. 
1. All words in the texts that are present in the TOE category of poverty are included, 
even where they do not carry the sense of poverty in their specific context, in order to 
track their change over time. 
2. Words are included which are not in the TOE category of poverty if they are found 
in this sense in the texts and this is clear from the context. 
3. Words are included when they are given the component of poverty in a dictionary, 
illustrated with citations from the texts, or in a glossary which is derived from the 
texts which are being studied. 
4. Words are included when they appear in context to be serving as an antonym to 
words that contain the component of wealth or riches. 
5. Words are included when they appear in collocation or are serving as synonyms or 
partial synonyms for words that themselves contain the element of poverty based on 
the criteria for inclusion or when they are used to translate a word from another 
language which has the sense 'poverty' such as Latin pauper. 
6. Words are included when they contain the component, or contribute to the context 
of, poverty in comments in footnotes or secondary literature about the texts. 
Items which are part of the TOE poverty category 
Item ms 0 ms c 
oelmesmonne 02 
erm 1* 30 








Items which are from Old English but were not part of the TOE category: 
Item ms 0 ms c 
Mae& 0 5 
3eomere I to 
wansibe 0 5 
wrecche 20+1 35 
Items which are from Old Norse: 
none 
Items which are from Old French: 
Item MS 0 MS C 
pore/poure 61 
It is stiiking that there appear to be no items from Norse, and apart from the use of 
pore from Old French the remaining items are all Old English. Indeed only four OE 
words, and pore from Oft, are added to the category, all the other words are from the 
TOE category. 17 
Of these, eight items are common to both MS C and MS 0: 
'6 neodfol does not appear in MS C 
57 It is worth noting though that unlike religious texts, the Brut does not have a large 
focus on poverty. 
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erm, 3eomere, hcene, nakede, nanve, neo&fOl, pore and wrecche. 58 
They do not not necessarily appear in corresponding places as there is 
considerable discrepancy between the two texts. Some of the discrepancy is because 
MS 0 has missing sections through damage to the manuscript, some because MS 0 
paraphrases or omits a passage which includes poverty items in MS C, and some are 
because either the MS C or the MS 0 version uses a different item. These 
discrepancies are considered in detail below. This leads to the question of whether it is 
reasonable to consider these two manuscripts together. Although the differences in 
their poverty vocabulary are such that they could be considered as independent texts, I 
shall consider them together because they are versions the same original work, and the 
differences in their choice of vocabulary in works from the same source text may 
shed some light on the similarities and differences in the lexis through time, place and 
scribal choice. 
Problems arising from the differences between the two texts 
Only eight of the twelve items are common to both MS C and MS 0. Of these some, 
such as 3eomere exist in both texts but the instance in MS 0 would not be identified 
by the criteria I have set (details below). The poverty vocabulary in MS 0 is smaller 
than that in MS C. This is partly because passages that appear in MS C are omitted or 
paraphrased in MS 0. 
The category in MS 0 
Items from the TOE category 
arme 
This appears only once in line 15792. However MS C has ha-rm and it is possible that 
MS 0 intended the same as although arme appears it is in a section where the 
11 This is if neode and neodfol are taken as the same sense item. 
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manuscript is damaged. It does not seem to carry the sense'material poverty'. 
Harm 
C15792 for xuere he AEnglisce men. bi-hehte. haerm ýene meste. 
0 ... .... (e) he Eanglisse men ... arme gan grete 
for he was always threatening the greatest harm to the English. 




This possibly appears once in MS 0. This possible instance is in a darnaged section 
but completes a phrase which is also used in MS C at this point. 
Range of people 
C13586: Pa nehe and Pa hene 




13586 riche ... he .. 
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nakede 
This is included because it is part of the TOE category. It does not carry the sense 
t material poverty'. There are five instances all of which appear in both MSs 0 and C. 
Metaphoric use 
One of these is a metaphorical use, which exists also in OE, of the naked sword 
meaning unsheathed (345). 
Literal 
All four of the remaining instances are literal, in that they describe the physical 
condition of being without clothing. Two instances refer to the Irish fighting without 
clothing (9011; 11147). One of the remaining two instances contains a symbolic 
dimension, as in line 8368 Octa and his knights remove their clothes to beg mercy 
from Aurelius, and their lack of clothing is a sign of humility and sincerity. In the last 
instance in line 3127 Pantolaus, who suffered privation at sea during which he was 
naked, learned from this experience involving privation and material poverty, it is 




There is one instance in MS 0 and this is not present in MS C which instead has 
cermliche, another member of the category. 
Hard pressed 
In line 4704 Arviragus is described as narwe bi-Pronge 'hard pressed'. This is not a 





There are over sixty instances of neode in MS 0 but they are in the sense of general 
need or compulsion. As in the AB texts it is the item neod-fol which carries the sense 
of 'material poverty'. 
neod-fol 
Material povegy 
There is one instance in MS 0 which refers clearly to 'the needy' where Arthur is 
describing the benefit to the people if he wins the kingdom of France: 
11848 euerich neod-fol man ýe bet sal iworýe 




I could find no instances of Purfe in MS 0. It is included because it is in the TOE 
category. There are only two instances in MS C and in both of these the corresponding 
lines have been omitted from MS 0. 
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weablen 
I could find no instances in MS 0. It is included because it is in the TOE category. 
There are only three instances in MS C and in one of these the corresponding lines 
have been omitted from MS 0 and in the other two there is an alternative choice, one 
of which is from the 'poverty' category (hcene) and one of which may be an error. This 
occurs once in line 2929 where MS C has wcedlen. Wyld (Wyld 1930) considers that 
in this instance the scribe of MS 0 did not understand wcedlen and substituted wel- 
donde in error. 
Items from OF but not in the TOE category 
yeomerede 
There is one instance as a verb. The equivalents of the instances which appear in MS 
C are missing through damage or paraphrase in MS 0. This instance would not on its 
own be identified by the criteria. 
Of a sound 
It occurs in line 11723 in the description of a battle, Holle Pe helmes 3eomerede 




This is included because it carries the sense 'material poverty' in the MS 0 text. There 
are twenty instances of wrecche in MS 0. 
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Material j2oy= 
Material poverty is a factor in the context of seven. 
1. The poor 
There is a description of the miserable poor, those who congregate for alms at the 
King's gate, when the spies, sent by the Saxons to see how Uther might be killed, 
mingle in the disguise of poor men with the wrecchan at the King's almsgiving 
(9803). 
ii. Poverty with a spiritual component 
While it is always difficult, particularly with wrecche, to separate the 'wretched' from 
the 'poor' it is applied to one of Christ's disciples, Peter, who is described Pat was a 
wrecchefissare where his poverty and hence low status is, presumably, the foreground Z: I 
sense rather than the more negative connotations the item can carry. 
iii. The aftennath of battle 
The rich and mighty who are robbed of all their possessions by their enemies describe 
themselves as wrecche (9820; 9836) and King Lear as he casts Cordelia out for her 
lack of love condemns her to live in wrecche and wowe (1542). 
Poverty occurs among civilians in the process of conflict, where the starving 
inhabitants of Paris as it is beseiged by Arthur are wrecche. folk Pat lai Parfior- 
hongered (11758) and here there must also be elements of misery. 
Of the remaining instances which carry the sense 'material poverty' one carries the 
sense also of the lack of status of the poor as Lear reflects on his change in status: 
Nou ich ham a wrecche man. ne loueý me no man for ýan 
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1735 
The aftermath of battle, of defeat, for both individuals and peoples are a prominent 
source of poverty vocabulary. There are five instances where wrecche is used of the 
defeated. These echo the descriptions of the rich and powerful who lose their 
possessions as cited above. The loss of his kingdom is made as a threat to Edwin by 
Cadwalan and he sal worbe wrecche (15130) and Childrich threatens to take the 
horses and weapons of his enemies so they will retreat to their ships so hil solle 
wrecches to hire scipes wende (10422). However, the defeated need not lose all their 
possessions, they need only be defeated to be described as wrecche as when they are 
begging for mercy (11595) or are indeed spared, here by Arthur (10427). For the ruler 
who is defeated but captured alive there is the threat of being kept in bonds until they 
die as Octa threatens Uther and hold Pane wrech[e] forte hefor-worbi (9729). 59 
In two instances the benefits brought by a great leader so that war can be a 
transformation of men's fortunes for the better is illustrated by the description of the 
followers of Brutus, who had no follower so wrecche that he did not have gold and 
fine clothes when they were winning booty (650). In the Britain of Arthur no subject 
however wrecche failed to be enriched by their King (11336). In the main the state of 
being wrecche brought with it low status, however, being scorned and treated with 
contempt (15 84). 
The juxtaposition of riche and wrecche as an antonymic pair is a common one in 
early Middle English texts. In MS 0 it occurs four times, in lines 1283 Pe riche he 
makedle wreccrIzes; 11310, Q 8 fieriche and wrecches; 2959 mani wrecche (sone) iworbe 
riche and 3268 wose hadde richedom he hi(ne make)de wrecche. 
59 Being kept in bonds attracts other items in the poverty category, for example in 
MS C narwe and cerm. 
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Collocation 
1542 wonie wrecche ... wonie in wowe 
9803 on-hole and a-mang ban wreechen 
Antonym 
1283 riche .. wrecches 
1308 riche ... wrecches 
2959 wrecche ... riche 
3268 nchedom .. wrecche 
4530 wrecche ... hebest (of all men) 
9834-6 riche. . wrecches 
Items from OFr. 
pore 
There are six instances of pore in MS 0 whereas there is only one in MS C. 
Material poyM 
i. Of 'the poor' 
One instance is of the disguise adopted by the spies the Saxons sent to Uther in pore 
men guyse (9800) where MS C has almes-monnes. 
ii. As the low point in the range of people 
Two instances are used to express the whole range of men, using the phrase Pe pore 
and Pe riche (5 676); riche and pore (11335). 
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iii. As the aftermath of conflict 
Two instances are used of the aftermath of conflict for the losers, where Melga and 
Wanis made their way and pore lond makede (6056) and the heathen pore vs habbep 
imaked G 1057). 
To express pi! y 
The last instance is unusual in that MS 0 has an adjective where MS C has no 
description, whereas it is more often the case that MS 0 misses descriptive words or 
passages that are present in MS C. In line 7695 Pe pore king Vortiger is an extension 
of the concrete sense of 'poor' and is sense 6 in the OED with this instance as the 
earliest citation. 60 
Collocation 
9800 pore ... on-hole ... wrecchen 
Antonym 
5676 pore ... riche 
11335 riche ... pore 
Summary 
There are two central items in the 'poverty' category in MS 0. These are wrecche with 
twenty instances, plus one probable, and pore with six instances. Both these have 
riche as an antonym and carry the sense 'material poverty'. Pore is used in an extended 
sense to express pity, which is the first extant recorded use in this sense according to 
the OED. It is an interesting use as had wrecche been used in the same context its 
60 6. Such, or so circumstanced, as to excite one's compassion or pity; unfortunate, 
hapless. 
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connotations would not have been so positive. 
Two other items appear to express 'material poverty'. Hene has one possible 
instance although in a damaged section. It is in the phrase & riche and Pe he .. where 
MS C has the same phrase. If this is an instance it would have riche as an antonym. 
The other is neod-fol of which there is one instance. This compound does not appear 
in MS C and here it has the sense 'materially poor'. MS C has 6ermen at this point. 
This compound is found in the AB texts where it carries the same sense. 
There is one possible instance of arme, which occurs where MS C has harme but 
all the other items do not carry any sense from the 'poverty' category - Nakede 
is used 
only in its literal sense as is narwe and 3eomerede in its use in MS 0 refers to a sound 
in battle. 
The category in MS C 
Items from the TOE category 
almes-monne 
This is included because it carries the sense 'material poverty' in context, in 
translations and dictionaries and because it is part of the TOE category. There are two 
instances. 
Material 12oy= 
Both are describing those in a state of material poverty, such that they attend the king's 
almseivin2s. Both are also concerned with deception. Both occur when the Saxons 
send spies to Uther disguised as almes-monnes with the intention of killing him. They 
mingle with those who are seeking alms from the king (9800; 9811). 
Collocation 
9800 almes-monnes wisen ... vn-hale ... wracchen. 
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Antonym 
This is more a contrast than an antonym 
9811 x1mes-monnes claus ... cnihtes 
for-cuoest 
oerm 
This is included because it carries the sense 'material poverty' in context, translations 
and dictionaries and is also part of the TOE category. There are thirty instances. There 
is also an instance in which MS 0 has arme and MS C has heerm which is not 
included here. Spelling is almost alwaysxrm- although there is also erm[6jen (45) 
and armliche (298). 
Both the OED and the MED definitions are around poverty, neediness and misery 
and in context these can be very difficult to differentiate. The context is often that of 
battle, the threat of battle or its aftermath, but within that there can be smaller 
distinctions. 
Material 12oy= 
The clearest example in MS C of term carrying the sense 'materially poor' is auere- 
telche cermen mon. Pe cel) scal iwur6en (11848) in which Arthur says that every poor 
man will benefit if he wins the kingdom of France . 
61 The other instances in which 
there may be an element of material poverty or deprivation are all more directly 
connected with the experience of war and usually for those not directly involved as 
warriors in the fighting. . 
This can involve extreme material suffering and privation as 
in the conflict between Arthur and Childric aided by Colgrim, when: 
61 This seems reinforced by MS O's choice of neod-fol for MS C's cermen here. 
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Pa wes AEnglene lond. mid xrmýe of-fulled 
her wes wop 7 her wes rop. and reouon vniu03e 
muchel hunger 7 hxte. at xuer-xlche monnes 3ete 
Then there was misery throughout England; here was 
weeping and lamentation, and widespread grief, much 
famine and distress at every man's gate. 
10197 
Here termpe refers to a general condition which includes material privation and 
misery. Good kings can wreak the same havoc, as Arthur does in Ireland and cermben 
is used of this too (11140). Sometimes this refers to people who are surviving after a 
conflict such as the people living in the woods after Hengist had killed their leaders 
(8056), and the Scots and their women and children after Arthur had invaded (10904; 
10913; 10922). 
Warriors suffering in battle and its aftermath 
The state of being cerm for warriors in battle or its immediate aftermath can be 
emotional and also physical. After Uther triumphs in battle the remnants of Oc&s 
army flee, dragging their entrails and are described as uolken hit wes Cermest (9207) 
and when Arthur attacks Childrich's men they arefolken alre cermest (10605). This 
connection of cerm with those defeated in battle can be used as a prediction as in the 
old woman's prediction of Bedevere's meeting with the giant and3ifhu errt eorXic 
cniht. cerm bu iwur6estfor6-riht (12914). 
Imprisonment and being in bonds 
As with narwe, curm is used in the context of being in imprisonment, and more 
specifically in bonds. This experience is described of Antigonus as in cermliche 
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benden (298). 62 Anaclitus is said to have escaped his bonds mid xrmpen (362) The 
situation of being hard pressed, or in a tight comer, is described as it is of Arviragus as 
termliche biprungen (4704). 63 This is not carrying the sense of material poverty but as 
with the use of narwe, which is another item from the poverty category, the sense is 
that of being constrained either physically or by circumstance. 
Emotional suffering 
There are two instances in which cerm is used of a purely emotional state such as Pa 
wes Argal Pe king. torm on his mode (3294), and where Childric talks of suing Arthur 
for peace wO a-rm-liche stýfne (10356). 
The contrast with a previous/kingly state 
There are two instances in which arm is collocated and contrasted with the state of 
kingship. Penda asks permission to capture Oswy and ýer makien. cermest alre kingen 
(15762) and it is a contrast used of Agag: Pu hattes Agag Pe king. nu Pu cert an 
a, rming (8329). 
Wishing or predicting a downfall 
Merlin predicts the downfall of WinchesterErm wur&stpu (14201). There is also 
one instance in which this is used as a wish Vo we 3et a Uortigerne. alre king si he 
a, rmest (743 1). 
Collocation 
298 armliche benden 
362 mid xrmben ... vt of bon benden 
11 MS 0 has in stronge bendes 
63 MS 0 has name bifirong here. 
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7431 king... xrmest 
10605 xnnest ... 3eomerest 
15594 3eoumerest ... wnnest 
15762 xrmest... kingen 
Antonym 
8329 king... xnning 
hoene 
There are nineteen instances. This is an item from the TOE and has the sense 'material 
poverty' in MS C. It sometimes describes the condition of a country or a people after 
their defeat in conflict, and in addition to the element of the material aftermath there is 
also the context of a loss of power and status that has an element of contempt and 
scom. 
Material poýLeLrty 
i. The low point in a range of people: 
There are eight instances of this, for example: 
4898 riche men 7 hxne 
This may not necessaffly indicate material poverty but of the eight, seven are 
contrasted with riche64 and one (5536) with he3e. 65 
64 4898; 5676; 7082; 9964; 13586; 15318; 15742. 
65 riche appears to be moving into the 'material wealth' sense at this period although 
it still has elements of 'powerful', see individual words chapter. 
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ii. The aftennath of battle or conflict 
There are five instances which involve the material privation that results from defeat. 
One (6055) is of land made desolate, two describe the fate of the followers of defeated 
leaders (7685; 11057); and two are threats from Cadwalan first to Edwin (15130) and 
later to Oswy (15789) which are both predominantly threats to a rival leader of loss of 
power and status through defeat. 
Contempt 
The use of hcene with the verb halden seems to imply the element of 'contempt' rather 
than 'material poverty'. There are four instances of this, plus one which seems to have 
the same sense but is used with the verb 'iwur, )en (8377)66 and which describes the 
fate of the heathen religion rather than a person. The Instance at line 1584 is Lear's 
perception of Cordeliaýs opinion of him: 
for heo me for-huste. 7 heo hold me for hxne. 67 
C1584 
The other three are of how Christians are viewed at court as opposed to heathens 
(7205), Lucius'view of Arthur's intent towards the inhabitants of Rome and its nations 
(13679) and Brian's words to Cadwalan of their situation (15117). 
There is one further instance of the use of hame which is more difficult but which 
may include an element of contempt. This is at line 8888 where the doctor deserts 
Aurelius' court when he is ill. Allen keeps the overtones of contempt in her translation 
as'leaving us like idiots'where Barron and Weinberg give'leaving us in sore need. ' 
This illustrates the difficulty of pinning a precision on the sense of some of these 
66 But in 7685 his hired mid him Pe hcene wes iwuro)en may not contain the element 
of contempt, where Allen translates it as 'depleted' and Barron and Weinberg as 
'destitute'. 
67 MS 0 has wrecche here. 
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V poverty' words, where both translations make sense in context although out of context 




Eight instances of riche ... hcene 
4898; 5676 Wehne); 7082,9964; 13586 (hene)-, 13679 (hwnen)-, 15318; 15742. 
Two instances of heye ... hcene 
5535; 15117. 




All the five instances occur in both MS 0 and MS C in the same contexts although 
with slight rewording. This item is included because it is part of the TOE category but 
here it does not carry the sense 'material poverty'. 
MeLaphoric 
l"ý One instunue is a me-uap'norlcw use, W'Illufl CXISLN MSO 111 %jr-, 01 Ullt, IIUKCU SWOI'(l i '- ---*--- -'-- *-- '-"' -c -'- - -- -'- -' --' 
meaning unsheathed (345). 
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Literal 
All four of the remaining instances are literal, in that they describe the physical 
condition of being without clothing. Two instances refer to the Irish fighting without 
clothing (9011; 11147). One of the remaining two instances contains a symbolic 
dimension in line 8368 where Octa and his knights remove their clothes to beg mercy 
from Aurelius, and their lack of clothing is a sign of humility and sincerity. In the last 
instance in line 3127 Pantolaus who suffered privation at sea during which he was 
naked, learned from this experience involving privation and material poverty, it is 




This does not carry the sense 'material poverty' and is included because it was part of 
the TOE category. There is one instance in MS C. 
Of imprisonment 





There are many instances of neode in MS C, and they are in the general sense 
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'necessity' or'need'but with no connotations of material poverty except one. 
Material poyM 
There is one instance of neode that refers to the poor who are fed at the King's gate: 
15357 Pe king lette feden alle Pa neode hafden. 
alle De blx()e 
It is interesting here that the phrase echoes the same phrase which occurs in the 
TOE category, but it is the context that provides the sense 'material poverty' and our 
encyclopedic knowledge of the condition of those that are fed by the King.. 
Collocation 




There are two instances, neither of which carry the sense 'material poverty'. This is 
included because it is part of the I 0, E category. 
'To need to' 
In MS C it canies the sense 'to need' as: 
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ne ýurfe we nu nauer-mare. iseon 
we need never more see 
4173 
Ne burfen 3e nauere rehchen 





There are three instances, all of which are concerned with material poverty 
Material poyM 
Two of the instances are used to illustrate the range of people, Pa weole3en 7 Pa 
weafflen (215) and riche men 7 weXen (250). The remaining instance refers to the 
booty that can be won in warfare, said by Belin and Brenne when sending men to fight 
the Romans: 
for her scullen ýe wxdlen. alle i-wurben riche. 






215 weole3en ... weafflen 
250 riche ... weolen 
2929 wcedlen ... riche 
Items from OE but not in the TOE category 
bloebe 
There are five instances, all in MS C. 
Material poy= 
The needy who come to be fed by the king are described as blce& when Brien joins 
them, and again here these poor are used as a disguise for getting close to the 
magician, Pelluz, to kill him (15358). 
The aftermath of battle 
Three instances are in the context of the aftermath of battle, of towns (495 1), kings 
(9350) and also of women, who become ble<5>ere widewe (1190). These include the 
element of material deprivation that is a result of defeat. 
The defeated who sue for mercy, here Octa the son of Hengist, remove most of 
1. A LI-N- A-; - fQqr"qý thelf Clothing and are desc-ritted as blacle pcines 83,. 
Collocation 
1189 ble<o>e widewe 





There are ten instances. There is a single instance of the verb 3eomeren, which the 
MED defines as 'To cry out in sorrow, wail, lament; also, groan in grief or pain' 
(11723). This, the only instance that appears in both MS C and MS 0, would not have 
been picked up by my criteria had it been the sole instance. 3eomere is included 
because it collocates with cerm (10605,15594) in MS C. 
Material poveM 
There is one instance that seems connected to material poverty and it is not part of the 
aftermath of battle. This concerns the famine that occurred under Cadwalader, who 
was a good king but in his reign crops failed and people could not buy bread: 
an bur3e and on londe. Aleoden weoren 3eoumere. 
no nan uolk on londe. A ýat of-fingred nes swre. 
In town and countryside the people were miserable; 
there was no one in the land who was not sorely famished. 
15875 
3eoumere here does not mean'material poverty' but it is describing the condition of 
those who are suffering from it. 
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Warriors suffering in battle 
There are two instances that both describe the condition of people who are in battle 
and which collocate with cerm. When Arthur is attacking Childrich's men after their 
treachery they are described as: 
ýer weoren STxisce men. folken alre wrmest 
7 ýa Alemainisce men. 3eomerest alre leoden 
Then the Saxons were the most wretched of all peoples, 
and the Germans the most miserable of all nations. 
10605 
and when Edwin is being attacked by Cadwalan: 
Per wes Edwines ferde. 3eoumerest alre uolke. 
7 Edwine him-seolf anan. xrmest alre kingen. 
Edwin's army were then the most despondent of men, 
and Edwin himself at once the most miserable of kings. 
15594 
Those who are set to flight after a battle are also described as alre 3eomerestfolke 
(15475) and in a sense of general 'distress' or 'misery' the ships tossing in a stonn at 
sea are described as 3emere (6007) - 
risonment after defeat 
Hengist is captured by Earl Adolf and was seized and bound. He is then described as 
cnihten alre 3eomerest although there does not seem to be the same connection 
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between 3eoumere and the bonds themselves that there seems to be between narwe 
and earm and the bonds. 
Of a voice 
The act of crying aloud in battle is expressed by the verb 3eomeren (11723), and 
Bedevere finds the old woman by the giant's fire crying out in a 3eomere stefne 
(12903). 
Unpleasant connotations 
Cador suggests to Arthur that if the Romans are to invade they should prepare some 
3eomere spelles for them (12447). This is less easy to translate but appears to be in the 
context of hostility and threat. 68 There is an instance of 'may he be accursed'monnen 
wur(je him 3eomerest (15 79 1). 
Collocation 
10605 xrmest ... 3eomerest 




There are five instances, only one of which appears in the context of material poverty. 
The sense given in the OED is concerned with general 'misery' and the MED has the 
same, with anxiety and distresS. 69 This is included because of its collocation with 
68 Allen has 'dire messages' and Barron and Weinberg give 'unpleasant greetings'. 
69 This sense is shown in MS 0 which has wowe where MS C has was-s0e. 
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warchen in one instance. 
Material poveLty 
King Lear taWng to Cordelia after he has banished her says: 
A mine dohtren ich w1le delen mine riche. 
7 ýu scalt worben warchen. 7 wonien in wansioe 
I will divide my realm among my other daughters, and you 
shall become destitute and liVe in misery 
1542 
The difficulty of drawing clear distinctions in such items which cover a range of 
misery and can include elements of material deprivation is illustrated here, as Barron 
and Weinberg translate 7 Pu scalt woroen warchen. 7 wonien in wansioe as 'you shall 
become destitute and live in misery' while Allen gives 'you are to be worthless and 
wallow in wretchedness'. 
Nfise1y/hardship 
None of the other four instances appear to contain any collocation with items which 
have a primary sense of material deprivation although they all refer to situations in 
which material deprivation is likely to be a factor. The experience of men suffering at 
sea in winter is described as heo Poleden wen-s0es (53). There are two references to 
battle, in the first Brutus attacks the unsuspecting Greeks who were unaware of their 
wens0e where there appears to be an element of 'danger' or 'peril' (27 1). In the battle 
between Brutus and the Greeks the shifting fortunes of war for the individual fighters 
are described as wensioes (288). In the final instance wansi . bes is used to describe their 
sufferings under the Emperor of Rome, Maxenz, by the powerful citizens who are 
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appealing to Constantine for help in their revenge (5547). 
Collocation 




There are thirty five instances in MS C. This is not part of the TOE category but 
becomes a central item in the category in early middle English and has the sense 
I material poverty'in the MS C text. 
Material poyM 
i. The poor 
There are five instances which are used of the poor who gather to receive alms. The 
spies sent in disguise by Uther mingle with the wracchen at the King's almsgiving 
(9804). Brien disguises himself as a pilgrim and attends Edwin's court where the poor 
are fed where he meets his sister, Galame and in this passage the poor, with whom 
Brien mingles, are described as wrecche monnen (15361) and he is disguised on 
wrcecches monnes liche (15374) which presumably means that this description 
includes pilgrims, as it is as a pilgrim that he is disguised. Brien and his sister talk, and 
she is seated ymong Pan wrecche uolke between two widows, who are also part of this 
group who qualify for alms (15384-5). In the last instance Brien's sister addresses him 
as wrecche when she gives him gold (15378). 
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ii. Treatment of the poor as a measure of Kingship 
The King's generosity towards the poor, in the form of gathering them together to 
distribute alms, ironically provides an opportunity for his enemies to get close to him 
in disguise. Treatment of the poor is one of the measures of kingship and there are 
four instances of the King's treatment of the wrecche in this context and one of the 
rich made wrecche. The poisoned Aurelian speaks of Uther, who will succeed him, 
asking God to make him a good king which includes: 
wxrcche uolke for fxder hxnen to frouere. 
to the poor a father, to the needy a protector 
8896 
which is part of a definition of a good king. However King Gracien is not a good king 
to rich or poor: 
ýa leoden him weren We. 
ýa liche he for-uerde. ýa wrxcche he drof of xrde. 
He hated the people.; he destroyed the rich, 
the poor he drove from the land. 
6110 
He is a contrast to his son, Ebrauc, who honoured all his folk both richen 7 
wrecchen. He allowed the riche to be in peace and the wrecches to have all they 
required. 
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Menbriz is a wicked King and he also treats all his subjects badly: 
ba riche he makede wrecchas ba hxne hine awarieden 
the rich he made poor, the lowly cursed him 
1283 
Argal is the most wicked man to rule a kingdom, but his treatment of the poor is 
not mentioned, although he made all the rich poor: what-se hcýfde richedom he hine 
makede wrcecchemon (3268). 70 
ii. Poverty with a spiritual context 
The Christian paradox of the poor as the lowest of men being exalted to the highest by 
the Holy Spirit is expressed by the contrast of wrecche and hehst about Christ's apostle 
Peter: 
al-swa he dude Peture. ýe wes a wrxche fiscxre 
ýe makede hine an mancunne. hebst of alre manne. 
as he (the Holy Spirit) did to Peter, who was a poor fisherman 
and was made the highest of all mortal men 71 
4530 
iiiý As, part of or as the aftermath of conflict 
a. The general population 
70 The contrasting pairs riche and wrecche here is a common one in early Middle 
English and is a sound pattern which is lost when poure becomes the dominant 
expression and wrecche looses its 'poverty' sense. 
71 The multiple layers of meaning in wrecche could equally well be expressed by 
'humble' instead of 'poor' in this context. 
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When Arthur lays siege to Paris the fate of the inhabitants is that of extreme material 
privation, they are starving and in distress. They are described twice as wrecche 
(11758,11763). While suffering in and of itself in conflict is described as wrecche 
(see below) these two instances seem to be in a context which contains material 
deprivation as a major strand. 
b. The rich becoming materially impoverished 
The first two instances are a part of the deception practised by Childric's men to gain 
admittance to Uther's court. In the first the conspirators describe themselves as 
wrecche men who were wealthy until the Saxons took their possessions from them 
(9820), and this description, that the men are nowfor wracchen i-halden (9837) is 
repeated to Uther by his knight and they are then admitted to court. After Arthur 
defeats Childric he allows his followers to escape by boat but deprives them of their 
horses and weapons, leaving them wrecches (10422). 
Losing wealth is an aftermath of defeat and the Trojans leave with the wealth of 
the defeated Greeks whom they leave as wrecches (503). The Trojans make the 
general comment that the riche have room to get ahead of the wreccan (505). 
c. The poor becoming enriched 
There are four instances of the wrecche being, or being promised to be, enriched by 
conflict. Brutus had no follower so wrecche-that he did not have gold and fine clothes 
from the booty that was won (650). When Belin was conquering Rome: 
Per wes moni wrehche. sone iworben riche, 
There many a poor man was instantly enriched 
2959 
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When Julius Caesar wanted the French to help him conquer the Britons he 
promised them he would be wrcecchen makien richen if they would help him. 
After his victory against Rumareth, King of Wendland, people come from 
countries far and wide to bow down before Arthur, and: 
Al bat Arbur isxh. al hit him to bxh. 
riche men and pouere. swa be ha3el ualleo. 
nes ber nan swa wrxcche Brut. bat he nes awxl3ed. 
All that Arthur saw, bowed down to him, rich and poor 
as the hail falls, there was no Briton so poor/wretched 
that he was not enriched. 
11334 
The translation here is interesting. This is the sole use of pouere in MS C and the 
phrase riche ... poure is used here, as in MS 
0, to describe the opposite ends of the 
social range with the sense 'all men'. Wrecche here is contrasted with awcel3ed from a- 
wele3en 'to make rich' in a material sense. It seems that here that poure and wrecche 
are useful to express material poverty, the former as an attribute of being at the lowest 
of the social spectrum, and the latter as an expression of material poverty as a material 
lack. 72 
Sufferin in conflict 
There are three examples of the soldiers in battle being described as wrecche and in 
each of these they are the survivors. Cunedagius defeated Morgan and killed all his 
followers except the wrcecche who escaped alive (1927). When Gurmund devastated 
72 At the same time the negative connotations of wrecche could bring the sense that 
being awcul3ed may possibly involve some ennoblement as well. 
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Britain the wrcecchefolc left who were able, fled the country (14544). The lives of 
those who survive defeat are described as wracche as when Arthur defeats the 
Norwegians and those who remain alive ask his mercy (11595). 
Suffering in conflict is not confined to the combatants. When Ursule and the 
women attempted to flee by sea they were caught and described as swa wrcecchelichen 
ato3ene 'wretchedly ill-treated' on their capture (6035). Potential victims of conflict 
are also described as wrTcche as are the French people in Arthur's plea to the Romans 
not to invade France (13109). 
When the heathens, Melga and Wanis, invaded Britain and conquered the northern 
part of the country Archbishop Guencelin asked for help from King Aldroein as the 
Romans had deserted them. He feared that in those circumstances the remaining 
Britons would be no more than wrecches (6365). This is not specifically suffering in 
conflict itself, but the condition of the people in a country in times of conflict. 
Conte= 
There are four instances which seem to carry the overtone of 'contempt'. Octa 
speaking of his intention to capture Uther describes how he will hold him as a 
wrcecche in bonds (9729). This turned out otherwise than Octa expected, as did the 
situation when Gillomar saw Uther's vanguard approaching and told his followers: 
Ne ýurfen 3e nauere rehehen. bah 3e slxn ba wrecchen. 
You need not be at all bothered if you slay the wretches 
9003 
when he assumed Uther was suing for peace. The descnption of the defeated (or soon 
to be defeated) as wrecchen is used by Arthur when he lets Childric's men go free 
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(10428)73, and it is interesting that in common with the two previous instances Arthur 
is misguided as Childric later invades. 
The last instance is less contempt than an expression of lowliness - the lowest in 
rank - and occurs when Uther has gone in disguise to lie with Ygerne and his 
followers think he has deserted them. They besiege Gorlois' castle and win despite 
their lack of leadership. They fight so well that it is said: 
nxs Per nan swa wracche swein. Pat he nes a wel god Pein" 
there was no common soldier so menial that he was not an 
exceflent warrior 
9559 
Of the soul 
Brut is not a religious text and there is little discussion of spiritual things. However 
wracche is used of the soul: 
Penne scalt bu for-wurpen. a Dissere woruld-riche. 
7 bi wracche saule. si3en to helle. 
Then you shall be damned in this world, and your wretched soul 
sink down to hell. 
7280 
This is said to Vortiger who refuses to expel the heathen Saxons despite the 
73 This is five lines after the use of wra-cchen which I have included in the 'material 
poverty' sense when Childric's followers are deprived of their horses and weapons. 
74 This contrast of swein and Pein occurs elsewhere and is like riche and wrecche a 
contrast in sense expressed through a similarity in sound. 
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Britons' requests. The connection between the damned in hell and wrecche appears in 
other texts, and is applied to the souls of the damned. 75 
A'desl2erate' desire 
There is one usage that stands alone in sense: 
ýa wes he wrxccheliche of-lust. after deores flxsce 
he then had a desperate longing for venison 
15251 
This is of Cadwalan. when he is ill and Brian finally cuts off some of his own flesh 
to feed Cadwalan's wrceccheliche of-lust. The other instance of this form is 
wrcecchelichen at line 6035 where it is used of the ill-treatment meted out to Ursule 
and the women who fail to escape Conan by sea where there is a strong sense that the 
treatment the women receive is wicked. 
Collocation 
C. 9800-9804 almes-monnes. .. vn-hale .... wracchen 
Antonym 
There are nine instances of riche ... wrecche or the reverse: 
504,1283,1308,2959,3268 (richedom), 3857,6111,9834,15374 
4530 wrocche ... hehst 
9559 wrecche swein ... wel god bein 
75 see below eg. A Moral Ode Jesus Ox. MS. 1. Arch. 1. 
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9835-7 god-fulle ýeines ... wracchen 
Items from OFr 
pouere 
There is one instance of pore which appears to carry the sense 'material poverty' in 
that it is contrasted with riche. 
Material voy.! ýrýt 
This instance 
riche men and pouere 
11335 
is used to describe the lowest of the range of men who all bow down before Arthur. In 
that sense it could equally be used in the sense 'humble' 'in that it is contrasted with 
riche which still carries some connotations of 'powerful'even though it is collecting 
more connotations of 'material wealth'. It is also interesting that in the next line when 
attention is drawn to the people who were iw(efflid'enriched' among the lowest of 




11335 riche ... pouere 
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Summary 
MS C has a larger 'poverty' vocabulary than MS 0, which Is not surprising as it is 
longer but also many of the items are used adjectivally or in 'scene setting' as opposed 
to plot, and MS 0 tends to remove description. There are several items which not only 
carry the sense 'materially poor' but a] so refer to the poor who gather at the king's gate 
for alms. Elmes-monne has the sense 'materially poor' as do b1moe and wrecche which 
are both used of the crowds awaiting the distribution of alms. It is interesting that 
although the compound neode-fol does not appear in MS C, neode does have one 
instance in which it has the central sense and it echoes the same phrase in OE: neode 
hafden. 
Two items which carry the central sense and have riche as an antonym are ha-ne 
and weaMen. WeaXen appears in the phrase meaning 'everybody' opposed to 
weole3en once and riche once. Pourre occurs once in MS C when it is in a similar 
phrase with riche and it is tempting to think that this formulaic use was imported 
wholesale while its use as a separate item in its own light did not sit so easily. An 
alternative possibility is that if it is the case that the MS C scribe was deliberately 
using archaic language, the relatively new loan word from French slipped by in a 
formula where it would not have done so as an individual word. 
There are three items which do not express the central sense but are in close 
context with it, these are cerm, 3eomere and wans0e. 
The remaining items do not carry any sense of 'poverty' or its close collocative 
senses, nakede iss useal in its literal sense and narwe is used literally or figuratively of 
imprisonment. 
It is ironic that the poor who gather at the king's gate are in the text because on 
both occasions they provide cover and a means by which an assassin can reach their 
target. 
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A comparison between MS 0 and MS C 
Items from the TOE category 
aelmesmonne 
This appears twice in MS C but not at all in MS 0. In the first instance MS 0 uses a 
different item: 
9800: 
ms c an almes-monnes wisen 
Ms 0 in pore men guyse 
whereas in the second instance in line 9810 the paraphrase in MS 0 does not include 
description so the phrase is not present. Interestingly both instances concern men 
using the disguise of almes1pore men to do evil. 
Collocation 
C. 9800-9804 almes-monnes ... m-hale .... wracchen 
erm 
There are thirty one instances in which either MS C or MS 0 use this item. In none of 
these do MS C and MS 0 coincide. MS C alone uses it in thirty instances and MS 0 
alone uses it in one. 
In two instances the MS 0 manuscript has the section missing through damage (lines 
45; 15177). Of these line 15177 could include the item: 
C15177 feollen xn-n kempes 
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0 folle .... e cnihtes 
779 ill-fated warriors fell 
In fifteen places where MS C has erm MS 0 has chosen to omit or paraphrase in 
such a way that the lines are either missing altogether or reworked in such a way that 
the language is less descriptiVe76 for example: 
C9219 heo weoren amxr3e. volken alre xrmest 
0 and ýaie were amorwe. alle idon to deaýe 
475 by morning they were the most wretched of men/they were all killed 
Of the remaining fourteen instances, thirteen are in MS C where MS 0 gives an 
alternative item and one is in MS 0 where MS C gives an alternative. The nature of 
the alternatives are: 
line number MS C MS 0 
298 armliche stronge (of bonds) 
3294 wrm sori (on his mode) 
4704 xrmliche narwe (of bonds) 
7431 wermest harmes (of Aruiragus) 
8100 xrme wowe (of Vortiger) 
10197 
wrrnýe harme (of England) 
10356 wrm-liche cwIckere (of a voice) 
11140 xrmben harm (of Arth ur's 
deeds) 
76 lines: 362; 525; 8056; 8177; 8271; 8329; 9207; 9219; 10315; 10329; 10605; 
10904; 10913; 10922; 13834) 
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11848 wrmen neod-fol (of men) 
12914 WrIn harm (a threat) 
14201 ýEn-n wo (Merlin's 
curse) 
15730 xrmoen harm (of attacking 
Oswy) 
15762 xrmest harniest (of Oswy) 
15792 hxrme arme (threat to the 
English) 
Seven of these alternative choices give the item harmAerm as the alternative to 
erm, which includes the only time MS 0 has erm and MS C gives an alternative. 
hvene 
There are nineteen instances in MS C of which one is probably present in MS 0. This 
is: 
C13586 ba uatte 7 ba lene. ba riche and ba hene 
0 bx fatte and ...... be riche and be he.. 
697-8 the fat and the lean, the great and the humble 
where the dots represent letters missing through damage to the manuscript. It seems 
likely that the text in MS 0 continues to follow the phrasing of MS C here particularly 
with the rhyme. 
Of the remaining eighteen instances in MS C, three are missing in MS 0 in 
sections where the manuscript is damaged (13679; 15117; 15789). Nine are not 
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present in sections where MS 0 has a much shortened or paraphrased version of the 
text as it exists in MS C (04898; 5536; 7205; 7685; 8377; 8888; 9964; 15318; 15742). 
The remaining six instances are where MS 0 uses a different item. These are: 
line number ms C ms 0 
1584 hxne wrecche Cordelia's view 
of Lear 
5676 hxhnell pore used as 'all 
ranks' 
6055 hene pore the land after 
war 
7082 hxne pore used as 'all 
ranks' 
11057 hene pore of the 
dispossesed rich 
15130 hene wrecche of a king after 
defeat 
nakede 
All five instances are present in both MS C and NIS 0. One is used to signify an 
unsheathed sword (345) which is a usage that exists also in Old English. Two are 
descnibing 'now the 1rish fought naked (9011; 11147). The remaining two instances 
contain some symbolic overtones, as Octa and his knights take off their clothes and 
appear naked before Aurelius when they beg mercy and are converted to Christianity 
(8368), and Pantolaus institutes good laws as a result of his experience of privation at 
77 This is translated as 'humble'by Allen and as'low'by Barron and Weinberg and 
NIS 0 has pore and I am taking this as a form for hcene 
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sea when he was left naked (3127). 
narwe 
There are two instances of this, one in each manuscript. In the first the hard pressed 
Arviragus is described as termliche biprungen in MS C and as narwe bi-Prong in MS 
0 (4704). In the second, the Roman and British armies are engaged in battle and many 
of the British are captured alive and the Romans nanve heom ibunden (MS C 13483) 
orfaste he.. bun(den) (MS 0 13483). 
neode 
This is a common item in both MS C and MS 0 but in the sense of general necessity 
or compulsion. There are two instances in which it appears to form part of the 
I poverty' category. One is In MS C (15357) where it is used in close collocation with 
Me& and less closely associated with wrecche to describe the people coming to the 
king to be fed, but this passage is not present in MS 0. The other instance is present 
only in MS 0 where neod-fol is used where MS C has cermen mon to describe the 
poor subjects of Arthur who will fare better if he wins the kingdom of France 
(11848). 78 
Purfe 
There are two instances, both in NIS C. The lines have been omitted from MS 0. Both 
instances are burfe in its sense of 'to need to do something'. 
weafflen 
There are three instances, all of which are from MS C. All of these are expressing 
matenal poverty though two are used as an expression of the range of people. One of 
78 This is similar to the use of neod-fol in the AB texts. 
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the instances is missing in MS 0 in a section of the manuscript that is damaged (215). 
The other two instances are expressed by a different item in MS 0, one of which is 
also from the poverty category (250). 
hne number ms c ms 0 
250 weolen hene 
2929 wxdlen wel-donde 
Items from OE but not in the TOE category 
blvebe 
the range of people 
in war poor men 
become rich 
There are five instances of blce& in MS C but none in MS 0. Of these the instances at 
lines 8365,11789 and 15358 are omitted in MS 0. In the remaining two instances, 
MS 0 uses an alternative expression: 
4951 
ms c he hxfde imakede blxoe 
ms 0 he hadde for-fare 
9350 
ms his Ilond pju forlbernest 7 hine blxbe wurchest 
ms 0 his lond bu for-bearnest and him-selue bretest 
In neither of these two instances is the choice made of an alternative lexical item, 
rather it is a rephrasing. 
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Collocation 
C. 11789 bleoere ... widewe 




There are ten instances in MS C of which two are in MS 0. Of the two in MS 0 one is 
the single instance of the verb 3eomeren, which the MED defines as 'To cry out in 
sorrow, wail, lament; also, groan in grief or pain' (11723) and the other is the ill 
wishing of Margadud (15791). Of the remaining eight instances five are not present in 
MS 0 through the reworking of the text (6007,8267; 10605; 12447; 15875) and two 
are missing through damage to the manuscript (15475; 15594). The last instance is in 
line 12903 where MS 0 uses rouliche as an adjective for stemne where MS C has 
3eomere. 
wansibe 
There are five instances, all of which are found only in MS C. Two are missing in MS 
0 because the lines are omitted (53,5547), and one is missing where there is damage 
to the manuscript (289). Of the remaining two instances both have an alternative item 
in MS 0: 
line number ms c ms 0 
271 wensibe han-ne 
542 wansibe wowe 
Greeks unsuspecting of attack 
Lear banishing Cordelia 
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wrecche 
There are thirty eight instances of which not all are present in both manuscripts. 
MS C has thirty five instances, of which sixteen are in MS C alone and nineteen 
are common with MS 0. There are three places where MS 0 uses wrecche and MS C 
uses an alternative. Two of MS C's alternatives are hcenelhene (1584; 15130), which is 
also in the 'poverty' category, and one is warchen. 79 
MS 0 has twenty instances plus one probable instance (13109). 80 There are three 
places where the corresponding text in MS C has wrecche but where the MS 0 text is 
missing through damage, and twelve corresponding places in MS C where the MS 0 
text is paraphrased or shortened in such a way that the item does not appear. There is 
one instance in which MS C has wrwcchelichen but MS 0 has reuliche (6035). 
There are the following discrepancies: 
line number ms c ms 0 
1542 warchen wrecche Learon 
Cordelia 
1584 hxne wrecche Cordelia's view 
of Lear 
6035 wrwcchelichen reuliche treatment of 
women 
15130 hene wrecche of defeated 
79 warchen probably connected to werke 'pain' 
80 C13109 and lete we bat folc wrxcche., x wunien an xre 
0 (an). .. bat ... ch. folk wome .......... (where the dots are missing letters). 
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king 
Overall this is a strikingly consistent use between these two manuscripts when 
compared to the other items in the poverty category, particularly as wrecche has not 
the literal sense, for example, that nakede has which accounts for all the mutually 
consistent instances of that item. 
Items from ON 
None. 
Items from OFr 
pore 
There are six instances, all of which appear in MS 0 and one of these also appears in 
MS C. The instance that appears in both is used to illustrate that all men bowed down 
before Arthur where MS 0 has riche and pore and MS C has riche men and pouere 
(11335). This is a phrase to express 'everyone' so it could have been used as a unit 
because pouere does not otherwise appear in the vocabulary in MS C at all. 
There is one instance in which MS 0 adds an adjective which is missing in MS C, 
this expansion in MS 0 is unusual, where king Vortiger is described as pore (7695). 
The remaining instances contain different items in MS C, which are: 
line number MS C MS 0 
5676 hxhne pore all ranks 
6055 hene pore land after war 
9800 almes-monnes pore men disguise as a 
poor man 
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There is very little close collocation in the poverty vocabulary in the MS 0 text. 
Twice wrecche collocates, once with wowe (1542) and and once as wrecchen with on- 
hole (98003). 
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A Map of the antonym 
All the poverty items have riche as an antonym, which is the only antonym for hene 
and pore while wrecche has an additional antonym in hehst. 
The circles contain the items outside the poverty vocabulary, the rectangles the items 
within the poverty vocabulary. 
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A map of the contextual senses 
It is clear that nakede and narwe which were both part of the Old English category in 
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I have not included heene or erm because their instances are conjecture. I have not 
included 3eomerede because its sense in MS 0 is not connected with the 'poverty' 
category or any bordering or overlapping senses. 
It is striking how separate wrecche and pore appear to be in MS 0 except in the 
sense'material poverty'or'the poof. During its long period of use in English up to this 
point wrecche has accumulated a range of additional senses, some of which are 
reflected here, whereas in this text pore is extended, in the first extant recorded time8i 
into the sense of 'pity'. 




Collocation with words outside the poverty vocabulary shows only one collocation 
common to more than one word, which is: 
9800 x1mes-monnes ... vn-hole ... wracchen 
The remainder of the collocations are as follows, with the items from inside the 
category first: 
298 armliche ... 
benden 
1189 blxoe ... widewe 
13483 narwe ... ibunden 
1543 wansioe ... warchen 
Collocation between items which are within the poverty vocabulary do not show 
any collocation common to more than one item either except that noted above: 
9800 x1mes-monnes ... (vn-hole) ... wracchen 
The remainder are: 
10605,15594 TrMest aeomerest I- 
15357-8 neode hafden ... blxoe 
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A Map of the antonym 
The item that forms an antonym for all the poverty words here is riche. Both 
wrecche and hcene also have he3elhehst as an antonym, reflecting their sense of low 
status. This antonym is not shared by pouere even though pouere is used to express 
the lowest of a range of people to make the sense 'everyone' when its antonym is 
n. che. There do not seem to be the negative connotations carried by wrecche and hTne 
in this use of poure although it is important to remember that this is the sole use of 
pouere in MS C. 
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A map of the contextual senses 
unpleasant imprisonment', 
3ýomere earm 3ýomere 
e emio 
ýOtional 




m neode material 










neonip haene an 
hýýne. 




weaOlen earin /haene 
wrecche)i ean-n\, 





of the soul 
It is striking that all the items are present in the central sense 'material poverty'. 
Almes-monnes and neode are the only two items that do not have a presence in any 
e, ii ntw additional sense., and 
bl&-(I, wansioe and nomere ar - .. o senses. 
Pouere also has two 
senses although they are both present in one use, that of the range of people to mean 
I everyone'. The items with the widest range of senses are earm and wrecche. 
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7. The AB Texts 
Introduction 
For the purpose of identifying vocabulary to make up a lexical category for poverty 
the collection known as the AB texts is a rewarding group to consider together. I have 
chosen to study them more closely because they are written as Original works in the 
sense that none of them are copies or reworkings of older texts written in Old English 
pre-ConqueSt. 82 They contain a good proportion of content concerning poverty. As 
with many eME texts their content is religious and so deals with religious ideas of 
voluntary poverty but, as Ancrene Wisse in particular draws on daily life for its 
imagery, there is also content about the involuntary poor. 
Geographically the texts are placed in the South West Midlands, possibly 
Herefordshire or south Shropshire. Tolkien in 1929 originally identified them as 
written in the language he called AB, when he noted their shared linguistic features - 
the Corpus MS of Ancrene Wisse is the A and the Bodley 34 manuscript which 
contains the Katherine Group with the three Saints' Lives with Hah Me0had and 
Sawles Ward the B. The question of how far the AB texts can be said to be written in a 
standardised language is much discussed, with some suggestion that the works may 
have been written in other forms and 'translated' into the AB language at a later date. 
There are wider issues about the concept of a standard language and the relationship 
of form and function needs to be addressed (Smith 2000: 136). 11 The fullest account 
of the features of the AB language is that by d'Ardenne in her edition of St luliene 
(d'Ardenne 119461' ). These texts appear to be grammatically conservative, continuing 
some Old English usage, but they are innovative in lexis in that they contain many 
82 This does not imply that their content is original. Indeed Nfillett and Wogan- 
Browne (1992) p. xiii say of the Katherine Group that there is little original about 
their content and they seem to have been written to make existing material in Latin 
available in English. 
Millett 1982 gives a discussion of AB as a standard language pp, xiV-xv and more 
recently see Smith (2000: 125-139) 
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words which are recorded in their last uses as well as many recorded in their first with 
a high proportion of borrowings from Old Norse and Old French and even a few rare 
instances of Welsh. 
d'Ardenne (d'Ardenne 1961: xxx) does not see the consistency of B and A to 
show an invariable standard written form as in modem English, and Smith (2000: 68) 
suggests that rather than being a literary standard they should be seen as written in a 
particular dialect, belonging with other dialects from the area, which remodelled 
spelling practices based on local Old English usage. However d'Ardenne (d'Ardenne 
1961 p. xxix) sees B as written generally in a consistent language, practically identical 
with A and says that in no other extant manuscript of Middle English does precisely 
the same idiom with all the special peculiarities of grammar and spelling reappear 
(d'Ardenne 1961 p. XXVii). 84 They are generally accepted as a group in origin and date 
and I have treated them as a textual group, even though some of the versions appear to 
contain additional layers of language variants and it is clear that the transmission of 
texts involves extremely complex factors. 
The Manuscripts 
The AB texts exist in several manuscripts in various combinations. The following 
chart is from Shepherd (Shepherd rev. 199 1: xiV) showing their distribution. CCCC 
402 is the A text and Bodley 34 the B text of the AB language. The manuscripts differ 
slightly in date and nature and MS Royal 17 A. xxvii appears to have more variations 
than there are between A and B. 85 MS Titus is described (d'Ardenne and Dobson 
1981 -- hi) as containing language more in the line of descent to modc-rn English than Zý t: ý 
the AB language. On Ureisun of ure Lauerde is additionally found in an incomplete 
form in MS Lambeth 487. Ancrene Wisse continued to be copied and adapted for 
example for use by monks instead of female recluses and exists in additional later 
For a discussion of the development of thought on the AB language see Millett 
(1982: xiv-xv) 
85 For a comparison see d'Ardenne (1961: xxix-xl) 
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manuscripts including French and Latin versions. 
Laing (1993) dates the manuscripts as follows: 
CCCC 402 - c. 1230 
Bodley 34 - c. 1225 
BL Royal 17 A. xxvii - c. 1220-1230 
BL Cotton Nero A. xiv - second quarter of the thirteenth century 
BL Cotton Titus D. xviii - c. 1220 
BL Cotton Cleopatra C. vi - c. 1225-1230 
CCCC 402 Bodley 34 Royal 17 A. xxvii Cotton Nero A. xiv Cotton Titus D. xviii Cotton Cleopatra C. vi 
AW AR AR AR 










Shepherd's abbreviations are: 
AW/AR is Ancrene WisselAncren Riwle. 
SK, SM, SJ are the Saints Katerine, Marharet and Iuliene. 
HM is Hali Mei0had 
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SW is Sawles Warde 
WoLd is Pe Wohunge qf ure Lauerd 
HoLa is On Lofsong qf Ure Lefdi 
OoLa is On God Ureisun of Ure Lefdi 
OoLd is On ureisun of ure Lauerde 
HoLd is On Lofsong of Ure Lauerde 
The Content 
These texts are generally considered to fall into three groups, the versions of Ancrene 
Wisse; the Katherine Group, consisting of the lives of St Katerine, St Marharet and St 
Iuliene with Sawles Warde and Hali Mei6had; and the Wooing Group, which contains 
Pe Wohunge of ure Lauerd, On Lqfsong of ure Lefdi, On God Ureisun of Ure Lefdi, 
On Lofsong of ure Lauerd and On Ureisun of ure Louerde. Bella Millett identifies 
these as different groups stylistically. She describes an intimate and conversational 
style in Ancrene Wisse; an alliterative and rhythmic prose in the Lives; a vigorous 
rhetorical prose in Hali MeMad and Sawles Warde; a lyrical tone in the 'Wooing 
Group' (Millett 1982: xxi) but does not see this as providing any evidence for or 
against shared authorship. 
Ancrene Wisse 
This was written as a religious Rule for three high born women who were living as 
anchoresses. It survives in seventeen manuscripts, nine in English, four in Latin and 
four in French which may mean it was a popular text. Some versions such as Cotton 
Titus and Pepys were altered to be appropriate for men. I shall use the Corpus text as a 
base text as this is generally considered to be a good text, close to the original and 
incorporating authorial changes. I have some comparisons with other versions. 
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There is much speculation about the author and the date. Shepherd (revised 1991) 
dismisses the idea that the author is Dominican, but Bella Millett (1992) argues from 
evidence in the text about the author's own religious observance, and from the 
structure of the work, that there is increasing evidence that the author was Dominican. 
Of date Ker (1957) says of A that the first half of the thirteenth century is as near as 
one ought to go for dating on manuscript evidence. From references made to religious 
communities in Oxford, London, Shrewesbury and Chester Millett thinks it may date 
to post 1236. Shepherd thinks probably before 1235. 
It seems generally agreed that there is a wide range of loan words, or words whose 
source is not English, in the text. Influences from Norse are strong, as well as French 
and some words, rarely found in Middle English texts, from Welsh. The loan words 
concerning poverty, however, are largely French and dominated by poure and pouerte. 
Ancrene Wisse is concerned with religious poverty in its content, and because it 
contains some vivid metaphors from daily life the involuntary poor appear beside the 
religious voluntary poor. 
The Katherine Group 
All of the Katherine Group have Latin sources: 
Saints' Lives 
All three saints are virgin martyrs and it has been suggested that they were chosen to 
fit the names of the three anchoritic sisters who were the audience for Ancrene Wisse 
(Dobson 1976 pp. 138-9) although this remains speculation. The legends, which are 
well established by the early Middle English period with versions in Latin, are all set 
in the Diocletian persecutions of the fourth century and the saints are shown as brides 
of Christ defending their virginity and faith against pagan opposition and persecution. 
These may be the earliest of the AB texts and the nearest equivalent to their 
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style is late Old English prose, particularly the rhythmical prose of Elftic and 
Wulfstan (Millett and Wogan-Browne 1992 p. XXXV). 
86TIieir 
content is not concerned 
with poverty but some of the items in the category are used in interesting peripheral 
senses. 
Hali Mei6had 
There is a variety of sources, the most likely are model sermons by Gregory the Great, 
Alain of Lille, a letter on virginity by Hildebert of Lavardin and the works of Bernard 
of Clairvaux, although the text rarely cites sources directly and draws on a wide 
tradition. 87 Hali Me0had takes the form of a letter on virginity for the encouragement 
of virgins. The date tentatively suggested by Millett for its composition, using 
palaeographical and source evidence '88 is between roughly 1190 and 1220, 
but 
probably later rather than earlier in this period. In pressing the case for earthly 
marriage to Christ the author paints some vivid images of the miseries of the earthly 
life and of marriage. These images of earthly life particularly draw on the vocabulary 
of poverty. 
Sawles Warde 
The source seems mainly to be the Anselmian dialogue De Custodia Interioris 
Hominis although there is some material from Visio Monachi de Eynsham. It takes the 
form of the allegory of man as a household under attack from external enemies and 
internal dissension. The composition is difficult to date but sources place it later than 
1196. B oUley 34 is dated to the first quarter of the thirteenth century on 
palaeographical grounds so composition is between these dates. 
16 However there seem to be no clear echoes of Elfric's phrasing in the AB LA, es 
and if Elfric were a stylistic influence this might be expected. (Nfillett 1998: 18) 
87 For a full discussion see Millett (1982: x1v-lii) 
18 For a full discussion see Millett (1982: xvil) 
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The Wooing Group 
The lyrical works Pe Wohunge of ure Lauerd, On Lofsong of Ure LefdI, On God 
Ureisun of Ure Lefidi, On ureisun qf ure Lauerde and On Lqfsong qf Ure Lauerde are 
much shorter than the other AB texts and have a more lyrical style. Wohunge is 
addressed to a woman sperred ... wAnnefowr wahes 
'pinned within four walls' 
(591-3) echoing the anchoritic life of the three sisters for whom Ancrene Wisse is 
written. They contain the theme of Christ as lover and mystical bridegroom and his 
poverty, particularly in Wohunge, is an important element in his suffering. There are 
echoes between them and the other AB texts. Wohunge survives uniquely in Cotton 
Titus D. xviii which is dated to the second quarter of the thirteenth century but they are 
difficult to date, apart from the paleographical date evidence suggested by the 
manuscripts that contain them, and although it has been suggested that Wohunge in 
particular draws on material in Ancrene Wisse and their parallels are clear, there seems 
to be no agreement that one necessarily predates the other. 
Content 
Voluntary poverty is an important element in these religious texts. The social and 
economic aspects of material poverty in a society which has moved from a gift to a 
cash economy over this period are also present, particularly in Ancrene Wisse, for 
example in the vivid portrait in of the dissembling beggar tricking the rich into giving 
him alms by a calculated show of false physical and material distress, which seems to 
foreshadow the preoccupation with the undeserving poor of the 16th century (AW 168 
Associated texts 
There are connections between these texts and those in MS Lambeth 487 and 
La3amon's Brut. They are attributed geographically to the same area as La3amon's 
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Brut and are close in attributed date. Mack says there is an obvious connection in 
vocabulary and alliterative phrase (Mack 1934: xxiii) between the AB texts and the 
Brut-, however their vocabularies for poverty show marked differences as will be seen 
in the comparison with La3amon. 
The Category 
I have identified twenty-one items using the criteria. There are six criteria that are 
used to qualify a word for inclusion in the study. 
1. All words in the texts that are present in the TOE category of poverty are included, 
even where they do not carry the sense of poverty in their specific context, in order to 
track their change over time. 
2. Words are included which are not in the TOE category of poverty if they are found 
in this sense in the texts and this is clear from the context. 
3. Words are included when they are given the component of poverty in a dictionary, 
illustrated with citations from the texts, or in a glossary which is derived from the 
texts which are being studied. 
4. Words are included when they appear in context to be serving as an antonym to 
words that contain the component of wealth or riches. 
5. Words are included when they appear in collocation or are serving as synonyms or 
partial synonyms for words that themselves contain the element of poverty based on 
the criteria for inclusion or when they are used to translate a word from another 
language which has the sense 'poverty' such as Latin pauper. 
6. Words are included when they contain the component, or contribute to the context 
of, poverty in comments in footnotes or secondary literature about the texts. 
The twenty-one items identified appear in the AB texts in various grammatical 
functions and in various forins. Some of the forms are consistent within a text, but 
some have forms which differ across texts, for example meoseise in AW but meseise 
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in Wohunge. Some forms have no consistency, such as nede and neod which are used 
indiscriminately within a single text. For ease of reference forms will generally be 
referred to in discussion as listed here. The numbers in brackets are the numbers of 
instances that I have found89: 
Items which are from the TOE poverty category 
earm (13) nacod (18) nearones(17) nede(99) 
Pearf (16) 
Total 5 
Items which are OE but are not in the TOE poverty category 
ellelich (14) godles (3) helples (5) 
mistrum (1) 
wac (32) wone (18) wrecche (32) 
Total 7 
The numbers of instances of individual words do not always tally with the 
Concordances. Sometimes I have fewer instances because I omit senses, for 
example I have omitted instances of earm with the sense 'arm'. Sometimes I have 
more instances as I have included other textual versions, such as AW Nero while 
the AW Concordance is confined to the Corpus MS. 
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Items which are from ON 
lah (46) nowcin (11) wontrea& (14) 
Total 3 
Items which are from OFr 
beg (3) hearlot (3) meoseise (14) pouerte (15) poure (42) 
westi 
Total 6 
The source languages of this vocabulary of poverty reflect the assessment made of 
these texts by Zettersten among others (Zettersten 1965) that the influx of words from 
sources outside OE is considerable. He suggests about 580 French and about 100 
Scandinavian words are recorded in MS A of AW and, what is important, that some of 
the French words occur quite often. The frequent use of some of the French words 
will certainly be seen to be true of the occurrences of meoseise, poure and pouerte. 
While a word such as lah (ON), which has a literal and a metaphoric function, may 
appear to be very frequent, in comparison with some of the other words it contains 
greater polysemy and the instances reflect a greater number of peripheral senses. 
There are some of the earliest attestations of words, for example meoseise and, 
from AW, beggere, beggin and hearloz. Many others are given as early examples in 
ME in the MED. 
The majority of the words in the poverty category that I have identified (twelve) 
are from OE, although their senses may have extended or shifted by the time the AB 
texts were written in the first half of the thirteenth century. Of the 9 remainder there 
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are twice as many from OFr (six) as ON (three). Although this is too small a sample 
for any conclusions to be drawn about source language distribution, it is consistent 
with the observations made by Shepherd (Shepherd 1991), among others, that the 
vocabulary of the AB texts contains many words of French origin with a much smaller 
Scandinavian element. 
Totals for each group 
The total of individual instances by group is: 
TOE poverty category 163 
OE (not in TOE category) 105 
ON 71 
OFr 80 
Although the TOE poverty category seems to be by far the most heavily 
represented here, this total includes sixteen instances of Pearf, of which all the 
instances carry, as a verb, the sense of 'to need to' (glossary Millett EETS 284)90; and 
the ninety nine instances of nede which also contain a majority of items which carry a 
similar sense to Pearf. These are senses they had in OE. While Peatf was a central 
item in the TOE poverty category, nede was not and many of its instances in the AB 
texts are a development of its OE senses in other categories, such as neodian 'to be 
necessary, require, be required' or nied 'necessity, compulsion, duty' with its 
associated noun and verb (Clark Hall repr. 1993). 
The groups are surprisingly even in the number of individual word occurrences, 
particularly the ON and OR groups. The number of words from ON number half 
those from OFr. and yet their totals are close, seventy one and eighty respectively. 
Three of the OFr items (beg, hearlot and westi) total only three occurrences each, 
90 For example AW 37a/20 nepearfbu nohtdreden 'you need not fear'. 
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while the three remaining items are very close in number to the three items in the ON 
group, and this creates the difference in the totals. 
Individual word totals 
There is an enormous variation in the totals for individual words: 
nede (99), lah (46), poure (42), wac (32) wrecche (32) 
nacod (18) wone (18) nearones(17) Peaýf (16) 
meoseise (14) wontrea6e (14) Melich (14) earm (13) 





All four groups are represented in the five most frequent items, but in the ten 
highest totals seven of the words are from OE. As the high number of instances of 
nede reflect its use in a neutral or grammatical function as in AW 2a/5 7 is nede betere 
warde (and needs to be better guarded) and many of its instances are of this nature, 
this skews its apparent frequency of use in thi-, rontext The totals of OIN Lah and OF-r 
poure, by comparison, are particularly high. Lah has its earliest citation in MED dated 
1175 in B odley 343, and in some of its MED senses the AB texts are the earliest 
citation. Poure has an early citation in the MED sense I as a. 1225 in the Lambeth 
" This is the only recorded instance of mistrum. 
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Homilies and again the AB texts provide the earliest citation for some of its senseS. 92 
Distribution across the texts 
TOE povery field OE 
































































neod e8eliche lah poure 









Lofsonst of Ure Lauerd 
neodfufles helples lowe 
wone wondred 
Lofsong of ure Lefdi 
neoden 





Text here stands for the work. I have not tried to make a chart that reflects the 
different manuscripts of each work although I have included some data from different 
manuscripts in the detailed analysis. 
There are some caveats. Some of these texts, such as AW, are long while some, 
such as Lofsong of ure Lefdi, are very short. Comparisons between texts are therefore 
difficult. In addition the words contained in the texts are, clearly, drawn from the 
content, which means that poverty vocabulary may be sparse or missing because the 
text is not concerned with poverty in its content. This is particularly true of the Saints' 
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Lives in which the focus is on physical martyrdom and suffering. However, all the 
texts contain some items from the poverty category and the additional senses in which 
they are used add to the profile of the senses that these words inhabit. 
Features 
There have been many attempts to establish the stylistic relationship between the AB 
texts and OE into eME textual tradition, and to establish the connections between the 
works which comprise the AB texts. 93 The sample of language choice in this instance 
is too small to provide serious evidence, but some observations can be made. 
Poverty words from OE, from inside and outside the TOE poverty category, are 
widely distributed, appearing in all texts except Ureisun of ure Louerde. 
ON poverty words appear in all groups, and in all texts apart from Wohunge and 
Lqfsong of ure Lefdi. Wohunge is rich in OR words which form its main poverty 
vocabulary. 
OR poverty words appear in all groups and in all texts apart from St Iuliene, St 
Marherete, and the three shorter works in the Wooing Group. There has been much 
comment on the distinctions between the Katherine Group and the other AB texts in 
the secondary literature. In the distribution of poverty words this distinction seems to 
be particularly true of the Saints' Lives, where the only use of OFr poverty vocabulary 
is in St K. where poure is used of the people to whom the saint distributes her parents' 
goods. Content could be a factor here. 
There appear to be several connections between AW and Wohunge: 
I. Both have a diversity of OFr terrils where other texts have only poure from OFr94. 
2AW and Wohunge contain a greater proportion of words of French derivation in 
93 Among others Bethurum 1935 and Millett 1988 who also gives a good overall 
survey. 
9' Westi in HM is a literal use, see individual word section. Had its sense not been 
extended by its use in Wohunge it would not have been included in this study. This 
extension is confirmed in glossaries and in the MED but there is some question 
about whether the source language is OE or OFr. 
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comparison to their total poverty vocabulary than the other texts. This is striking in 
Wohunge, perhaps because of its comparative shortness. 
37hey are the only texts to use OFr. meoseise (Woh. mesaise) and the only texts to use 
pouerte. 
4. Neither use ON nowcin9l. 
This may reflect textual connections between AW and Wohunge, for example the 
passage in AW (see appendix) which deals with Christ's poverty throughout his life is 
paralleled in Wohunge (see appendix) where it is considered to be influenced by AW 
(Savage and Watson 1991 et. al. ). 
As would be expected from such a closely related set of texts, there is consistency 
of vocabulary content, and the greater number of items in AW may be a reflection of 
its greater length. The lack of poure in the Saints' lives of St Iu and St M may be a 
reflection of their content. On the other hand there are connections between AW and 
Wohunge, the only texts that use meoseise while neither use nowcin almost as if these 
two are mutually exclusive. 
Individual words 
The words are considered in groups which are based on their source language. 
Words from the TOE poverty category 
ý1- A r) ýL- Irt. --- -9 There are five w-vortuss -which, lhave- survived HILO Ulu P1.0 LCALS 110 11 LIM I llV6aUl Ub Vi 
Old English category 15.01.06 Poverty, indigence but they do not all continue to 
carry the sense of poverty: 
95 Wohunge does not use any ON poverty words. 
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nede (and words derived from it) 99 instances 
nacod 18 instances 
nearones 17 instances 
Pearf 16 instances 
earm 13 instances 
hean is part of the TOE category and appears in the AB texts in various forms but 
is not included in the poverty vocabulary for the AB texts because the derivation is 
complex and the instances in the AB texts appear to be derived from henan 'to 
overcome, oppress'. It is included in the poverty vocabulary for other texts, and in 
La3amon in particular. 
nede and Pearf 
All sixteen instances of Peaýf are an expression for 'necessity', as are most of the 
ninety nine instances of nede so I am considering these two items together. 
Necessity 
In the AB texts bearf is used solely as an expression of 'necessity', for example: 
ne ýerf us now6er for dea6 ne for deouel dreden. 
nor need we fear death or the devil 
QU. 7 09/10 
Nied is also used in this sense of 'necessity' in the AB texts: 
7 is nede betere warde 
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and needs to be better guarded 
AW 82a/153 
nied - other senses 
Material poyM 
In St Katerine the saint, as she is dying, asks for intercession for all suffering people Zý 
who caH upon her: 
ant cleopleb to me hwen ha schulen Pe derf of deao drehen ooer 
hwense ha hit eauer dob i neode ant i nowcIn, ... aflei from ham 
al uuel - weorre ant wone baoe, ant untidi wederes, hunger ... 
and call to me when they must undergo the pain of death, or whenever 
they do it, in need or in suffering ... drive off all evil from them, both 
war and want and untimely weather, hunger ... 
St K B. 877 
Here neode collocates with nowcin, also part of the AB poverty field. This is an 
instance where neode could have a sense of more generalised suffering rather than 
poverty. 
However in the AB texts the fon-n neodfulle usually carries a clearer meaning of 
1, Ir poverty. N--odFu. 1,1, - -occurs si-x timess, and sseems in. t ee --majo. "itty of instances to carry a 




The following instance, addressed to Christ, has a general sense: 
ase bu ert neodfulles help 
As you are the help of the needy 
Lof Lauerd 88 
which echoes the similar phrase using helples (see below) but the other instances 
show neodful with the sense of material poverty. Christ is referred to as neodful of 
food in AW 133 71 a/2 where the context carries the poverty component. This is 
written of Christ on earth in a passage against covetousness, in which his earthly 
poverty is the central theme. It could be argued that it is the object, mete, that gives the 
specific meaning here, but the context is that of Christ's poverty and it is cited by the 
MED to illustrate neodful sense 2a. 'In want, poor. 
The following citation is clear: 
schulen beon of wurmes. his cuuertur 7 his hwitel. ýe nalde 
Perwi6 neodfule feden ne schruden 
the blanket and the sheet of him who would not feed and clothe 
the needy with them (earthly goods) shall be of worms 
AW III 58a/896 
To feed and clothe the materially poor are among the requirements of Christian 
charity and almsgiving and here those materially poor are neodfule. 
Through collocation neodful appears in this central sense, here collocated with 
96 A reference to Isaiah 14.11. 
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poure: 
D. he makede cumen ham forte dealen his feader feh. 
to neodfule 7 to poure 
whom he made come home so as to share out his father's money 
among the needy and poor 
AW 116 61 a/6 
and here with nakede also a part of the AB poverty category: 
ane [a] dale ha etheold of hire ealdrene god, 
ant spende al. ýet ooer i neodfule ant i nakede. 
she kept part of her parents' money but spent the rest 
on the needy and naked 
St K. B. I v/34 (R neodful; T nedfule) 
Eap-er, desirous 
This is a rare sense, there is one instance In AW: 
ýus neodful he wes 7 is aýet tes dei to ontenden his luue 
So eager was he - and is until this day - to kindle his love 
AW 204 108a/27 
is the only citation in MED for the sense 'Eager, desirous'. which has a separate 
entry". This would appear to be a rare eM[E survival of OE neod 'desire, longing, 
Niedful appears once in the TOE as part of 06.02.04.01 Want, need: Necessary 
but seems to have separated into these two senses by eME. Another form which 
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zeal, earnestness' (Clark Hall). 
Collocation 
AW 116 6la/6 neodfule 7 to poure 
St K B. 34 neodfule ant i nakede 
St K B. 876 1 neode ant 1 nowcin 
nacod 
There are eighteen instances of nacod with literal and extended senses. 
Material povejjy 
The physical sense of 'nakedness' can stand for the poor. Christian charitable acts 
were to feed, clothe and house the poor and in St Katerine the saint is shown using 
part of her inherited wealth for charity: 
ane a dale ha etheold of hire ealdrene god, 
ant spende al ýet ooer i neodfule ant 1 nakede. 
she kept part of her parents' money but spent the rest 
on the needy and naked 
St K. B. Iv/34 (R neodful; T nedfule) 
Here nakede is a metonymic use in which a symptom of the condition is acting as a 
part standing for the whole and the whole Is 'the poor' (Lakoff and Johnson 1980: 37- 
appears in AW is gnedelich (Corpus) MED sense a. 'Scarcely, barely' with only 
one other citation from 1300 Euriche freman (Rwl. c. 22). It is used in AW Nero in 
MED sense b. 'Moderately, frugally' replacing Corpus rihtliche and meOfulliche. 
Geniedelico is in TOE 12.05.06.03 Necessity, constraint Xompulsory, forced. 
The development of -nied- in eME is complex. 
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38). The collocation is with neodfule, also part of the AB poverty category. 
Lackina in 
Many of the words used in the vocabulary of poverty have additional senses in the 
area of 'want, lack'. Nacod does not appear to have had this sense in OE and does not 
appear in the corresponding TOE categories". This is a new area for nacod and has 
developed by eME: 
Pu seist ýe nis neod na medecine. A ýu art blind iheortet ne ne 
sist nawt hu ýu art poure 7 naket of halinesse ant gastelich wrecche. 
You say you need no medicine but you are blind hearted and do not see 
how you are poor and naked of holiness, and a spiritual wretch. 
AW 92 48a/10 
This is the earliest citation for MED sense 4 naket in 'lacking in something'. 
Literal and metaphoric senses 
i. Literal 
There are several examples of the apparently straightforward sense of physical 
nakedness in the AB texts. The image of Christ bound naked to the pillar occurs in 
AW 97 50b/6 and Wohunge: 
hu ýu was naket bunden faste, to ýe piler. 
how you were bound naked fast to the pillar 
98 In OED 1118. a. 'Bare, destitute or devoid of something' the earliest citation is 
c897 King Alfred's Pastoral Care. Se lyte3afeond swa micle iefflicor'Net mod 
3ewundai) swa he hit on3iet nacodre bcere byrnan weenvcipes. Then 1220 onwards. 
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Wohunge 33/474 
The other instances of physical nakedness use the phrase steort naket" and in 
both the OED and the MED the AB texts are its earliest citations'00. 
The phrase is also used of those who destroy their goodness through the desire for 
praise and are likened to those who destroy the Lord's fig tree. The verb used, 
despuillet (AW 40b/17 translation of Latin spoliauit), 101 is violent and later gathers 
senses of pillage and ravine and is used one other time in AW, of Christ: 
A alre meast pouerte cOm 3et her efter. For steort naket he wes 
despuillet o be rode 
But the greatest poverty of all came after this again: for he was 
stripped stark naked on the cross. 
AW 133 7la/l 1 
This is the powerful culmination of a passage on the poverty of Christ and apart from 
these two occurrences despuilet is used nowhere else in the AB texts. 102 From MED 
evidence this seems to be another word which is first attested in English in AW M both 
these instances. Wider issues from this passage are discussed later. 
There are instances of steort naket in each of the three saints' lives, St Iuliene B 
99 Steort 'tail', is not used in this sense in OE; eallnacodOP, limnacodOP are given in 
TOE. 
100 It appears that the earliest form is steort naket which disappears during the 
fourteenth century, when stark naket appears, though with a slight overlap in date 
see MED 
10, Joel 1.7. Earliest citation for despoiler MED 2 (c) to ravage or devastate (a tree, 
vegetation). 
102 The MED does not seem to record this use of despuilet of Christ - the earliest 
citation in sense I (b) 'to strip (sb. ) of his clothes; - out; - naked, strip to the skin; 
- into the smoke, strip to the chemise; ' is c1330 (? al300) Arth. &M. (Auch. ) 
1403: He was despuledfram heued to grounde, Marked woman & maidenfounde. 
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211; St Katerine B 564 and: 
qo he to his ewelleres strupeo hire steort-naket 7 hongeb hire on heh 
he said to his executioners to strip her stark naked and hang her on high 
St Marharet 21v2 
These instances and a further tWO103 are all about the suffering of the martyr saints 
at the hands of their tormentors. Naket is collocated with steort each time it appears in 
the Saints' Lives, except when it is used as a noun in the reference to the poor as 
nakede in St Katerine. 
ii. Metaphoric 
There were abstract senses for nacod in OE such as in the TOE categories 
05.10.05.04.13 A removal of that which obscures or conceals Not covered, 
without covering and 09.03.04.03 Plain, simple in the head category. These last 
continue into the AB texts, particularly AW where sins are referred to as naket and in 
which the discussion of the need for the confession of sin to be 'naked, unconcealed', 
draws on this metaphoric use'04. 
Collocation 
AW 48a/10 poure 7 naket ... 7 gastelich wrecche 
AW 62 3 Ib/1 1 naketsunne 
AW71a/10 meast pouerte .. for steort naket 
AW 78 40b/I 7 steort naket 
AW 133 7 la/1 1 steort naket 
103 Also St M. 32r/2 1; St Iu. B. 155. 
104 AW 62 3 lb/I 1,165 87b/5 naked sin; 156 82b/6-7,162 86a/l 5,163 86a/24 naked 
confession. 
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AW 163 86a/27 steort naket 
StKB. 34 neodefule ant i nakede 
St K B. 564 steort-naket 
St M2 lv/2 steort-naket 
St Iu B. 155 steort naket 
StIu B. 211 steort naket 
nearones 
There are seventeen instances of nearones which is included because of its presence in 
the TOE 'poverty' category. In terms of dictionary definitions for the AB period, 
glossaries, antonyms or synonyms within the AB texts it does not meet the linguistic 
criteria. 
Material poveny 
In the AB texts it seems to have central membership of the 'poverty' category on 
contextual grounds, as it is used as a sign of Christ's poverty on earth: 
Swa nearow wes ý. stude 
So cramped was the place 
AW 133 70b/19 
This is in a section in which the poverty of Christ's birth is an example against 
covetousness. The poverty of Christ's lodging at his birth provides an example against 
greed and there is an interesting passage, which is considered at more length in the 
discussion on pouerte below, in which his condition on the cross is described as 
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pouerte and one of the elements that contribute to this condition is: 
o rode. brad as scheld buuen ..... nearow bineooen 
on the cross, wide at the top like a shield .... narrow at the bottom 
AW 199 106a/2 
where the little space the cross occupies physically on the earth becomes the symbol 
of Christ's material lack of housing. This is a condition that could be relieved through 
alms, housing the homeless. 
'Narrowness' in Christ's life on earth is also a model for the confines of the 
anchoresses in their voluntary poverty. Even before his birth, in Mary's womb Christ 
was confined (AW192 102a/26-, AW 192 102a/28) and the anchoresses' walls imitate 
his confinement in his cradle: 
BeO 3e ibunden inwio fowr large wahes? 7 he in a nearow cader 
Are you constrained within four wide walls - and he in a confined cradle? 
AW 192 102b/3 
Two things are features of the anchoritic life, narrowness, that is confinement, and 
bittemess: 
beos twa biniz 11M-peo to ancre. nearow0e. 7 bittemesse. 
These two things pertain to an anchorite, confinedness and bitterness. 
AW 192 102a/26 
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In context when Christ's poverty is expressed through the criteria for alms, where 
nearones is used of the lack of, or mean condition, of Christ's housing, it could be 
argued that its inclusion in the 'poverty' category is partly reliant on the encyclopedic 
knowledge, or assumptions, informing this concept. 
Literal and metqphoric extensions 
Nearones is used in its purely physical sense for example AW 30 l2b/24 of windows; 
AW 221 117a/7 of the end of a hom etc. 
As with nacod there is metaphoric extension of its physical referent. It is used in 
HM 15/26 of the emotional or spiritual confinement found in a physically spacious 
home when a husband is being difficult; in the sense of strictness in a judge, at 
Domesday; 105 as how to treat a maid or ones self. 106 It is also used once of the way 
that leads to Christ: 
7 schunchen of ýe nearowe wei b. leade6 to eche lif. 
and scare (me) away from the narrow way that leads to eternal life, 
St Iu. 42v/20 301 (nearowe missing in R. ) 
Collocation 
AW 192 102a/26 nearowoe 7 bittemesse 
AW 221 117a/6 nearowe ... hearde 
eann 
Although earm was in use when these texts were written with the sense 'material 
101 Nearwe in TOE categories 06.01.07.01 Strictness, exactness; 08.01.03.07.04 
Severity, harshness AW 81 42b/7; AW 76 39b/7 etc. 
106 AW 138 73b/15 (of how to treat amaid) etc. 
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poverty' it does not seem to have carried that sense in the AB texts. 
Earthly suffering 
All the instances in the AB texts of earm5e are in Hall Mel6had. The concept appears 
in other AB texts, but nowhere else is earmo)e the chosen vocabulary. 
These five instances fit into MED sense b. 'misery, wretchedness, grief, suffering' 
Four describe the miseries of marriage - 17/25 the physical miseries of pregnancy; 
18/26 (cited in MED) what St Paul calls tribulaciones carnis (miseries of the flesh); 
14/2 (cited in MED) the misery of even happily married people when one of them 
dies; 3/6 the troubles associated with marriage (which include the worries of running a 
house and servants, and so is unlikely to mean material poverty), while the other, 14/ 
34, describes the misery people endure to win worldly gain. 
There is a greater distribution across the texts of earm as an adverb or an 
adjective. 
The instances in Hali Me0had are similar to the senses of erm& outlined above, 
for example one describes the state to which a woman is brought by marriage: 
ant se ofte beon maket earm of an e8lich mon bet tu list under 
and be made wretched so often by the worthless man you are subject to 
HM 3/34 
and the context is full of references to wealth and riches, both of earth and in heaven. 
Of the flesh or earthly life 
The other two uses of earm in Hali Mei0had are in the compound earm-hwile both of 
which refer to the troubles of bringing up a child. The suffix hwile was not attached to 
earm to form this meaning in OE. In category 08.01.03.06 Adversity, aMiction 
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subcategory Xime of Adversity there are no earm prefixes among 15 words; in 
subcategory .. Time of weariness: langunghwiIOP 
is the only word, and in subcategory 
.. Time of distress 
(present life): wrcechwd is the only word. However in the same 
category 08.01.03.06 Adversity, affliction: earm appears as an element or a word in 
. Wretched man; 
Afflicted, full of trouble; .. Gloomy, miserable; and 
Calamitous, 
so this is not a new field for earm: 
in his fostrunge for8, moni earm-hwile 
and in bringing it up, many weary hours (of a child) 
HM 17/12 
to ferkin ant to fostrin hit se moni earm-hwile 
so many weary hours in feeding and rearing it (of a child) 
HM 18/21 
In the MED entry for erm, sense c. -life, 'wretched life, ie. life on earth'; -hwil, 
'unhappy time, weary hour' the latter sense is illustrated as earm-hwile solely by both 
these instances. 
Of sin, hell and the qpponents of Christ 
i. Of sin 
In AW earm is used once only - in the forni earmlice - in a translation of a quotation 
from St Augustine: 
Quam difficile surgit quem moles male consuetudinis premit 
0 seiZ5 seint austin hu earmliche he ariseb ýe under wune of sunne 
haueo Hein longe. 
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'Oh', says St Augustine, in what hardship does he arise who under the 
habit of sin has lain long. ' 
AW 88b/23 (On St John's Gospel 49.10,24) 
It is difficult to assess the use of earm- here. It is the only instance in AW, a long 
text, and it is in a translation from Latin of a quotation, which may have constrained 
the choice of the word. The quotation is Augustine In Iohannis Evangellum 
XLIX. x. 24 (PL 36 col. 1756) which is a discussion of the raising of Lazarus". The 
AB texts have a large variety of words for misery and tribulation 108 and it is striking 
that earmlt)e is not included in this vocabulary of misery other than here and in HM. 
ii. Opponents of Christ 
St Marherete has two instances both of which are the saint's forrn of address to the 
demon: 
"Stute nu, earme steorue .--" 
"Now stop it, you wretched and pestilent creature ... " 
St M B. 28/14 
"Stille beo Pu sülle", quob ha, "earmest alre binge .--" 
"Quiet, be quiet! " she said, "most wretched of all things. .. " 
St MB 41/20 (R. has steorue) 
The phrase in St Marherete 41/20 is echoed exactly in St Iullene and describes the 
demon who is attacked by the saint and the merchants in the market: 
107 Anchoritic Spirituality Savage and Watson note 37 p. 390 
108 Bately notes "Angoise, too is only one of a range of terms (in which the Katherine 
Group is particularly rich) for the concept 'suffering, pain"' (1998). 
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As he wes imaket tus earmest alre ýinge 
After he had become the most wretched of all things 
St Iu B 509 
These uses all link earm with the spiritual enemies of Christ. The OE sense in the 
TOE of Moral evil, depravity could be a factor here, although, if so, the strength of 
this is not reflected in either the OED or the MED. 109 
There appears to be no sense of earmll as 'material poverty' in the AB texts 
although it is in use in this sense at this period. 110 
Collocation 
St M 28/14 earme steorue 
Summary 
The two central words in the OE category were wxdle and Pearf. Wcedle does not 
appear in the AB texts, although it is stiff used in some eME texts - for example in the 
Ormulum and La3amon - where it carries the sense of poverty. Pearf is not used with 
the sense of poverty in the AB texts, although it is used in this way in other eME texts, 
for example in Vices and Virtues as Pearuen. In the AB texts it is used as a 
continuation of its OE senses concerning necessity or necessary. Neither of these 
words which were central in the OE poverty vocabulary appear in the AB poverty 
109 It is similar to the use of wrecche in similar contexts, for example in the South 
English Legendary, as a form of address from the martyr to the tormentors. 
110 It has the sense 'poverty' as sense a. in the MED but the only citations are from 
the Lambeth Homilies and the Proverbs of Alfred. The OED puts the definitions 
into one strand, as 'Poverty, wretchedness, misery' and as the citations are in 
chronological order it is difficult to separate the strands. See note on La3amon's 
use of earm. 
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vocabulary. 
Earm is used in the Saints' lives only with reference to the enemies of Christ, and 
once in AW in a quotation from Augustine translated from Latin. It otherwise appears 
only in HM where it refers to misery associated with the earthly life. There is another 
instance which is in a passage concerning worldly wealth, and two further instances of 
the phrase earm hwile referring to troubled times in the bringing up of children. It is 
striking that the other AB texts have a wide range of words for misery and suffering 
but earm is not part of this vocabulary. 
Clothing the poor is one of the manifestations of alms and nakede is used to stand 
for the poor in St Katerine collocating with neodfule. It is also used as 'lacking in 
something' which does not seem to have been present in OE use and is the earliest 
citation of this sense in the MED. The phrase steort naket is used of Christ and the 
saints in their martyrdom, These are the earliest attestations of this phrase in the MED 
and it does not seem to have been used in OE although stert 'tail' is an OE word. In 
AW steort naket is used with the verb despuilet which has violent connotations, and it 
is associated with loss of power in a citation from a later period. Christ's nakedness is 
presented as a sign of his poverty on earth, which is discussed more fully in the 
consideration of pouerte in the later section. 
Housing the poor is another of the obligations of alms and in the passage on 
Christ's poverty on earth nearow is the word used to express the poverty that was 
shown by the nature of his lodging in Mary's womb and in the physical surroundings 
of his birth, life and death. The anchoresses' experience is intended to mirror Christ's 
poverty and the nearow6e of their dwelling is shown in this light. The implications of 
this for the definition of poverty in the AB texts is discussed more fully in the section 
on pouerte. Had it not been in the TOE category nearones would not have been 
included in this study as it does not meet any of the criteria of definition, synonomy 
and so on. It appears in context, however, to play a central role and it forms part of the 
definition of the concept 'poverty' as part of the encyclopedic knowledge or frame. 
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Nede was a very minor part of the OE poverty vocabulary, with its presence 
largely in the concepts of necessity and generalised need, the definition being supplied 
by the naming of the thing 'needed'. This continues in the AB texts except for the 
eNIE rise of the word neodfulle which is part of the category 'poverty' in the AB texts 
and is collocated with poure. 
Words from OE but not in the TOE poverty category 
There are seven words which are part of the AB vocabulary of 'poverty' which are 
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with a sense 'poor' or 'poverty' and its collocation - with e6elich and wrecche - is the 
criterion for inclusion. 
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Material poy. ýjrýt 
There are no instances with this sense in the AB texts. 
Inadequate/insignifican 
i. With a moral or spiritual component 
The foes that surround mankind are portrayed as searching for man's weakness so 
they can lead men in to sin. Indeed, when the devil led Eve into the first sin, it was her 
weakness that he played on: 
7 swa ýe feond ýurh hire word understod anan riht hire wacnesse 
and so the fiend, through what she said, understood her (Eve's) 
weakness iMmediately 
AW 35 16a/12 
Wac is used as an adjective of the things that lead us in to sin, wac wes min heorte 'my 
heart was weak' (AW 164 87a/I 8); in HU it is wac wil 'weak will'I II that causes a fall 
into the devil's power and beneath it all it is Pe ilke wake cunde 'that weak nature' 
which draws man into sin (AW 5/8). 
The instrument of temptation can also be described as weak: 
Of mon ý- 3e misleueb ýurh his fol semblant ooer bi his wake wordes. A 
word'- Fro-r-n- -qn--M- eone you mistrust 
because- of his -fo-o-fish mmmne-r or weak 
AW 213 112b/21 
Here the weakness is not that of the sinner, but of the words used to lure her into sin, 
III In HM 7/19,20/30 
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and sinful thoughts themselves are described as wake' 12. 
ii. With a financial component 
Millett giVes 'poor' as the gloss for wac in: 
drehen se moni wa for se wac hure as Pe worlt for3elt euer 
bearing so many miseries for such poor wages as the world always pays'13 
HM 3/8 
This is cited in the OED as sense c. 'Lowly in status or degree; insignificant' but 
without differentiation. Here wac is associated with the rewards of earth as opposed to 
heaven. The connection with material value appears again in Ureisun' 14 : 
me nis he fol chapmon De bub deore a wac Ding 
But is he not a foolish chapman. that buyeth dear a worthless article 
Ureisun [L]. 2/31 
There seems to be a connotation of the material transaction inherent in marriage in 
Hali Meit)had: 
hwet wenest tu of Pe poure, Pe beob wacliche i3euen ant biset vuele? 
vVill "at. do you expect 
o-IF+Lllll-- -Fv-v--i I vv, 
II- --+-h-Al- ---. ý-A --A . 11 v CULI Wl%, L%111%luiy 111"L. La'U allu III 
provided for? 
HM 4/16 
112 AW 114a/10 
113 Translation from Millett and Wogan-Browne (1992). 
114 There is also a collocation with selling in e6elich above. 
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where a financial connection is in the context. This is discussed more fully in the 
second section. 
Literal sense and metahoric extensions 
There is one instance which is used in a physical sense, of a skilful smith making a 
weak knife (AW 31 13b/2)115 and it is applied to those who fail to perform the task set, 
in St Katerine, when the Emperor addresses the scholars who were brought in to 
defeat her in debate as waccre Pen eni wake 'weaker than any weak thing' when they 
fail. 
Of the flesh 
As with other words in the vocabulary of poverty' 16 wac is used of the earthly, 
physical nature of man: 
a wrecche bodi 7a wac bere ich ouer eor6e 
A wretched body and a weak (one) I bear on earth 
Wohunge 587 
and it is the weakness of the body that endangers the soul through its frail nature and 
its desires and hence through sin. There are frequent collocations with unstrengile and 
it can be difficult in PDE to distinguish between the two wordSI 17. This is discussed 
more fully in the second section. 
115 Ives (1934) considers this to be a popular proverb, although unable to find a 
parallel. 
116 See earm, eNich, wrecche etc. 
It is easier where both are nouns as 'lack of strength' and 'weakness': AW 62b/23 




In AW reasons are given why God might withdraw from man for man's own good. 
One of these is so that man might know ure muchele unstreng& 7 ure wacnesse 'our 
great lack of strength and our weakness" 'I and there are references to the necessity of 
regarding ourselves as 'weak'. ' 19 This self assessment is fundamental: 
Pis fallunge is eadmod cnawunge of Pin ahne waenesse. 7 of Pin unstreng()e 
This falling is humble knowledge of your own weakness and 
of your lack of strength. 
AW 145 76b/26 
Wac has this context of humility in common with other items in the vocabulary of 
poVerty. 120 As with those, it is self knowledge, self assessment as weak that is 
humility and which paradoxically becomes strength. This is discussed more fully in 
the second section. 
Collocation 
AW 62b/23 unstrengoe 7 ure wacnesse 
AW 62b/26 wrecchehead 7 his wacnesse 
AW 73a/25 to wake 7 to unwreaste 
AW 75b/19 wake unstrengbe 
AW 76a/4 wake cunde 
118 AW 62b/26 
119 AW II 4a/8, SW 98/2 77r/I 5 
















eoeliche ant wake 
a wrecche bodi 7a wac 
Antonym 
AW 47b/24 be gode ... be wake 
Ureisun [L]. 31 bub feore awac bing 
wrecche 
There are thirty two instances of wrecche. Other eME texts contain wrecche in 
contexts where it is clear that it was a translation for the OE items wcedla or ýearfalll 
with the clear sense of of 'material poverty' or 'poor in spirit' . Its use in the AB texts 
has echoes of this sense. 
Material poygM 
Wrecche seems to be used in the sense 4 material poverty. There is one instance: 
Pe wrecche poure peoddere mare nur8 he makeo ... 
121 See separate chapter on Peterborough Chronicle, AElfric items in Bodley 343, 
Trinity Homilies etc. and in the Lambeth Homilies wrecche is used to translate 
Latin pauper 
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ýen ýe nche mercier 
The wretched poor peddlar makes more noise 
than the rich merchant 
AW (Corpus) 36 16a/25 
Here the contrast is between the poor pedlar and the rich merchant and the sense 
'materially poor' is carried by poure but Nero omits poure, possibly as wrecche still 
carries sufficient connotations to retain the sense: 
ýe wreche peoddare more noise he makeo 
ýen a iiche mercer 
AW (Nero) 29 15v/6-7 
and the antonymic pair are wreche and riche. 
There is an instance, also in AW where wrecche is associated with begging for 
alms: 
wio pus anewil ropunge halseo efter sum help to Pe wrecche meoseise 
With this constant beseeching she implores some help 
for a distressed wretch. 
AW 169 89b/13. 
Here meoseise is another member of the 'poverty' category and the translation is 
difficult. Meoseise has senses of physical discomfort and sickness, as well as poverty 
as wrecche has its own range of senses, some of which overlap with meoseise. 
There is an instance in which Christ's earthly condition, his incarnation and his 
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poverty, are expressed through the use of wrecched: 
Ihesu mi hues luue riche ar tu as lauerd in heuene 7 in eor, )e. 
7 tah poure ýi bicom for me. we sti 7 wrecched 
Jesu, my life's love, you are rich as the Lord in heaven and earth, 
and yet you became poor for me, destitute and wretched 
Wohunge 319 
Here the antonyms are poure ... westi 7 wrecched and riche in close collocation. 
Of the flesh 
As with other items in the AB vocabulary of poverty 122 wrecche is associated with the 
physical world and applied to the body: 
a wrecche bodi 7a wac bere ich ouer eorbe 
A wretched body and a weak (one) I bear on earth 
Wohunge 587 
There is also a more generalised use in which wrecche seems to express the 
earthly state as opposed to the heavenly. 123 
Sin, he!! and the opponents of Chiist 
Wrecche has a strong association with sin and hell. In SW it is used in connection with 
hell: 
122 As is earm, wac etc. 
123 AW1739lb/22, AW1739lb/22. 
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ful of sorhe untaleliCh, for ne mei na 
mu6 for wreechedom ne for wa rikenin hit ne tellen 
full of unutterable sorrow, for no mouth may, on account 
of the wretchedness and the woe, give an account 
of it nor tell about it. 
SW 90/28 
There are many instances when it is used of sinners themselves, (AW 183 97a/24) 
and while this could be a use expressing generalised misery or contempt this is not the 
only association with sinners124 and in many the context seems clear: 
ant willes ant waldes warpe me as wrecche i ýi leirwite 
and cast myself as a wretch of my own accord into your punishment 
for fomication 
HM 23/23 
There are strong connotations of evil attached to wrecche in the AB texts, 
particularly in the Saints' Lives where the term is applied to the enemies of the saints 
and therefore of Christ. Perhaps this is a continuation of its TOE 
categoriesl6.01.05.02.01 The Devil and 16.01.05.02.02 Other terms for devils: 
0 o, ) ha Tuliene lhp. qii criqte-, It-of 
mon Preates tu me wrecche? 
"Oh", said Iuliene, Jesus Christ's beloved, 
"are you threatening me, you wretch? " 
124 8 instances out of 31 are clear, and others seem to contain the component of sin. 
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StIu. B 444 
In this context the saint is addressing the devil Belial. It is a common form of address 
in the saints' lives from Christians to all those heathens who torment them and attack 
Christ's followers: 125 
ant weorp hire biuoren ýen awanede wulf ant 3eide lut-steuene: 
'Wrecche mon ýet tu hit art! 
and threw herself (the queen) before the accursed wolf (Maxence) 
and cried in a loud voice 'Wretched man that you are' 
StKB 741 
This may also be a development of the OE use expressed in the TOE category 
12.08.06.02.02 A bad man, an inhuman person and is reflected in the MED in the 
senses 'vile' and 'base'. 
Egqh Lly 
It is surprising in the context of the apparent association of this word with sin and 
devils that wrecche is also used of Christ. It is given a nice balance in Ureisun where 
Christ made himself wrecche as inherent in the earthly state he adopted: 
ase bu makedest te her wreche . for us wreches. 
even as wretched as you made yourself for us wretches 
Ureisun [L. ] 56 
12-' This seems to be a common feature in saints ý liVes in Middle English, for example 
it is also used in the South English Legendary 
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In this context word choice is affected by alliteration and balance, but being 
wrecche is inherent in man's condition on earth. That this can be applied to Christ 
underlines that the boundaries of these words are fuzzy or ambiguous at times, and 
apparently opposite qualities can be expressed through the same item. 
Collocation 
AW 16a/25 wrecche poure 
AW 62b/26 wrecchehead 7 his wacnesse 
AW 89b/13 wrecche meoseise 
AW 90b/9 wrecche beast 
AW 97a/24 wrecche sunfule 
AW 98a/3 wrecches sunfule 
AW 105a/7 lahe wreeches 
Wohunge 319 poure, westi 7 wrecched 
Antonymn 
AW91b/22 Oe hali mon ... us wrecches 
Wohunge 319 iiche 
wone 
There are eighteen instances of wone. It is glossed by d'Ardenne and Dobson (1981) 
as 'want, need, poverty' and has as an .Y "11%4 11"0 pvcum "a "Ju C"ItVII. Y111. 
Material poyta 
In the AB texts iveole is the most common term for 'material wealth' (Bately 1998) 
and here it is an antonym to wone: 
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ich bidde oe 
oet ich mote under uon in obedience booe 
wone 7 weole ýe ine ewemnesse 
I pray that I may receive in obedience, both 
poverty and wealth with contentment. 
Loj7-ouerde 126 
Wone is one of the sufferings on earth and when St Katerine is about to die she 
asks God to hear the prayers of anyone who calls upon her in their suffering from al 
uuel weorre 7 wone ba6e. 7 untidi wederes. 'drive off all evil from them, both war and 
want, and untimely weather' (St K. T. 1647) where d'Ardenne and Dobson (198 1) 
gloss wone 'want, need, poverty'. 
Lackiniz in 
The OE sense of 'a lack of' continues in the AB texts. This can be a lack of something 
abstract such as god 'good' (AW 7a/8) or wunne 'bliss' (SW 253/187) or neutral such 
as witnesse 'a witness' (AW 17a/10). A specific sense which is mirrored directly in OE 
usage 126 is the description of Saint Katerine's age as: 
twa wone of twenti 
two (years) short of twenty 
St K B. 23 
The phrase wxdl hlafes 'lack of bread' (Greg. Dial. 22 1) in OE is also mirrored 
in a direct sense in: 
126 TOE 10.02 Want, lack. One less than (with numerals): dnes wan (fie ). 
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ant te breades wone brede ýi bearn-tearn 
and bring forth your children to lack of bread 
HM 15/18 
The things lacking can be material needs: 
ýoledes for wone of mete mom hat hungre 
suffered for lack of meat many a sharp (pang of) hunger 
Wohunge 337 
and this lack of material needs can become poverty: 
God hit wot, moni ooer wot lutel of ýisse eise, auh beoO ful 
ofte i derued mid wone & mid scheome & mid teone. 
God knows there are many others who know httle of such 
convenience, and are often afflicted with want, indignity and vexation. 
AW 85/18 Nero 
Here the anchoresses are compared to others who are less well supported materially. 
Collocation 
AW31a/28 pine 7 wone ... meoselses 
StIu 878 uuel weorre ant wone 
SW 253/187 nowcin ... wone of wunne 
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Antonym 
AW71b/14 wone ... prude 
LojLauerd 128 wone 7 weole 
e0efich 
There are fourteen instances of Melich. It is included because MED sense 2 is 'Of low 
rank, lowly, poor' with citations from the Lambeth Homilies, HM and SW127. Italso 
collocates with wac and lah. 
I have included the sense 'humility' for e6elich, from contextual evidence, and 
although this sense does not appear in the MED and OED it is interesting that japm&d 
appears in TOE categories 07.07 Humility, 12.01.01.12.01 Obedience, service, and 
the Christian context is also present in the TOE in 16.01.01.01 Attributes of God 
.. Gracious: eqbmad, so these would not be new overtones for jaý-. 
Others of these TOE senses which are not reflected in the MED and OED are 
'insufficiency, lack, want' and 'sensual pleasure'. 'Sensual pleasure' appears to be 
present in the AB texts, but not 'insufficiency, lack, want'. 
Material poveM 
There appears to me to be no instance with the clear sense material poverty. I have not 
read any of the AB citations as 'material poverty'. 
Inadequate, insufficient 
1. Frail or weak physically 
MED sense 3. firail or weak (physically or morally) is one of the senses in the AB 
texts, eNlich is used of 'physical frailty' as in Sum is ald 7 ei)elich 'One is old and 
127 SW 254/217 and HM 4/18 
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frail' (AW 7 2a/14). There is an interesting instance where the sense in glossaries is 
commonly given as 'easy', which has a precedent in the OE usage, but which could 
also carry the component of 'frail/weak': 
7 leac for? 5.7 heo wes eoluke. 
and pulled (her) forth and she was easy (to drag) (frequent translation) 
and pulled her forth and she was frail/weak (my translation) 
St Iu B. 690 
here the translation 'frail/weak physically' would not involve a change of the adjective 
into an adverb and the requirement of the verb in brackets in order to clarify the PDE 
sense. 
128 
ii. Frail or weak morally 
The polysemy present in the PDE 'poor' is apparent in the common gloss for e6elich 
in: 
for nis his strengbe noht wuro bute hwer se he 
ifindeo eoeliche ant wake 
for his (the devil's) strength prevails not, except wheresoever he 
finds them frail and weak (my translation) 
finds them poor and weak (frequent translation) 
SW 94/30 
"' Suggested by Louise Sylvester. 
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where poor carries the sense of 'Inadequate/frail'. This is also found in translations of 
the phrase eiMich ant unwuro as 'poor and worthless' in HM 22/28 describing 
virginity without humility. 
Of low value, insiRnificant 
i. With a physical component: 
An e&lich stiche : 
an eoelich stiche ooer eche makeZ5 to understonden hu lutel prude is wurb 
An insignificant pain or ache makes one understand how little pride is worth 
AW 145 77a/9 
ii. With a moral component 
In a context concemed with 'putting a low value' on something is: 
Ne tele bu nawt ebelich, al beo bu meiden, to widewen ne to lweddede. 
Do not undervalue, though you may be a virgin, widows and married women. 
HM 21/32 
iii. With a financial component 
The idea of eoelich as something undervalued is present in AW where eoelich is used 
in the context of selling the soul to the devil 29 
ne sule ýu neauer se e6eliche his fa 7 ýin eioer his deorewur8e spuse 
never sell so cheaply to his foe and yours, God's precious bride 
129 Wac also has a sense that specifically expresses a financial value 
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AW 150 79b/2 
Of low rank 
In Saint Iullene Eleusius wishes to marry the saint and obtains the prefecture of Rome 
to please her. When she refuses him, her father says of this high rank: 
hit is na eoelich ýing. ýe refsehipe of rome 
it is not an inconsiderable thing, the prefecture of Rome 
St Iu B. 99 
Here e6ellch refers to its components of insignificance and triviality but also plays on 
its sense of low rank. 
In HM there are two instances in which e, )elich is used to describe a husband in 
negative terms where his low rank appears to be a factor: 
ant se oft beon imaket earm of an eolich mon ýet tu list under 
and be made wretched so often by the worthless man you are subject to 
HM 3/35 
The women who are the subject of this passage are the rich, Pes cwenes, Pes riche 
cuntasses 'these queens, these rich countesses' and +L11W comparison appears to bt-I 
made with Christ. The passage continues with a discussion of the situation for the 
poor where the husband is described as eoeluker (HM 4/18). This is discussed more 
fully below in the section on context. 
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Humilfty 
To be e6ehch is desirable when it refers to the humility God wants in man: 
Pe rlhtwise Godd wule ýet we demen us seolf e6eliche ant lahe 
The righteous God will that we deem ourselves poor and low 
SW 96/31 
Lahe and Mliche appear to be a common collocation particularly in this context - 
appeanng in SW and in the Trinity Homilies. 130 
It is interesting, as noted earlier, that japmod appears in TOE categories 07.07 
Humility, 12.01.01.12.01 Obedience, service, and 16.01.01.01 Attributes of God so 
this is not a new sense for jdb-. 
Peripheral senses 
Sensual pleasure 
Although e6elich is commonly glossed as 'worthless' in this citation, and this does 
make sense, this OE sense could be present in this context in HM where losing 
virginity is said to be for the sake of: 
eoelich delit of an hondhwile 
worthless momentary pleasure hissual trnn-, Intinnl 
momentary sensual pleasure (my suggestion) 
HM 5115 




AW2a/14 ald 7 e8elich 
AW 76b/28 lutel tale 7 unwurb 7 eoelich 
HM 22/28 eoelich ant unwurb 
HM 22/5 lahe ant eoliche 
SW 94/30 eoeliche ant wake 
SW 96/31 e6eliche ant lahe 
Antonym 
AW 79b/2 ebeliche ... deorewur6e 
helples 
There are five instances of helples. It is glossed 'destitute' by d'Ardenne (1961) and 
so is included. It carries this sense at this period as in the OED. 111 However, in some 
ways this appears to be a difficult word to define, in that any attempt to reach a 
definition becomes circular returning to phrases using the positive antonym such as 
'without help' or explanatory definitions 'having no assistance from others'. It is 
interesting that there are only this, godles (which follows) and meoseise that appear as 
negative words in this poverty category, that is to say that are words made negative by 
132 an affix to denote their sense, and none of them last or are widespread . 
Material poyM 
There are no clear instances that carry the sense material poverty. 
131 1. 'Destitute of help; having no assistance from others; needy'. (Of persons, their 
condition, etc. ) 
132 Although another negative form of eise does survive in disease. 
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Without help, destitute 
The following St Iuliene citation is given in the MED for sense (c) 'without support, 
abandoned, alone, companionless' although the gloss in d'Ardenne's edition of St 
Iuliene gives 'without help, destitute' as in helpeleses 'of the destitute'. St luliene 
addresses Christ as: 
helpleses heale 
StIu B. 305 
This is part of a phrase about Christ used also in Ureisun: 
eafter him alle helpleses help 
help of all helpless 
Ureisun [L]. 41105 
this is reminiscent of the use of neodfulles help. 133 
Unable to assist oneself 
A more general use is: 
Pu art foster 7 feader; to helplese children. 
1 -1 ý you are Ifoster-parent and father to Inelpless children 
StM 18/29 
133 ase Pu ert neodfulles help Lof Lauerd 87 This is cited in the MED for sense e. 
'doomed, hopeless'; - also as noun. Citations include a1250 Orison Lord (Lamb. 
487) 189: Pu Pet ert eafter him alle helpleses help. c1390 Talking LGod (Vrn) 
56/1: Mooder of Merci, Help of alle helplese. 
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where the component of powerlessness appears to be present. There is a similar 
connotation in Lofsong qf Ure Louerde which refers to the speaker red me P. am 
helples and another which refers to being unable to maintain oneself in the world: 
nab ich hwaremide leden mi lif *isse worlde 7 am helples. 
I have not the means to lead my life in this world, and am helpless. 
LoJL 12/79 
The OED also gives sense 1 b. 'destitute (of) 1134 which is parallel to one of the 
senses of naket, but the earliest citation given is Piers Plowman (1362). 
Collocation 
Lofsong of ure Louerde 85helples 7 redles 
godles 
There are three instances of godles and the citations in MED sense (b) 'poor, poverty- 
stii cken' are from HM. 
Material povegy 
The instances are all from Hali Me0had. 135 
Pet tu nabbe .... ne weole nowoer, ant schalt granin godles 
so that you do not have .... riches either and must pine away in poverty 
134 There are only two citations, separate in time, one from Piers Plowman and one 
from Dryden. 
135 Also 'of a wood: barren'; with a citation from Poema Morale 
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HM 15/18 
Here godles is an antonym to weole which is used for 'wealth, riches' in the AB 
texts. 136 The next instance is cited by MED to illustrate sense (a) 'Worthless, useless' 
but I would argue that this also belongs in sense (b) 'poor, poverty-stricken'. The 
context is a discussion of an earthly man's role in providing materially for his wife. 
The brides of Christ do not need material provision, and are in fact more wealthy, both 
here and in heaven. All the wealth (weole) of the world is at their disposal and no 
earthly misfortune can deprive them of it as they are riche and iveolefule in the heart 
where: 
as ýe oore beob godlese ant ignahene 
where the others are poor and consumed with anxiety 
HM 14/32 
They are riche and weolefule in the heart where others are godlese and are ignahene 
'anxious'. Here godlese contrasts with riche and seems to me to mean poor as Millett 
glosses it (EETS 284 1982). 137 
Peripheral sense 
Without good 
Tbis, from St Katerine, seems to be similar to the TOE sense, and is cited for MED 
sense (a) 'Worthless, useless': 
136 Particularly in the Katherine Group - Bately (1998) 
137 Millett EETS (1982) glossary godles adj. 'impoverished' note p. 42/3 on 14/31-3 
she suggests 'All the joy and all the comfort is there [in the heart], where the 
others are poor. . .' 
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Pe Puneheb se greate ant beob godlese Pah antbeare of euch blisse 
which seem so great and yet are without good(ness) (worthless? ) 
St K. B 313 
Collocation 
HM 14/32 godlese ant ignahene 
Antonym 
StK. B. 313 greate ... godlese 
HM 15/18 weole ... godles 
HM 14/32 riche ant weoleful ... godlese ant ignahene 
mistrum 
This is only instance recorded. It is included because its definition in the MED is 'Of a 
meal: scant, poor'. This reflects the extensions of the 'poverty' category into areas of 
'inadequacy' and 'lack'. 
Material povelly 
There is only one instance and it does not carry the sense material poverty. It does 
carry what is a central sense in this category however, and its definition and its 
ýl - translat-ion. in. glossauriess iss 'poor' becaiuse 'poor' 'in -PDEE continues to carry this sense: 
Inadeauate. insufficien 
The citation is: 
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hwa grucche( ) 3ef ha ýencheo wel heron mistrum mele of 
unsauuree metes. of poure pitance. 
who will grumble, if they think about this well, about an inadequate meal 
of tasteless food, of a poor pittance? 
AW 134 71 a/23 
The context is a passage against gluttony and the sense seems to be 'inadequate, 
insufficient'. This phrase poure pitance occurs several times in AW and illustrates 
MED poure sense 5 (a) 'Small, insufficient; of intelligence: limited, inadequate', 
although from a different passage in AW. 111 
Collocation 
AW 71 a/23 mistrum mele ... poure pitance 
Summary 
Wac is included because it collocates with et)efich and wrecche. I then looked at its 
appearance in the TOE categories and it is interesting that while it does not appear in 
the TOE 'poverty' category, the modem English metalanguage of the categories it 
inhabits includes the word 'poor'. This reflects its sense 'inadequate' and it shares 
senses with other items from the AB 'poverty' category such as: 'inadequate with a 
financial component' and in marriage; being used of the flesh as opposed to the spirit; 
and having the context of humility. 
Wrecche has considerable polysemy in OE and adds more senses into early 
Middle English. In the early Middle English period it is used clearly as a replacement 
for wcedle and Pearfa and carries the sense 'matenal poverty' as well as 'poor in 
spirit'. In the AB texts it seems to be partly replaced by poure in these senses 
138 See section on poure below 
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illustrated by one instance in AW where the Corpus version has wrecche poure while 
Nero has only wrecche, possibly because wrecche still carried sufficient meaning to 
stand alone (AW Corpus 36 16a/25/Nero 29 15v/6-7). Wrecche continues its negative 
senses into early Nfiddle English, being used of hell, sin and sinners and the opponents 
of Christ in the AB texts. It is, surprisingly given these negative contexts, also used of 
Christ but only in The Wooing Group. It may be that its extensive and growing 
polysemy, which includes negative connotations, was a factor in its replacement by 
poure. 
In the TOE wone has many connections with items in the 'poverty' category and 
although it does not appear there it is present as an element in compound words. Its 
definitions in the OED and the MED for the thirteenth century include 'poverty'. It is 
also used in the AB texts as an antonym to weole. Its OE sense 'lack of' continues into 
the AB texts where it shares the neutrality of nede in that the context is supplied by 
the object that is lacked. Strikingly it is used in an almost exact echo of its OE use: 
TOE 10.02 One less than with numerals: twa wone of twentl St K. B. 23. It also is 
used as a replacement of weedle in the parallel wcedla h1afes and wone bred. 
The MED sense 2 'of low rank, lowly, poor' for eoelich, illustrated with citations 
from HM and SW, and its collocation with wac and lah are the reasons for its 
inclusion. There are interesting links in the TOE between Melich and other items from 
the TOE 'poverty' category. It shares TOE 03.03.04.05 Insufficiency, lack, want with 
wcedle and this is one of only two categories that w6edle appears in outside the 
6poverty' category. It does not, however, seem to carry this sense in the AB texts. It 
also shares the TOE category 11.08.04 Vanity, idleness, frivolity with lodrunkog 
(connected to loddere in the TOE poverty category) although in different 
subcategories. I have identified 'humility' as a context and this is not a new sense for 
jap- as it appears in TOE category 07.07 Humility. 'Poor' appears in the 
metalanguage in the TOE categories for wac and similarly glosses and translations for 
e6elich use 'poor', for example of SW 253/177 and HM 22/28. There do not appear to 
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be any instances of 'material poverty' but several of physical and moral frailty and 
inadequacy with a 'selling' component as in selling a soul to the devil. Lah and 
eoelich form a common collocation in the AB texts and other contemporary texts. 
Helples does not appear to be extant in OE although its positive form, help, is. The 
OED includes 'needy' in its definition and it is glossed 'destitute' by d'Ardenne 
(1961) in StIu. B. 305. It goes on to gather the sense 'destitute of' in OED sense lb. 
but the earliest citation for this is Piers Plowman. It is one of only three words in the 
AB 'poverty' vocabulary which are formed from a positive word with a negative affix. 
The other two are godles and meoseise and none of them last into PDE. 
In OE godles meant 'without good' but in AB texts it means 'without goods'. The 
MED gives b. 'Poor, poverty stricken' with citations from the AB texts and Chaucer. 
In the AB texts the antonym is weole which is one of the cenral AB words for 'wealth' 
so it appears to carry a central sense. 
The only extant instance of mistrum is this in AW. It collocates with poure and 
appears to mean 'inadequate'. 




wontlen is also considered but not included (see appendix) 
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lah 
There are forty-six instances of lah and it is included because the MED has under 
sense 5 (a) c 'low in fortunes, state, or condition; poor; unfortunate' etc. with the 
citation from SW 256/290 below. It also collocates with e6elich, poure and wrecche. 
Material poy= 
There do not seem to be any instances with the sense material poverty in the AB texts 
Literal sense and met4phoric extension 
1. Literal 
In the AB texts lahe is used in its purely literal sense rarely, in comparison with the 
figurative overtones that it more usually carries, 119 for example: 
hare her beo 1 coruen hare heaued cla6 sitte lahe 
Let their hair be cut short, their head-cloths come low down 
AW 218 115b/1 8 
ii. Of position in a hierarchy 
The antonym to lahe in every case is heh and the extension from a literal sense to one 
expressing relative position in a social, emotional or other figurative sense is a 
common one. 
a. Of social hierarchy 
There are two instances" which refer to the ranking of people, where a society 
139 This and AW 103a/12,115b/20 which three are the only purely literal senses out 
of 46 instances that I have found in the AB texts. 
140 And AW 52b/8 
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ordered in status requires obedience from Euch lahre his herre 'every inferior his 
superior'AW 102 52b/17. 
St luliene attempts to divert Eleusius from his pursuit of her by using status: 
sende him to seggen. P. nalde ha lihten swa lahe 
send him to say that she did not wish to stoop so low as to love him 
St Iu 6/39 
until he became, next to the Emperor, the highest in Rome. 
In OED sense 2e the extension into 'making a low bow' is given, illustrated with a 
first citation from 1548141 . This extension appears in this same sense in the AB texts 
and is part of MED sense ld. of the adverb. There is one instance in AW: 
7 underuon ýe peltence ý. ha leib up on hire lutinde hire lahe. 
and accept the penance that she lays upon them, bowing low to her. 
AW 219 116a/3 
which occurs in a discussion of the treatment that is appropriate for the two women 
who serve the anchoress. Lahe is used twice more in this passage of the behaviour of 
the women, who are lower in earthly and, presumably, in spiritual rank than the 
anchniress they serve 142 Thi-, S to be nn -]--, -. nt. -f .1 ere appear 
power in such low bowing. There is also one instance describing Saint Marharet's bow 
to Christ. (StM. B. 30/3). 
141 2e. Of an obeisance: Profound, deep' first citation a1548 Hall Chron., Edw. IV 
234 
142 Once in the citation above on headcloths, 115b/18, and in 115b/20 on keeping the 
eyes down. 
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b. Of the hierarchy of creation 
Lahe and heh are used of the social hierarchy, but in the hierarchy of creation after the 
Fall man is lower than the angels and the beasts are lower than man. Satan falls the 
lowest: 
of parais lihte se lahe 
(Satan) from Paradise fell so low 
StM. B. 38/19 
and the inhabitants of hell are at the bottom of the hierarchy (St M. 34/16). This sense 
in which lowness is a part of the hierarchy of society and creation come together: 
Nu ýu art iweddet, ant of se heh se lahe iliht - of englene ilicnesse .... 
into beastes liflade, into monnes beowdom 
Now you are married, and have descended so low from so high - from the 
likeness of angels .... into the life of an animal, into servitude to a man 
HM 12/11 
il i. Base 
There is one instance where lahe appears to carry the connotation of disapproval: 
- iscuitut honunardschipe. Icu, ping , eligiun. tv, IIIL LU Wiupcu WHICSSe 
7 manere imeane. A 
individual difference -a base thing in religion, for it shatters unity 
and the common manner 
AW 130 69a/23 
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iv. To lay/lie low 
The demon submits to the superior power of the saint and refers to St Marharet's 
triumph over him: 
of hwet cunde kimeb ýe Di luue 7 ti bileaue Det lei8 me se lahe 
What is the source of your love and your faith, which lay me so low? 
StM. B. 38/6 
There is collocation with the verb leggen 'to lay 9 or liggen 'to lie' forming a phrase 
still in use in current English. 
Of the flesh and the earthly life 
i. Of earthly (as opposed to spiritual) life: 
There is a widespread use of lahe to denote the distinction between 'earthly' and 
'heavenly' life. This is a feature of other items in the eME vocabulary of poverty 
where, as with lahe, use includes the distinction between 'earthly' and 'heavenly' life 
as well as between the lahe 'physical - the body' and the heh 'spiritual - the Soul 1.143 
The earthly as opposed to heavenly distinction is clearly made: 
7 forleoseo ýe luue nawt ane of heh in heouene A of lah hec on eoroe 
and lose the love not only of those who are high in heaven but of tho se to o 
who liVelow on earth 
St M B. 34/14 
143 As in earm, wrecche etc. 
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ii. Of the body/flesh 
As the earth is 'low' in the hierarchy, the fleshly part of man is also 'low. 
se unimete lah bing .... schal drahen in to sunne. 11 se unimete heh bing 
that so immeasurably low a thing (the body) .... has to draw into sin so 
immeasurably high a thing (the soul) 
AW 73 38a/22 
As in much eME writing distaste for the flesh and its appetites is strong and here, 
as elsewhere, poverty vocabulary is used to express this. In HM it is clear that sexual 
activity of itself condemns women aseflesches Prealles ... wuniM lahe on eoroe 'as 
slaves of the flesh live low on earth' HM 2/8 they live low in comparison with the 
high tower on which live the virgins. 
Humilijy 
It is then surprising to find, also in HM, Mary being addressed by Gabriel, described 
as lah: 
loke hu lah ha lette hire 
look how low she valued herself 
HM 22/19 
This is the paradox also found in other words from the eME vocabulary of 
poverty 144 in which negative connotations become positive when the context is that of 
144 For example, e6lich, wac, poure 
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self evaluation, as this then becomes humility. 145 Humility is specifically defined 
using lah in AW- 
eadmodnesse is forkeastunge of wuroschipe 7 luue of lutel hereword 
7 of lahnesse 
humility is rejecting of honour and love of little praise and of lowness 
AW 144 76a/15 
The apostles on earth show this humility: 
Ich iseh ýe apostles, 
poure ant lah on eoroe 
I saw the Apostles (that were) poor and low on earth 
SW 100/31 
where lah and poure collocate. Humility is an important element in the AB texts' use 
of lahe. 
Collocation 
AW 69 35b/26 lah Purh milde eadmodnesse 
HM 22/5 lahe ant e6liche 
SW 254/217 e6eliche ant lahe 
AW 145 76b/20 lutle 7 of lahe lif 
SW 100/31 poure ant lah 
145 A parallel is found in the positive connotation when used as a religious metaphor, 
for words which are otherwise negative, such as Peow and slavery words as noted 
by Elizabeth Stevens Girsch (1994) 
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AW 183 97a/19 a3ein scheome 7 lahscipe 
HM 2/8 ase flesches ýrealles ... worldes beowdom... lahe 
AW 198 105a/7 to se lahe wrecches 
In the instances I have found in the AB texts there are eighteen antonyms, and 
each one is a form of heh 'high'. The antithesis of 'high' and 'low' is commonly 
found in the Katherine Group and related texts (Shepherd 199 1). 
There are recurring phrases using lahe: 
St M 34/14 of heh in heouene A of lah hec on eor6e 
St M 34/16 Pe heste in heouene to Pe laheste in helle 
HM 2/9 Nawt of lah on eor8e, A of be hehe in heouene 
wontreabe 
There are fourteen instances and in the AB texts wontrea, )e is found in all three 
groups. It is included because the OED definition includes 'poverty' giving 'Misery, 
distress, hardship; adversity, poverty' although the MED does not. 
Material p2veW 
Only one instance seems, from context, to be related to issues of wealth and poverty: 
Ant ich hit am. ýe reafde ýe riche lob his ahte. swa ý. he weolewede 
of wontrebe i ýe mixne 
And I am he who deprived the rich Job of his goods 
so that he wasted away from poverty in the dunghill. 
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St Iu B. 366 (R wondreoe) 
Here wontre6e is expressing a condition in which one component is the reversal in 
fortune from riche. Its antonym is riche. The other instance is: 
louerd 
ich ileue hit 7 luuie 7 wulle luuien be more lo 
uerd burh bis wondred ben er in a] mine weole 
Lord, I believe it, and love and will love you more, Lord, 
through this poverty than I did previously in all my wealth 
LojLouerd p. 13/107 
Here 'hardship' would make equal sense as a translation but weole is its antonym and 
this is a common word for 'wealth' in the AB texts as noted previously. 
Earthly suffering 
Wontrea5e is used of earthly suffering generally. This worldly suffering comes from 
God 146 , and wontrea0e is used in this sense: 
ure flesch schal blikien schenre ben be sunne. A3ef hit is totoren her 
-,; A W; A -p- Vvl%i / LU Vv%ýCut%,. 
our flesh shall shine brighter than the sun , if it is tom to pieces here 
with suffering and with grief 
AW 185 98a/18 
146 Godes Preatunge is wontre0e 7 weane i licome 7i sawle 
'God's threatening is misery and grief in body and soul' (AW 81 42a/24) 
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and also of the martyrdom of the saints. Neither pleasure nor wontre, )e 'suffering' can 
turn the saint aside: 
tu ne maht nanes-weis, wib weole ne wib wunne, 
wib wa ne wib wondrebe, wiö nan worldlich Ping, 
wenden me ne wrenchen ut of Pe weie ýat ich am in 
bigunnen to ganne. 
you cannot in any way, by riches or pleasure, by pain 
or by suffering, or by any worldly thing, turn me aside 
out of the way that I have begun to walk in. 
St MR. 11/14 
In HM wontrea. )e is used of the experience of the woman who has chosen an 
earthly marriage instead of the holy marriage to Christ: 
ant hauest ifunden weane Drin ant wontreabe 
since you have found misery in it and all kinds of hardship 
HM 4/3 
'Hardship' and 'suffering' could be used equally in these contexts. The concept is 
of a generallsed' state. 
Of sin and hell 
An aspect of wontrea& which is not always present in the 'poverty' vocabulary in the 
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AB texts is that it is used about 'hell'. In AW there are two instances 147 that refer 
specifically to hell: 
7 in helle wontreaÖe echeliche wakien 
and will wake eternally in the misery of hell 
AW 110 57b/21 
and one in SW where Hell is called: 
heatel ham ant heard wan of alle wontreabes 
horrid home and hard dwelling of all miseries 
SW 94/2 
Saint luliene is clear that devils live in the idols worshipped by the heathen, and 
they will pay back their worshippers with torment, for ever: 
For ne wergeb he neauer to wurchen ow al ý. wandreoe world 
ä buten ende. 
For he will never grow weary of working on you all that misery, 
world without end 
St Iu R. 166 
147 And AW 160 84b/27-8 the devil takes sinners to weane 7 to wontre0e worlde 
abuten ende 




81 42a/24 wontrea6e 7 weane 
160 84b/27-8 weane 7 to wontreabe 
185 98a/18 wiO wontreabe 7 wiO weane 
St K.: 
B. 229 for teone ne for tintreohe ne for na worldliche wontrea8e 
St Iu.: 
B. 132 for wa ne for wontreaoe 
B. 221 of wa 7 of wontrea6e 
R. 209 na derf .. nan wondre8e ne .. 
dute of dea6e 
stm.: 
R. 11/14 wio wa ne wlO wondreoe 
Antonym 
St MR. 11/14 weole .. wunne/wa .. wondreoe 
StIu. B. 132 weole .. wunne/wa .. wontreaoe 
StIu. B 366 nche ... wontreoe 
LojLauerd 13/107 wondred ... weole 
nowin 
There are eleven instances of nowcin in the AB texts and it is found only in the 
Katherine Group 148 in St Katerine, St Marharet, SW and HM. In the OED and the 
MED the only citations are from the Katherine Group and Cursor Mundi. 
148 So not in AW or the Wohunge Group, whereas meseise is found only in AW and 
the Wohunge Group. 
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Material poygrty 
It is found in the context of 'material poverty', in SW where Streng& 'Fortitude' says 
that if the Devil attacks w1th soft weapons, such as weole 'riches' and wunne 
6pleasure', it might be troubling, but that nothing hard: 
ne nowein ne na wone falsi min heorte 
no suffenng or want can make my heart false 
SW 96/2 
MeaO 'Temperance' responds: 
'For ba me ah, ' quoo Mea8, 'ant for heart of nowein ant for 
nesche of wunne, dreden ant carien. For moni for to muchel 
heard of wa ýet he dreheo for3et ure Lauerd 
'People should be anxious and concerned about both, ' 
Temperance says, 'the hardness of suffering and softness of pleasure. 
For many forget our Lord because the misery they suffer is too hard to bear. 
SW T. 96/4 (*B. wone ) 
In Temperance's response nowcin stands for the earlier pair nowcin and wone. It is 
difficult to identify the components of -suffering, out here wone 'want" seems to be 
able to be understood as a component in nowcin. 
In St Katerine the saint, as she is dying, asks for intercession for all suffering 
people who call upon her: 
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ant cleopieö to me hwen ha schulen Pe derf of deab drehen oöer 
hwense ha hit eauer dob i neode ant i nowcin, ... aflei from ham 
al uuel - weorre ant wone babe, ant untidi wederes, hunger ... 
and call to me when they must undergo the pain of death, or whenever 
they do it, in need or in suffering ... drive off all evil from them, both 
war and want and untimely weather, hunger ... 
St K B. 877 
This passage seems to underline the sense that nowcin involves, through 'war', 
'want', 'hunger', 'untimely weather' and so on, 'physical suffering'. It collocates here 
with neode. While nowcin has a wider sense than simply 'material poverty' it does 
seem to be able contain this as a component. 
Earthly suffering 
This instance is interesting in the light of the above context because in St Katerine the 
description of the nature of Paradise is: 
na niht nis Per neauer, ne neauer na nowcln-, ne eüeo per 
na mon nowi5er sorhe ne sar, nowöer heate ne chele, nowöer 
hunger ne Purst, ne nan ofýunchunge. 
there is never night there, and never any hardship. No one is afflicted 
th': -Vý 11 11 I pain, or heat or col(l, or hunger or thirst, or any remorse. by sorrow anU 
St K B. 615 
Here nowcin seems to be the sum of sorhe, sar, heate, chele, hunger, burst, and 
offiunchunge, the extremes of life on earth. It is firmly positioned on earth, and I have 
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not found an instance where it applies to suffering in hell. 
Collocation 
StKB 877 neode ... nowein 
SW 96/2 nowcin ... wone 
SW 96/4 neowcins ant eorbliche tintreohen 
Antonym 
SW 353/187 nowcm ... wunne 
Summary 
Lah appears to be one of the members of the category which does not caxry the central 
sense but which is present through family resemblance. In the MED sense 5c includes 
'poor' and it collocates with Melich, poure and wrecche. In the AB texts it is rarely 
used in its literal sense but is used of a position in a hierarchy of social position, or in 
creation where it may be used of hell. It is used of life on earth as opposed to heaven 
and is used of the flesh. In the context of May it has the sense 'humility' and where it 
is used as self regard 'low' becomes 'humility' for Christians. All its antonyms are 
heh. 
The OED includes 'poverty' in its definition of wontreao., although the ME-D does C"- 
not. Both include 'misery' and associated states. It does not collocate with other items 
from the AB 'poverty' vocabulary, but its antonyms include riche and weole. It is used 
in StIuliene of Job's suffering in poverty. It is often used of the suffering of 
martyrdom, and of suffering on earth that gains heavenly reward. It is specifically 
used of hell, in AW and SW. 
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Nowcin only appears in the Katherine Group. The OED has 'hardship, distress' as 
its sense but the MED also has 'privation, want'. The only citations in both 
dictionaries are from the Katherine Group and Cursor. Mundl. It collocates with other 
items from the AB 'poverty' vocabulary where it forms a pair with nede. It is not used 
of hell, but its absence is a feature of paradise. 








I have found forty two instances of poure in the AB texts. Both the OED and the MED 
have 'poor' as a primary sense. 
Material 12oy= 
Fourteen instances seem to refer to material poverty. 
There are general references to giving one s possessions to the poor which seems a 
clear sense from the context: 
bah ich 3eue poure al b. ich hefde 
though I gave to the poor all that I had 
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AW 196 104a/13 
and the word poure translates pauperum in the text. 
One instance of material poverty echoes a similar citation in the Trinity 
Homilles'49: 
Pe riche reo0eren ant schep - ant bule, hwase mahte - 
brohten to lake, be poure cwike briddes. 
The rich brought cattle and sheep as offerings; 
whoever could, bulls; the poor. live birds. 
StKB. 21 
The adjective poure can be used as a straightforward antonym to riche'50: 
be wrecche poure peoddere mare nuro he makeb ... 
ben be riche mercier 
The wretched poor peddlar makes more noise to advertise his soap 
than the rich merchant 
AW (Corpus) 36 16a/25 
Inadequate, insufficient 
The component of 'inadequate, insufficient' is well represented in AB use ofPoure. 
This is clear in the three instances in AW of the phrase poure pitance'51: 
149 al225(? al2OO)Trin. Hom. (Trin-CB. 14.52)47: Hie.. brohte Pat child mid hire in 
to Pe temple and offredde locfor him.. gýf hie was riche wimman, a lomb.. gif hie 
was poure, two duue briddes. 
150 HM 4/15 
151 And AW 3la/14,71a/23. I have found no other examples in a proximity search in 
the MED 
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A3ein glutunie is his poure pitance b. he hefde o rode 
Against gluttony is his poor pittance which he had on the cross. 
AW 134 71a/18 
as the pitance is a special meal provided by bequest for a feast day, and so should be 
more luxurious than a day to day meal. Poure is applied to food again in this sense in 
AW about the correct way for the anchoresses to distribute alms: 
3ef ha mel spearien eam poure schraden. sende harn al dearnliche 
ut of hire wanes 
If she can spare any poor scraps, let her send them quite secretly out 
of her house. 
AW 212 112a/23 
The sense of poure here is not straightforward and is discussed further in the section 
on context. 
Poure is also be used in this sense as an adverb: 
ich hit do se poureliche 
I tin it en nnnrl, 1 iI LflJ j/JJi1J 
AW 36 16b/22 
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Lacking in 
The sense 'lacking in' can be a neutral use as in this citation about Christ: 
Pus poure he wes of in 
This is how poor he was as to an inn 
AW 133 71a/2 
although a feature of this passage in context is that it seems to contain a demonstration 
of material poverty defined through the nature of alms - here of housing the poor. 152 
This following citation also has the sense 'lacking in something': 153 
And 3et ich haue an heorte unwrest I un 
wurol I westi I poure of alle gode beawes 
and yet I have a heart, vile and unworthy, and 
destitute and poor of all good virtues 
Wohunge 610 
where here there are negative overtones in terms of the 'quality' of the subject. The 
context makes it clear that to be poure here is negative. In the following citation: 
Pu seist Pe nis neod na medecine. A Pu art blind iheortet ne ne 
sist ii-vt hu ýu art poure 7 naket of nnt crnQtPIic-h wri-. t-ohi- 
You say you need no medicine but you are blind hearted and do not see 
how you are poor and naked of holiness, and a spiritual wretch. 
AW 92 48a/10 
151 See later section discussing this passage. 
153 And AW 54b/3 
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the use of poure has the sense 'lacking in something' as in the previous citation, if it is 
used as a parallel synonym with naket so that the sense is of being both 'lacking in' 
and 'naked of' holiness. This sense could be carried by naket alone through naket of 
halinesse 154 in which case poure, as in 4you are poor' would of itself be presented as a 
negative quality. IS5 Indeed in the following passage poure is used as a stand alone 
expression of a negative quality. 
Pe ober is pusillanimitas, b. is to poure heorte 7 to earh mid alle 
ei heh ýing to underneomen in hope of godes help 
The second is Pusillanimitas, that is, a heart too poor and too cowardly 
as well to undertake any high thing in hope of God's help 
AW 105 54b/3 
Here pusillanimitas is the second cub of the bear of heavy sloth, who stands for one of 
the seven capital sins. There is no doubt in this passage that poure is negative in its 
own right and not as a neutral expression of 'lack' where the quality comes from the 
nature of the thing 'being lacked'. If so, this could be sense 5a in the OED despite the 
earliest citation being later than the AB texts. 156 
154 Although poure 7 naket could be a phrase 
155 It is interesting in this pasage that gastelich wrecche is a negative spiritual quality 
when in the Lambeth Homilies, for example, this phrase is used of 'poor in spirit' 
in its positive sense. In spiritual references the nature of poure as a quality is 
complex as poure can be used in the sense which the MED has as 6(b) 'humble, 
meek [often with allusion to the first Beatitude' (Mat. 5.3)]; - in (of) spirit; - 
man; also as noun: the - in gost (spirit); The MED has the earliest citation under 
this sense as 1300 (Spec. Guy (Auch)) and this is discussed again later. 
156 OED 5. a. 'Deficient in the proper or desired quality; of little excellence or value; 
not worth much; of inferior quality, paltry, 'sorry'; mean, shabby' first citation 
Cursor Mundi 1300 14869 bisfolk ... 
0 littel wijt, o pour resun. 
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Literal and met! qphoric extension 
1. Low in the social hierarchy 
Poure is used as a substantive, poure standing for 'all the poor people' where their 
condition is standing for their bodies and the phrase poure 7 riche is used to indicate 
'everyone': "' 
ýet poure ba ant riche comen ýer bitioren him to ýe temple 
both poor and rich came there before him to the temple 
St K. B. 18 
Here the antonyms are intended to indicate the two extremes of the social hierarchy, 
with poure as one and riche as the other extreme. 
Humili! y 
There are instances which appear to carry the connotations of humility and this 
extension is a component when poure is used of Mary 158. In the section in AW about 
Christ's poverty his birth from Mary is part of his poverty on earth: 
Her efter ýe poure meiden of heouene fostrede him 7 fedde 
After this the poor virgin of heaven nursed him and fed him 
AW 133 70b/ 23 
It is possible that it is Mary's material poverty on earth that is the focus here, but 
the phrase Pe poure meiden of heouene seems to contain more than an emphasis on 
157 MED 3b. see also HM 19/23 although here there is the component of material 
poverty as well 
158 Compare HM 22/19 where Mary considers herself lah see section on lahe 
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her worldly condition. That poure applied to Mary does not only involve material 
poverty is clear in the following instance from AW where Christ's earthly experience 
is put forward as a defence for man against self regard: 
Hwa halt him muchel as ýe prude deo. hwen he bihalt hu lutel Pe 
muchele lauerd makede him in w1o a poure meldenes breoste. 
Who considers himself great, as the proud man does, when he considers 
how small the great Lord made himself within a poor maiden's breast? 
AW 127 67a/24 
It is possible to be materially wealthy and yet be poure in heart. Indeed the 
possession of earthly riches does little good: 
bute ha poure beon berin wi8 haliness of heorte 
unless they remain poor with it in holiness of heart 
HM 15/13 
This seems to be a use in line with MED sense 6 (b), despite the giVen date of the 
earliest citation for this sense, which is later than the AB texts. 159 
This quality of poure in the sense of humble may also be applied to the apostles: 
Tüh *Qi-h hi- nnnQtli-Q nmire, nnt 12h nn earhe 
I saw the Apostles (that were) poor and low on earth 
SW 100/31 
159 MED 6. (b) 'humble, meek [often with allusion to the first Beatitude (Mat. 5.3)1; - 
in (of) spirit; - man, also as noun: the - in gost (spirit)'; first citation 6330 
(? c 1300) Spec. Guy (Auch) 164: Pouh man haue muche katel.. 3it he may be pore 
of mod And low of herte. 
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This does not mean in this case that the component of material poverty is missing 
but their poure ant lah quality is bound up with Christ's condition on earth and poure 
is often used of Christ (see below). 
Powerlessness 
This is not a sense that has any support from the dictionaries, and my evidence for it is 
contextual. However the metaphoric use of poure of the soul as wooed by Christ 
seems to contain this component. 
Earst as a mon ýe woheo. as a king ý. luuede a gentil poure leafdl 
of feorrene lond 
First, like a man who woos, like a king who loved a poor lady of good 
family living in a country far off 
AW 198 105a/12 
The lady is poure and yet is also gentil, so this does not include the sense in which 
poure is used of those low in the hierarchy of society. 160 The contrast between the lady 
(the soul) and CMst is developed further16l: 
A lefdi wes mid hire fan. biset al abuten. hire lond al destruet. 7 heo 
al poure inwib an eor6ene castel. A mihtl kinges luue wes ýah bitumd 
uo on hire 
160 Which I assume is a component in the use of the antonyms riche and poure to 
mean 'everyone. 
161 Shepherd, citing Gaffney, notes that there are many examples of this exemplum 
of the lady beseiged in her castle of which this is the earliest and in Piers Plowman 
is the most famous. 
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A lady was closely besieged by her enemies, her land completely devastated 
and she all poor inside a castle of earth. A powerful king, though, 
had fallen ... in love with 
her 
AW 198 105a/20 
The focus of contrast between the lady and Christ here is that between poure and 
mihti. 
There are two instances which draw on a referent from the real world In AW, not 
the spiritual, in which poure may contain an element of 'powerlessness'. The first is of 
Pe poure widewe hwen ha wule hire hus cleansin 'the poor widow, when she wants to 
clean her house' AW 161 85b/9. The collocation poure widewe reinforces this, a 
widow is someone in need of protection, whose position, particularly if she is poor 
materially, is vulnerable. The last instance is: 
be bridde cunne of fokelere is wurst as ich seide. for he preiseo be uuele 
7 his uuele dede. as be be seide ti be cniht. be robbeo his poure men. A 
sire as bu dest wel. for euer me schal bine cheorl peolkin 7 pilien. for he 
is as be wioin be spruteZ5 ut be betere b. me hine croppeb ofte. A 
The third kind of flatterer is the worst, as I said, for he praises the evil 
person and his evil deed - like him who says to the knight who robs his 
poor, 'Ali, sir, how rightly you act, for the serf needs to be plucked and 
peeled all the time, for he is like the willow, which sprouts out the better 
when it is often cut back. ' 
AW 46 22b/1 
In this passage the word poure could include material poverty but it seems to me 
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in addition that the poure men are those over whom the cnlht has power. They are his 
poure men, they belong to him. This citation is used of cheorl in the OED to illustrate 
sense 3. 'A tenant in pure villemage; a serf, a bondman. (The position to which most 
of the OE. ceorlas were reduced after the Norman conquest. )' and in the MED to 
illustrate 1 (c) 'bondsman, serf, villein, peasant; servant'. In both these instances there 
seems to be an element in which poure may carry connotations of being low in the 












AW 71 a/23 
AW 7 lb/10 








poure meiden (hester) 
poure 7 naket .. 7 gastelich wrecche 
poure heorte 7 to earh 
to neodfule 7 to poure 
poure meidenes breoste 
poure meiden 
poure pitance 
mistrum mele ... poure pitance 
godes poure dM hare meoseise 
poure widewe 





AW 114a/20 poure monne 
SW 100/31 poure ant lah 
Woh 319 poure -. westi 7 wrecched 
Antonym 
StKB. 18 poure ba ant riche 
St K. B. 21 ýe riche .. ýe poure (offerings) 
HM 4/15 of ýe riche. . of ýe poure 
HM 19/23 of poure ba ant riche 
(I have not included antonyms that are separated in the text, even though they are 
antonyms in the context such as poure and mihtl above. ) 
pouerte 
There are fifteen instances of pouerte which is treated as a separate item from poure 
because it appears only in AW and Wohunge, as does meoseise (Wohunge meselse), 
even though poure is more widely distributed. There are seven instances in AW and 
eight in Wohunge. 
Material poy= 
There is a clear sense of material poverty. In this instance poverty is one of the 
afflictions that come into the prayers of the anchoresses: 
geden8 in ower heorte alle, seke 7 sane b. wa 7 pouerte bollebb 
gather in your heart all the sick and sorrowful who suffer misery and poverty 
AW 19 8a/8 
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The collocations here make it clear that this is earthly suffering. Humility in 
confession is likened to a cointe hearloz who: 
hude6 eauer hire god. Aschawe8 foro hire pouerte. 
ever hides her goods and puts on show her poverty. 
AW 168 89b/ 5 
and here the metaphor draws a threatening portrait of a beggar soliciting alms through 
conscious deception, so the metaphoric referent of the poverty that is being put on 
show is clearly that of someone appearing, here falsely, materially poor and in a 
condition that involves begging for alms. 
Earthly suffering 
God sends poverty as suffering in this world: 
Ofgodd .... pouerte. mishapnunge. 7 obre swucche 
From God .... poverty, misfortune and other such 
AW9448b/10-11 
Poverty on earth leads to reward in heaven, for wO pouerte 7 w1o wa schal mon 
wele huggen 'for with poverty and with woe shall wealth be purchased' Wohunge 363. 
The poverty Christ suffered throughout his life is a strong focus in both AW and 
Wohunge. 162 
162 Pis wes muche pouerte: 'this was great poverty' (on poverty of his birth) AW 133 
70b/25 121 
Inoh were pouerte 7 schome wO uten o&e pines 'sufficient were poverty and 
shame without other torments' Wohunge 440 
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There are uses of pouerte however which bring the question of what the 
components of poverty are in context. In a passage in AW on Christ suffering poverty 
throughout his life the culmination, and greatest poverty, comes in the crucifixion: 
A alre, meast pouerte cOm 3et her efter. For steort naket he wes 
despuillet o be rode 
But the greatest poverty of all came after this again: for he was 
stripped stark naked on the cross. 
AW 133 71a/10 
The key word in this passage is pouerte and the passage is framed to reflect three of 
the requirements of alms - to feed, clothe and house the poor. Christ is hungry for 
food, has only the little space occupied by the foot of the cross and is stripped 
naked163 . The condition of 
Christ at the Crucifixion would not be considered one of 
gpoverty' in PDE I suggest. This seems to me to be a specific use which is drawing on 
the charitable acts which relieve the poor - food, clothing and housing. I am not sure 
that any of the senses given for pouerte in the dictionaries are entirely satisfactory in 
this context. If MED sense 2. (a). is assumed, which is of the poverty of Christ, then 
the definition becomes circular. The references in the passage to the lack of food, 
clothes and lodging, which are the criteria for alms, fulfill the sense of poverty, but 
particularly as applied to Christ at the crucifixion this is puzzling and is an example of 
a word that appears not to have changed its meaning but which is deceptive in context 
because the elements in its frame have some difterences which may be masked by the 
apparent familiarity of the word. 
The anchoresses are emulating the earthly suffering of Christ in their experience in 
the anchor house, and there appears to be material deprivation in this but there are 
163 Despuillet is a verb with violent connotations - see section on naket 
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other components to their imitation of the poverty of Christ on earth, such as loss of 
earthly status in relation to those who were once beneath them in the hierarchy and 
their dependence on alms. 
Collocation 
AW 8a/8 seke 7 sarie ý. wa 7 pouerte ýolieo 
AW48b/10-11 pouerte, mishapnunge 
AW71a/10 pouerte .. for steort naket 
AW 115a/14 pouerte 7 unoerneschipe 
Wohunge 356-7 mesalse 7 pouerte 
Wohunge 363 pouerte ... wa 
Antonym 
AW 70b/15 3iscceunge ... pouerte 
meoseise 
There are fourteen instances of meoseise and among the AB texts it is found only in 
AW and Wohunge'64 (Wohunge - meseise) as is pouerte. The MED includes 'poverty' 
as a factor in being in a state of meoseise and adds a third strand of a person in this 
state. As an adjective, the meaning is 'distressed, in want'. 
It is possih-le- to See meoseise and nowcin almost as svnonvm-,: they are hoth used 
of the suffering that is in imitation of Christ's suffering, and that is used as a test of 
faith. It is interesting that in the AB texts they are used mutually exclusively, so a text 
uses one or the other but not both. 




Tbe condition that qualifies a person for the support of alms and assistance is named 
meoseise, as when the anchoresses are warned against distributing alms for the poor: 
Seinte Marie naueb be mon ooer be wummon meoseise 7 namon nule 
don ham nawt. 
St Mary - isn't that man (or that woman) in distress and no one will 
do anything for them? 
AW 115 60b/8 
and those in need of alms in the form of shelter are also described as meoseise: 
seide ha wes igan o dweole as meoseise ýing efter herbearhe 
said she had gone astray, a poor thing looking for shelter 
AW 116 60b/28 
The condition of meoseise is used as a metaphor in the passage2 about the 
necessity for confession to be humble (AW 89a/26 ff. ). Humility pleads with Christ: 
wiO bus anewil ropunge halseb efter sum help to be wrecche meoseise 
With constant beseeching of this sort she implores some help 
for a distressed wretch. 
AW 169 89b/13 
as a beggar pleads with a rich man. 
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An important element in the anchoresses' experience is their dependence on others 
for alms. They share this with the materially poor, and their needs in this respect are 
described as meoseise165: 
we schawin to gode freond as obre godes poure dob hare meoseise 
wi? 5 milde eadmodnesse 
we show to good friends our distress, as other of God's poor do 
theirs, with mild humility 
AW 134 71b/10 
It seems uncertain who obre godes poure are here, whether they are the poor in 




Some of the instances in AW are of physical 'discomfort' or 'distress' including 
physical illness: 
hwa se is ful meoseise. of al beo ha cwite 
Whoever is very sick, let her be free of all 
A. w28- 122a/14 
and 'physical discomfort', such as AW 28b/6 where it is better for an anchoress to deie 
martir in hire meoseise 'die a martyr in her distress' than that she should ask for better 
food. 
165 Also 112b/24 
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The anchor house itself is intended to be a place that recreates Christ's suffering 
on earth, so in AW the anchor house itself is a place of meoseise: 
Muchel hofles hit is. cumen in to ancre hus. in to godes prisun willes 
7 waldes to stude of meoseise forte sechen else brin 7 meistrie 7 leafdlschipe. 
mare ben ha mahte habben inohreabe ihaued ii be worlde. 
It is very unreasonable to come into an anchor-house, into God's prison, 
willingly and wanting to, to a place of discomfort, to seek comfort in it 
and power and the standing of a lady beyond what she might readily enough 
have had in the world. 
AW 57 28b/15 
ii. General suffering 
Here meoseise could be seen as an emotional rather than a bodily hardship: 
mislicunge wiO uten. Aase secnesse. meoseise. scheome. vnhap. 7 
euch licomlich derf b. te flesch elleo 
Displeasure outside, such as sickness, distress, shame, misfortune and 
each bodily hardship which troubles the flesh. 
AW 93 48a/25 
Collocation 
AW 62 3 lb/I pine 7 wone ant ... meoseises 
AW 93 48a/25 seenesse. meoseise. scheome. vnhap ... derf; 
AW 134 71b/10 godes poure ... hare meoseise; 
AW 169 89b/13 wrecche meoseise 
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Wohunge 355 mesaise 7 pouerte 
Antonym 
AW 98 50b/23 to muroe wio meoselse ýen to wa w1b eise 
AW 114 59b/12-13 muchele eise efter ýe muchele meoseise 
In both these antonyms it is the positive and negative form of the same root and the 
effect is stylistic as well as semantic. 
beggerelbegger(elbeggild 
There are three instances. These items are found only in AW. The OED suggests that if 
this word comes from OR, which is considered more likely than OE bedecian as there 
are no surviving instances between the OE use in Alfred's Pastoral Care and these 
citations in AW, then AW contains the first attestations of all these three forms. I shall 
treat these three forms as one item. 
Material poygM 
The anchoresses are discouraged from offering alms as they themselves are in the 
position of beggars and: 
Nalde me labhen a beggere lude to bismere. ýe leaoede men to feaste? 
Would not a beggar who invited people to a feast be laughed loudly to scorn? 
AW 211 112a/2 
They are therefore reliant on alms. This is a source of shame: 
Scheome ich cleopie eauer her. beon itald unwur( ). 7 beggin 
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as an hearlOt 3ef neod is hire liueneo 
I call shame always being accounted worthless here, and begging 
one's livelihood like a down-and-out if need be 
AW 182 96b/16 
Literal and metgphoric extensions 
i. Low in the social hierarchy 
The last is a presentation of the beggar as the lowest in the social hierarchy: 
hit is beggilde riht to beore bagge on bac. burgelse to beore purs. A 
nawt godes spuse De is leafdi of heouene. 
It is for beggar-women to bear bags on their backs, townswomen to 
bear purses, not God's wife, who is a lady of heaven. 
AW 87 45a/21 
The MED says that beggilde was originally a female beggar. 166 
Collocation 
AW96b/16 beggin ... hearlot 
Antonym 
AW 45a/21 beggilde ... burgeise ... leafdi 
166 Although the earliest name it gives is Alanum Beghild 1229, a male name. 
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hearlot 
There are three instances, all in AW. It is included because it collocates with beggin 
and is used of the poor who come to the gate for alms. 
Material povegy 
This instance is part of the warning against the anchoresses, who are beggars 
themselves, distributing alms: 
ne ne tulle 3e to ýe 3ete. nane uncu! 5 hearloz. ýah ber nere nan ooer uuel 
bute hare meadlese nuro 
do not encourage any unknown down-and-outs to come to the gate: 
though there were no other harm except their immoderate noise 
AW211 Illb/26 
This is the only instance in AW in which there is the specific information that the 
poor might be vagrants, unknown to those who are giving alms. 
In the following instance the collocation with cointe reinforces the negative 
context, (elsewhere in AW cointe is used of the devil. 167) : 
Eadmodnesse is ilich ýeose cointe hearloz 
Humility is like these cunning down-and-outs 
AW I A9 
This passage goes on to present a threatening picture of a beggar dissembling in order 
to receive alms. 
117 his cointe couerschipe his (the devil's) 'cunning covertness'AW 152 80a/13 
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Earthly suffering 
7 beggin as an hearlot 3ef neod is hire IlueneO 
and begging for her living like a down-and-out if there is need 
AW 6 96b/16 
In this citation in, which hearlot is collocated with beggin, the context is that of shame 
and this is used in reference to Christ's life of shame on earth. 
Collocation 
AW 89a/26 cointe hearloz 
AW 96b/I 6 beggin as an hearlot 




This is found once in Hah Meiohad and twice in Wohunge. It is included because the 
MED gives sense (a) as 'Desolate, deserted' and an additional sense, sense (b) 
'destitute' illustrated by the citation below about Christ from Wohunge 276/320. '68 It 
collocates with --nd 
168 1 have put westi in the section from OFr but it may be that it could equally well sit 
in the OE section. The MED uses the same citation although derived from two 
different manuscripts to illustrate two forms, one it derives from OE and one from 




In Wohunge westi is used once of Christ: 
Ihesu ml hues luue riche ar tu as lauerd in heuene 7 in eoroe . 
7 tah poure ýl bicorn for me. westi 7 wrecched 
Jesus, my life's love, you are rich as Lord in heaven and earth, 
and yet you became for me poor, destitute and wretched 
Wohunge 276/320 
Westi is collocated with poure and wrecched and in context both westi and wrecched 
are an alliterating pair amplifying poure. The antonym to this group is riche. 
Lackiniz in, deficient 
In the second instance the speaker is describing her heart: 
And 3et ich haue an heorte unwrest 7 unwuroi 7 westi 
7 poure of alle gode Peawes 
and yet I have a heart, vile and unworthy, and destitute and poor of all good 
virtues 
Wohunge 284/610 
Here poure seems to be used with the sense of 'lacking in, deficient in' and wesh 
could extend this, or add 'destitute', or be collocated with unwrest and unwur6i. The 
collocation seems negative but is a sense found also in naket and poure for example. It 
is interesting that although westi seems such an ephemeral member of the category in 
this rare use it could also be carrying this other central sense. 
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Peripheral senses 
This is the more frequent sense of westi as 'desolate' or 'wasteland' which survives 
longer: 
Det tu nabbe .... ne weole now, )er, ant schalt granin godles inwio 
westi wahes 
so that you do not have .... riches either and must pine away in poverty 
between bare walls 
HM 15/18 
and here too it is associated with 'material poverty ý in context. The OED gives A. adj. 
1. Desolate, desert, and also uses this citation from HM as the first instance. The 
additional senses it gives are all of later use169. This sense is peripheral to the AB 
4poverty' category but is a central sense for westi. 
An interesting question here is whether this poverty category membership is a 
metaphoric extension of a literal sense 'desolate wasteland' and is used of Christ as a 
poetic stylistic device. This could also apply to its sense 'lacking in' as in 'barren 
land'. It is surprising though that this one text would carry both central senses in such 
an ephemeral occurrance. It is possible that this word has not survived in other 
instances. 
Collocation 
Wohunge 276/320 poure ... westi 7 wrecched 
169 b. in phrases desolate place of habitation 2. Extravagant in upkeep. B. a desert 
place. 
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Wohunge 284/610 unwrest 7 unwuroi 7 westi 7 poure 
Antonym 
Wohunge 276/320 iiche ... westi 
Summary 
For poure both the OED and the MED give the primary sense as 'material poverty' 
and this is reflected in the AB texts. Additional senses are 'lacking' and 'deficient in 
quality'. I have included this sense in the sense 'Inadequate' for the AB texts. It 
collocates within the category and the antonym is riche. It is interesting that I have not 
found it with weole as an antonym. It is used substantively and forms part of the 
phrase poure and riche to mean 'everybody'. 
I have identified a context of 'powerlessness' although this is not present in the 
dictionaries. In context poure takes on senses of 'humility' and is used of Mary and 
the apostles. The senses of poure become complicated in its Christian use, as it comes 
to express the 'voluntary poverty' of Christ and his followers and forms part of the 
paradox that earthly poverty becomes heavenly riches, earthly weakness becomes 
heavenly strength. 
I have considered pouerte as a separate item from poure in the AB texts, although 
they are cognate, because their distribution is different. Poure is found in all texts but 
pouerte is found only in AW and Wohunge. Both the OED and the MED define 
pouerte as the state of being poure involuntarily or voluntarily. It is also one of the 
earthly sufferings that earn reward in heaven. It collocates within the category. 
As with pouerte, meoseise is found only in AW and Wohunge. Both the OED and 
the MED divide the senses into generalised 'distress' and 'misery' and then a second 
sense of the causes of the distress which include 'poverty'. The distress can be 
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physical or mental, including illness, and this is reflected in the AB texts. Meoseise 
can be used as a noun of a person in this condition. Meoseise collocates with items 
from the 'poverty' category and its antonym is eise, probably for stylistic reasons. 
Meoseise is associated in AW with begging for alms. The anchorhouse is described as 
a place of meoseise. 
There is no agreement on the etymology of beggin and its cognates, which are 
only found in AW. It has the component of being supported by alms in the dictionaries 
and this is reflected in AW where it also represents the lowest in the social hierarchy. 
It does not collocate within the category except with hearlot. 
Hearlot is also restricted to AW and has the context of 'supported by alms' but 
carries the additional sense of 'vagabond' with negative overtones. AW is its earliest 
citation. Within the category it collocates only with beggin. 
There is confusion about the language derivation of westi. The MED has two 
separate entries, one for westi and one for wasti but both are illustrated with the same 
citation from HM, although from different manuscripts. Wasti is given as OFr and 
westi as OR The OED has both forms but considers that they are from OE as westi. 
This item could be here as OR or OE. It collocates within the category and the 
antonym is riche. The HM sense is of 'wasteland' but it is extended in Wohunge and is 
applied to Christ as 'destitute, poor' and to the speaker as 'destitute of', 'lacking in'. 
While many have commented on the number of French loan words in AW, Trotter 
(2003: 94) considers it more significant that there are loan words which show ME 
reflexes of French words, but at a date earlier than their attestation in French. 
Discussion 
The Themes 
The context of the items in the AB texts appears to cluster into the following areas: 
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1. Material poverty and alms 
i. Inadequate with a financial component 
2. Of Christ on earth and the imitation of Christ. 
3. Earthly suffering: as a test of faith or which leads to heavenly reward and suffeiing 
in hell. 
4. The contrast between earthly and spiritual things, flesh, sin and the opponents of 
Christ. 
5. Low rank and humility. 
6. Powerlessness. 
7. Pehpheral senses. 
Total Collocations 
The first column is the number of collocations. The second column contains the words 
having that number of total collocations. The third column contains the words having 
that number of collocations from inside the category, and the fourth column contains 
the words which have that number of collocations from outside the category. 
For example, poure is in row 8 for its total of eight collocations, row 7 for its total 
of seven collocations with words also in the poverty category and row I for its 








in and outside category inside the category 
lah, poure, meoseise 0 
pouerte, wrecche poure 
00 
eoelich, nacod wrecche 
ivone, westi meoseise 









nedelful, hearlot.. nowcin nedelful, nacod. lah e6elich, wontreao)e 
wontreaoe 





The numbers here are very small and too much should not be read into them, but it 
is interesting that poure, which has one of the highest number of collocations both in 
total and within the category has only one collocation with words outside the category. 
This discrepancy is not found with lah or meoseise which are also in the highest group 
overall. Poure is used as a substantive noun170 which can stand alone and may not be 
qualified or added to. It is used alone in other senses too but if its use is amplified it is 
largely by words that exist with it in the AB 'poverty' category. This is surprising 
unless it is that, as a relatively recent adoption, it is reinforced by existing words. 171 
Collocations with words outside the AB 'poverty' vocabulary 
pouerte -5 with: 
seke 'the sick'; 
sari 'the sorTowful' 
wa'woe' 




For example AW 104a/ 13 ich 3eue poure al Pcet ich hefide 'I gave to the poor all 
that I had' and in the phrase in St K. B. 18 Pet poure ba ant riche comen Per 'both 
poor and rich came there' meaning 'everyone'. 
171 The collocation with a word outside the category is with earh 'cowardly' in AW 
54b/-3 to poure heorte 7 to earh 'a heart too poor and too cowardly (to undertake 
any high thing) and expresses a negative quality in its sense of 'inadequate'. 
nowcin, pouerte, westi westi, wone, wrecche 
earm, beg, helples mistrum, beg, hearlot earm, godles, helples 
godles, mistrum nowcin, poure 
0 earm, nearones, helples 0 
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mishapnunge 'misfortune' Pralles 'slaves' 
uneorneschipe 'plainness' Peowdom 'servitude' 





eoelich -3 with: wontreaoe -3 with: 
ald 'old ' weane 'grief' 
lutel (tale) 'of little (account)' wa 'woe' 
unwuro 'unworthy' derf 'suffering' 
hearlot -2 with: nacod -2 with: nearones -2 
with: 
cointe 'cunning' sunne I sin'; bitternesse 
'bitterness' 
uncO 'unknown' steort 'tail' hearde 'hard' 
(as 'stnct') 
westi -2 with: I- wone -2 wim: wrecche -2 
with: 
unwrest'wicked' pine 'pain'; beast 'animal' 
unwur6i 'unworthy' weorre 'war' sunfule 'sinful' 
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1 collocation: 
earm -I with: 
with: 
godles -1 with: helples -1 
steorue 'pestilential creature ý "I ignahene 'anxious' 
counsel' 
nowcin-- 1 with: 
tintreohen 'torments' 
0 collocations: 
beg - mistrum - neod1ful - wac 
poure -I with: 
earh 'cowardly' 
Domains of the collocative words from outside the category 
redles 'without 
The domains of the collocative words from outside the AB 'poverty' vocabulary 
cluster into the following areas: 
Individual peQple 
The attributes of individual people cluster around the same referents that the 
miserabiles personce inhabit. They are seke 'sick', aid 'old' and 'little' or lutel tale 'of 
little account'. The association with Pralles 'slaves' is also present. They are suffering 
as the sari 'the sorrowful, and are ignahene 'anxious' or redles 'without counsel'. The 
emotions named are scheome 'shame'; pine 'pam'; bitternesse 'bitterness'. 
General condition 
Their general condition is described as derf 'suffering' or wa 'woe'. They may be 
172 (From OE steorfa m. 'pestilence', 'caMon') 
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suffering through secnesse 'sickness', or weane 'grief', mishapnunge or unhap tý 
'misfortune' or be in Peowdom 'servitude'. The state may be associated with an agent 
such as tintreohen 'torments"" or weorre 'war'. 174 
Neizative connotations 
The negative connotations divide into those associated with the sinful state of man on 
earth, so with reference to a religious context, and those which appear to refer to the 
state of those in 'material poverty'. 
The terms used in the religious context are unwrest 'wicked'; suqfule 'sinful'; 
unwuroli 'unworthy' and, the only collocation for poure from outside the AB 
9 poverty' category, earh 'cowardly'. 
Of those in 'material poverty' the adjectives cointe 'cunning' and, perhaps more 
neutr4 uncu, ) 'unknown' are used. 
There is also a collocation with hearde 'hard' (in the sense 'strict'). 
Positive connotations 
The positive connotations are both in the religious context. They are eadmodnesse 
'humility' and uneorneschipe 'plainness'. 
Specific groups of people 
Only poure from the AB 'poverty' vocabulary is used as an adjective of specific 
groups of people: monnelmen; meiden; widewe; leafdi; wummon; nehburs. All the 
instances are in AW. One group is male, singular and plural 175; one group is mixed 
gender, neighbours; four are different groups of women. The content from HM leans 
173 As in SW of the test to faith of life on earth.. 
174 In La3amon poverty vocabulary is often used of those that have suffered through 
war. 
175 Although some of these may be examples of a genderless generality. 
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heavily towards brides of Christ which influences these figures. 
2. Of animals 
Animals do not figure widely. In the phrase steort naket, steort has the sense 'tail'. 
Otherwise the references are in a religious context as in AW 90b/9 man is likened to a 
wrecche beast 'animal' when ensnared by the devil and in St M B. 28/14 the demon is 
addressed by the saint as earme steorue 'pestilential creature'. 
Model of shared collocations with words outside the AB poverty vocabulary 
This map shows the collocations which are made with words outside the 'poverty' 
category. Words from the 'poverty' vocabulary that do not share any collocative 
words with other items from within the vocabulary are on-titted, so poure which 
collocates uniquely with earh outside the category and is alone in that collocation is 
not included. The words from the 'poverty' vocabulary are in plain type and the 
collocative words are in smaller italic. Bold italic denotes words from outside the 
category that collocate with more than one 'poverty' word and a line links their square 
with their other collocative partner. Medium italic denotes words that collocate only 
with the word naming the square they inhabit. 
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wone wontrea5e 
weorre pine weane derf 
wa 
i meoseise i pouerte 
unhap pine seke sari wa 











Nacod and wrecche share sunnelsunfule 'sin/sinful' with each other but do not link 
into the web made by the links between the rest of the words. 
Nearones and hearlot have two collocative words each, but neither share these 
with any of the other poverty words. 
Meoselse appears to be a central item in collocations both inside and outside the 
poverty category but a factor in this may be its appearance in AW which is long. 
Words from outside the category that share items from within it are: 
pine sharing wone and meoseise 
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wa sharing wontrea, )e and pouerte 
sekelsecnesse sharing pouerte and meoseise 
scheome sharing meoseise and lah 
lutel sharing lah and Melich 
unwuroli sharing e6elich and westi 
And, linked only to each other, sunnelful sharing nacod and wrecche 
Collocations between words within the 'poverty' vocabulary 
Collocations from within the AB 'poverty' vocabulary, in descending order of 
frequency, are: 
7 collocations: poure 
5 collocations: wrecche 
4 collocations: meoseise 
3 collocations: neodlfule - nacod - lah 
2 collocations: wac - wone - Melich - nowin - pouerte - westi 
I collocation: mistrum - beg - hearlot 
0 collocations earm - nearones - helples - godles - wontrea6e 
As the numbers are so small it is important not to read too much into the totals - for 
example westi appears with two collocations but both collocations are from the same 
phrase; mistrum has one collocation but this is the only recorded instance of its use. 
However, it is interesting that poure, wrecche and meoset'se are still high when 
collocations are restricted to those from within the category, whereas lah loses five of 
its eight collocations. Earm, nearones, helples, godles and wontrea6e collocate only 
outside the category. 
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Model of collocations between words within the AB poverty vocabulary 
The lines link the words which collocate. 
Beg and hearlot collocate only with each other and so are not included in the chart. 
Earm, helples, godles, nearones and wontreat)e have no collocations with words 
within the poverty vocabulary, although they collocate with words from outside the 
vocabulary. 
There are collocations among items from all three source languages. The shape of 
the web shows the dimensions of literal poverty - neodlful, nacod linked to pouerte, 
and the other expressions for the condition of suffering - and the dimension of the 
emotional or spiritual condition which expresses 'humility' - lah, e0elich and wac - 
linked through poure and wrecche. 
The position of pouerte is surprising. It is often used in connection with Christ, 
particularly often in Wohunge. It might be expected then that it lie on the other side of 
the map with the dimension that links to humility. In the AB texts it is used in AW and 
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Wohunge. In AW it is used of the dissembling beggar (AW 89b/5) where the referent is 
4materially poor' and the passage uses collocations from 'material poverty', although 
the context is spiritual as the beggar's behaviour is a metaphor for confession. In 
Wohunge it is used in connection with Christ, and here it might have been expected to 
have clearer links with the dimension of lowness and humility. However, in Wohunge 
it is frequently used in a passage following a section which brings to mind the passage 
in AW of Christ's poverty growing ever greater through his life and culminating in the 
poverty on the cross (AW 71 a/10). In this pouerte stands alone, as a word whose 
credentials have been established in the previous passage, with no collocations or 
qualifying words. It is almost like a shorthand, or familiar phrase, whose components 
need no amplification in context and so has little collocation. Meosetse, poure and 
wrecche are central items in this collocative web. 
Antonym 
The rectangles contain the poverty vocabulary, and the circles contain the antonyms. 
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There are additional antonyms 
Melich is contrasted with deorewur6e in a financial context 
wa. c is contrasted with gode, and withfeore in a financial context 
meoseise is contrasted with eise, perhaps with stylistic influence 
lah only contrasts with heh 
pouerte contrasts with 3iscceunge 'covetousness' 
begilde is at the bottom of a hierarchy which sets burgeise above and then leqfdi 
above both 
These do not link to other antonyms so were not included in the map. 
Riche and weolelful are the most common antonyms and both carry the sense of 
material wealth, although riche may still carry the sense 'power' at this period. Only 
wontreat)e and godles contrast with both these antonyms, so they could be carrying a 
central sense. Riche contrasts with poure, westi and wrecche and weoleyul contrasts 
with wone all of which have been identified as carrying the core sense of material 
poverty. 
That wrecche contrasts with hali is interesting here. This may point to a possible 
factor in its replacement by poure during this period. It carries negative senses such as 
of 'sin' and 'hell' so it could have become too loaded a term for the involuntary, and 
positively viewed, poverty that became a spiritual issue from the twelfth century on. 
In the following tables new senses arise with each additional set of words that are 
added to the category, and these new senses have remained in the senses list even 
though they may be empty in subsequent columns. 
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unable to help self 




TOE OE ON Oft 
nacod, nedelful godles, helples nowcin, beg, heat-lot 
wone, wrecche woturea, )e meoseise, 
pouerte 
poure, westi 
nede, Pearf 0 0 0 
nacod, nearones Melich, wac lah 0 
nedelful, nacod wone 0 poure, westi 
nede 0 0 0 
earm wone, wrecche lah, wontreaoe 0 
earm ivrecche wontreaoe 0 
earm wrecche 0 0 
nede 0 0 0 
0 mistrum, wac 0 poure 
et)elich 
0 eoleich, ivac lah poure 
0 wac, wrecche lah 0 
0 e4)elich 0 0 
0 et)elich lah beg, poure 
0 Melich 0 0 
0 e6elich 0 0 
0 godles 0 0 
0 helples 0 0 
0 0 nowcin, meoseise, 
woirre0e 
0 0 0 meoseise 





wwdle was a central item in the TOE category and does not appear at all. The other 
central item was Pearf which in the AB texts is restricted to the sense 'necessity'. A 
central item here is nede which did not play a large part in the TOE category, while 
here it is in the head sense as nedfule. It continues its OE sense of 'need' and 
'necessity' and adds 'lacking in'. 'Eager, desirous' appears to be a rare eME survival 
of OE neod 'desire, longing; zeal, earnestness' (Clark Hall). Nacod and nearones 
continue their OE senses but nacod adds the sense 'lacking in'. Earm continues its OE 
senses. 
OE 
Wrecche is a central word in the eME category of poverty although in the AB texts its 
position is less central, often being supplanted by poure. Some of the additional senses 
that appear with these words in the AB texts were present with words in the TOE 
category, for example earm was often used of the earthly life, so 'earthly as opposed 
to spiritual' and 'of the flesh' are a continuation of senses present in OE, but some of 
these senses, such as 'humble' and 'morally weak', appear new for words used of 
6poverty'. 
ON 
Here the sense 'humble' is reinforced by lahe as is the sense of being 'low in the 
hierarchy'. It is interesting that the connection with sin and, here, hell which is present 
from the words in the TOE category and in the OE category, is also reinforced from 
ON. The additional sense that words from ON brings is the use of the experience of 
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4 earthly suffering' as either a test of faith or as something that earns a reward in 
heaven. 
OFr 
It is striking how many of the relatively small group from OFr appear in the head 
sense 'material poverty'. This is the highest total in all four groups. It is also striking 
that while the ON words appear in 7 of the senses that are in the OE categories, the 
OFr appear in only five of them. They do not appear in the negative senses connected 
to the flesh, or sin. It is possible that these words came with less polysemy176 and that 
this was part of the reason for the rapid adoption and spread of poure and its cognates 
Whole catep-ory arran ed by word totals 9 
sense TOE OE ON OR TOTAL 
material poverty 2 4 2 6 14 
literal/metaphoric 2 2 1 0 5 
lacking in 2 1 0 2 5 
earthly 1 2 2 0 5 
humility 0 2 1 1 4 
low rank/in hierarchy 0 1 1 2 4 
suffering as a test/reward 0 0 2 2 4 
inadequate. insufficient 0 3 0 1 4 
of sin/hell I I 1 0 3 
of the flesh 0 2 1 0 3 
of opponents of Christ i i 0 0 2 
necessity 2 0 0 0 2 
earthly, not spiritual 0 1 1 0 2 
general need 1 0 0 0 1 
176 Koivisto-Alanko notes that it is rare for a word to be borrowed with several 
different meanings (1998). 
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eager/desirous 1 0 0 0 
insignificant/low value 0 1 0 0 
sensual pleasure 0 1 0 0 
easy 0 1 0 0 
without good 0 1 0 0 
unable to assist ones self 0 1 0 0 
physical illness 0 0 0 1 
bare, desolate 0 0 0 1 
powerlessness 0 0 0 1 
dissembling poverty 0 0 0 1 
I shall not include the literal and metaphoric senses at this stage. I shall look at only 
the subcategories that contain more than one word. Of these 'material poverty' and the 
concept 'lacking in' appear to be the prototypical senses. 
Words derived from OE177 appear in all the fourteen subcategories apart from 
'suffering as a test or reward' although the sense difference between this and 'earthly 
suffering' is slight and I will arnalgamate these subcategories. 
Words derived from ON do appear in the central sense 'material poverty' but they 
do not appear in the sense 'lacking in' nor in 'inadequate, insufficient' or 'morally 
lacking'. They do not appear in 'necessity' nor 'of the opponents of Christ' although 
they are used in negative senses such as 'of sin and hell' and 'of the flesh'. There are 
five subcategories in which they do not appear. 
Words derived from OFr are equal in number to the OE derived words in the 
central sense 'material poverty' and also appear in the important concept 'lacking in'. 
However there are nine subcategories in which they do not appear, and it is striking 
that they are absent in the most negative subcategories - they are not represented in 'of 
177 This means those words which are from the TOE 'poverty' category and the OE 
derived words which are in my AB text 'poverty category'. 
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sin and hell', 'of the flesh', 'of the opponents of Christ', 'earthly not spiritual' or 
'morally lacking'. 
Model of senses within the AB 'poverty' category 
All the words that appear in the sense 'material poverty ý are included with their 
additional senses. 
The group labelled 'earthly' is an amalgamation of: 
i. 'earthly suffering' - earm and wontrea6e, but wone is not included as it has in 
context the sense of suffering with a component of 'poverty' and so these instances 
are represented by its instances of 'material poverty'. 
ii. 'earthly as opposed to spiritual' - wrecche and lah. 
iii. earthly suffering with the context of 'as a test of faith or as rewarded in heaven' - 
nowcin, wontreac)e, meoseise and pouerte. 
iv. the sense 'physical illness' for meoseise. 
The group labelled 'low value/rank' is an amalgamation of 'low value' which contains 
only e5elich and 'low rank' which contains eoelich, lah, beg and poure. 
'Literal/metaphoric' is not included. These are words which have a physical 
dimension - nacod, nearones, e6elich, wac and lah. This is the source of nearones as 
4 material poverty'. Also omitted here are 'need' - nede and ýearf - as a grammatical 
construct. 
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There is no specific group for 'voluntary poverty' and yet it is clear from the model 
where this dimension lies, towards the right of the model, with the subcategories 
'humility' and 'low value'. Poure connects these groups, such as 'humility', that 
would otherwise have no direct link to 'material poverty' and would be present in the 
category through family resemblance. It is striking in this model that poure occupies a 
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diametrically opposing area to wrecche, which was a central item in the category 
before the spread of poure. 178 
Direct connections to 'material poverty' 
I have identified 'material poverty' as a prototypical sense. The words that express 
this are included in the model with their additional senses which may not be inside the 
category. This means that the senses of 'dissembling beggar' (hearlot); 'without good' 
(godles); and 'unable to help ones self' (helples) appear around the central sense 
although they all contain only one word. I have not included the additional senses of 
all the words from the category. 179 
'Material poverty' has direct links to all the other groups. 
There are five words that link 'material poverty' and 'lacking'. Three are OE and 
two OFr180 but of these only poure carries more than these two senses. ' 8, 'Lacking' is 
another prototypical sense in the 'poverty' category. The quality of 'poverty' applies 
to many things. It applies to the lack of material conditions needed for life as 
expressed through the clothing, feeding and housing of the poor through alms. As a 
voluntary condition it applies to the lack of earthly things that hamper the soul, in part 
material goods but also power and status. Constable (1996) comments that 'The 
modem definition of poverty emerged in the 12th century when paupertas came to 
mean a lack of material resources rather than of power or social position, and when 
moral and legal thinkers began to address themselves to the social problem of 
indigency. 1182 
There appears to be one sense ol poure which carries a negative component. 183 
178 Although here poure has separated from its cognate pouerte. 
179 These appear in the section on 'peripheral senses'. 
110 Unless the source of westi is considered to be OE. See individual word section. 
I am not including the physical referent of nacod here, it is present metaphorically 
where nacod stands for 'material poverty'. 
182 Constable (1996 p. 318) but this is a widely held view, often taking Bosl's work 
on the meaning of paupertas in the Carolingian period as a starting point. 
18, In context 'low value/rank' may not carry this negativity as it is part of the 
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This is 'inadequate' which it shares with eoefich, wac and mistrum. This component 
grows and is still present in PDE. 
There are five connections between 'material poverty' and the 'earthly' group, 
which includes earthly suffering and the earthly life. Nowc1n, meoseise and pouerte 
have only these two senses, but wontreaoe and wrecche also carry senses of sin and 
hell, and wrecche of the opponents of Christ, which it shares with earm, and of the 
negative feelings towards the flesh, which it shares with lah and wac. 
Only earm, e6elich, lah, mistrum and wac do not appear in 'material poverty'. 
Their connections are through family resemblances. Earm has moved out of the TOE 
category 'material poverty' and mistrum has only this recorded instance, but the other 
three seem to me to be playing a part in the dual nature of man, partly they express the 
earthly, as opposed to the spiritual, life but they also express the nature of the self 
regard that constitutes 'humility'. 
A comparison of wrecche and poure, through the nature of their senses, provides 
an indication of the different ground they inhabit. Both appear in five groups. Both are 
present in 'material poverty' but do not overlap anywhere else. 184 Poure has a 
negative sense in 'inadequate' and a more neutral sense in 'lacking'. Its other senses 
are positive in context as they are concerned with the self regard which forms the 
humility of the holy; 'low value/rank' and its associated sense 'humility'. Wrecche is 
in the 'earthly' group but then extends into the negative sense 'of the flesh' which in 
context involves hatred and distaste and wrecche is used in very negative connections 
with 'sin/hell' and of the 'opponents of Christ'. 185 It does not seem hard to see why 
poure had advantages over wrecche as an expression for 'poverty' when the 
association with voluntary poverty and the poverty of Christ on earth became a central 
preoccupation. 
paradox of the humble status on earth which gives great status in heaven. 
lu Unless pouerte is included in which case they both appear in 'earthly'. 
185 The interesting question is how wrecche with its pre-existing negative 
connotations came to be a central item in the 'poverty' category in early Middle 
English. 
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Nearones is isolated in this model. Although it appears as central in the 
construction of the passages demonstrating Christ's poverty throughout his life, in 
company with his nakedness and his hunger, its use does not move into the 
substantive that 'the naked' and 'the hungry' do. Its sense is clear in context but 'the 
narrowly housed' does not function as one of the 'metaphors we live by'. This is 
curious because it is used, in the passage in AW (see appendix), specifically as part of 
the criteria for the definition of pouerte as suffered by Christ throughout his life, with 
its culmination on the cross. This may be an example of the addition made to the 
linguistic establishment of sense (derived from antonym, synonym and dictionary 
definition), by the establishment of sense through encyclopedic knowledge (derived 
from context in the text and knowledge of background). Nearones is an expression of 
a concrete referent in the way that nacod, lah and wac are, for example. Their move 
from the concrete to the abstract through metonomy appears in the dictionaries 186 and 
here can be seen happening with the use made of nearones for a specific purpose, to 
establish both a concrete and a spiritual sense of 'poverty' for Christ in the passage in 
AW181. However metonomy does not happen with nearones and it is tempting to think 
that our current perception of its sense in ME texts is coloured by that. It may be one 
of those words whose resonance for the contemporary reader is richer than it is for us. 
This connotation of poverty does not survive into PDE. 
In the AB texts Pearf has completed its move to a grammatical function and it 
plays no semantic role outside that. Nede has separated into the same function as Pearf 
but with another branch that, particularly in the form nedeful, moves into a greater role 
in the 'poverty' category than it played in OE. 
Both wa-dle and Pearfa have associated verbs, but verbs are not a strong feature of 
the members of the AB poverty category. The verbs that are present express 'lacking 
in' or 'soliciting alms'. 'Poor' has an associated verb but in the OED as 'to become 
For a discussion of the process with reference to wit see 'Mechanisms of semantic 
change' by Kolvisto-Alanko (1998). 
See appendix 
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poor' it has only one recorded use in Digby MS 86 c. 1275; and as 'to make poor' it 
has four citations from Wyclif in c. 1380 to 1500. 'To impoverish' has its earliest 
citation in sense I 'To make poor, to reduce to poverty' as 1440 1 Shirley Dethe K. 
James. This transitive sense appears less prevalent than the sense expressed by the 
other parts of speech. There is a verb with the sense 'to beg' in the category, and there 
were several in OE188, and soliciting alms was part of the concept of poverty where 
making someone poor may not have been. The verb 'to need' is generally used in the 
AB texts as a verb of necessity although it can be used for a general 'to be in need of'. 
"I Bedecian, giernan and wcWhan 
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8. Individual Words 
Introduction 
This section is concerned with the individual items that have been collected through 
the texts and which form an overall category of 'poverty' from the OE into the eME 
period in the texts that have been studied. The items are grouped under a head word 
and all forms of the head word are considered together, including all variant 
grammatical forms. The exception to this is pouere and pouerte which are considered 
separately because in the AB texts these words do not appear in an the texts. 
The items are traced through the TOE categories, unless their origin is other than 
OE, and any categories and sub categories they appear in are detailed, along with any 
other items from this section which appear in the same categories. Where an item 
appears in only a few TOE categories this is discussed in the body of the text, but this 
information may be given in list form if there are so many categories that a list form 
makes the information easier to access. One difficulty is the existence of very specific 
words, such as the various forms of celmes- where the prefix denotes a range of things 
that are used in connection with alms, such as a light, land or a penny and so on. 
Where this gives rise to a large number of items, which do not materially affect the 
senses that accumulate around an item through its uses in context, this is referred to 
but specifics are not discussed to avoid overload of detail. 
The additional categories that an item appears in give an idea of the polysemy of 
the item, which is important in finding some of the linguistic and conceptual elements 
of the frame that the item inhabits. The sharing of a category, or a subcategory, by an 
item and other items from the TOE and/or eME 'poverty' categories seems to be an 
example of associated concepts which hover around the category even though they 
may be expressed through different items in different periods. Usually these are 
related concepts, such as 'want, lack' or 'abject' or 'Of little worth/importance' but the 
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category they share in the TOE may sometimes point to surprising dimensions which 
could be seen as ephemeral or reflect an extreme or unusual use, except that they are 
reinforced by the appearance of more than one word, or have been a shared category 
for some of the 'poverty' words over time; for example the category 11.08.04 Vanity, 
idleness, frivolity which is shared by some of the words from the TOE'poverty' 
category, and in which also appear some words that are not in the TOE'poverty' 
category but which are later in the eME 'poverty' category, so OE items which appear 
in these additional categories may not appear in the TOE category, but may move 
closer to 'poverty' as time passes. 
The dictionary information is primarily from the OED and MED with additions 
from glossaries and notes that are relevant to individual texts. Any information about 
an item which is specific to a particular text or group of texts may be found in the 
discussion on that text. 
Words from the TOE poverty category 
w1mes 
In 15.01.06 Poverty, indigence celmesmann appears once in Aeggar, person 
supported by alms with loddere and tcetteca; celmeslic is the only word in 
.. Depending on alms. There is no entry for celmes- in the subsequent category, which 
is 15.01.06.01 Begging, so in OE this word seems to have a specific sense of a person 
who receives alms rather than a general beggar or one who is helped out in an 
informal way by neighbours for example. 189 
In view of the observation made elsewhere that the focus in many of the texts is 
not those poor who receive alms but rather those who donate alms, it is interesting to 
note this reflected in the comparison with the TOE category 16.02.04.09 Almsgiving, 
charitableness in which the prefixx1mes- is an element in seventeen out of twenty 
119 See 'naked poor' on the discussion below. 
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four items'90 in contrast to its two entries in the category Poverty, indigence where 
the poor are the focus. The remaining entries for celmes- are concerned with specific 
aspect such as, among others, lights bought to a church by a layman (03.01.12.02), 
First Fruits (04.02.04.04.02) and land devoted to alms (16.02.05.01). 
This is supported by the dictionaries as both the OED and the MED have 
considerably more entries and citations for alms as an act of charity than they have for 
those who are supported by alms. The OED for almsman has 'L One supported by 
alms, or by funds bequeathed for the support of the poor' where the earliest citation is 
c. 1000 Sax. Leechd. line 400 and the next from La3amon. 191 TheMEDforalmesman 
has '(a) An almsman, one who receives or lives on alms; a beadsman, an almsman 
endowed to pray for the soul of his benefactor; a poor man, a beggar; alsofig.; (b) an 
official distributor of alms, an almoner. ' although the earliest citation for b. is not until 
1431.192 In the MED entry for almes however, while the entries focus on the charitable 
act, sense 6a. is'almes(se asking, asking for alms begging'with the earliest citation 
from c. 1450193 so the word later does have the sense of a'general beggar' as opposed 
to its more specialist appearance in the TOE and eME. 
earm 
(homonym earm with the meaning of the physical 'arm' is not included) 
In OE earm appears in many categories apart from that of Poverty and indigence, 
and carries a range of senses. It appears, for example, in categories concerning 
190 almesgiful, celmeshand, celmeslacO, almessylen, celmesdee-d, celmesse, almesweorco, 
xlmesbxbo, celmesgeddl, celmesfeoh, eelmespenig', celmesdondel, Tlmesgifa, 9, 
x1mesful, x1mesgeorn, celmeslic, a-1meshce. Seven of these are flagged 0 
indicating a single instance. 
19, C981 I Nu wendenfor6 ba cnihtes ... on celmes-monnes c1a6es 192 1431 Grocer Lond. (Kingdon) 197/2: The names of our Almusmen bat 
haven.. every woke xij d. a man. 
193 c. 1450 Alph. Tales (Add. 25719) 406/4: A pure man axkid almos Qf a 
shipman-And the shipman bad him lefe his almos-axking. 
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tpoverty', 'general misery' and 'affliction', and'want or lack' 194 and in categories of 
'pity' and 'compassion"91. The complexity of its polysemy is illustrated in the TOE 
category 07.07 Humility where earm can mean 'poor in spirit', liumble and poor, 
mean, sorry'. 196 Earmý does not appear in the TOE 197. Iermb in the TOE appears in 
the head categories of 15.01.06 Poverty, indigence and in: 08.01.03.06 Adversity, 
affliction; 12.08.06 Moral evil, depravity. 
This connection with evil has a parallel in the connotations of wrecche in the eME 
period when it is used of damned souls in hell. 
In the MED it appears as ermthe (a) 'Poverty'; (b) 'misery, wretchedness, grief, 
suffering'; as armlerm (a) 'Poor, poverty-stricken'; as noun: 'needy person'; edi and ~, 
'rich and poor'; (b) 'miserable, unfortunate'; 'unhappy, sad'; as noun: 'miserable one, 
unhappy man'; (c) - /if, 'wretched life', i. e. 'life on earth'; - whil, 'unhappy time, weary 
hour'. 
In the OED it appears as armth(e 'Poverty, wretchedness, misery' with a citation 
from HM 18/26 
as arm 1. 'Poor, needy'. 2. 'Miserable, wretched'. 
There are two uses of earm in Hall Mei0had in the compound earm-hwile both of 
which refer to the troubles of bringing up a child. The suffix hwile was not attached to 
earm to form this meaning in OR In category 08.01.03.06 Adversity, affliction 
subcategory Time of Adversity there are no earm prefixes among 15 words; in 
194 08.01.03.06 Adversity, aMiction as an element or a word in subcategories: 
. Wretched man; Afflicted, full of trouble; .. Gloomy, miserable; and 
. Calamitous 
10.02 Want, lack in subcategory Destitute of, without (with dcullias) 
15.01.06 Poverty, indigence in subcategory Poor, needy, indigent 
195 08.01.02.06.01 Pity contains 14 items of which 5 contain earm as a component 
including the subcategory To cause pity (in a person): earmian. Not all are in 
the sense of exciting pity, for example Pitiful, tender-hearted: earmheort 
196 07.07 Humility .. Poor in spirit, humble: earmful; .. Poor, mean, sorry: earmlic; 
.. Meanly, abjectly: earmlice. 197 Although earmou 'misery, poverty' is cited in Clark Hall as armthe, once, from 
King Alfred's translation of Boethius. 
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subcategory .. Time of weariness: langunghwdw is the only word, and in subcategory 
.. Time of distress (present life): wra-chwil is the only word. However in the same 
category 08.01.03.06 Adversity, affliction: earm appears as an element or a word in 
. Wretched man; Afflicted, full of trouble; .. Gloomy, miserable; and Calarnitous, 
so this is not a completely new field for earm. 
haueleste 
As hafenbMs and hafen1jast this appears in the TOE only in 15.01.06 Poverty, 
indigence. It appears in the head category as hafenleast and in Poor, without means 
as hqfenleas. 
Material j2oyýýM 
This interpolation from the Peterborough Chronicle is based on a Latin document 
comprising a Bull of Pope Agatho granting privileges to the abbey. 198 Here it says that 
any man who has made a vow to travel to Rome but is prevented by 'poverty' can gain 
equal virtue from travelling to Peterborough: 
hwilc man swa haueb behaten to faren to Rome 
and he ne muge hit foroian, ouoer for untrumnisse ... ou? 5er for 
haueleste ouZ5er for hwilces cinnes o6er neod he ne muge 
ýwr cumon 
Annal for 675 
This is a clear instance of 'material poverty'. 
1911 This is considered to be a forgery. 
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h6an 
As hian this appears in a wide range of categories in the TOE. In 15.01.06 Poverty, 
indigence Wan appears once, in Toor, needy, indigent and once as hjanspedigOP in 
.. Poor, without means. It appears in the 
following other categories in the TOE: 
07.09 Shame, disgrace: 
. Shamefully, ignominiously: heane 
and with: 
Yerson incurring: earming 
07.09.02 Disgrace, shaming, humiliation: 
. Humbled, shamed, brought low: hean 
. Ignominiously: heanfice 
.. To humble, abase: hiMan 
. To degrade: gehienan 
and with 
.. To humble, abase: (ge)niperian, nibertorfianOý', (ge)wanian 
07.09.03 Infamy, ignominy, shame: 
.. Of deeds, feelings etc.: hian, heanlic 
.. To dishonour, degrade, insult: (geffiiinan 
and with 
.. Dishonour, disgrace, shame: unweorpscipe, unweorpung 
.. Dishonourable, inglorious: unarwurplico 
. Ignominiously, basely, disgracefully: unweorplice 
.. Unworthily: unweorpe 
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Jo dishonour, disgrace: (ge)unwurpian 
.. To become dishonoured: unweorpian 
08.01.03.01 Despondency: 
. Depressed, sad, troubled: Wan 
.. Troubled in mind/heart: 
hjanm5dP 
and with 
.. Troubled in mind/heart: giomormbd 
08.0l.. 03.06Adversity, affliction: heand&no 
and with 
08.01.03.06Adversity, affliction: iermb, niedpearf, nydbysguOP 
. 
P, nearonid, nearosorgOP . Great, dire adversity: firenpearfP, heahPear 
. State of misery: njadclamg, nied, 
.. Time of distress, (present life): wrcechwiIOP 
.. Troubles of this life: woruldyrmpu 
. Wretched man: earming, terming, Pearftig)end, wrtecca, wrcecmcecgOP 
Afflicted, full of trouble: earm 
.. Troubled by distresses: Pý7vdbysigoP 
.. Gloomy, miserable: bljaff, earmful, earmlic 
Xull of hardship/misery: wracful, wreeclic 
. Calamitous: earm, g5d1easO 
. Wretchedly: bleateOP, earmlice 
08.01.03.06.01 Affliction, misfortune, calamity: 
. Unfortunate, suffering misfortune: Wan 
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and with 
. Unfortunate, suffering misfortune: earmsceapen 
. Unhappily, miserably: Pearfendlice 
11.08.04 Vanity, idleness, frivolity: 
. Of little worth/importance: hean, heanhc 
and with 
.A nonsense, triviality: lodrungog; and from eME 'poverty' items: 
A person of little account: lyding 
. Of little worth/importance: japlic, Ntel, unweorp, unweorplic 
.. Frivolous, trivial, useless: lytel 
. Unworthily: unweorblice 
12.01.01.11 The common people 
. Common, not noble: hean 
and with 
.. Of lowly rank: hian, ICessa, Ixest, unomeoP, unweorb 
Ilere are then categories which seem antonymic to the previous ones, 11.03.02 
Advancement, progress in which hian appears in Jo advance, develop, however 
Clark Hall gives this as sense III and notes this is from the words *hien and hyn 'high'. 
Presumably the entry in category 16.02.04 Worship, honour, praise falls under the 
same item. There are no other items from the TOE or eME 'poverty' category in these 
categories. 199 
The dictionary definitions cluster around the same concepts. The OED has 'Mean, 
199 Except in 16.02.04 Worship, honour, praise : Zealous praise: njodloPP which 
reflects this unusual sense of njod see section on this item. 
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abject, poor; humble, lowly'. The MED has'(a) Poor, needy, wretched; riche and 
(b) contemptible; also, hateful, injurious; holden for -, to hold (sb. ) in contempt'. 
There are examples of heane in Hali Me0had which are not here treated as 
examples of hean which Millett in her glossary (1982) describes as noun 'oppressor' 
from *hena, an agent-noun from A henan (WS hynan); stem-vowel influenced by 
hean adjective. 
Hean as an adjective or noun is rare in eME except in Bodley 343 and La3amon 
(Caligula). In the OED its sense is'Mean, abject, poor; humble, lowly'with eME 
citations from La3amon and Hali Me0had. In the MED the sense is (a) 'Poor, needy, 
wretched; riche and -; 'with eME citations from B odley 343 and La3 amon and (b) 
'contemptible; also, hateful, injurious; holden for -, to hold (sb. ) in contempt'. with 
eME citations from La3amon and the Katherine Group. It seems, then, that in the 
Katherine Group the negative sense MED (b) is the only one used. 
As a verb it is more widespread in eME and seems to carry the sense of the 
adjective in NIED (b). In the OED the sense is: 'To treat with contumely; to insult, 
humiliate, debase, lower' with eME citations from the Lambeth Homilies, La3amon 
and Hali Mei6had. In the NIED it is: (a) 'To injure (sb. ), oppress, persecute'; with 
citations from Bodley 343, La3amon, the Trinity Homilies and the Katherine Group 
and (b) 'to hate, despise; - at, scoff at (sb. )'. with citations from Body and Soul (Wor. 
F. 174), La3amon and St Katerine. 
The verb form occurs in the AB texts with the sense of 'to oppress, persecute' and 
would not be part of the AB poverty category. As an adjective it is considered by 
d'Ardenne in her Etymological Appendix (EETS 248 1961). She notes that in the AB 
texts the adjective occurs only in St. Katerine: 
ýes heane 7 tes heatele tintreoh 
this ignominious and this hateful torture 
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St. K 710 
where she suggests the sense ignominious. This does not seem to carry a sense of 
poverty. 
There is an instance of heane as a noun in Hali Meiohad: 
ýe makeo of eorblich mon ant wummon heouene engel, 
of heane hine, of fa freont 
what makes of an earthly man or woman a heavenly angel, 
of an oppressor a servant, of an enemy a friend 
HM 6/2 
and Millen (EETS 284) in her glossary notes about heane 'oppressor' agent-noun from 
A hinan200 with the stem-vowel influenced by hian adj. The MED gives this as a 
citation to illustrate sense (b) of the adjective 'contemptible; also, hateful, injurious; 
holden for -, to hold (sb. ) in contempt'. Nfillett glosses the verb as 'oppresses', 
presumably from the same etymology. There seems to be difficulty in untangling the 
descent of these instances but it is included because of its use in La3amon . 
This word is not recorded beyond the fourteenth century. The OED gives the most 
recent instance as c. 1400 Apol. Loll. 26. 
nacod 
In addition to its physical sense of 'nakedness' nacod in OE carried metaphoric 
extensions which continue into eME. 201 There were also more abstract senses such as 
210 Clark Hall gives Winan as Menan 'to fell, prostrate, overcome: weaken, crush, 
afflict, injure, oppress' etc. 
201 Some with a physical base such as in the TOE categories 04.02.05.06.05.03.04 
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TOE categories 05.10.05.04.13 A removal of that which obscures or conceals Not 
covered, without covering and 09.03.04.03 Plain, simple in the head category. 
Metaphoric sense extends into that of 'lacking in something' although OED sense 8b. 
'Bare, lacking or defective in any respect'has citations only from Chaucer (1386) 
onwards, while the MED has sense 4 naket in 'lacking in something'. 202 
There were abstract senses for nacod in OE such as in the TOE categories 
05.10.05.04.13 A removal of that which obscures or conceals Not covered, 
without covering and 09.03.04.03 Plain, simple in the head category. These last 
continue into the AB texts, particularly AW where sins are referred to as naket and in 
which the discussion of the need for the confession of sin to be 'naked, unconcealed', 
draws on this metaphoric use. 203 
In both the OED and the MED the first sense is of being 'unclothed', and with the 
added implication of 'destitution'is OED sense 3a. and MED I (b). The OED has also 
6a. 'free from concealment'; 8a. 'Bare, destitute'; 14a. 'Left without any addition'. The 
MED has in addition sense I (d) 'naked at birth'. 
Many of the words used in the vocabulary of poverty have additional senses in the 
area of 'want, lack'. Nacod does not appear to have had this sense in OE and does not 
appear in the corresponding TOE categorieS. 204 This is a new area for nacod and has 
developed by eME, the earliest citation for MED sense 4 naket in lacking in 
something' is Pu art poure 7 naket of halinesse (AW 92 48a/l 0). 
.. Unsaddled and 13.02.08.04.03.02 Armed with a sword.. (Of sword) drawn, 
unsheathed. These are OED 5a and Id. and MED 2(a). 
Z02 AW Corpus NIS 92 48a/10: Jbu artpoure & naket of halinesse. 203 AW 62 31 b/I 1,165 87b/5 naked sin; 156 82b/6-7,162 86a/1 5,163 86a/24 naked 
confession. 
204 In OED 1118. a. 'Bare, destitute or devoid of something' the earliest citation is 
c897 King Alfred's Pastoral Care. Se lyte3afeond swa micle ie6licor &et mod 
3ewunda6 svi, a he hit on3iet nacodre Oare byrnan wcerscipes. Then 1220 onwards. 
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nearones 
In the TOE nearones appears in the following categories: 
02.08.03 Pain, bodily discomfort: nearones 
05-10.02 Narrowness, scantness of space: nearones 
A narrow place, strait, confinement: 
, Briefly, narrowly, within limits: nearolice 
07.03.04 A wretch, poor creature 
. (Of life etc. ) limited, poor: nearu 
08.01.03.03 Anxiety: nearones 
11.11.01 A physical difficulty, strait: nearu 
. Physical inconvenience, difficulty: nearones 
The only other word from the 'poverty' category that shares any of these categories 
is Pearf which appears in 
11.11.01 A physical difficulty, strait: 
. Need, distress, straits, difficulty: Pearf 
The OED has senses: 1 a. 'Little breadth in relation to length'; b. fig. esp. 'narrow 
way' Matt. vii. 14.2a. 'of no great extent'; b. 'lying or pressing close; confining'. 4a. 
sparing, parsimonious, mean'. 5a. 'Strict, close, precise, caref- 
The MED has senses: I (a) Narrow, small'; (b) 'strait, constricting'; (d) 'constricted'. 
2(a) 'Strict'. 
Nearones is included because of its presence in the TOE 'poverty' category. In 
terms of dictionary definitions for the eME period, glossaries, antonyms or synonyms 
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within the texts it does not meet the linguistic criteria. In the MED there are no 
citations contemporary with the eME texts with any sense associated with 'poverty' 
but narw(e sense 2. b. is 'humble, mean' with the earliest citation from Chaucer CT NP 
(Manly-Rickert) B. 4012 A poure widwe ... 
dwellynge in a narwe [vr. poure] cotage 
where the association with the widwe and the variant poure reinforce the association 
with the concept of 'poverty'. In the OED narrow sense 3. b. is 'Limited in amount, 
very small or poor' with the earliest citation from Shakespeare Ant. and Cleo. 1606. 
In the AB texts it can be seen to have central membership of the 'poverty' category 
on contextual grounds, as it is used as a sign of Chrisf s poverty on earth in context 
which is expressed through the criteria for alms where nearones is used of the lack of, 
or mean condition, of Christ's housing. It appears to be part of the encyclopedic 
knowledge, or assumptions, informing this concept. 
nede 
neid plays a restricted role in the eME texts, appearing only in the sense 'necessity' 
which it shares with Peatf. In the OE category of poverty, as might be expected, the 
TOE category 06.02.04.01 Want, need contains a large proportion of words formed 
from nied, as well as Pearf. Nede, however, in the 'poverty' category it appears only 
twice, once in A poor person in the compound niedweedla and once in To be poor, 
to be in want in the phrase nied habban. Nied has a strong presence in other 
categories, particularly those concerning necessity, which it shares with PearfO. 
205 In 06.02.04 Necessity, inevitability nied is an element in every word in the head 
category where bearf appears once as Wedbearf, and in the corresponding 
adverbial subcategory Necessarily, inevitably there are nine items of which nied 
is an element in seven, and bearf appears once as niedbeafflice. In the category as 
a whole there are thirty three items of which nied is an element in twenty. This 
element of necessity continues through its presence, with bearfia, in 12.05.06.03 
Necessity, constraint; and, again with bearfa, in 12.07 An obligation, bounden 
duty. 
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nedelnied - poverty senses 
While nied is not a central part of the TOE poverty category and at first plays a 
restricted role in the ME texts, appearing in the sense 'necessity' which it shares with 
Peaýf it is unlike Pearf, which becomes more restricted into this sense and then 
disappears. Nied develops 'stand alone' forms such as neod-fol and moves further into 
the 'poverty' category and in PDE it has the form 'needy' as in 'poor and needy'. As 
might be expected, the TOE category 06.02.04.01 Want, need contains a large 
proportion of words formed from nied, as well as Pearf. The following category, 
06.02.04.01.01 Need, distress, straits, difficulty, contains PDE'need' in the modem 
English metalanguage but does not contain any items with nied as a component. This 
is a small subcategory of nine items, but the matter of this subcategory is 'lacking 
in, 206 and nied does not seem to be identified in TOE with this component. 
08.01.03.06 Adversity, affliction is a large category. Nied appears as an element 
in six items. Other words that form part of the OE poverty field also appear - hian, 
iermp, Pearf, nearo-, earm as well as the OE words wra-c- and g5dIjas which are not 
part of the OE field of poverty but which both form part of the vocabulary of poverty 
in eNffi texts. 
So although nied does not appear in the TOE poverty category, it has connections 
in other TOE categories to words that do, as weU as words that go on to appear in the 
category for the eME texts. 
The use of nied- in the eME period is extended in ways which lead it to form a 
larger presence in the vocabulary of poverty in eME than it does in OE. In the AB 
texts there are various forins based on nied. The root orthography varies throughout 
the texts between neod- and ned- except in the Wooing Group where there are no 
instances of ned- . However, there appears to be no differentiation of sense attached to 
the root orthography where this varies, in that ned- and neod- are interchangeably used 
206 The subcategories are Needing, unprovided, lacking; Stripped of, deprived of; 
. To lack, want for; To do without 
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in the general sense of 'need, necessity', even within the same text. Although ned-1 
neod- is in use during this period in the sense of 'in want of something, in the specific 
sense of 'poor' the earliest citation in the MED is from Wyclif. The eME texts reflect 
this, as the usual sense is of something 'necessary', or of a 'general need'. The context 
supplies the sense. The context may imply a condition of poverty, but ned could 
equally well be attached to other nouns. In the AB texts the phrase which continues 
from the TOE OE poverty category neod habW is used of general needs, not of needs 
associated with poverty207. 
In the MED the entry ned(effiul, adjective, is given a definition involving poverty 
in sense 2, defined as'(a) In want, poor; hungry, starving; in need of help-, also, 
characterized by want, wretched [quot.: a 1325]; (b) spiritually needy; (c) - of, of a 
structure: in need of (repair); (d) as noun: the needy, the poor; the spiritually needy 
[quots.: Vices & V. (1) 2nd, Cursor]; also, one needing counsel [quot.: al325]. ' and the 
earliest citations involving poverty are from Vices and Virtues (Stowe 34) and the 
Corpus Manuscript of AW, followed by the Otho manuscript of La3amon's Brut. 
Pearf 
Generally Pearf plays a restricted role in the ME texts, appearing only in the sense zn 
I necessity' which it shares with nede. In the OE category of poverty, Pearf is a central 
item, both alone and in compounds. As might be expected, the TOE category 
06.02.04.01 Want, need contains a large proportion of words formed from nied, as 
well as Pearf. Pearf has a strong presence in other categories, particularly those 
concerning necessity, which it shares with nede 208 . 
Citations from MED Nede noun sense I (e). haven - 'to have a need, be in need of 
something; be in need or want, be needy or poor'; for example: La3amon Brut 
Caligula 30767: Pe king lettefeden alle Pa neode hafden. This may be a 
continuation of the TOE phrase that appears in the category Poverty, indigence: 
habban nied. However in the AB texts this phrase is not used in a poverty context 
- eg AW 71 a/l 9; 72b/l 6 etc. 
208 In 06.02.04 Necessity, inevitability nied is an element in every word in the head 
category where Pearf appears once as nkdpearf-, and in the corresponding 
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Apart from the senses that are concerned with 'necessity' the MED has two entries 
for tharf one as a noun and one as an adjective. The senses for the noun which are 
poverty related are: (a) A need; what is required or wanted; wants or needs; ? also, 
poverty, indigence [last quot. ]; followed by three citations from MS Cotton Vespasian 
D. xiv, classified as OE, one from the Ormulum and the last, referred to as '? also, 
poverty, indigence [last quot. ]from a1225 Wint. Ben. Rule (CId d. 3) 99/7 in which 
the Latin equivalent indicates a poverty component: Gyfponne s-wa mycel Pearf P&-re 
stowe [L necessitas loci aut paupertas] beo ... 
The adjective has a more definite sense of poverty in the MED: '(a) In need, 
indigent, poor; also, meek, humble; - on gost; ' but here the citations are all from MS 
Cotton Vespasian D. xiv with one from the Lambeth Homilies (Lamb 487) which is 
also classified as OE. 
The OED concentrates on the senses concerned with 'necessity' and does not give 
any sense concerned with'poverty'. 
wwdle 
With Pearf, w6edle was one of the central items in the TOE category 15.01.06 
Poverty, indigence appearing in ten of the items: 
15.01.06 Poverty, indigence: w&delnes, wCedl, w&dlung 
A poor person: niedw&dla, wwdla, w&dling 
. Poor, needy, indigent: w&dla, w&dlig, wCedligend 
. To be poor, to be in want: w&dlian 
adverbial subcategory Necessarily, inevitably there are nine items of which nied 
f appears once as niedpearflice. In the category as is an element in seven, and ýear 
a whole there are thirty three items of which nied is an element in twenty. This 
element of necessity continues through its presence, with Pearfa, in 12.05.06.03 
Necessity, constraint; and, again with Peaýfa, in 12.07 An obligation, bounden 
duty. 
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It also appears in the subsequent category, 15.01.06.01 Begging where forms four out 
of the seven items. 
It appears additionally in: 
02.01.03.02 Barrenness, sterility: w&dl 
03.03.04.05 Insufficiency, lack, want 
. Deficient in, poor in, wanting: w&dla 
. To be in want of, lack: w&dfian 
Also present in the category 03.03.04.05 Insufficiency, lack, want is: . (Of 
things) scanty, scarce, meagre: bearfendlic and, from outside the 'poverty' category 
but from within the eME category that I have identified, lytlung and wan(a) in the 
head category, wan(a) in Manting, not complete, deficient and idbelic in . (Of 
things) scanty, scarce, meagre. 
In the MED the adjective wiedle with the sense '(a) Poor, needy; (b) as noun: poor 
people, the poor' has no citations after La3amon's Brut. 
Words from OE but not in the TOE poverty category 
bla6e 
The etymology of b1celle is obscure. The OED and the MED seem to suggest a 
probable OE origin but in its entry on blate 'miserable, wretched' the OED comments 
that OE bliat from which it comes would not give b1ce6e in ME but rather blete or 
blethe. The word that would give bkobe is blea& which has the sense 'weak, gentle, 
timid'. The MED suggests possibly a blend between the two. It is interesting that the 
MED gives the sense asBare, destitute; wretched'which is reminiscent of the sense 
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of westi in Wohunge and provides another dimension to the senses which surround 
'poverty'. This makes it problematic, but interesting, to trace its presence in the TOE 
categories. 
The entries in the TOE for these words are: 
bleabe: 
06.01.08.06.06 Timidity: 
. Timid, fainthearted: bleabe 
11.06 Disinclination to act, listlessness: 
. Slothful, inactive: bleabe 
There are no other words from the TOE or eME 'poverty' category in these categories. 
bliat: 
08.01.03.06 Adversity, affliction: 
.. Gloomy, miserable: bleatoP 
. Wretchedly: bleaff 
and with 
08.01.03.06Adversity, affliction: heand&nO, iermb, niedpearf, nib, nydbysguOP 
. Great, dire adversity: firenpearfP, heahpearp, nearoned, nearosorgoP 
. State of misery: neadclamg, nied, 
.. Time of distress, (present life): wrcechwdoP 
.. Troubles of this life: woruldyrmpu 
. Wretched man: earming, ierming, bear ftig)end, wrxcca, wrcecmcecgOP 
. Afflicted, full of trouble: earm 
.. Troubled by distresses: iýy7dbySigoP 
.. Gloomy, miserable: earmful, earmlic 
Xull of hardship/misery: wr4ecful, wrceclic 
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. Calamitous: earm, g5d1JasO 
. Wretchedly: earmlice 
Although it seems probable that the sense 'miserable, wretched' is a more likely 
source for blceo)e in its eME sense than a word meaning 'timid'despite the OED's 
observation, it is interesting that this is reinforced by the TOE categories in which it is 
not impossible that an item from the TOE 'poverty' category, or, more likely, the eME 
one might have shared a category with a connotation of 'timid', but they do not. 
BIceoe is extant only in its five uses in the MS Caligula version of La3amon's Brut. 
eOelich 
In the TOE iebelic is in the categories of 03.03.04.04 Littleness, smallness . (Of 
amount) small, little .. Little, small. slight: iebefic, 
also 11.12 Easiness where there are several entries including eqbeficnesOg as the 
headword. 
ea, belic appears in 03.03.04.05 Insufficiency, lack, want . (Of things) scanty, 
scarce, meagre where Pearfendlic also appears. 03.03.04.05 is one of the two 
categories in which w6udla appears outside poverty and begging and it also contains 
wana which becomes wone in the AB poverty vocabulary, so there are links here to 
the poverty category. 
It also appears in 11.08.04 Vanity, idleness, frivolity Of little worth/ 
importance. This sense continues into the AB texts below. There are other words 
from the TOE category of poverty as well as from the items that I have identified in 
the eME 'poverty' category: .A nonsense, triviality: lodrungog; and from eME 
I poverty' items: A person of little account: lyfling; Of little worth/importance: 
eq, bfic, hean, heanfic, Ntel, unweorp, unweorplic lodrungog which appears in a I 
different form in 15.01.06 Poverty, indigence .. Beggar, person supported by alms: 
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loddere. 209 
japelice appears in 02.05.05.04 Sensual pleasure Easy, pleasant, pleasurable: 
jabe and Easily, comfortably eab(e), jabelice. This sense may also continue into the 
AB texts. 
I have included the sense 'humility' for Melich, from contextual evidence, and 
although this sense does not appear in the MED and OED it is interesting that japm5d 
appears in TOE categories 07.07 Humility, 12.01.01.12.01 Obedience, service, and 
the Christian context is also present in the TOE in 16.01.01.01 Attributes of God 
.. Gracious: jqPmod, so these would not be new overtones for eaý-. 
Others of these TOE senses which are not reflected in the MED and OED are 
'insufficiency, lack, want' and 'sensual pleasure'. 'Sensual pleasure' may also be 
present in the AB texts. 
MED: 1. 'Insignificant, trivial, slight; of little worth or value' 
2. 'Of low rank, lowly, poor' 
3. 'Frail or weak (physically or morally) ' 
The OED distinguishes two main strands: A as adj. and B. as adv. 
A. adj 1. 'Easy, not difficult' 
2. 'Inconsiderable, slight, trifling often in antithesis to eche (=eternal): Of short 
duration' 
3. a. 'Of a person: Low in station; mean in character'b. 'Of a thing: Of small value'B. 
adv'Easily, without difficulty'b'At an easy price, cheaply'(MED puts OED B. as a 
separate entry) 
The OED does not record a sense of poverty but the MED has as sense 2 'Of low 
rank, lowly, poor'which possibly corresponds to OED sense 3-a. 'Of a person: Low in 
109 lodrungog appears in a different form in 15.01.06 Poverty, indigence Aeggar, 
person supported by alms: loddere. 
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station; mean in character'. 
godles 
This appears in the TOE once in 08.01.03.06 Adversity, affliction Calamitous: 
g6dlýaso where earm is in the same subcategory and there are many other items from 
the 'poverty' category from the TOE and eME. 210 Its definition 211 seems to be 'without 
good'. Its only citations in the sense'without goods'in the MED are HM and 
Chaucer. 212 
helples 
In the TOE help appears in 02.08.12.01 Medical care, treatment; 11-10.01.02 
Refuge, help, shelter; 11.12.02 Aid, help, succour but as a form helples appears not 
to be extant in OE. 
In the MED the following senses have citations before, or contemporary with, the 
AB texts: (a) 'Unable to act for oneself, helpless'; (b) 'poor, destitute, without relief, 
as noun: needy person, paupee; (c) 'without support, abandoned, alone, 
companionless'; -- also as noun; (e) 'doomed, hopeless; ' -- also as noun. 
The OED has only one sense that is contemporary with the eME texts: 1. 'Destitute 
of help; having no assistance from others; needy'. (Of persons, their condition, etc. ) 
3eomere 
In the TOE giomores and its forms appear in the following categories: 
08.01.03 Bad feeling, sadness: 
-Sad, sorrowful: geomor 
210 See section on heene above for details. 
211 Its single instance is defined in Bosworth-Toller: gdd-leds adj 'without good, 
miserable, wretched', citation: Dis ungesiVige gear and ocet g5dledse - Mfaustus We annus et omnibus bonis exosus Bd. 3,1; S. 523,33 
212 c1440 Chaucer CT. Sh. (Add 35286) B. 1480 
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.. Sad in mind/heart: giomormod 
with in .. 
Full of sorrows: earmcearigP 
08.01.03.01 Despondency: 
Troubled in mind/heart: giomorm5d 
with, immediately above, Depressed, sad, troubled: hian 
08.01.03.04 Grief: 
. Sorrowing, mournful: geomor, giomorlic, 
. Causing grief, horrid: geomor, geomorlice 
. In a way that causes sorrow: geomorlice 
with Lamentable, pitiable: earmlic 
08.01.03.04.01 Complaint, lamentation: 
. To lament, wail: geomrian 
08.01.03.07.02 Misery, trouble, aMiction: giomornesog, nearopearf, 
with Oppressive, harassing: nearolic 
These items inhabit closely connected areas around extremely distressing 
emotions, and sometimes are applied to the cause of them as in Causing grief, 
horrid: giomor, giomorlice. The presence of some items from the TOE 'poverty' 
category is notable although they are not numerous. Some of the categories overlap 
the concept of 'poverty' such as 'sadness' and 'affliction' but the extension into 'grief is 
more extreme. 
The OED for yomering gives senses connected to sound, as it is used in the Otho 
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manuscript of La3amon's Brut, 'To murmur, complain; to lament, mourn'which 
preserves the connotations of the category in the TOE concerning grief, and senses 
about general misery such as 'Sorrowful, wretched, grievous, doleful' for yomer. 213 It 
does not have the connotations of unpleasantness in the TOE sub-category 'Causing 
grief, horrid. 
Of yeomere the MED has: 
'I. (a) Wretched, miserable, unhappy; also, of a ship: in dire circumstances; of a voice: 
expressing sorrow, mournful, sad; -- used in adv. phrase; (b) of a time: unfortunate, 
unfavorable; of an affliction: causing suffering or distress' where the sense in (b) 
preserves the 'causing suffering' sense of the TOE and the only citations are both from 
the Trinity Homilies. 214 
2. (a) Of a person: cursed, damned; of a belief, thought, etc.: contemptible, base, vile; 
(b) unpleasant, disagreeable; of fodder: poor, meager. Here the sense of the TOE 
category Causing grief, horrid is extended into 'contemptible, base, vile'. 
fitell 
As it would in PDE, OE NO and its forins occupy a range of categories in the TOE, 
some of which are for its literal and concrete senses. I propose to omit these215 such as 
03.03.04.04.01 Paucity, fewness, scarcity, where the focus is quantity, and 
concentrate on its figurative uses and those which may be components in 'poverty' 
211 For yomernesse 'wretchedness, misery' there is one citation only which is c. 1250 
Kent. Serm. in OE Misc. 28 Po gode werkes Pet IS biter to Po yemernesse of ure 
flesce and here again an item with connections to 'poverty' is used of the flesh. 214 al225(? al2OO)Trin. Hom. (Trin-CB. 14.52) 169: Pe he Polede Pe gimere pine; 
he makede ane reuliche meninge. and 181: Dat child on his burde PoW ... and cumet) qf gemere hwile in to grimme wunienge 
211 02.01.04.01 Youth: lytel; 02.03.01.04 Child: lytling; 02.04.02.03.02 Short: 
1ýtel; 03.03.04.04. Littleness, smallness: lyt, lytel, lWelnes, lytle; 03.03.04.04.01 
Paucity, fewness, scarcity: lyt, Ntel; 03.03.04.06 6iminution: (ge)lytlian; 
05.10.05.01 A little way, no great distance: lytel ; 05.11.01.02 Shortness/ 
brevity in time: lytel, lythan. 
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such as 03.03.04.05 Insufficiency, lack, want. 
There are eight remaining categories and lytel and its forms appear as follows: 
03.03.04.04.05 Insufficiency, lack, want: lyt1ung 
. Insufficiently, too little, not enough: to lyt 
and with: 
03.03.04.04.05 Insufficiency, lack, want: wan(a) 
. (Of things) scanty, scarce, meagre: Japelic, Pearfendlic 
Wanting, not complete, deficient: wana 
. Deficient in, poor in, wanting: wCedla 
. To be in want of, lack: wCedlian 
No lack, fail, fall short of: wana beon1wesan 
03.03.05.01.03 Inferior 
. Small, little, poor: lytel 
. Lowest, least: lCest 
-To diminish, lessen (qualitY, degree etc. ): (ge)ýv7tlian 
and with: 
03.03.05.01.03 Inferior: nipera, niperlic 
. Small, little, poor: wdclic 
. In an inferior position: niper 
. Mean, poor, paltry: wdc, wdclic 
. To become poor, mean: wacian 
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05.09 Weakness: 
. To weaken: lythan 
and with: 
05.09 Weakness: untrumnes, wdc 
. Without force, weak: wdc 
. Feeble, weak, infirm: un(ge)trum, untrumlic 
. Weakly, feebly: wdclicj 
. To weaken: awdcian 
. To be, become weak: (ge)wdcian 
nq, Jo make weak, weaken: awCuca untrumian, (ge)wCucan 
07.03.03.02 To degrade, debase: 
Jo depreciate, make out to be inferior: gelythan 
there are no other words from the category 'poverty' here, but this is a very small 
category in the TOE with a total of only two words and a phrase. 
07.03.04 A wretch, poor creature: 
. Mean, vile, wretched: NO I 
and with: 
07.03.04 A wretch, poor creature: earming 
.. Poor, miserable, wretched, grevious: earmsceapen 
.. Bad, sordid, vile: wac 
.. (Of life, etc. ) limited, poor: nearu 
11.08.04 Vanity, idleness, frivolity: 
A person of little account: lyding 
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. What is of less importance: ltZ-ssa 
. Of little worth/importance: lytel 
.. Frivolous, trivial, useless: lytel 
and with: 
A nonsense, triviality: lodrungog 
. Of little worth/importance: japelic, hian, hianlic, unweorp, unweorplic 
. Unworthily: unweorplice 
12.01.01.06.04 Inferiority of status, lowest place: 
. Inferior in rank/position: Ntel I 
. Inferior, junior, lesser: lCessa 
. Less in degree: 1&s 
and with: 
. Meanness of condition: wacnes 
12.01.01.09 Bondage, slavery: 
.. A woman slave: tv-tle 
and with: 
12.01.01.09 Bondage, slavery: niedhiernesog 
. One reduced to slavery by law: nydbeowetlingo 
A slave, bondman: niedling, niedpiow 
The presence here of senses 'vile' and its presence in the category Vanity, 
idleness, frivolity continues connections with these concepts which are noted in other 
poverty words. The connection with slavery and bondage is also interesting here. 
In the OED the adjectiVe has sense 8. a. 'Of things: Not of great importance or 
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interest; trifling, trivial'with citations from the Laud MS of the A. S. Chronicle on, 
dates as 1100.8. b. 'Of persons: Not distinguished, inferior in rank or condition. ' The 
first citation is dated as a 1220 Bestiary. The very negative senses that are found in 
some of the 'poverty' words are present in sense Sense 9 which is'Paltry, mean, 
contemptible; little-minded' but its first citation is 1483. 
In the MED the adjective has sense 3. c. (c) 'low in position or status, lowly, 
humble; unimportant; - thef, petty thief-, - and mikel, lowly and great, one and all; 
(d) of friends: not close, not intimate; casual' and the first citation is al 300(a 1250) 
Bestiary Arun. 292. The noun has sense 2. b. (b) 'a humble or lowly person; - and 
muchel, the muchel and the -, the lowly and the great; one and all, everyone; (c) 
those who are spiritually weak; the - of understondinge, those of little understanding' 
with the first citation from MS Cotton Vespasian D. xiv. The verb has sense I. d. (d) 
'to reduce (sb. or sth. ) in rank or significance; make (a sin) less heinous; reýfl, humble 
oneself with a first citation from Vices and Virtues MS Stowe 34 dated as 
al225(cl220) which echoes a sense of nipren. 
mistrum 
This is the only instance recorded. It is from OE trum which is in TOE categories 
05.08 Strength, 05.12.04.01 Stability, firmness, 05.13.06.01 Firm, stable, steady, 
06.02.07.02 Constancy and 12.07.02.02 Truth, faithfulness, good faith, sincerity. 
It is defined in the OED as'weak'and in the MED as'Of a meal: scant, poor' 
rti, bprenn 
This is an item which has accumulated a wide range of connected senses and, like 
wrecche, therefore appears in a number of TOE categories. I shall omit the literal 
senses 216and the instances in which nO fonns part of a word in which the nO element 
216 Such as 05.10.05.04.02.02 Under, beneath; 05.10.05.04.02.03.01 A low position, 
the bottom 
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is the minor element. 
217 
The TOE categories which remain are: 
03.03.05.01.03 Inferior: nipera, niperlic 
. In an inferior position: niper 
. Lowest, least: nipemest 
and with 
. 
Small, little, poor: IPtel, wdclic 
Mean, poor, paltry: wac, wdclic 
. Lowest, least: lCest 
Toorly, meanly, cheaply: wdchce 
Jo diminish, lessen (quality, degree etc. ): (ge)ýv7flian 




.. Poor in spirit, humble: earmful 
.. Poor, mean, sorry: earmlic 
.. Meanly, abjectly: earmlice 
07.09.02: Disgrace, shaming, humiliation: 
.. To humble, abase: (ge)niperian, nipertorfianOg 




07.09.02: Disgrace, shaming, humiliation: unweorpung 
. Humbled, shamed, brought low: hean 
. Ignominiously: heanlice 
.. To humble, abase: hienan, (ge)wanian 
.. To degrade: gehienan 
08.01.03.06 Adversity, affliction: nip 
and with 
08.01.03.06Adversity, affliction: hiandano, iermp, niedpeaýf nydbysguP 
. Great, dire adversity: firenpearfP, hialipearp, nearoned, nearosorgoP 
. State of misery: neadclamg, Wed, 
.. Time of distress, (present life): wrcechwdoP 
.. Troubles of this life: woruldyrmPu 
. Wretched man: earming, ierming, Pearftig)end, wrcecca, wriectncecgOP 
. Afflicted, full of trouble: earm 
-Troubled by distresses: nydbysigoP 
.. Gloomy, miserable: bliaff, earmful, earmlic 
Xull of bardship/misery: wrcecful, wrxclic 
. Calamitous: earm, g5d1jasO 
. Wretchedly: blideP, earmlice 
08.01.03.09.05 Enmity: nip 
There are no other 'poverty' items 
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08.01.03.09.08 Envy, jealousy: 
. Spite, rancour, envy: nip 
Xull of envy- nibful, nibig 
Jo envy, hate: nipano 
There are no other 'poverty' items. 
12.05.04: Strife, hostility: nip, orlegn! PP 
There are no other 'poverty' items. 
12.05.06.02 Oppression: 
Jo oppress: (ge)niperian 
and with 
12.05.06.02 Oppression: 
Yorcibly, oppressively: nearwe 
12.08.06.02: Wickedness, evil: nip, nipscipeo 
There are no other 'poverty' items. 
12.08.06.02.01 Wrong, evil-doing: 
.. An evil/malicious deed: nip 
There are no other'poverty' items. 
12.08.06.02.04 Darkness, evil: 
.. Deepest, most heinous: nibemest 
There are no other'poverty' items. 
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13.02.02 Battle: nip, nipplegaoP, nipweorc 
There are no other 'poverty' items. 
14.03.03.01 Accusation: 
Jo accuse: (ge)niberian 
and with 
. To accuse: dhinang, (ge)hienan 
14.03.03.09.01 Unfavourable judgement, condemnation: 
. Deserving condemnation: (ge)niperigendlic 
No condemn: (ge)niperian 
There are no other 'poverty' items. 
16.01.05 Hell, lower world, abode of the dead: 
. Abyss, ness, pit of hell: nipq 
There are no other 'poverty' items. 
16.01.05.01 Damnation, perdition, reprobation: (ge)niperung 
Hell-torment: hellenipOP 
There are no other'poverty' items. 
In the OED the verb nither is given the sense 'To bring or thrust down, to bring 
low, abase, humble, oppress, straiten etc. ' Also in OE 'to condemn'. Nether is given 
largely literal senses connected to 'low' but sense 5. is 'Denoting the earth or things 
upon it, in contrast to heaven or the upper regions and sense 6. Denoting what lies, or 
is imagined as lying, beneath the earth: esp. nether world or regions. ' 
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The MED has literal senses for the adjective and then sense 2 is 'Lower in status, 
lower morally or spiritually, inferior' 
For the adverb it has 'Down, downward, low; to defeat (sb. or sth. ) humiliatingly, 
disgrace. ' 
For the verb netheren it has (a) To cast (sb. ) down; flatten (a hill); (b) to humble 
(sb., oneself); (c) to oppress (sb. or sth. ); (d) to disgrace (sb. ); debase (oneself); (e) to 
impair (health); subvert (laws). and for the transitive verb nither leien it has To lay 
(sth. ) down. 
unnome 
In the TOE unorne appears in: 
12.01.01.11 The common people 
.. 
Of lowly rank: unome"P 
and with 
. Common, not noble: hian 
.. Of lowly rank: hean, litssa, I&st, unweorp 
and unornlic appears in 
04.04.07.01 Mode of dressing, fashion 
. (Of clothes) plain, worn, mean: unornlico 
there are no other 'poverty' items 
07.10.03.01 Unornamented, unadorned: 
. (Of clothes) plain, worn, mean: unornfico 
The OED gives the adjective sense I. 'Of persons: Plain (in manners or 
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appearance); humble, simple; mean, wretched'with the first citation frini. OE from The 
Battle of Maldon. 
The MED gives (a) 'Plain, simple, unelaborated; also, without physical appeal, 
unattractive; of food or drink: not dainty, not choice' with the first citation from the 
Ormulum of food; (b) 'lowly in rank or status, not highborn; also, ? modest in manner 
or dress, of humble bearing [a few quots. could also be construed as (a)]' with the first 
citation from the Ormulum of Christ as a child; (c) 'decrepit, enfeebled; - age, 
decrepitude' with the first citation from The Owl and the Nightingale MS Cotton 
Caligula A. ix but the next from a1450 (1412) from Hoccleve. 
untrumnesse 
In the TOE untrumnes appears in 
02.08.02 Disease, infirmity, sickness: untrumnesluntrymnes, untrymmigog, untrymb 
Infirm condition: untrumhado 
. Sick, ill, diseased: untrum, untrym(m)igg 
.. To be taken ill/be unfirm: (ge)untrumian 
.. To fall ill: untrymigang 
.. To make weak, enfeeble: (ge)untrumian 
and with 
.. To reduce (by medical treatment), weaken: wanian 
There are no other 'poverty' items in the category but wac- and wan- are present as 
affixes. 
02.08.11.02 Mental weakness: untrumnes 
There are no other 'poverty' items. 
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05.09 Weakness: untrumnes 
Yeeble, weak, infirm: un(ge)trum, untrumlic 
. To make weak, weaken: untrumian 
and with 
05.09 Weakness: wac 
. Without force, weak: wdc 
. Weakly, feebly: wdclice 
Jo weaken: dwdcian 
. To be/become weak: (ge)wdcian 
. To reduce (by medical treatment), weaken: wanian 
16.02.04.07.03 Confirmation: 
. Not confirmed: untrymed 
There are no other 'poverty' items in this category. 
'ne OED has the sense 'Weakness, infirmity, ill health' which reflects the 
categories above. The MED has similarly 'Infirmity, sickness; a] sofig.; also, a disease, 
disorder, an illness. ' 
This word is a 'family resemblance' member of the category 'poverty' in the 
Ormulum, and its narrow range of TOE categories is reflected in its senses in the OED 
and the MED in eME. 
unnweorp 
This appears in the TOE in the following categories: 
07.03.03.01 Empty, useless, worthless: 
. Good for nothing, worthless: unweorý 
. Despised, despicable, worthless: unweprb 
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There are no other 'poverty' items. 
07.03.05.01 Ignobility: 
Agnoble, disgraceful, infamous: unweorplic 
There are no other 'poverty' items. 
07.09 Shame, disgrace: 
. Shameful, disgraceful: unweorp 
and with 
07.09 Shame, disgrace: hienp(o) 
Terson incurring: earming 
.. Shamefully, ignominiously: hiane 
07.09.02 Disgrace, shaming, humiliation: unweorbung 
and with 
Mumbled, shamed, brought low: hian 
. Ignominiously: heanelice 
. To humble, abase: hianan, (ge)niberian, nibertotfian0g, (ge)wanian 
.. To degrade: gehienan 
07.09.03 Infamy, ignominy, shame: 
.. Dishonour, disgrace, shame: unweorpnes, unweorpscipe, unweorbung 
. Ignominiously, basely, disgracefully: unweorplice 
.. Unworthily: unweorbe 
. To dishonour, disgrace: (ge)unwurpian 
.. To become dishonoured: unweorbian 
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and with 
.. Of deeds, feelings etc.: hean, hianlic 
. To dishonour, degrade, insult: (ge)hienan 
08.01.03.05.05 Indignation: unweorpscipe, unweorpung 
. Indignantly: unweorplice 
There are no other items from 'poverty' in this category, but it is very small and there 
is only one other item. 218 
11.08.04 Vanity, idleness, frivolity: 
. Of little worth/importance: unweorp, unweorblic 
. Unworthily: unweorplice 
. To be worthless: aweorpan 
and with 
A nonsense, triviality: lodrungog 
A person of little account: Iýfling 
. Of little worth, inportance: japlic, hian, hianfic, lytel 
.. Frivolous, trivial, useless: lytel 
12.01.01.11 The common people: 
.. Of lowly rank: unweorb 
and With 
. Common not noble: hian 
.. 
Of lowly rank: hian, Icessa, 1&st, unorneoP 
218 To be indignant at: underniman 
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15.02.02 Cheap: unweorp 
There are no other 'poverty' words in this category, although e&liche in the AB 
texts carries the sense 'of low monetary value'. 
The OED has the sense 'unworthy' and the verb has 'to treat with dishonour or 
disdain'. The MED has of the adjective and with citations from the eME period (a) 'Of 
a person or creature: lacking honor, respect, or esteem; of insufficient merit, 
undeserving, unworthy; also, contemptible, base, mean; also, with inf.: unworthy (to 
do sth. )'(b) 'of a thing, wealth, prayers, a sin, etc.: of little or no value, worthless; 
despicable, hateful; displeasing'(c) 'unmerited, undeserved; haven -, with inf.: to 
consider it dishonorable (to do sth. ), disdain' which echoes the categories in the TOE. 
Of the noun it has Dishonor, disrespect'. 
Again there appear to be common threads that run through the additional senses of 
these words, and some of the surprising ones crop up again such as Vanity, idleness 
and frivolity as well as the negative ones connected to evil. 
wac 
wdc disappeared in the fourteenth century and was replaced by weak219. 
In the TOE wac appears in: 
03.03.05.01.03 Inferior in sub categories Small, little, poor: wdclic; Mean, poor, 
paltry: wdc, waclic; Poorly, meanly, cheaply: wdclice; Jo become poor, mean: 
wacian. In the modem English metalanguage here'poor'is concerned with 
'inadequate' as the quality of being 'wanting' or'lacking'. It is not used with the sense 
'material poverty'. 
05.09 Weakness in the head category; Mithout force, weak: wac; To be, to 
219 OED entry for'weak'. 
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become weak: (ge)wdcian; To make weak, weaken: dw&canq, (ge)wcecan220 
The OED gives three senses: 
a. 'Pliant, flexible' (only OE). 
b. 'Lacking in strength, vigour, endurance or courage; inferior physically or morally'. 
c. 'Lowly in status or degree; insignificanf. 
The MED gives: 
w5k 
1. (a) 'Easily bent or broken, not sturdy etc' 
(b) 'insignificant, paltry, worthless; also insubstantial, ephemeral'. etc 
2. (a) 'Of a person, a bodily member, human nature: deficient in physical strength, 
weak'etc 
(b)'of the earth'(1400 on) 
(c) 'relatively deficient in fighting strength'; as noun 'those who are defenceless' 
(d) 'helpless, needy; powerless; impotent'; as noun'those in need of help'. 
3. (a) 'Of a person, the flesh, human nature, morally or spiritually feeble, readily led in 
to sin' etc. 
(b) 'lacking in courage or resolve' etc 
(c) deficient in intellectual power or understanding' etc 
(d) 'of faith or volition not firm or steadfastete 
(e) 'of thoughts, desires, utterances vain, idle' ; also 'arising from moral frailty' etc 
4. as adv Teebly'etc (only citation AW 65 33b/2 below) 
w6kh adv. has only two citations, both from AB texts, AW 152 80a/15 and HM 4/16 
below. 
220 With untrum, a possible link to mistrum, which appears the head category and 
several of the subcategories. untrum 'Infirm, weakly, sick, ill' Clark Hall. 
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w5knesse has one sense contemporary with the AB texts 'deficiency of moral or 
spiritual strength' etc. The first citation is from Vices and Virtues, but the remaining 
three are two from AW and one from Wohunge. 
wannsenn 
The MED gives the derivation as'From OE -wansian or ON (cp. 01 vansa to do too 
little & vansi lack, want). 'If the derivation is OE wansian then this appears in the TOE 
only in 03.03.04.06 Diminution Jo diminish, lessen, make smaller 
The MED has Ia and lb from later than thiS221 
(b) to become shorter; 
(c) to cause (stli., people) to be diminished, reduce in size, extent, or number; reduce 
(sth. ) to nothing, do away with; also, dispense (wealth); take away (sth. from sb. ). and 
2. 
(b) to decline in importance, influence, status, etc., be diminished in dignity or esteem; 
- and decresen; waxen and -; - awei, be dismissed from the mind, fade away; 
(c) to diminish (sb. ) in honor or status; also, reduce (sb. ) with respect to the heavenly 
reward [1 st quot. ]. 
wansibe 
While the two elements of wans0e are from OE they were not combined before eME 
and so this item does not appear in the TOE. The OED has simply 'misery' and the 
MED for wane 2 has (a) 'A woeful or miserable state, misfortune, adversity; also, an 
undesirable thing, an affliction, a tribulation; also, destruction, - sith, wretchedness' 
with all the citations for it from La3amon's Brut. 
221 1400 and 1450 respectiVely as the earliest citations. 
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wrecche 
The development of wrecche is complex. It appears in the following range of 
categories in the TOE: 
5 Existence: 
12 To move, be in motion 
05.12.02.04 To cast out, drive away 
05.12.05.03.04 To come/go out from 
6 Mental Faculties: 
01 The head (as seat of thought) 
06.01.08.05.01.01 Wondrous, glorious, marvellous 
8 Emotion: 
OlHeart, spirit, mood, disposition 
08.01.03.06 Adversity, affliction 
08.01.03.07.03 Suffering, torment, pain 
08.01.03.09.05 Enmity 
11 Action and utility: 
01 Action, doing, performance 
11.0 1 Action, doing, performance 
12 Social interaction: 
04 Fellowship, union, association 
12.04.04 Solitude 
12.05.04.02 Vengeance, revenge 
06 A province, country, territory 
12.06.05 A foreign country 
12.06.05.01 State of exile, banishment 
08 Principle, character 
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12.08.06.02.02 A bad man, an inhuman person 
14 Law and Order: 




14.05.02 Torment, punishment 
14.05.03 Retribution, requital 
1.6 Religion: 
01 A divine being 
16.01.05.02.01 The Devil 
16.01.05.02.02 Other ten-ns for devils 
02 Religion 
16.02.04.11 Pilgrimage 
It is difficult to see from most of this range of senses where there could be a 
connection to the OE or eMIE category of poverty. However there are some. 
Category 8 Emotion listed above also includes items from the TOE poverty category: 
8 Emotion: 
Offleart, spirit, mood, disposition 
08.01.03.06 Adversity, affliction 
where OE 'poverty' items earm, hean, iermp, nearo-, nied and Pearf are 
represented222. 
There is a subcategory, Time of adversity which contains no element from the 
222 In Calatnitous appears the only OE instance of g5dIjasO which becomes godles, 
part of the AB poverty vocabulary. 
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OE poverty category, although a compound using earm is found in the AB texts in this 
senSe223. It carries two subcategories: 
.. Time of weariness: langunghwiloP 
.. Time of distress (present life): wrcechwdoP 
and in the second, wrcech is perforining the same function as the earm compound in 
the instance from Hali Me0had. 
Subcategory 12.04.04 Solitude contains items from the OE poverty category but 
in a neutral function - for example winepearfendeP in Friendless, without friends 
where Pearfende has the sense of lackmg. 
It is interesting that in the subcategory A vagrant, vagabond only h1eapere and 
woriend appear so there may be no poverty sense associated with these referents in 
OE. 
The definitions in the OED are general, giving senses around 'misery', 'distress' 
and 'baseness'. The condition of being wretched may be through poverty but there is 
no clear sense of the nature of wrecche, which is not surprising given its wide and 
varied use. 
In the MED there is a long entry for wrecche and its compounds. There seem to be 
two strands which run throughout. The first is that of 'hardship and misfortune', 
including 'poverty'. The second is concerned with being 'base, vile and contemptible'. 
There is also the sense of being 'low in the social or economic hierarchy' that shades 
224 into being humble. The citations are from a wide range of eME and ME texts. 
It is clear that in OE wrecche had a wide range of polysemous senses, which it 
brought into the poverty category in the eME period when it became a central word 
for 'poor'. 
223 Earm-hwile vee section on earm above 
224 A later sense appears which is that of 'a miser, a niggard' 
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wone 
As OE wana this does not appear as a form in the OE poverty category, although it 
does appear as an element in compound words and it shares other categories with 
items from the TOE category. It appears in the AB texts as wone (Royal weane225). 
In the TOE category 10.02 Want, lack wana is in the head category. 
It is the only entry in One less than (with numerals): dnes wan (Pe ... ) 
226 
It appears in the subcategory Lacking, not possessed of. wan, (ge)wana 
In the subcategory Destitute of, without there is also earm from the OE poverty 
field. 
In TOE category 10.02.01 Loss, deprivation wana appears in the head category. 
In TOE category 03.03.04.05 Insufficiency, lack, want wanla forms appear: 
03.03.04.05 insufficiency, lack, want: wan(a) 
In the subcategory Manting, not complete, deficient: wana 
In the subcategory Jo lack, fail, fall short of: wana bion1wesan 
Other items from the OE poverty field in the same category are: 
. (Of things) scanty, scarce, meagre: Pearfendlic 
. Deficient in, poor in, wanting: w&dla 
No be in want of, lack: w&dlian 
So although wanla does not appear in the TOE category of poverty it has 
connections with items within it. 
As an element wanla appears frequently: 
15.01.06 Poverty, indigence: wan&-htoP, ivanhafle)nesg, wanhafolnesg, wansped, 
wanspidignesog 
225 d'Ardenne and Dobson (EETS SS7 1981) note of St Katerine. B 879 that T has 
wone'need, want, poverty'where B has the false form weone and R weane fwoe, 
misery'. The Latin is inconclusive between T and R but if T wone is original this 
would explain the variants. 
226 This is the same use as it has in St Katerine B. 23 twa wone of twenti. R 
consistently replaces wone with weane in St K 
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A poor person: wanhafa 
. Poor, needy, indigent: wanhafol, wanspidig 
So in OE wana shares categories with poverty items and appears as an element in 
the TOE category of poverty. 
In the OED wane n. has two senses which are supported with citations from the 
thirteenth century: 
1. 'Want, lack, shortage, absence of 
2. 'Need, want, poverty' 
and the MED wane' n. which has: 
(a) 'Tbe state or condition of penury, deprivation, neediness, etc., want; also, famine, 
dearth'; 
(b) 'the absence or lack (of sth. ); a deficiency or shortage (of sth. ); water -, a shortage 
or lack of water; ben on - of his hele, to lack curability, fail to heal'. 227 
Words from ON 
lah 
The MED and the OED agree on an ON origin, and the OED gives the derivation as 
ON. Idg-r (Sw. 16g, Da. lav). In the AB texts lahe is used in every group, and in a 
range of contexts with both physical and figurative uses. 
In the OED there are 1. literal senses, and 11. figurative senses. Of the transferred 
or figurative senses those contemporary with the AB texts are: 
227 MED has wane 
2 
which has: 
(a) 'A woeful or miserable state, misfortune, adversity; also, an undesirable thing, 
an affliction, a tribulation; also, destruction; - sith, wretchedness; an adversity; - 
slaughtes, unfortunate killings, much carnage; - and wo (wrak), wo (woue) and 
(b) 'a feeling of sorrow, distress, misery, or anxiety'. 
This appears in the AB texts as weane and I have not included this. 
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5. 'Of humble rank, station, position, or estimation'. (not 11. 'humble in disposition 
I etc. as this sense has its earliest citation as 1377 PPI B. xx. 36) 
6. a. 'Of inferior quality, character or style; wanting in elevation, commonplace, 
mean. ' 
17. 'to lay low' c. in immateii al sense, fig. : 'To abase, humble' 
(not 18. 'to lie low 'a. literally b. fig. 'be humbled or abased' where the earliest citation 
is 1300 Cursor Mundi 1649) 
In the MED, apart from literal senses, contemporary with the AB texts there are: 
5a (a) 'Low in rank or social status, low in the ecclesiastical hierarchy'; 
(c) 'low in fortunes, state, or condition; poor; unfortunate; also, defeated in battle; of a 
city: small, unimportant; of a place: dishonorable; of renown or reputation: not great, 
obscured'; 
5b (a) 'Low in the order of beings, low in the order of created things, low in quality or 
nature, inferior'228 
(b) 'low in any hierarchy of holiness or spiritual perfection; -- used of persons, classes 
of persons, a way of life, an activity, a prayer, a degree of feeling or virtue'; 
5c. (d) 'morally low, base, ignoble' 
5d. 'Humble, meek, unpretentious: (a) of persons, the heart, spirit, countenance; also, 
in proverb; (b) of actions, words, places; - humblesse, deep humility'. 
meoc 
In the OED the derivation of meek is given as ON. mifik-r'soft, pliant, gentle' 
In the OED the noun meekness is given the sense 'The quality of being meek; 
gentleness of spirit; humility' and the adjective is given 1. a. 'Gentle, courteous, kind. 
Of a superior: Merciful, compassionate, indulgent. ' 1. b. is 'As connoting a Christian 
virtue. Free from haughtiness and self-will; piously humble and submissive; patient 
228 And in this sense - kinde, Christ's human (as opposed to divine) nature 
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and unresentful. under injury and reproach. ' Sense 2. is 'Of animals: Tame, gentle, not 
fierce. ' The adverb meekly is 'In a meek or humble manner. ' The first citation for all 
these senses is from the Ormulum. 
There are two senses which have first citations which are later: sense 1. c. of the 
adjective is 'Submissive, humble. In an unfavourable sense' and the first citation here 
is 1340-70 Alisaunder, and sense 3. a. In physical applications: Not violent or strong; 
mild, gentle. 
The MED for the adjective has: 
1. (a) Gentle, quiet, unaggressive; of a woman: modest; of eyes: soft; (b) full of loving 
kindness, benevolent, kind, sweet; (c) merciful; (d) friendly, affable, courteous, 
gracious; (e) compassionate, sympathetic. Senses a. and b. both have their first 
citations from the Ormulum. The subsequent senses are all post 1300. 
2. has (a) Having the virtue of humility, humble, unassuming; (b) good, virtuous; (c) 
contrite. The first has a first citation from the Ormulum and the remainder are post 
1300. 
3. (a) Submissive, obedient, docile, amenable; (b) of an animal: tame, gentle; also as 
noun; (c) lowly, poor, unimportant, abject; -- also as noun; (d) weak, helpless. Of 
these, b. is cited from the Ormulum for its first extant record, and the others are post 
1300. 
4. is (a) Soft, supple, pliant; (b) of the sea: calm; (c) of clothes: modest, not gaudy; (d) 
of a disease: benign, not virulent. a. and b. are post 1400 but c. has earliest citations 
from AW and it is interesting that'meek'here is being used in the same sense that the 
Ormulum would use unnorne. 
This is present because of its use in the Ormulum in collocation with words from 
the poverty category. 
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wontreabe 
In the AB texts wontrea6e is found in all three groups. The OED gives its etymology 
as ON. vandmeN 'difficulty, trouble'. 
The OED definition includes 'poverty' giving Misery, distress, liardship; 
adversity, poverty' but the MED does not include the 'poverty' component, giving (a) 
'Woe, misery; wretchedness; difficulty, adversity; a state of misery, lamentable 
condition; also, a reversal of fortune, an adverse circumstance, affliction, a misery; 
? also, a tale of woe, lamentation'229 
nowcin 
In the AB texts nowcin is found only in the Katherine GroUp230 in St Katerine, St 
Marharet, SW and HM. OED giVes the source language as ON. nau6syn'need'= 
MDu. nootsin, noodzin. 
The definitions in the OED and MED are general. The OED has only 'Hardship, 
distress'. The MED has 'An affliction, a misery; affliction, privation, want', but has no 
differentiation between the strands in the citations. In each the citations are only from 
the Katherine Group and Cursor Mundi. 
usell 
Found in the Ormulum only. The OED gives 'wretched, miserable'for usell and 
I wretchedness' for uselldom. The MED gives'Wretched, miserable; lowly; of 
someone's life: deprived (with respect to food and clothing)' for usell and for uselldom 
'A state characterized by deprivation, wretchedness. ' 
Townend considers this to be one of the group of loans in the Ormulum that is unique 
in that they show a late Norse sound change, here the denasalisation of the negative 
229 MED (b) in conventional collocations, usu. alliterating: - and wo (wane), wo 
(wane) and -, for wo ne for -, mid - and mid care, etc.; (c) ? in surname. 
230 So not in AW or the Wohunge Group, whereas meseise is found only in AW and 
the Wohunge Group. 
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prefix from un- to u-, and he suggests this indicates it may be a late adoption (2002 p. 
208). 
wanntsumm 
The OED gives the sense 'Indigent, poor; devoid of and has citations from the 
Ormulum, where it has one instance, and Cumor Mundi. Both the OED and the MED 
agree that the word comes from want. At this stage, and as it is used in AW for 
example, want seems to mean 'devoid of or'lacking' and only later comes into the 
category of 'poverty'. " I 
In the MED wantsum is gives the sense 'in want, - of, depniVed of with the two 
citations as above. 
Words from OFr 
beggerelbeggetýelbeggild 
These items are found only in AW. 
The only sense in the OED that is contemporary with the AB texts is 1. a. 'One 
who asks alms, especially habitually; one who lives by so doing'. 
The MED has as contemporary senses: 
for the verb (a) 'To ask for (sth. ) as a gift, beg; ask alms, live as a beggar; beg for one 
of the mendicant orders'; ppl. as n.; (although 'beg for one of the mendicant orders' is 
illustrated by citations dated after the AB texts). 232 
MED want adj. (a) The state of penury, want; also, a shortage or lack of 
something; first citation a1400 (a1325) Cursor(Vsp A. 3) 10406: Pai Put stad er 
in Pair blis, Wit-vten want has alle Pair wis. 
232 Chase (1988) also has mendicant friars dated after the AB texts as R3.3.2.4. Friar: 
mendinant 1386 and other religious associations with 'beggar' come in R3.3.10 
Other religious. Beghard: Beggar c. 1384 so this is post the AB texts. 
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for begger(e (a) 'A beggar, mendicant; (other senses are post AB texts). 
for beggild'A beggar' [orig., 'female beggar] . 
In AW there is one instance each of beggere; beggilde; beggin(v). There is no 
certainty about the origin of the word. The OED tentatively suggests it could come 
from OE bedecian which is part of the TOE category 15.01.06.01 Begging but adds it 
is more likely to be from OR as there are no surviving instances between the OE use 
in Alfred's Pastoral Care and these citations in AW which are the first attestatiOns of 
all these three forms. 
hearlot 
There are three instances, all in AW. 
In the MED they illustrate sense (a) 'A man of no fixed occupation, an idle rogue, 
a vagabond or begga: C, and are the earliest citations. 
The OED has the sense I- 'A vagabond, beggar, rogue, rascal, villain, low fellow, 
knave. In later use (16-17th c. ), sometimes a man of loose life, a fornicator; also, 
often, a mere term of opprobrium or insult' and notes it has a masculine referent in the 
thirteenth century, but a ferninine by the fifteenth. 
meoseise 
Among the AB texts meoseise is found only in AW and Wohunge 233 (Wohunge - 
meseise) as is pouerte. 
Both the OED and the MED divide the noun into strands of OED I 'Distress, 
affliction; trouble, misery; extreme suffering or discomfort'MED I 'physical or mental 
distress or general misery'and then the source of the misery OED and MED 2. which 
include 'poverty'. MED adds a third strand of a person in this state. As an adjective, 
the meaning is'distressed, in want'. 
233 So not in the Katherine Group, while nowcin is found only in the Katherine Group. 
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poure 
The first sense for the noun and adjective given by both the OED and the MED is of 
material poverty, and both include the possibly relative nature of the state 234 . 
Additional sense components in the first half of the fourteenth century century are: 
'lacking, ill supplied'- OED 2a; MED lb. 
f small in amount, insufficient'- OED 4a; MED 5 
'deficient in quality' - OED 5a; 
I exciting pity' - OED 6; MED 6 
as a noun - OED 11; MED 2 (in phrases) and 3 
The MED specifies in addition, Id. 'voluntarily poor (the earliest illustration is 
from SW 290) and I e. 'devoid of possessions at birth or death'. 
pouerte 
Among the AB texts pouerte appears only in AW and Wohunge, as does meoseise 
(Wohunge meseise). 
MED giVes the source as: OF povret6, povert6 & pov6rte AF pov6rt 
Senses that are current in the first half of the thirteenth century: 
MED: 
1. (a) 'Poverty, destitution; want, need; lack of sufficient money or goods'; (OED 1.1. 
a) 
(b) - and mischef (nede), 'poverty and need'; - and wo, wo and -, 'poverty and 
sorrow'; bringen to (in) -, casten into -., 'to reduce (sb. ) to poverty'; descenden in 
fallen in (into, to) -jall or sink into poverty, become impoverished'; first citation is 
from AW 
2. (a) 'Voluntary or deliberate poverty, as of Christ or a religious group; poverty as a 
2-34 OEDAn common use expressing various degrees, from absolute want to 
straitened circumstances or limited means relatively to station', MED: 'also, less 
wealthy in comparison with somebody else' 
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Christian virtue'; first citation is from AW. 
westi 
This is found once in Hah Me0had and twice in Wohunge. 
The MED for wasti adj. gives its derivation from wast(e n. (I) which is AF/ONF 
wast, AF vast, vars. of OF gast; cp. ML vastum, wastum. The OED gives wasty 
from waste which it identifies as the same derivation. 
The sense in MED wasti is of 'waste' as in 'wasteland', and the citation is HM 151 
18. However, in westi adj. the MED gives the source as OE wistig Cp wasti and gives 
the same citation from HM though a different MS. It gives sense (a) as 'Desolate, 
deserted' and an additional sense, sense (b) 'destitute' illustrated by the citation below 
about Christ from Wohunge 276/320.1 cannot find MED sense (b) in the OED and 
neither seem to carry the sense of 'lacking' that I identify in the last section below. 
I have put westi in the section from OFr but it may be that it could equally well sit in 
the OE section. 
Summary 
While there are domains which would be expected to surround the concept and 
category poverty, there are some which are more surprising but which seem to crop up 
with some consistency. The areas of wickedness or evil, the connections with idleness 
and frivolity, and the concept of constraint are to be found in words which form part 
of the TOE category of poverty, as well as words which are outside that category but 
which move into the category in the eME period. 
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Elements in the Frame 
Introduction 
This chapter is concerned with the cultural and religious background surrounding 
poverty from the Anglo Saxon period to the early centuries after the Conquest and 
with how the poor and poverty appear in the context of the corpus I have studied in 
detail. I identify some elements, in so far as they can be perceived from this later 
perspective, in the extra-linguistic knowledge which informs the frames for the words 
in the category 'poverty' for this period in general and for my corpus in particular. 
in the first part of the chapter I shall give an overview of the social, cultural and 
religious history, which provides some broad ideas about the concepts and referents of 
the poor and poverty in general for the Anglo-Saxon to the early Middle English 
period. In the second part of the chapter I shall look more closely at the issues that 
have emerged from specific texts through my examination of the 'poverty' words in 
context. 
The Poor 
What is 'poverty'9 
Constable comments that "The modem definition of poverty emerged in the 12th 
century when paupertas came to mean a lack of material resources rather than of 
power or social position, and when moral and legal thinkers began to address 
themselves to the social problem of indigency" (1996: 318). This is an important 
statement from the point of view of frames because it implies a significant shift in 
emphasis and meaning. A movement from a foreground of power to one of material 
means is mirrored in the word rice as is traced in Godden's 1990 study of the sense 
changes in the word rice as it shifted from a foreground of power to one of material 
wealth from late OE to eME. It also hints that there is an additional element in that 
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poverty becomes something that requires an organised social response. There may 
have been different elements foregrounded in the frame for Apollonius of Tyre in his 
assessment of his own shipwrecked situation, when he said he was wcedla and Peatfa 
than would have been foregrounded had he been shipwrecked in the Middle English 
penod and said he was wrecche and poure. It is also significant for this particular 
study because Constable is suggesting a major shift in the concept expressed by the 
category at a time when its lexicalisation is undergoing observable instability, as can 
be seen in the replacement of the OE vocabulary with other OE words such as 
wrecche and subsequently with OFrpoure and its forms. Mollat suggests that this 
remodelling is not confined to English at this period: 
another equally valuable source of evidence concerning attitudes to poverty 
and the feelings it aroused is the vocabulary used to convey the diversity of 
its actual manifestations. The catalogue of terms used to describe poverty, 
many of them ambivalent, is notable for its variety and susceptibility to 
change ..... diversification is evident in various vernacular 
forms that first 
appeared in the thirteenth century and multiplied in the fourteenth. 
(Mollat 1986: 1) 
If it is the case that in considering the meaning of words extra linguistic 
knowledge is as important as linguistic knowledge, then the question in diachronic 
semantics is how can we gain some sense of the extra linguistic knowledge that we 
need to read the texts and gain a sense of what the context is of the words in the 
poverty category. 
The concept of slavery in the Anglo-Saxon period through to the eleventh century 
shows an interesting parallel to some of these issues surrounding the concept 'poverty' 
for the same period. For the PDE speaker the nineteenth century experience of the 
transportation of people from Africa to America and their subsequent exploitation is in 
the foreground of the frame for 'slave'. When Pelteret describes Anglo Saxon slaves 
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in England as able to marry free people, and adds that there was a condition that were 
a free man to marry a slave he was not allowed to desert her later - so protecting the 
slave's rights against the claims of the free spouse (1995: 103-4) this does not fit in to 
our frame for the word'slave' and is a discontinuity with our PDE frame. Were we to 
be reading a text containing content about Anglo-Saxon slavery, much of our 
encyclopaedic knowledge would be very different from that of the author or 
contemporary reader. The idea that language makes us lose our sense of change when 
the same terms are used to designate realities that alter from one period to the next, is 
not a new idea and has been an ongoing concern for historians (Vauchez 1997: 313). 
In this example of slavery it is such a clear change in the concept that we are aware of 
it but I suggest that the changes M the frame for 'poverty' can be so subtle, and so 
relative, that the words and references may conceal rather than reveal them. 
Similarly the concept 'hospital' is misleading for the medieval period in that it has 
changed its sense in PDE. It could describe a place that provided medical care but also 
descnbe almshouses or settlement homes for the aged and destitute and centres for 
charitable activity (Tierney 1959). 
The concept 'poverty' once contained a strong component of 'powerlessness', as 
Bosl observed of the Carolingian period, when he identified pauper and potens as 
antonyms and that to be a pauper was to be a dependent impotent. Pauper status was 
only partly economic and paupertas could be a way of life and church alms the 
normal means of existence within a gift economy (Bums 1988: 626). Lepers are 
another group of people who lack power and privilege and Peyroux suggests that the 
common everyday terms for lepers, misellus and Lazar, refer not to the disease per se 
but to conditions of poverty (2000: 170). 
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The poor are always with us 
The poor may be always with us but the definition of who they are has never been 
simple. In current discussion about the poor, economic factors alone do not appear to 
be sufficient criteria for the definition of poverty, and not only material want but also 
social status are considered to be factors (Geremek 1994: 3). On the other hand, 
despite their low social status slaves were never included in Roman or Cappadocian 
concepts of the poor. This may have been because they were guaranteed food and 
clothing through their status as possessions (Holman 2001: 40). There appears to have 
been a long standing acceptance by many societies that poverty is a relative state, and 
in the Medieval period this meant that that the'poor'who merited chanty included 
people who met with difficulties living up to their social group (Farmer 2002: 85 
citing Trexler). 
When the medieval poor appear in literature or records they often occupy the same 
role that they occupy when they appear in wills, as the recipient of the chanty of 
others. Much of the research into medieval poverty, by Le Goff, Duby, Mollat and 
P'ullan among others, has had its main focus on continental Europe and has drawn 
extensively on charitable arrangements. Provision for the relief of the poor has been 
relatively well documented in continental Europe but much of their evidence also 
seems relevant to medieval England, particularly in view of the close economic and 
ecclesiastical ties that existed between the two as noted by Campbell (1991: 107 et 
al. ). The medieval church played a large part in the relief of the poor, but also in the 
complex and ambivalent attitudes that there seem to have been to the state of poverty 
and to those who lived in it. Indeed issues concerning poverty and wealth were 
troublesome for the church throughout the medieval period, as will be seen later, as 
well as beyond. 
There appears to have been a large variation in the circumstances of the poor. 
They were linked by their material lack, but differed in the processes through which 
they arrived in poverty and the courses of action that they took in order to cope with it. 
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Through bequests in wills, particularly from the twelfth century which seems to have 
seen the beginning of an upsurge in lay benevolence, it is possible to see some of the 
circumstances of those who were left alms as, according to Mollat, their concern for 
salvation led donors to designate specific categories of recipients: paupers begging 
their daily bread, marriageable girls without dowries, lepers and captives (Mollat 
1986: 95-6) 
The dependent poor 
Local people who fell on hard times, or who were unable to work through age or 
disability were often helped by neighbours. Allowances for the marriage of poor 
women seem to have been frequent throughout the middle ages. Some people suffered 
in other ways through a lack of economic support from their families. Widows and 
orphans may have been left with lands and property, but some widows were left 
without a source of income and Hanawalt suggests that they relied on charity to see 
them through, hoping for occasional work and begging for their bread and housing. If 
they had young children, she says, their reliance on the generosity of their neighbours 
would be very great indeed (1988: 225). 
Such personal charity makes it difficult to assess the situation of those poor who 
receive it. It is possible that much of the assistance that women in this position 
received may have been informal, as Hanawalt suggests above, where friends and 
neighbours provided and in that case little evidence would be recorded. In her study of 
poverty in medieval Paris, Farmer finds qualitative differences in charitable giving 
between the elite and the non elite. Both are more reluctant to help disabled boys and 
men than women and girls, but the elite largely give alms to institutions, while the non 
elite are more likely to give sustained personal support through housing and daily 
assistance. She suggests that the non elite might have more empathy as they could see 
the possibility that they themselves might be in need of such help in the future (2002: 
104). Cullum makes the pertinent point that women were more likely than men to 
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make charitable bequests in their wills, but often on a small scale and to people known 
to them. In this case it can be difficult to extract bequests which were for reasons of 
relief of poverty, as they were bequests by name, and not with a description such as 
t pauper' or 'widow' (1997: 204). 
Considering how many widows there must have been, they appear to figure very 
little in documents. In his book on slavery Pelteret comments on the entry in the 
Domesday Book for Badsey, an estate belonging to the church of Evesharn, that 
records "There are four slaves there and one widow". He comments that she is the 
only widow mentioned in the county, and sees the collocation of her with the slaves as 
suggesting that the lot of a poor woman could resemble that of a slave (1995: 216). 
There is evidence through wills that husbands sometimes attempted to make provision 
for their aged wiVes, often by leaving property to a son on the condition that he care 
for his mother during her lifetime (Hanawalt 1988: 234), but old age, as well as 
physical disability or illness could lead to great hardship. Hospitals and almshouses 
existed and Mollat tells us that the number of such charitable institutions increased 
considerably from the twelfth century (1986: 98). Provision for those suffering from 
leprosy was particularly affected by the ambivalent feelings that surrounded those 
who were physically ailing. 
The working poor 
Some people were working and yet still were poor. The poor often accepted work in 
the most despised trades, tanning, dyeing and clothmaking. It was also in the twelfth 
century, some time before 1173, that the spinners of Provins voiced a prophetic 
complaint that has been preserved by Chretien de Troyes in Le Chevalier au Lion: 
"We shall always be poor, we shall ever be hungry and thirsty ...... Our employer 
grows wealthy on our earnings" (Mollat 1985: 69). 
People who were liVing at, or close to, subsistence were susceptible to broader 
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economic crises and their social consequences. People could be reduced to begging by 
reason of war, or crop failure and then be unable to find employment when so many 
people were looking for work in hard times. It appears that subsistence farming often 
had to be supplemented by outside wage earning and it is estimated that in 1300 one 
half of all peasant households in England survived thanks to outside wages earned by 
the family head (Mollat 1986: 168). In times of general economic hardship those close 
to the edge of poverty were pushed over, at a time when competition for the relief that 
there was, was at its most intense. 
The actions people took to cope with their situation varied. Pelteret notes that, 
until roughly the period just after the Domesday Survey, voluntary slavery could 
provide relief. He quotes the manumission of a group of people by a woman in 
Durham in the eleventh century, they were described as people 'whose heads she took 
in exchange for food in those evil days' (1995: 162). Slaves were provided for 
materially by their owners and Pelteret says that poverty and debt must not be 
underestimated as causes of enslavement, even though war tends to be emphasised in 
the sources, and he cites an instance in which King Alfred, in his will, frees slaves 
who appear to have become enslaved to him in exchange for the discharge of their 
debts, either financial or in kind (1995: 111). It was also possible for parents to sell 
their children into slavery, although the child's consent was required after they turned 
seven (Pelteret 1995: 103). 
The vagrant poor 
Some people relied on their local community, but others either chose, or were forced, 
to leave. As far as it is possible to tell, these people seem to have been regarded as the 
more threatening group. There seem to have been two types of poor, on the one hand 
those who continued to live in the circle of their family or community and were 
supported by them, and, on the other, the vagrant poor. There seems to be general 
agreement in the current literature that the position of those who left their community 
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was very different to that of those who stayed. Along with the sick and disabled, the 
prisoners of war and widows and orphans, the poorest of the poor were the rootless 
vagabonds who were driven from the land by scarcity, epidemic, and debt, by the 
weight of their burdens and the inadequacy of their harvests (Mollat 1986: 29). 
The lack of familiarity with the poor who moved from place to place seems to 
have brought suspicion. Some people had moved to the growing towns, but Mollet 
suggests that the number of urban poor was probably still relatively small in the 
twelfth century and the urban poor were not viewed with as much suspicion as the 
outlaws roaming the forest (1986: 68). These were among the people who turned up at 
the mass alms givings at monastery gates, and who begged at the doors of the rich, 
and who were miserabilespersonce. 
The Poor and Christianity 
There were many ambivalent strands in the relationship between the poor and 
Christianity. Ambivalence had been evident from early in the history of Christianity. 
Geremek notes that an ambivalent attitude toward beggars and poverty ranging from 
disapproval of their way of life to praise of the virtue of renunciation can be traced as 
early as the writings of the Fathers of the Church (1997: 368). 
Shades of the later medieval and early modern, as well as contemporary, 
discrimination between the deserving and the undeserving poor were present in 
Gregory the Great's distinction between'public beggars' and 'modest paupers', which 
led him to give more to the latter (Dyer 1994: 237). Bosworth in the Anglo-Saxon 
Dictionary notes in the entry for Pearfa that the Church, as well as advocating 
almsgiving, also assigned a proportion of its tithes to the relief of the poor, who were 
called Godes Pearfan. The division of alms was described, in the Laws of King 
Ethelred, as quoted by Bosworth: 
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Be teoounge. Se cyng and his witan habbaý gecoren and gecweden ealswa hit 
rilit is - oxt ýridda [Ms. ýnddan] dxI 8are teo6unge oe to circan gebyrige ga 
to ciric-bote: - and ober dw]. Oam Godes ýeowum; - ýridde Godes ýearfum, and 
earman Deowetlingan 
The king and his witan have chosen and decreed, as is just- that a third part 
of the tithe, which belongs to the Church, go to church-repair: - and a second 
part to the servants of God: - a third to God's poor, and the needy in thraldom. 
Bosworth Toller 
Bosworth goes on to say that the poor also denved benefit from certain fines: 
Gebete he xxx. scill and sie Mt feoh gedxled Mm bearfum, oe on oa[m] 
tun[e] synd 
He was to be charged thirty shillings and that money was to be given to 
the poor who were in that town. 
Laws of King Athelstan quoted in Bosworth Toller. 
Later in the period, between 1269 and 1270, the Cistercian monastery of Beaulieu 
in Hampshire compiled an account book. It gave guidelines for the assistance to be 
offered to the poor. These are detailed by Dyer - among other things, three days each 
week left-over bread is to be distributed, and at harvest time, when work was plentiful, 
alms were not to be given except to pilgrims, old people, children and those incapable 
of work. Only in times of great famine were women suspected of being prostitutes to 
be Lyiven alms. The number of paupers to be maintained by the porter and guest house 
was set at thirteen, the number at the Last Supper, after which preference was to be 
given to aristocratic visitors. In the lay infirmary the meat of animals that had died of 
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disease was to be fed to the sick. Dyer comments that the attention to economy, the 
discrimination and the distrust of the poor would not have been out of place among 
the zealous administrators of the new Poor Law in the nineteenth century (1994: 237). 
Wealth itself had always been a moral problem, not least the wealth of the church 
itself. The wealth of the church and its individual institutions contrasted with the 
poverty of some of its individual members. Monastic life in Anglo-Saxon England has 
recently been the subject of much research and discussion, and Leyser says that it has 
become increasingly clear that monasteries were founded not as retreats from the 
world, but as a means of both Chris6anising and ruling it. The glories of their 
buildings proclaimed the might of their founders and the majesty of the new God. 
Bede's own monastery of Jarrow was built with all the most up-to-date splendour 
(1996: 24). This contrasted with the self-imposed privations of many of the 
individuals who gave spiritual leadership. koeloryo founded the monastery of Ely, 
and, Leyser continues, lived there with perfect humility and in great austerity, never 
wearing linen and strictly rationing her hot baths, until her death seven years later. 
On the other hand, without wealth it would not have been possible to provide alms 
and charity to the poor, and as Dyer says, there was a mutual social contract between 
rich and poor in which the rich were morally improved, and the poor, if they accepted 
their lot with patience and resignation, would also gain salvation (1994: 236). In 
return the poor were expected to intercede on behalf of the people whose alms they 
received. The poor could be seen as 'porters' who carry the wealth of the rich from 
earth to heaven so that the nch can enter (Holman 2001: 20). 
Assistance to the poor and sick was seen as a saintly virtue. Bede, in his lives of 
Saint Oswald and Saint Cuthbert, clearly brought out their work with the afflicted. 
Corbett says the possessed served as sensitive and infallible indicators of the presence 
of the Holy, for whenever a genuine Holy man was present, in person or vicariously 
through his relics, the demons were invariably expelled from the possessed. The poor 
and needy became the retainers of the Holy patron, his retinue, the visible measure of 
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his social importance. The sick required his special intercession (auxilium) if they 
were to be cured (1986). 
Cuthbert, and other holy men, sought out a life of poverty and privation for their 
bodies to further the salvation of their souls. Hermits voluntarily embraced the 
sufferings that the desperately poor endured, and the tensions between the pleasures 
and trappings of this world and the need to suffer in order to concentrate on the next, 
provided a constant source of strain and debate. In the eleventh and early twelfth 
centuries there was an increase in the number of hermits, and Mollat comments that in 
England, where hermits seem to have been particularly long lived, Godric of Finchal 
died in 1170 after more than seventy years of strenuous hermetic life (1986: 75-6). 
A dilemma lay in whether poverty was a virtue in itself, or a means to perfection, 
and from the thirteenth century some Benedictines were arguing for the latter, and the 
Franciscans for the former. Vauchez notes that to'follow naked the naked Christ' 
which was the motto that inspired itinerant preachers, meant living in privation and 
asceticism and giving oneself to the service of the poor and of lepers and to the 
rehabilitation of prostitutes. The voluntary poor found themselves extolled (Vauchez 
1997: 325). 
The Poor and the Social Order 
There is a great deal of secondary literature on the hierarchy and jigsaw of the various 
groups in Anglo-Saxon and Medieval society, and discussion about whether the poor 
did themselves constitute a social order. There seems to be no consensus and even 
among contemporary writers the descriptions of the social orders seem to take as 
many fon-ns as there are writers describing them. 
In the Anglo Saxon period there were implications, for those who were deficient 
in material goods, of a justice system in which financial compensation for offences 
seems to have been of prime importance. In 574 Chilpenc's edict defined malefactors 
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as bad persons who commit bad deeds, who have no fixed abode, who possess nothing 
that could be confiscated. for their wrongdoings and who roam the woods (my italics). 
Geremek goes on to note that in Charlemagne's capitularies there often appears to be 
mistrust and hostility towards vagabonds and wanderers, which even extends to 
pilgrims (1997: 35 1). The idea that there exist a group of people who are outside the 
range of economic sanctions is interesting as it appears to have the implication that 
they are somehow outside the law. In Anglo-Saxon England economic sanctions 
appear to have been delineated with great attention to detail, and Professor Wallace- 
Hadrill queried why Aethelberht (King of Kent) and his continental contemporaries 
devote the bulk of their legislation to detailed and lengthy tariffs of compensation for 
personal injury and loss or damage of personal property (Hodges 1986: 58). 
Hodges goes on to trace from about 600 onwards a shift from what he describes as 
tf egalitarian settlement structure" to a situation of greater individuality, where in place 
of traditional economic values, the Church fostered the right to accumulate wealth to 
personal and household advantage. He suggests that the need, in times of rapid social 
change, to restrict the uncontrolled flow of wealth leads to rules to restrict the means 
of achieving political power and to perpetuate a ranking system (1986: 70). It would 
be difficult to see where the very poor could fit into a ranking system of social control 
and accountability based to a large extent on economic value and penalty, while, if it 
is an accurate reflection of the shift in wealth possession, the move to individual 
access to material benefits would also marginalise the poor. In an interesting 
archxological detail, he says that the construction of fences around the farms, as well 
as the shuffling of the settlement pattern in the mid Saxon period, confirms the 
historical impression that property was no longer considered in tribal terms but 
designated as belonging to individuals (1989: 191). 
In Moore's analysis of what he describes as the growth of a'persecuting society' he 
suggests that the effect of the use of money becoming more general meant that the 
poor themselves - that is the involuntary poor - were starkly defined by the lack of it, 
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and became the focus of growing anxieties to those in authority (1987: 98). 
The poor and sick could easily find themselves outside the social group, 
particularly if they moved away from their community, even while some provision 
might be made for them. The vagabond and the beggar were not synonymous, as an 
additional component in vagabond is that of travelling around. The group of people 
suffering from leprosy were provided with accommodation and alms, but even while 
they remained settled, their disease made them objects of fear. Charity toward the sick 
went hand in hand with fear of contagion and with aversion and contempt for the 
crippled (Geremek 1997: 367). 
Despite these deeply ambivalent attitudes to the poor and their state, people did 
provide relief for the needy, initially largely through the church or its promptings. As 
the twelfth century passed provision through lay organisations increased, while over 
the same period growing hostility to the sturdy beggars in literature appears, for 
example in Piers Plowman. Distinction should be made between organised provision 
and that provided informally by charitable neighbours and friends, even though this is 
the most difficult form of provision to find in the evidence. Dyer says that the survival 
of the medieval poor still remains something of a mystery, and given the inadequacy 
of charitable institutions, the network of relatives and neighbours must be assumed to 
have worked with some effect (1994: 257). 
In looking forward to the legislation of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, 
which moved towards local responsibility for poor relief, Dyer comments that the 
assumption on the put of the legislator that the poor should be relieved or controlled 
by their local communities was presumably not an innovation imposed from above, 
but a comment on existing social practice(1994: 252). 
During this period there seems to have been a move towards an increasing 
involvement of the laity with direct and organised provision of relief for the poor. On 
the other hand, in 1196 William Longbeard who led a brief uprising, claimed to speak 
for the poor: 
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I am the saviour of the poor .... You, the poor, who 
know the hard hands 
of the rich man .... For the 
day is coming when you shall be visited. I 
will divide the humble and faithful from the proud and perfidious. I will divide 
the elect from the damned as the light from the darkness (Mollat 1986: 84). 
This strong tone of resentment towards the rich as a group has moral overtones, 
and while this was an appeal for support, it seems to contain echoes of the ideas of the 
virtues of poverty which were involved in the founding of the Franciscans in 1209, 
and the appeal to the masses of the itinerant mendicant preachers who caused such 
anxiety among the church hierarchy and which Moore describes as a factor in the rise 
of what he calls 'a persecuting society' (1987). 
Voluntary Poverty 
The concept of poverty in the eleventh, twelfth and thirteenth centuries is complicated 
by the effects of the religious movements of the eleventh and twelfth century which 
lay great stress on the poverty of Christ on earth and on the concept of Christian 
voluntary poverty. While this had been an element in Christianity from the beginning, 
the poverty of Christ and the imitation of that by Christians on earth was brought more 
strongly into the foreground during this time. The leaders of the reform movement 
stressed common life and manual labour, owing to their concern for poverty and 
simplicity. They wanted to be poor and naked following the poor and naked Christ. 
This meant being stripped and exposed as well as poor and without clothes and the 
precepts nudus Nudum and pauper Pauperum were taken literally, as when the Abbot 
of Cr6pin went barefoot to Rome ... and Pontius of 
Uras came to Lo&ve'naked and 
unshod' (Constable 1996: 146-7; 319). 
There is an increasing preoccupation with economic poverty and the dangers of 
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wealth and avarice in Christian writing. Gerhoh of Reichersberg (an Augustinian tn 
monastery) wrote in 1167 'On the fourth nightwatch' in which he outlined the four 
ages of the Christian church and the help God had sent in each. In the persecution he 
sent the martyrs, in the heresies he sent the confessors, in the corruption of morals he 
sent the Holy Fathers and in the age of avarice he sent the voluntary poor. 
A dilemma lay in whether poverty was a virtue in itself, or a means to perfection, and 
from the thirteenth century some Benedictines were arguing for the latter, and the 
Franciscans for the former. Vauchez notes that to'follow naked the naked Christ' 
which was the motto that inspired itinerant preachers, meant living in privation and 
asceticism and giving oneself to the service of the poor and of lepers and to the 
rehabilitation of prostitutes. The stories of holy men healing lepers in the fourth to 
sixth centuries depict wonder working saints making a potent cure but similar stories 
of the twelfth to thirteenth centuries emphasize the holy humility of the saints and 
depict the embrace of the leper as an occasion for self immolation (Peyroux 2000: 
185). 
The voluntary poor found themselves extolled (Vauchez 1997: 325). For some 
Christians voluntary poverty was not necessarily concerned with lack of material 
possession, but more with the desire to be spiritually poor as expressed in Matthew's 
version of the beatitude 'blessed are the poor in spirit' rather than Luke's 'blessed are 
the poor'. It was the desire to renounce material wealth that brought grace, so the fact 
of being one of the economically poor, of being involuntarily poor, did not of itself 
bring grace and the poor could be guilty of wishing to be wealthy. As Girsch notes of 
slavery, a concept which has no positive realm in the real world acquires a positive 
realm in Christian imagery and this is equally true of poverty (Girsch 1994). 
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Poverty in Context 
In this section I shall examine the relationship between the words and their context in 
the texts that I have studied in detail, The Peterborough Chronicle, The Ormulum, 
La3amon's Brut and the AB Texts. This draws on the context of the vocabulary of 
poverty and the poor in my corpus and on discussion from secondary literature. This is 
to gain a sense of the elements that the words contain in context, in order to identify 
the attributes and values that are in the frames of this category in these instances. 
Words that are in the category through collocation are included here and they 
bring peripheral senses which are also included. 
How 'real' are the referents? 
While the materially poor appear in these texts, particularly in AW, the picture is 
complicated by the dimension of voluntary, or spiritual, poverty which is expressed by 
the same vocabulary. The anchoresses in AW are imitating Christ's life on earth and 
refer to themselves as part of godes poure. Jocelyn Wogan-Browne, however, from 
her examination of the text, determines that their living conditions are not those that 
we would define as poor. Their anchor hold had at least three cells, a parlour, perhaps 
some kind of yard or garden, probably a servants' room. They also had two kinds of 
servants, indoor and outdoor (2001). The anchoresses are clearly not living in 
conditions that in present day England would be defined as poverty. The central issue 
for godespoure seems to be that they are dependent for their needs on others, in 
accord with Bonaventure's definition of poverty as living by what was not one's own 
(Apologia Pauperum 1269). In this sense they are a clear example of the 
complications that develop in the concept, when the idea of material poverty is 
extended by the idea of spiritual poverty and yet both are expressed by the same 
lexical items. 
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The economic background and the position of the poor 
The economic shift from a gift to a cash economy came about among many changes 
for the individual. There is a view in the secondary literature that religious movements 
reflect the preoccupations of their time. The preoccupation with power and violence 
before the eleventh and twelfth centuries gave way to a preoccupation with money and 
wealth, and the religious concern with voluntary poverty reflected that (Little 1978). 
Poor relief for the involuntary poor does not seem to have been concerned with 
altering their condition but served a religious function for the donor. 211 'The poor were 
approached as the weakest members of society, and through their misery great prizes 
were to be won. ' (Rubin t987: 250) 
The issue of the deserving and undeserving poor was not new and was present in 
the early days of the church. Medieval monastic charity has been seen as 
indiscriminating as indeed the distribution at the monastery gates at funerals or feast 
days was. However Tierney sees discrimination as an element in poor relief that was 
discussed more than any other. He suggests that discrimination was a factor in 
monastic poor relief in the twelfth century and that it bridges the gap between the 
early discussion of discrimination and its perceived arrival in codes of practice. He 
considers that the thirteenth century, with parish relief, monastic doles and the growth 
of endowed hospitals and almshouses provided a situation through which the poor 
were better looked after in England than in any subsequent century until the present 
(Tierney 1959: 109). 
Ambivalence to the poor arises early, and is inherent in the judgement that some 
may be undeserving. Institutional action that reflects this seems to be later, although 
not always as late as the period after the labour shortages following the Black Death 
as, for example, Louis IX in the thirteenth century attacked idle vagrants with 
legislation. Hostility to the poor grows through this period. There was a relationship 
between the social changes of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries and the groups who 
2-15 Rubin, Little, Tierney among others. 
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came to be the targets of persecution, such as the people who claimed to be pauperes 
christi but'of whom the possibility seemed to be that they were someone else's poor' 
(Moore 1987: 103). The pauper moved from being a powerless object of charity to 
someone spiritually powerful, unattached to material goods, the imitatio christi. Even 
so humility remains an important element in voluntary and involuntary poverty. 
Jaques of Vitry tells the story of the pauper humilis who receives more alms than the 
pauper superbus. For the Franciscans poverty was a manifestation of humility just as 
obedience was (Burr 2001). 
Material poverty and alms 
Almsgiving 
From early in its history the poor were an important part of the institutional life of the 
Christian Church, both as symbols and as the recipients of alms. In the AB texts there 
are warnings about the fate of those who do not give to the poor, for example AW 111 
58a/8. In the Ormulum the discussion about alms focuses on the donor and the reward 
they can acquire by their gifts rather than the poor who receive them. 
Harvey in her study of Westminster Abbey identifies the groups of people who 
received alms as: poor travellers, often pilgrims; the beggars, the 'naked poor' 
dependent on alms for their living; the poor in institutions; the poor and sick of the 
district. The materially poor who appear in these texts are the beggars and the local 
poor(1995). 
The 'naked poor' 
In both the Ormulum and the AB texts these people are often referred to in general. 
Particularly in the Ormulum the emphasis is not on their condition, but rather on the 
spiritual reward that the Christian can get through giving alms to them. The Ormulum 
refers to the need to clothe the nakedd poor (i 213/61647) but also has some reference 
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to the individual poor, in the story of the Christian who has two cloaks and should 
give one to the poor man - the usell wrecche (1353/10140). 
It is interesting in the Ormulum that the people who are in material need, whom 
the Christian should help, are referred to as Pe wake leod (1354/10162) and wake here 
is given the sense 'poor' in the glossary. Although wachyi, ake was identified as part of 
the category for the AB texts, it was not used there directly to mean 'poor' and it is 
present through collocation, which reinforces that this concept 'weak', while not 
present in the foreground for the AB texts, is part of the frame and is foregrounded in 
this instance in the Ormulum as one element in the condition of those in need. It 
brings to mind the miserabiles personce who are in need of help and protection. 
These poor, the recipients of alms, are called the neodfule in AW (1115 8a/8) and 
in St K. are referred to as i neodfule ant i nakede (St K. lv/34). In the reference in St K. 
the poor are a backdrop, used to establish her credentials and they appear in much the 
same light as the retinues of the poor and sick who accompany other saints. This is a 
generic reference but in AW the references are more specific. There is reference to 
those who arrive as a group at the door - the 'naked' poor but they are not seen in AW 
as a threat, more as a nuisance because of the possibility of hare meadlese nurt) 'their 
immoderate noise (AW 211 111 b/26). Here they are named as uncuo hearloz 
'unknown down-and-outs' (White's translation). That they are unknown implies that 
these are not the local poor, rather those who travel asking for alMS236. 
The most negative portrait of one of the 'naked poor' in the AB texts is of a cointe 
hearlot attempting to deceive an alms giver through a display of cosmetic poverty in 
AW 168 89a/26. Here the adjective cointe forms a strongly negative statement237 and 
236 There appears to be the element of vagrancy in the use of hearlot and vagrancy 
involving attendance at mass almsgivings may involve a large group of people. 
Harvey (1995) and Farmer (2002), WTiting of England and France respectively, 
estimate the numbers attending charitable disbursements could reach well into the 
thousands, even above twenty thousand on some occasions. 
237 it is used in AW only twice more, once of the devil (80a/13) and once of the low 
flesh trying to master the soul (38b/13). 
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this seems to reflect contemporary issues about those who cosmetically alter goods, 
including, as prostitutes and beggars do, their bodies to deceive in the market place. In 
AW 182 96b/19 hearlot is also used as a description of Christ and, in imitation of him, 
the anchoresses begging shamefully for a living on earth. Here the imagery shows the 
paradox of the voluntary and involuntary axis, as that which is is weak and shameful, 
even wicked, when part of involuntary poverty, is transformed into something 
powerful and glorious spiritually when part of voluntary poverty. 
The local poor 
There are many routes through which people came to poverty, and in the 
Peterborough Chronicle civil conflict results in those who had been rich being 
reduced to living on alms, while poor men starved from hunger (1137). There is 
considerable material hardship for the people and the words used to describe this are 
wrecce and 6urme. 
In the Peterborough Chronicle there is, in the annal for 675, an Interpolation 
based on a Bull of Pope Agatho granting privileges to the Abbey such that a vow to 
travel to Rome can be fulfilled by travel to Peterborough if the man is unable to travel 
through haueleste - poverty. This is the only instance of haueleste and may be 
influenced by a translation from Latin but in the Poema Morale it was seen that the 
instance of haueleste there was in a passage which discussed voluntary and 
involuntary poverty, and this word was clearly of the material or involuntary state. 
The local poor appear in AW only as the possible recipients of the anchoresses' 
charity. Much is made of the inherent spiritual dangers for the anchoresses if they give 
charity. They are not to behave like Martha, as they are beggars themselves and so 
should not use their alms for others (AW 1 12a/2). All the instances use the word poure 
to describe these local poor. 
The poor as recipients of alms, both local poor and the 'naked poor', are present in 
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La3amon's Brut. but their function in the Brut is very different. Here they provide a 
cover for treachery. This is ironic as in the AB texts and the Ormulum, as has been 
noted above, the poor are not present with any concern at their condition but rather as 
a channel through which the rich might attain salvation. In the Brut the good treatment 
of the poor is put forward as one of the measures of kingship. When the poisoned 
Aurelian speaks of Uther, who will succeed him, he asks God to make him a good 
king, and the attributes include wcercche uolkeforfieder, hCenen tofrouere -a father 
to the poor, and a protector to the abject. Looking after all the people, rich and poor, 
comes into this but in two instances it is the king's generosity specifically to the poor 
through alms at his court, that gives his enemies the opportunity to get close to him for 
treachery. 
The Saxons send spies to see how Uther might be killed. They disguise themselves 
in almes-monnes wisen (C 9800) or pore men gyuse (0 9800) and mingle with the 
wrecchan (9804 C wracchen) gathering for alms from the king. Collocated with 
celmes-monnes wisen (pore men gyuse) is vn-hale and wracchen so the poor and the 
sick are here. This same opportunity is exploited later by Brien when he wants to kill 
PeHuz. This passage is missing in 0. On this occasion it is stated that the king 
arranges for all the poor who lived in the town to be fed and they are numbered in the 
thousands. They are described as the b1ce5e (C 15358). Brien has disguised himself as 
a pilgrim, which enables him to carry a staff and presumably to join the poor. He is in 
tattered clothes and appears lame. When his sister sees him he appears to her on 
wrcecches monnes liche (15374) and when she gives him gold she calls him wrecche. 
They sit between two widows (15384-5), so pilgrims, the lame, the tattered and 
widows are among those present in the group. There is no sense here, or in the poor 
gathering for alms from Uther, that the group is a threat. Indeed the threat comes from 
the one who is disguised as poor. 
While battle in the Brut has disastrous consequences for the defeated, and 
sometimes for the people in general, there are instances of the opportunities that it can 
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provide for the poor to become wealthy. Sometimes this comes from the general 
enrichment of the kingdom, when Arthur returns from his conquest of Jutland and 
there was no Briton so wrecche that he was not enriched (11338). Arthur, planning to 
conquer France, predicts that every neod-fol man will benefit (0 11848 C has Cermen). 
Brutus' followers gain wealth from booty as he had no follower so wrecche that he did 
not have gold and fine clothes (650). 
Inadequate/poor with a financial component 
Wac and e5elich are both used in the AB texts to mean 'inadequate' in a financi a-1 
context. In HM wac is used of the poor wages the world pays, as opposed to spiritual 
reward (3/8), and of the marriage settlement of the poor (4/16). In Ureisun 2/31 wac 
is used of an article that is bought too dearly. E5elich is used in the context of selling a 
soul cheaply, eoeliche, to the devil (AW 79b/2). While poure is not used in this sense it 
is used of the brides of Christ, and the bride's dowry is discussed in this context. 
Christ on earth and the imitation of Christ 
Generally the involuntary poor are present in texts as the recipients of someone elses' 
actions, through charity and assistance. In contrast the voluntary poor take centre stage 
as agents. Christ is the model for voluntary poverty. The anchoresses are imitating his 
life on earth; the martyr saints are imitating his sacrifice; the speakers in the Wooing 
group are identifying with him. Christians should emulate his poverty and humility. 
The imitation of Christ was not a new idea in the eleventh and twelfth centuries, but it 
grew in importance and, Constable observes, took on a degree of literalism that would 
have surprised and perhaps shocked the earlier church (1995: 169-70). 
The vocabulary and the images used of ChTist on earth and his inutation draw on 
the concept and language of involuntary poverty. 
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The anchoresses 
The anchoresses are equated with godes poure and their condition is described as 
meoseise (eg. AW 7 lb/10) or as wone (eg. AW 7 lb/4/6). The anchorhold is a place of 
deprivation, with pine 7 wone ant alle meoseises 'pain and want and all discomforts' 
(AW 31 a/28). Christ's experience IS an encouragement'Per in anli stude him hungrede 
'there in that solitary place he hungered' (AW 43b/25). Not only did Christ hunger, but 
on earth he was confined. The anchoresses are in godes prisun 'god's prison' (AW 28b/ 
15). Nearones is used of Christ's life on earth and, by association, of the anchoress' 
life. These instanceS238 do not appear, in our definition of the term, to be associated 
with 'material poverty, 239. They describe the confinement of Christ - in Mary's womb, 
in the cradle, and in the place of his birth. 240 This is a common concept in the eME 
period, concerning the narrowness of the places in which Christ's body was laid, and 
there were generally four - the virgin's womb, the cradle, the gallows of the cross and 
the tomb. 241 In the passage in AW in which Christ' s poverty on earth is used against 
covetousness all the places Christ was laid are described as nearow. His birth in a 
cramped place is presented as one of the signs of his poverty, in the definition 
employed in this context. His greatest poverty is said to be on the cross, which is: brad 
as scheld buuen. 4 .... nearow 
bineo6en 'wide at the top like a shield .... narrow at 
the bottom'(AW 106a/2). At first sight this seems to be a simple physical deescription, 
but the sense of this passage relies on constructing Christ's poverty through the places 
he has laid his body. The cross is part of his poverty in that he had such a small space 
as its foot took up to rest himself. This was his housing, reflecting the form of alms as 
to house the poor. The anchoresses mirror Christ's poverty at the crucifixion. 
The description of Christ's poverty at the crucifixion is one of those passages in 
which the dislocation between the PDE frame of poverty and the eME frame is in 
"' AW 102a/26,28; 102b/3 of Mary's womb and Christ's cradle. 
231 Nearones appears once in TOE category 15.01.06 Poverty, indigence in Want 
of money. 
11 Nearones in TOE category 05.10.02 Narrowness, scantiness of space. 
11 Shepherd (1991) note on 16/27 eg. Adam the Scot PL 198 col. 471 
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sharp relief. While Christ's poverty on earth is part of the current concept of Christ, 
his suffering on the cross would not be described by a twenty first century speaker of 
English as an example of poverty. 
The martyrs 
In the AB texts the martyrs mirror Christ's suffering at the crucifixion. Nowcin is often 
used of their state both about them and by them. An important element of their 
torment is that they are stripped naked, reflecting the image of Christ stripped naked 
and bound to the pillar. This is a common element in female saints' lives throughout 
the medieval period. There is much discussion in the secondary literature of the 
disrobing of female saints and the reduction of their saintliness to a passive, but 
willing, suffering of bodily torments. In the AB texts this is also true of Christ, and 
while their nakedness may have many elements, including powerlessness and rape, or 
the threat of rape, it also brings material poverty to mind about Christ in the passage 
from A W2A2 , as another embodiment of alms was to clothe the naked poor. 
Christ 
The poverty of Christ's birth is heavily stressed in the AB texts, as above where the 
anchoresses are imitating Christ's confinement In the narrow crib. This is also found 
in the Ormulum where the same connection between his close confinement and his 
poverty occurs as Christ was laid in a naru cribbe contrasting with the spaciousness of 
the kingdom of heaven heoffness rume riche which he gives us (i 127/3687). Christ as 
a baby in his crib is described in the Ormulum as unnorne 7 wrecche 7 usell child In 
ure mennisscnesse in which his poverty is also allied to his assumption of our 
humanity (i 126/3668). Wrecche is used four times in the Ormulum about Christ at his 
birth, three of these refer to his clothing, the swaddling clothes he was wrapped in 
wrecche ývlnndeclutes G 126/3675). 
242 See appendix 
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Poure and pouerte are used of Christ in the AB texts. All the instain ces of poure 
that apply to Christ are in AW or Wohunge 243. One of the instances in AW, however, 
uses poure in the sense'lacking in'as Christ is poure of an inn (AW 7 la/2). At the 
climax of a passage in AW on Christ's life, in which he becomes poorer and poorer 
through his life, the culmination of his poverty is his poverty at the crucifixion: 
A alre meast pouerte cOm 3et her efter. For steort naket he wes 
despuillet o ýe rode 
But the greatest poverty of all came after this again: for he was 
stripped stark naked on the cross 
AW 133 71a/10 
This passage expresses all Christ's earthly sufferings through the image of his 
poverty. Its framework is Christ's lack of food, clothing and lodging through his life tý Zý 
but which is greatest in the crucifixion. This idea is expressed in Wohunge too: swa Pu 
eldere wex s-wa Pu pouere was'as you grew older you became poorer' (Wohunge 330). 
It is only in AW though that the framework of alms is so consistently constructed as 
the expression of the voluntary poverty of Christ. 
The word wrecche has connotations of the flesh, sin, hell and devils in eME texts. 
However it is also used of Christ, although in the AB texts only in the Wooing Group, 
as westi 7 wrecched 'destitute and wretched' (Wohunge 319) and in Ureisun makedest 
te her wrecchefor us wreches 'made yourself here wretched for us wretches' (Ureisun 
56). It is used in the Ormulum as one of the main words to express Christ's poverty on 
earth, often collocating with usell and unnorne. Christ here has taken on the flesh, of 
which the word wreche is often used. Indeed, in the Ormulum Christ is brought down, 
figuratively and literally, by taking on human flesh as he is Nippredd 7 wannsedd 
243 As are all of the instances of pouerte which are all applied to Chnst. 
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wunnderrh3 'lowered and lessened' (1 128/37 30). 
Christian voluntary poverty 
As noted of the anchoresses, voluntary poverty put them among godes poure. In the 
Ormulum much is made of the need to follow Christ's example of humility and 
poverty in order to gain heavenly bliss. Prophets and Holy Men in the wilderness wear 
clothes, and take food and drink, that is unnome where unnorne is plain and not 
luxurious (i 272/7854). Christians generally are exhorted to emulate Christ and 
become wrecche 7 wcedle 7 usell mann (1 195/5638) which is difficult to translate in 
that while wcedle has little connotation outside its sense 'poverty', wrecche comes 
with many additional senses, concerned with low status and things to do with the 
flesh. 
Earthly suffering 
As Bately observed, the AB texts, and the Katherine Group in particular, have a wide 
range of words for 'suffeii ng' and 'pain' (199 8). Words from the AB poverty 
vocabulary form a small part of this and it is sometimes difficult to distinguish 
meaning which includes a sense of 'poverty' instead of more generalised suffering. 
This is generally true of all the texts which contain content about misery and 
suffering. The Peterborough Chronicle, in its Continuations, contains much material 
about the suffering of rich and poor during Stephen's reign in which the words 
wrecche and earme are prominent, but it is difficult to separate the strands concerned 
with misery, suffering and poverty. There are times when the suffering is emotional 
fear, as in the annal for 793 when people are afraid of the portents and what they 
signify and again the word used is earme. 
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Suffering with a poverty component 
Sometimes the context makes it clear that poverty is a component in the suffering, and 
in the AB texts wone is used several times in this sense, for example in Lofsong of Ure 
lauerd (12). This suffering is seen as part of the testing of Christians on earth. It is 
tempting to assume that there is a material poverty component when the word pouerte 
is used, but the sense may be more specialised than that, for example in Wohunge 345 
where it is pouerte that is loved and taught by Christ. This pouerte presumably 
contains all the specialised elements of voluntary poverty. 
In the secular texts earthly suffering with a component of poverty is much more 
prevalent and it often comes about through the agency of men. In the Brut the 
aftermath of battle, for both individuals and nations, is a rich source of poverty 
vocabulary. Sometimes it is specific that the rich and powerful in defeat have lost their 
possessions and status and they are called wrecche (0 9820; 9836) but all those 
involved in a conflict can suffer, for example the people of Paris when it is besieged 
by Arthur and they are starving, and are the wrecchefolk ... for-hongered (0 11758). 
The elements of misery and suffering in poverty vocabulary make it impossible to 
separate the strands and hcene, earme and b1ce6e are used in this context. It is 
interesting in the context of b1ce6e used as a description of the poor who come to the 
king for alms (above) which includes widows that b1ceoe is also used of women who 
are made widows by warfare (1190). 
Conditions after kings have waged war involve many forrns of suffering for the 
people, and material deprivation can be one form among those, but the experience of 
battle in itself is described using words from the poverty vocabulary, such as wrecche. 
Earthly suffering and martyrdom 
Earthly suffering that earns spiritual reward in the AB texts can be earm'), wone, 
nowcin, wontrea, )e or meoseise. In the Katherine group wontreaoe and nowcin are 
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used of the saints' martyrdom. These words are not used in the AB texts of Christ's 
suffering on earth, although they are used of suffering in Christ's name. In St K. B. 429 
it is our nowcin that Christ is said to take on when he takes on our flesh and it is 
interesting that in St K. B. 615 one of the qualities of paradise is that there is no 
nowcin, and so Paradise is where there is none of the suffering of the flesh. 
In this context it is difficult to know how to classify the martyrdom of the 
Archbishop of Canterbury which is descTibed in the Peterborough Chronicle in the 
annal for 1011. This is a real event, in which he was killed by the Danes, and his 
suffering is described as earm0e. 
Suffering in hell and sin 
The only word from the AB category of poverty used of suffering in hell is wontrea0e. 
Wrecche is used in other eNIE texts in association with hell and it is in a general sense 
present in SW 250 where no mouth can tell of hell because of the wrecchedom and the 
wa 'woe' of it. Earm and wrecche are both associated with sin, earm In the translation 
from St Augustine in AW and wrecche with sinners and the state of sin. 
In the Ormulum poverty vocabulary is used of the devil's aim to bring man down 
and lessen him through sin nipprepp, cwellepb and wannsebb (1279/8032-3). 
Things of the flesh and the opponents of Christ 
Earthly existence 
Items from the poverty category are used to indicate the fleshly, as opposed to the 
spiritual, life. In HM earm is used. HM has a didactic focus on the rewards of a 
spiritual marriage to Christ instead of an earthly marriage to a man, and earm is 
frequently used in this context. An earthly wife is made earm by her marriage and the 
physical sufferings of pregnancy and childbirth are described as earm. Bringing up 
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children involves many earm-hwile 'weary hours'(HM 17/12; 18/21). Earm is not 
used in this sense in the other AB texts. HM uses wontreaoe in this sense once (HM Q 
3). 
Lah is commonly used in the AB texts to express the earthly life as opposed to the 
spiritual, the heh life, as is found in other contemporary texts (Shepherd 1991). This 
involves issues about the earthly and the spiritual nature of man. 
In the Ormulum the distinction is drawn between the earthly and the spiritual by 
John the Baptist, who says of himself that he is an earthly man, and full of 
unntrummnesse, glossed as 'infirmity'which collocates once with wac (ii 185/18328) 
and the collocation flceshess unntrummnesse is used three times. This brings to mind 
the AW use of mistrum where it is used with the sense 'inadequate'. The Ormulum 
uses wrecche kinde of our fleshly nature (i 20/663) but, in common with other eME 
texts, also uses wrecche of the soul (il 204/16022). 
The Ormulum has a strong emphasis on how Christ was lowered and lessened by 
his assumption of the body. Poverty vocabulary is used of this process as he was 
nip, bredd and wannsedd and Ia3hed, brought down, and lessened and lowered. 
The body and the soul 
The duality of humanity, the body and the soul, runs throughout the religious texts. 
Wrecche and wac are often used of the body and in the constant struggle for mastery 
the soul is heh 'high' while the flesh is lah. It is interesting that the nature of the body 
is frequently expressed in terms that derive from the poverty vocabulary, as this may 
provide lexical support for the view of Sharon Farmer, among others, that the 
materially poor were associated with the body. In the AB texts the body's moral 
weakness is expressed by wac and eoelich. Christ took on the unclean flesh to save 
man by his touch and yet the involuntarily poor are associated with this flesh, while 
the voluntarily poor - the godes poure as the anchoresses see themselves - are part of 
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his spiritual nature. 
There is little spiritual content in La3amon's Brut and yet there is one instance that 
refers to the soul, in which Vortiger refuses to expel the heathen Saxons and is cursed 
that he will be damned in the world and his wracche saule will sink to hell (C 7281). 
This is similar to the Poema Morale in which the damned in hell are referred to as 
wrecche and part of the considerable polysemy that wrecche acquires through this 
period. 
Hatred for the flesh 
In the Wooing Group there is emphasis on the wretchedness of the speaker, 
particularly in relation to Christ, and the speaker is frequently described as wrecche. 
In Wohunge 285 the wrecche condition is that of being beset by the devil, the world 
and the flesh. The Wooing Group, uniquely among the AB texts, also uses wrecche of 
Christ, where it seems to be an expression of the depths to which Christ was prepared 
to go, in taking on the flesh, in order to save mankind. Cý 
Sexuality 
Sexuality is part of the dangers of the flesh. This is addressed in AW through a lah 
wunde 'low wound' that spreads up into the heart where is the seat of worldly desire. 
In HM the slaves of the flesh live lah'low'on earth, in servitude to a man, in 
comparison with the virgins who dwell high in a tower. It is possible here that there 
are several senses in lah as both'low'in a figurative sense, as sinful, but also'low'in a 
physical sense as the genitals are low in the body. 
The opponents of Christ 
In the saints' lives earm is a frequent form of address for the opponents of the 
martyred saints, particularly for the devils that torment them. Wrecche is used this 
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way in the tales of the martyrs, but is also used of the human agents that oppress them. 
This may be connected with the use of both earm and wrecche for sin and sinners. 
Christ himself is described as wrecche in the Wooing Group but otherwise is not 
associated with the words from the poverty category which contain these negative 
connotations. He is frequently associated with poure and pouerte and it is possible that 
these comparatively new adoptions into ME carried less polysemy, although the use of 
poure in the sense 'lacking (m)' is found in the AB texts. 
Low rank 
There is much discussion in the secondary literature about the groups that composed 
medieval society, both about their nature and the contemporary view of them. It 
appears that there are as many contemporary views as there are contemporary writers, 
and even within one writer's work there may be inconsistencies. There is no consensus 
on whether the poor themselves constituted an order. The poor in these texts are low 
in the hierarchy and some of the words from the poverty vocabulary carry senses that 
are applied in the texts to low rank, both in the social sense and in the order of 
creation. 
Low in the social hierarchy 
Social hierarchy is seen in terms of higher and lower, obedience is due from euch 
lahre his herre 'every inferior his superior' (AW 102 52b/17). The women who serve 
the anchoresses in AW wear headcloths low on their foreheads, and are to keep their 
eyes cast low. When they are to be checked they are to accept their penance, bowing 
low. This low bowing to a superior is also present in St Margaret's low bow to Christ 
(St M. B. 30/3). 
In St Iuliene when Eleusius attains the prefecture of Rome to gain St lullene's 
consent to marriage, as she has refused to stoop low to love him, this high rank is 
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described, perhaps ironically, as na eý)elich Ping 'not an inconsiderable thing' and 
e&lich contains senses of low in rank. ENlich is used in HM to describe a husband 
where his low rank is a factor (HM 3/35; 4/18) and in its second instance is a factor in 
dower negotiations. Marriage contracts contained an element of economic gift 
exchange (Millett and Wogan-Browne 1992) which extended to becoming a bride of 
Christ in a nunnery, although the this was changing as groups of religious women who 
held to communal poverty were beginning not to demand this dowry (Pellegrini 
2000). 
That beggars were low in the hierarchy is clear in AW 45a/21 where women are 
described in three ascending ranks, the lowest the beggar women, then the 
townswomen and above both the wives of God who are the ladies of heaven. It is 
interesting that the hierarchy is signified by the amount of worldly goods each carries, 
the beggars carry bags on their backs, the townswomen a purse but the brides of God 
nothing. This is part of the central paradox, the most materially deprived are presented 
carrying the most. 
In the Brut there is one reference that contains the paradox of the low on earth 
being the high. There is a reference to Peter who on earth was a wrecchefissare, poor 
fisherman, but who was made the greatest of mortal men (4530). 
Low in the hierarchy of creation 
Lah and heh are used as antonyms to describe the hierarchy of creation after the Fall. 
Man is lower than the angels, the beasts lower than man. Satan falls the lowest and 
hell is beneath all. This is used in HM where the virgin brides of Christ are high, and 
women married to men are living with the beasts. In the Wooing Group there is the 
constant thread that the speaker is lying low, addressing Christ who is high but who 
made himself low on earth. There is the paradox that those low on earth become high 
in heaven, reversing the earthly hierarchy. 
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In the Ormulum stress is laid on the relationship between the Virgin Mary and 
Elizabeth, in which Elizabeth is lower, lahre than Mary (190/2664). 
Low in the continuum in the phrase meaning 'everyone' 
Phrases which are expressive of the range of people to mean 'everyone' often make 
use of vocabulary from the rich and poor categories to provide the opposing ends of 
the continuum. 
In the Peterborough Chronicle in the annal for 1086 when it is said that William 
the Conqueror's hunting policy pleased no one, the phrase used is rice men and earme 
men. At William's death in the same annal is the comment that death spares no one, 
and the words used here are rice men and heane. 
In the Brut the phrases use riche and pore (0 5676); riche and hcene (C 4898); 
weole3en and weaolen (C 215) and riche and weolen (C 250). 
There is one example in the Ormulum in which 'everyone' is expressed as Pe 
miccle 7 ec Pe littell (i 278/8001). although this reflects the sense of the context, 
which is of Herod killing the children. 
Humility 
Mary at the Annunciation (HM 22/19) is described loke hu lah ha lette hire 'look how 
low she valued herself. This is the self regard, the gaze turned on the unworthy self, 
that becomes humility. Other words from the vocabulary of poverty are used in this 
sense although there is sometimes a distinction between the words used of the holy 
ones associated with Christ, such as Mary, and ordinary Christians. 
The humility of those connected to Christ 
The Ormulum frequently uses the word meoc, meek, of Christian humility. This can 
be shown by angels and holy men although the apostles themselves are not described 
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as meoc though they show Christians how to be so because of their own low status. 
Mary sees herself as lah and the Apostles on earth are described as poure ant lah 
(SW 256/290). Christ himself is not described as lah, and poure is the most frequent 
word applied to Christ. Poure is also frequently applied to Mary and is used as an 
antonym topeprude'the proud man'who sees himself as muchel'greaf. Interestingly 
poure is also frequently used of the real and the allegorical women who are wooed by 
Christ. 
The humility of ordinary Christians 
For ordinary Christians humility comes from self knowledge, knowledge of ure 
wreechehead 7 ure wacnesse 'our wretchedness and weakness' (AW 62b/26). Both 
these words from the poverty vocabulary are an important element in man's view of 
himself if he is to have humility and be saved and are the qualities that offer protection 
against the devil. E&lich and lahe are also used of the qualities Christians should see 
in themselves. The devil cannot detect them if they fool him with their lahe lif (AW 
76b/20). Virginity alone may not be enough, as wives or widows who leote) ham lahe 
ant eoelich 'think themselves humble and worthless (HM 22/5) are better than a proud 
virgin. 
To view oneself unnorneh3 and to think little of oneself but highly of others is the 
pathway to Paradise in the Ormulum. Lowering oneself on earth leads to heavenly 
reward, and the words used are la3henn and nibbrenn (ii 131/13970). It is particularly 
important to show meekness by lowering oneself beneath one's inferiors (ii 18/ 
10736), which is reminiscent of the anchoresses in AW in their changed relationship 
with their kitchen boy. 
These words from the poverty vocabulary describe qualities that are associated 
with the flesh, and it is specifically stated that God put the flesh onto the soul as a 
weight to bring the soul downwards (AW 38b/7). The link between the words used of 
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poverty and the flesh is made again. 
Poure in heart 
Being poure in heart, or in spirit, was not necessarily connected with material poverty 
or its lack. The idea of wealthy poverty was often given, where the monk who was 
well suited to his poverty in his cell was rich as in the Golden Letter by William of St 
Thierry (Constable 1996: 148). Being abject or being materially poor in itself is not 
enough, it is the view of the self that is important. 
Power and powerlessness 
Although the dictionary definitions do not include the sense 'powerlessness' for these 
poverty words it was present in the Carolingian opposition of potens with pauper as 
identified by B osl and the sense of 'power' as distinct from 'wealth' which was traced 
by Godden in his study of the semantic shift in riche from OE to eME. Little (1978) 
argues that 'poor in spirit' had the sense 'weak'. The religious writers fon-ned their 
metaphors from the prevailing preoccupations of the age. In the earlier period these 
were concerned with violence and strength, and the early martyrs were the warriors of 
Christ. In the AB texts this is a factor in the saints' lives. The reforms of the eleventh 
and twelfth centuries took place in the context of economic growth and the rise of a 
cash economy. The emphasis began to shift from the warriors of Christ to voluntary 
poverty as a weapon against avarice. Contemporary writers, such as Gerhoh of 
Reichersberg, expressed the battle themselves in these terms. 244 There is discussion in 
the secondary literature about the qualities present in the concept of voluntary poverty 
in the religious reform movements in the eleventh and twelfth centuries. Burr (2001) 
sees humility as an element in religious poverty, and in the images of the powerful 
men in the church walking on pilgrimage barefoot they appear to be adopting the role 
I De quarto vigilia noctis (MGH, Libelli de lite, HI, 503-25) 1167 
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of the miserabilis personce whose definition was not simply one of economic poverty, 
but which also involved their 'powerless' position, they could be widows, orphans, the 
blind, the mutilated, those wom down by long illness. The church had a special duty 
of care towards these people. They were not always without means but were in need 
of help. They were among the people from whom the mendicant preachers drew their 
audiences. They were the 'poor' whom the voluntary poor emulated, and yet also 
despised, in the way that is noted of the peasant who was simultaneously despised and 
yet simultaneously viewed as particularly close to God (Freedman 1999). 
In the act of taking human flesh and coming from heaven to earth, Christ gave up 
power and took on human weakness. In the Ormulum this is made clear, and the 
vocabulary is that of poverty even though the process is concerned with 
powerlessness. Christ was born wrecche child off wrecche kinn (1 133/3878) and 
wrecche here is very difficult to translate into PDE. There are connotations of the 
wrecche flesh that Christ put on, the wrecche poverty that he was born into containing 
the negative elements of sin. Indeed the devil tempts Christ in the wilderness and in 
this passage is one of the three times that usell is used without close collocation (ii 48/ 
11591) where the idea is that the devil saw Christ as potentially vulnerable to 
temptation because of his human nature Forr Patt he sahh himm usell wihht Inn ure 
mennisscnesse he saw him as a poor (possibly with the sense 'vulnerable'? ) thing in 
our humanness (ii 48/11591). Christ has changed his state from one of God like power 
to one of human powerlessness. 
The powerlessness that arises in the Brut is of a much more earthly kind, but the 
language used to express it is also that of poverty. Cadwalan threatens Edwin that he 
will rob him of his kingdom and he will be made wrecche (15130). This contrast of 
powerlessness with a previously kingly state is made twice using eerm when Penda 
wishes to capture Oswy (15762) and of the fate of Agag (8329) where both are 
reduced from being powerful kings. Lear's own actions in giving away his kingdom to 
his two daughters results in his lack of power and he calls himself a wrecche man in 
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his new state (C 1735). There may be an element of poverty here in comparison with 
their previously wealthy state as kings, but, for Lear particularly, it is the power that 
he has lost. 
In defeat Octa and his knights remove their clothing to appear naked before 
Aurelius to beg for mercy and this act could be seen as putting them among the naked 
and dependent poor who are no longer a threat and towards whom mercy can be 
shown (8368). 
Lear banishes Cordelia and says she will become warchen, destitute, and live in 
wansioe, misery, (1543). Wrecche in OE has an early sense in which the idea of 
banishment, of being an exile, is in the foreground. This is reduced by the eME period 
but occasionally there are echoes of it. 
Christ in poverky 
In AW there is a passage on Christ's life (70b/15 -7 la/17 see appendix) as a lesson 
a3eines3isceunge 'against covetousness'. This passage is shaped to present Christ's life 
in terms of his poverty, poverty as the Christian's weapon against avarice. From his 
birth to his greatest pouerte at the crucifixion the three elements that establish his 
poverty are his lack of lodging, or his lodging in a nearow place, his nakedness and 
his lack of food and drink. 'He was stripped stark naked on the cross' steort naket he 
wes despuillet o Pe rode. The verb despuillet is a violent one, that later collects senses 
of 'pillage'. AW is its first surviving use in English. In this passage Christ is presented 
as one of the 'naked poor', his poverty is expressed through the embodiment of alms - 
to feed, clothe and house the poor. His nakedness is at the hands of others and 
reminiscent of the stripping of the female saints in the saints' lives, where they are 
exposed to view and become the passive recipients of torment. AW is one of the 
earliest attestations in English of the shift in the portrayal of Christ at the crucifixion. 
He had been a warrior triumphant over death, standing with his feet set side by side on 
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a little shelf. From about 1200 he became a suffering Christ, with his feet nailed one 
on top of the other without any support (AW 106a/2-3). After 1200 even In the 
depiction of the Last Supper the royal crown is increasingly replaced by the crown of 
thorns. This emphasis on Christ's bodily suffering highlights his moment of 
powerlessness - his meast pouerte 'greatest poverty'. 
Christ's wooing 
Women in the AB texts, particularly AW, sometimes stand for the church or the soul. 
The adjective applied to them is frequently poure. There are various instances in the 
AB texts of the church being represented as a poure wummon 'poor woman' (AW 
108b/12) and references to the story of Esther who was raised from apoure meiden to 
a queen (AW 85b/9; 47a/1). The metaphor of Christ wooing the soul in the form of a 
lady is also present. In AW 105a/12 she is a gentilpoure leafdi 'poor lady of good 
family' and her state is al poure 'utterly poor'. Christ is the mihti kinge 'powerful king' 
that will rescue her. Here the emphasis seems to be on her powerlessness which 
contrasts with the might of Christ. The adjective poure is attached to the prospective 
bride of Christ in HM 20/7 where the measte poure 'very poorest' is pleasing to him. 
There are some specific references to women in the Ormulum for example 
concerning the sacrifice made at the temple after childbirth, where the woman who 
was poor, wcudle, was required to give only a small, litell, sacrifice (i 269/7769). 
There is a discussion of the relative natures of male and female children, and the male 
child has good strength and good deeds, but girls are said to have weak strength, wac, 
and good deeds. 
Martyrdom 
The parallels between the stripping of the female saints and the stripping of Christ 
highlight their physical powerlessness at the hands of their tormentors. Poure is used 
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in the saints' lives, and in St. K it is used twice of the involuntary poor (B. 18; 2 1), but 
the word poure is not used of the saints nor is their condition described as pouerte. 
Theirs seems to be a more active death, involving defiance and the defeat of devils. If 
the suggestion by Little that the Christian model reflects the metaphor of its age is 
substantive, then this may be because these martyred saints are reflecting an earlier 
image, a state more of spiritual triumph than the state that pouerte expresses. 
The anchoresses 
The anchoresses' experience is to imitate Christ's life, not just his death as the martyrs 
do. They are not soldiers of Christ but in common with Christ they are beggars, and 
their position, like his, is that of scheome ... 
beon itald unwurýi 7 beggin as an 
hearlot'shame 
... being accounted worthless and begging like a down-and-out' (A W 
96b/l 6). It is explicit that they have lost the status they had before and should be 
happy if they are treated arrogantly by Sluri, the cook's boy, who washes and wipes 
dishes in the kitchen (AW 103a/2-4). They have left their earthly power behind and 
their powerless state is more glorious if those who were previously below them on 
earth are above them. 
The involuntary poor 
The involuntary poor are not necessarily the naked poor who receive alms, but those 
who are at the poor end of society. In many instances in the AB texts the vocabulary 
of poverty is used in a specialised, Christian sense. The glimpses of the economically 
poor are few and many instances are general rather than individual. In a passage in 
AW (22b/1)245 there is a description of the third kind of flatterer, who praises the evil 
person and his evil deed. In this instance the evil deed is bad treatment of his poure 
men 'his poor men' by a cniht. The word poure here could refer to material poverty but 
seems to be a reference to the men over whom the cniht has power - they are in a tied 
2AS Ives (1934) considers this treatment of the cheorl to be in the proverbial tradition. 
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relationship to him, are his poor men and are referred to in the next line as cheorl. 
This citation is given in the OED to illustrate 'Churl' sense I 'A tenant in pure 
villemage; a serf, a bondman. ' This use of poure could also contain OED 'Poor' sense 
6. 'Such, or so circumstanced, as to excite one's compassion or pity; unfortunate, 
hapless'which has its earliest citation from La3amon, but is not illustrated with any 
citations from the AB texts. The sense of being low in the hierarchy and in a 
powerless, vulnerable position seems to be the major component here. 
Vagrancy and the dissembling beggar 
Hearlot appears to be the only item in the AB poverty vocabulary that has this 
component of vagrancy, and disapproval, in context. In the MED hearlot has sense 
2(a) A professional male entertainer; buffoon, jester, story-teller, actor, pantomimist; 
(b) a female entertainer, an actress, etc.; (c) a trifler, parasite. The earliest citations are 
for (c) from Chaucer, (a) and (b) from 1400 on. These may appear to be peripheral 
senses to the poverty category, but it is interesting to note that OE loddere from the 
TOE poverty field had similar connotations. These qualities may not carry the 
association of 'powerlessness' but they do of being'without poweras of people who 
are themselves outside the mainstream of their society, not settled in a locality and 
living off, rather than contributing to, the economic process. 
AW presents a picture of a hearlot as a'dissembling beggar'but this is not the 
whole sense in the AB texts, as it also has the 'material poverty' sense of a beggar who 
begs for a living and is associated with shame. " Neither the OED nor the NJM use 
the word 'dissembling' in their definition, but include the senses idle rogue, vagabond, 
beggar'(MED sense Ia. ) and'vagabond, rogue, beggar, rascal'(OED sense 1) so 
including the deceptive element of a beggar who could work but who chooses not to. 
246 AW 96b/1 6 and the poor who beg at the gate AW 111 b/26 
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Dependence 
Helples carries this sense and is used of fatherless children, unable to support 
themselves in the world. By metaphor this is the situation of Christians on earth, 
whose strength comes from Christ and who are unable to support themselves without 
his strength. This dependence on others is a component in the 'poverty' of the 
anchoresses in AW where all they live on is provided through the alms of a'friend'. 
This is also an element in the condition of the miserabilis person'T for whom the 
church had a special duty of care. 
'D- Peripheral senses 
These are the senses that are on the periphery of the concept of poverty, or may not be 
part of it at all, but which are attached to words which carry some senses that are 
within the category. There is one instance of heane in its negative to mean 'bravely' or 
I not shamefully' used of Cynewulf defending himself in the annal for 755 which I 
have not included. 
Contempt 
In the Brut the use of h6ene with the verb halden has the sense 'contempt' and there 
are four instances of this, all used of a person plus one with the same sense used of the 
heathen religion but using the verb iwur6en. The use of wrecche sometimes seems to 
include an element of contempt particularly when used of the defeated, or those who 
are predicted soon to be defeated. 
Constraint 
It is interesting that the condition of defeat for the powerful often involves being put 
in bonds, and this can also draw on words with a poverty component, such as armliche 
benden (C 298) and narwe ibunden (C 13483). The experience here is both miserable 
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and confining and the confinement of poverty is an element throughout, echoed later zn 
by the development of straitness which the Glasgow Thesaurus materials identifies as 
recorded in use from 1340. 
The idea of being 'hard pressed' comes here too, with nanve biýrong (0 4704). 
To defeat 
In the Ormulum nifiýrenn carries this sense. 
Desperate 
This is a use of wrteccheliche to describe Cadwalan's lust for venison in the story of 
Brien cutting off his own flesh to feed the king. The translation here is not easy. 
Disapproval 
Strong disapproval is expressed by wrecche in the Peterborough Chronicle. It is 
applied to the sacking by the Vikings of churches in Ireland in 684 and the sacking of 
Lindisfame in 793. It is also used in the annal for 1127 to describe the grant of the 
Abbacy to the pluralist Henry. 
Frivolous 
The senses in the MED for hearlot are jesters, entertainers and triflers. These appear 
to be peripheral senses to the poverty category, but it is interesting to note that OE Zý 
loddere from the TOE poverty field had similar connotations. 
Illness 
Unntrummnesse carries this sense in the Ormulum. 
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To lessen/wane 
In the AB texts wone carries this sense as does wannsenn in the Ormulum. 
Low/to lower 
This is the literal sense of lah in both the AB texts and the Ormulum. 
Mean, of no repute 
In the Ormulum unnwurrp carries this sense. 
Plain and simple 
This is carried by unnorne m the Ormulum. 
Sensual pleasure 
Eoelich has physical components and there is one instance in HM 5115 where Melich 
is usually glossed as 'worthless' but which could equally be used in its sense of 
I sensual pleasure': e6elich delit of an hondhwile 'momentary sensual pleasure'where 
this refers to sexual activity. 
Small of things or space. 
Littel canies this sense in the Ormulum as does narnvelnaru in the Ormulum and the 
AB texts. 
Strict 
The Ormulum has additional uses of namve of the narrow, or strict path that leads to 
God(i 215/6208; 1321/9202). 
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Unleavened Bread 
Pearf- becomes tharif in the sense of unleavened bread in the Ormulum (i 32/997; i 
53/1588). 
Unpleasant 
There is one instance Of 3eomere with the sense 'unpleasant' when Cador suggests to 
Arthur that they should prepare 3eomere spelles for the invading Romans. 
Without good 
'nis sense of godles is close to the senses of hell, sin and the opponents of Christ. 
Wasteland 
Although westi is an apparently ephemeral member of the AB poverty category, and 
indeed of the 'poverty' category in eME as a whole, it carries two central senses, 
I material poverty' and 'lacking in'. Its sense 'wasteland' is peripheral to the AB 
category 'poverty' but central to westi and it is this that survives. 
Young 
In the Ormulum there is the sense 'young' which is carried by littel. 
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Conclusion 
The Changes in the Lexis 
From the OE to the eME period significant changes take place in the lexis that 
expresses poverty. In the OE category the central items are words connected to bearf 
and wcedle but both these are supplanted through the late OE to eME period by 
another OE word from outside the category, wrecche. Wadle does not appear in many 
additional categories and it dies out whereas bearf narrows into its sense of 'to need 
to' in the sense of 'it is necessary to' before it too disappears. Wrecche is a word 
which comes in with a great deal of existing polysemy and it is not clear what the 
factors are in this shift. It does express some related concepts, such as emotional and 
physical distress and discomfort, but it also carries. and accumulates, elements of 
wickedness and damnation. The arrival of the French loan poure appears in its early 
use to be with the plain sense 'material poverty' but it relatively quickly becomes used 
not just of the materially poor but of the spiritually poor. It is possible that the 
increasing polysemy and association of wrecche with negative elements made it not 
only ambiguous but also undesirable when used of religious poverty and Christ. 
The Category 
The category that emerges from these texts has two central concepts which co-exist 
and which are almost mirror images of each other yet which share the same lexical 
expression. These are the two concepts of involuntary and voluntary poverty. Things 
which are shameful and demeaning in involuntary poverty become transformed into 
virtues if they are part of voluntary poverty. 
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The attributes for these concepts are the same, but their values are opposites. 
Among the attributes are: embodiment; material possessions; status; potency; 
clothing; food; moral value. 
The value of the embodiment for involuntary poverty is the flesh, there is a strong 
connotation of physicality in the vocabulary, which reinforces the observations made 
by Farmer that the poor were associated with the body (Farmer 2002). The value for 
the embodiment of voluntary poverty is the spirit. For the voluntary poor their poverty 
is a spiritual attribute. 
While it would appear that both kinds of poor are without material possessions, 
the value for the involuntary poor is that they are desirous of them, and are portrayed 
as in need of them, whereas the voluntary poor are rejecting them. 
The value of status for the involuntary poor is low, while the value for the 
voluntary poor is high. 
The potency value of the involuntary poor is weak, they have no power and are 
dependent on others and in need of help. The voluntary poor are powerful spiritually 
and although their manifestation on earth is through humility and self effacement they 
me the manifestation of a powerful religious force. There are instances when 
powerlessness is foregrounded in the frame of the words for 'poor' even though this is 
not present in the dictionary definitions. 
The moral value of the involuntary poor is of worthlessness and evil. The 
connotations of wrecche are strong here, and it is used of souls damned in hell. This 
aspect presumably strengthens in the following centuries after the eME period as 
hostility and distrust of the poor increases. The moral value of the voluntary poor is of 
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good and worth, and the connotations in the vocabulary, of the negative values, may 
be a factor in language change. 
The clothing of the involuntary poor is tattered and worn, while the clothing of the 
voluntary poor is plain and simple. Parallel values apply to the food. Food for the 
involuntary poor is provided by handouts and leftovers, while the voluntary poor eat 
plainly and simply. This is the one attribute in which the vocabulary is not shared, as, 
for example, unnorne does not seem to be applied to the clothing or food of the 
involuntary poor. 
Peripheral senses 
When I constructed the models of the peripheral, or additional senses, I was surprised 
at how few alternatives there were for arrangement on the page if the words were to be 
connected in any coherent way. These relationships are of a kind which it is not 
possible to discover from consulting dictionary definitions alone. Sylvester notes the 
growth of an ironic dimension in the notion Gift1present and this kind of change is to 
do with background assumptions (2004: 206). This kind of encyclopaedic knowledge 
is more likely to be in evidence in context and it is from the contextual uses of the 
words that the models of the peripheral senses were made. 
The peripheral senses are important as they are present to a greater or lesser degree 
in the mind of the speaker or writer when the words in the category are used. In many 
ways these are the elements in the frames which are the hardest for us to recognise in 
reading the texts. Clearly we maintain a passive vocabulary which enables us to read 
texts written in the past, and it is a truism to say that our reading cannot be that of a 
contemporary speaker as elements of the information are lost to us even though we 
'understand' the words. nis is the kind of information that some of these peripheral 
senses may give us, even though sketchily. 
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The peripheral senses that are identified for the category as it exists in the TOE are 
more comprehensive than those for the eME corpus that I have examined, as the TOE 
covers a wider and more diverse corpus. Nonetheless there are some interesting 
parallels and differences. 
Some of the similarities are not surprising. There are related concepts in both the 
TOE and the eME categories which concern adversity, affliction and trouble as well as 
the associated emotional states of misery and distress. The TOE connections with 
shame, disgrace and humiliation are mirrored in the eME category by words such as 
nip, brenn and lah. The concept of constraint is interesting and present in both 
categories. In the TOE nearones brings narrowness and scantness of space, a physical 
strait, and this is echoed in the eME category by the use of poverty vocabulary being 
applied to imprisonment and bonds. This element is reflected in the subsequent 
adoption in the poverty category of straitness. The eME expression of the concept of 
plain and simple in connection with voluntary poverty has a rather distant echo in the 
TOE category with the use of nacod to signify plainness and simplicity in language. 
Some of the similarities are more surprising. Both categories have a connection to 
evil, the TOE to moral evil and depravity, and the eME category through wrecche in 
particular and its use in references to people who are damned in hell. On the other 
hand both categories also have connections to frivolity although through different 
lexical items. These connections, particularly when expressed through different words, t7l 






I have not included this and all instances appear to carry the sense 'lacking in'. A 
typical usage is wonti ei qf his limen 'missing one of his limbs' in HM 17/4. 
This overlaps with wone in the sense 'lacking in' and it may be that in the AB texts 
wone carries connotations of poverty as well as 'lacking in' while wont is restricted to 
'lacking in' and its use in the poverty sense is a later development. In the OED and the 
MED the sense 'penury' is illustrated with later citations. The OED of the noun 'want' 
has 3a'The state of lacking the necessaries of life; penury; destitution' first citation 
1340-70 Alex. & Dind. 857; the MED of the noun'want'has a. 'The state of penury, 
want; also a shortage or lack of something' first citation 1400 Cursor Vsp. A. 3. 
This is therefore not included. 
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AW Passage 
Corpus p. 133 f. 70b line 15 - f. 71a line 17 
A3eines 3isceunge is his muchele pouerte be weox eauer up on him se lengre se 
mare, for ýa he wes iboren earst. be b wralite be eoroe. ne fond nawt on eoroe 
swa muche place as his lutle licome mahte beon ileid up on. Swa nearow wes b 
stude. P unneabe his moder 7 iosep seten Prin. ant swa ha leiden him on heh up in 
a crecche wio clutes biwrabbet as 0 godspel seio. Pan nis eum inuoluit. Pus feire 
he wes ischrud be heouenliche schuppent be schrudeo be sunne. Her efter be poure 
meiden of heouene fostrede him 7 fedde w1? 5 hire lutle milc as meiden deh to 
habben. Pis wes muche pouerte. A mare com Prefter. for lanhure Pe3et he hefde 
fode as feol to him. 7i stude of in. A his cradel herbearhede him. Seo! 50en as he 
meande him. A nefde he hwer he mahte his heaued huden. filius hommis non habet 
ubi capud suum reclinet. Pus poure he wes of in. of mete he wes so neodful. ", b ba 
he hefde i ierusalem o palmsunnedei a] dei ipreachet. 7 hit neolechede niht. A he 
lookede abuten hit seio i be godspel. 3ef ei walse cleopien him to mete o0er to 
herbearhe. Aah nes ber nan. ant swa he wende ut of be muchele burh. Ain to 
Bethanie. to Marie hus 7 to marthen. ber as he eode mid his deciples sum chearre. 
ha breken be eares bi be wei 7 gnuddeden be curnles ut betweonen hare honden 7 
eten for hunger. 7 weren Peruore swiOe icalenget. A alre meast pouerte cOm3et 
her efter. For steort naket he wes despuilet o be rode. Pa he meande him of burst. 
weater ne mabte he habben 3et b meast wunder is of al be brade eoroe ne moste 
he habben a greot forte deien up on. Pe rode hefde a fot ooer lute mare. 7b wes 
to his pine. Hwen be worldes wealdent waide beo bus poure. unbileuet he is be 
luueo to muchel ant 31sceb worldes weole ant wunne. 
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Salu p. 115 Part IV Temptation 
Against covetousness there is His great poverty which grew always greater as 
His life went on, for when he was first born, He who had made the earth did 
not find on it a space great enough for his little body to be laid upon it. So 
cramped was His birthplace that it was with difficulty that His Mother and 
Joseph found room to sit, and so they placed Him up off the ground in a manger, 
wrapped about with pieces of cloth as the gospel says: She wrapped him up in 
swaddling clothes. Thus finely was He clothed, the heavenly Creator who had 
clothed the sun. And then the poor maiden of heaven fostered him and fed Him 
with her little milk such as a maiden must have had. This was great poverty. 
But greater was to come. For at least He still had the food that was proper to 
Him and instead of an inn His cradle lodged Him. But later, as He lamented 
He had nowhere to shelter His head. The son of man hath not where 
to lay his head. Thus poor was He in the matter of lodging. In that of food, 
He was so needy that on Palm Sunday, when He had been preaching in 
Jerusalem all day, and night was approaching, He looked around Him to see 
whether anyone would invite Him to a meal or offer Him shelter, but there was 
none, and so He went out of the great city into Bethania, to the house of Mary 
and Martha. On another occasion, as He walked with His desciples, they were 
so hungry that they broke off some ears of corn by the way and crushed out the 
grain with their hands and ate it, and were seriously reproved on this account. 3 
But the greatest poverty of all was still to follow, for on the 
cross He was stripped stark naked. When He complained of thirst, He was 
allowed no water. And further, most striking thing of all, of the whole broad 
earth He might not have any stretch of ground to die upon. The Cross took up 
a foot of the earth's space, or a little more, and that to increase his pain. Since 
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the Ruler of the world willingly became as poor as this, what a miscreant is he 
who covets and loves over-much its wealth and its happiness. 
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Wohunge 
EETS 241 p 28/317- 30/369 
p. 276 lesu mi hues luue riche ar tu as lauerd in heuene 7 in eoroe. 7 tah poure 
f. 130 bi bicom for me. westi 7 wrecched Poure bu bom was of be meiden 
bi moder. for benne ibi bur8 tid in al be burh of belleern ne fant tu hus 
lewe ber bine nesche childes limes inne milite reste. Bot in a waheles hus 
imiddes be strete. Poure Pu wunden was irattes 7i clutes 7 caldeliche 
dennet in a beastes cribbe. Bote swa bu eldere wex. swa bu pourere was. 
For i bi chilhad hafdes tu be pappe to bi fode. 7 ti moder readi hwen 
bu pappe 3emdes. Bote hwen bu eldere was. bu D fuhel of1uht. fisch iflod 
folc on eoroe fedes. boledes for wone of mete moni hat hungre as clerkes 
witerliche in godspel reden. 7 tu b heuene 7 eoroe 7 al bis werld 
wrahtes. nauedes in al bis werld hwer bu o bin ahen bi heaued mihtes reste. 
Bot<e> baoe 3ung 7 eldre alle Gate Pu hafdes hwer bu milites wrihe Pine 
banes. Ah atte laste of Pi lif hwen Pu for me swa rewliche hengedes on rode. 
ne hafdes in al Pis world hwer wi6 ý blisfule blodi bodi Pu mihtes hule 
7 huide. 7 swa nu swete lefmon poure Ou be self was. 7 te poure Pu 
ra8este cheas. pouerte bu luuedes. pouerte, bu tahtes. 7 3iuen bu haues 
echeliche bin endelese blisse. til alle b clenh for bi luue mesaise 7 
pouerte wilfulliche bolien. A hu schulde i beo riche. 7 tu mi leof swa 
poure? for bi swete iesu crist wile i beo poure for be. as tu was for be 
luue of me. for to beo riche wib be i bin eche blisse. for wi( ) pouerte 7 
wiO wa schal mon wele buggen. A lesu swete iesu leue ý te 7c. Bote 
pouerte wio menske is ea6 for to bolien. Ali bu mi lef for mi luue w16 al bi 
pouerte was schomeliche heaned. 
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Jesus, my life's love, you are rich as Lord in heaven and earth, and yet you 
became for me poor, destitute and wretched. Poor you were born of the 
maiden, your mother, for in your birth-time in all the city of Bethlehem you 
found not house-shelter where your tender child's limbs might rest, but 
(was born) in a wall-less house in the middle of the street. Poor you were, 
wrapped in rags and clouts, and coldly lodged in a beast's crib. But as you 
grew older you became even poorer; for in your childhood you had 
the breast for your food, and your mother was ready when you wanted 
the breast; but when you became older, you, that feeds the fowls in 
(their) flight, fish in the flood, and people on the earth, suffered for lack of 
meat many a sharp (pang of) hunger, as clerks indeed read in the Gospel; 
and you that shaped the heaven and earth, and all this world, had not 
in all this world of your own where you might rest your head; but both 
young and older always you had (not) wherewith you might cover your t: ý 
bones. But at the last (period) of your life, when you for me so piteously did 
hang on the cross, you had not, in all this world, wherewith you might 
cover and hide your blissful bloody body. And so my sweet beloved one, 
poor you yourself was; and you choose the rather to be poor, for poverty 
you did love, and poverty did teach (enjoin); and you have given perpetually 
your everlasting bliss to all those that willingly endure, (wholly) cleanly for 
your love, hardships and poverty. Ali! why should I be rich and you, my 
beloved, so poor? Therefore, sweet Jesus Christ, will I be poor for you, as 
you were for the love of me, so that I may be rich with you in your eternal 
bliss; for with poverty and with woe shall happiness be purchased. Ali! 
Jesus, sweet Jesus, grant that the love of you be all my delight. But poverty 
with honour is easy to endure; but you, my beloved, wholly for my love, 
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with all your poverty was shamefully ill-treated; 
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The Remodelling of the Category 
In the Glasgow Historical Thesaurus materials, few of the OE words from the TOE 
category 15.01.06 Poverty, indigence survive far beyond the OE period. The words 
that survive OE and subsequently enter and leave up to 1300 are: 
Word Date I Date 2 Date 3 
wxdle/wxdl OE 1205 - 
wane/wana OE 1250 - 
armý/earmý OE 1275 - 
wanspeed/wan sped OE 1400 - 
povert - 1175 1550 
wandreth - 1175 1680 
wandred - 1200 1400 
misease - 1200 1490 
need - 1200 
orcost - 1225 - 
lowness - 1225 - 
poorness - 1275 1661 
default - 1290 1494 
unwealth - 1300 1412 
mischief - 1300 1433 
mister - 1300 1786 
poverty - 1300 
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